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ABSTRACT
 
This Data Book contains parametric data on the Waste Control aspects of 
Housekeeping for future manned orbital spacecraft The data is intended for use by 
the mission planner, the spacecraft conceptual designer and the equipment designei -
The contents cover 
0 Identification of Waste Products, Rates of Generation and Constraints 
Approximately 220 potential waste sources, i.e., personnel lfe support 
functions, subsystem equipments and potential experiments, were 
identified. Study of these waste sources identified 1500 waste items, their 
constituents, rates of production and interfacing information for hand­
ling and processing. 
6 Utilization Processes 
Utilization processes are those potentially capable of converting waste 
into useful onboard consumables/expendables m lieu of logistical re­
supply. Both existing systems and basic processing concepts useful as 
building blocks are discussed. 
o Pretreatment Processes for Disposal 
Conceptual designs and parametric data are presented for treatment of 
normal organic and potentially pathogenic waste for deactivation or 
sterilization. Concepts for the compaction and packaging of deactivated 
wastes are presented. 
" Waste Disposal 
Conceptual designs and parametric data are presented for separating 
wastes from the spacecraft. These include the use of the shuttle with 
resupply/disposal modules, rocket launch for incineration in the 
earth's atmosphere or alternate earth and sun orbits, and overboard 
Jettisoning. 
o Waste Control and Housekeeping 
Manual and automated concepts of waste collection, pickup, transfer and 
sorting for interfacing with utilization or disposal processing equipment 
are presented. The rationale for preppration of crew task and time line 
information as influenced by partial and zero gravity is developed. In 
addition, background human factors information for space flight is 
discussed. 
o Search/Report Computer Program 
Because of the magnitude of the information generated, a computer program 
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The Data Book is dided into three volumes and, because of the magitude 
of the information presented, Volume 1 into two books. Their contents are as 
follows 
VOLUME I - WASTE CONTROL - TASKS AND SYSTEM CONCEPT 
This volume contains the basic results of the study except for the backup 
data on the defintion of wastes. 
VOLUME 11A and I]B - WASTE DEFINITION 
Volume H1 contains the definition of waste products and the backup 
information. 
VOLUME III - WASTE CONTROL SEARCH/REPORT COMPUTER PROGRAM 
This volume contains a brief description of the organization of the data, 
a complete printout of the data, and a descnption with examples of the search and 
retrieval capabilities provided. 
iv 
FAIFRCHIL.D HItLER: 
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0 0 INTRODUCJTION 
The computei program which has been developed to store and process the available 
data on spacecraft waste control is described in Volume 1, Section 7, a detailed 
description of the program is contained in the User's Manual (F/H Report 
MS 124Y0005) This volume of the Data Book contains a brief description of the 
organization of the data, a complete printout of the data, and a description of the 
search and retrieval capabilities provided. 
The data contained in Sections 1 0, 2 0 and 3 0 was derived entirely from the material 
in Volume II, which consists of information relating to waste materials propertaes and 
generation Future versions of this book will incorporate, in addition, data from the 
areas of waste handling, and processing and disposal procedures and processes The 
computer programs have been developed so as to easily adapt to these extensions 
0 i DATA CHARACTERISTICS 
0 1 1 Data Structure 
The data in storage is collected into large logical groups This arrangement affords 
rapid processing during searches and updating by retrieving and/or storing in the 
computer core by one operation, not only the desired item, but all data directly 
associated with it 
Table 0-1 shows the structuring of the data on waste generation in a hierarchical 
manner The fundamental element by which spacecraft waste sources have been 
grouped has been taken to be the spacecraft subsystem or laboratory The data is 
generally organized within each subsystem/laboratory structure in a manner analagous 
to that employed in Volume II, two exceptions are the "functional requirement" and 
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TABLE 0-1 
DATA STRUCTURE 
WASTE GENERATION FILE 
1. Subsystem/Laboratory 
2. Name 
2. Functional Requirement 
2. Basic FunctLon 
2. Expernment/Equapment () 
3. Name 
3. Area Name (1 
3. Associated FPE 
3. Waste Source () 
4. Name 
4. Document Reference 
4. References (*) 
4. Waste Item (*) 
5. Name 
5. State 
5. Density (Average) 
5. Attributes 
5. -Elements Present 
5. Composition 
5. Generation Data (*) 
5. Reclamation Action 
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The 	next level corresponds to division of data within a given subsystem or laboratory 
into a number of experiments (processes) or pieces of equipment so specified as to 
completely encompass all proposed spacecraft subsystems. The associated area 
name(s) of the spacecraft and the FPE number (in the case of the experiments) 
are also stored at thins level. Each experiment or equipment is then broken down 
into a number of possible waste sources. Reference is given, by number, to the 
operational description document of Volume 11 for detailed engineering discussion. 
Table 0-1 gives, at the lowest level, the specific data which is stored for a given 
waste item. The nature of each item is discussed mdividually m the paragraphs 
below. 
o 1 1I State 
Tins data is in keyword form so as to permit search and retrieval, and uses the 
three basic words 
SOLID, LIQUID or GAS. 
0. 1 	 1 2 Density (Average) 
Waste material average density in lbs/cu. ft. is stored as numerical data, so as 
to permit data search on magnitude. 
o 1 	 2 3 Attributes 
Keyword storage of characteristics of the waste materials of significance to 
spacecraft housekeeping and waste management is used in this category. The key­
words fall into three pnncipal categories 
o 	 Material type, eg metal, plastic, glass, textile, paper, acid, alkali, 
oil, water, colloid, suspension, gel, etc. 
* 	 Form factor, eg flexible, rigid, sheet, rod, tubular, spongy, bulky, 
loose granuals, sharp, brittle, semi-liquid, slurry, highly dense, etc. 
o 	 Constraints, eg toxic, pathogenic, contaminated, noxious odor, ex­
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0 1 1 4 , Elements Present 
The standard chemical symbols for the principal elements present as well as any 
'trace elements of special interest are stored in this category, with each element 
separated by a comma. 
0 1 1 5 Composition 
The principal constituents are identified by common material names, compound 
names or, in some cases, by chemical formula. 
0 1 1 6 Generation Data 
The "Generation Data" category contains numerical tabular data on specific 
quantity or rate of waste mass generation. The current version of the data file 
contains three entries for each waste item, the units being dependent on the basic 





Basic Function Units Q (1) ( 
Support Life lbs/year /12 men /50 men /100 men 
Maintain S/C Functions lbs /10 yr /day /unit 
Perform Mlission Tasks lbs /expt. /day /batch 
Further explanation of the reasons for this representation of waste generation 
quantities is given in Volume IIA, para. 0. 4 2.3. 
0 1 1 7 Reclamation Action 
Tis data item contains, where applicable, a short phrase describing actions 
necessary to restore the waste material to reuse in its original function. 
0-4
 
0.2 DATA SEARCH AND RETRIEVAL 
0.2. 1 Program Description 
Search and retrieval capability for specific items or groups of items satisfying given 
conditons is the key to use of the data file foi optimization (trade-off) studies, 
development of procedures, etc. An initial veision of a piogram for this purpose has 
been developed for processing the waste generation data. This program permits 
retrieval of lists of data elements satisfying specified criteria from the information 
contained in the data files. Any number of searches can be performed on a given 
computer run. The program permits selection of the following logical connections 
between the search criteria or keywords 
a) (K,) AND (K2) AND... AND (K 10) 
b) (K1) OR (K2 ) OR.. OR (K 10) 
c) ((K,) AND ... (K 10)) OR ((K1 ) AND ... (K10)) OR ... up to 10 times 
I I 
d) ((K1) 0R ... (K 10)) AND ((K1 ) OR ... (K 10 )) AND... up to 10 times 
Thus a quite flexible and extensive logical search capability is provided. 
For a particular search, the files desired, the keywords and associated data elements 
to be searched, and logical control data are input in card form. Search is accomplish­
ed by reading in succession each record of the desired files and testing for matches 
When a hit is made,between the contained data and the desired values (search keys). 
the data is printed on a Search Report 
The purpose of the report format at the present stage of program development is to 
provide sufficient data for each hit that a definitive reference to the data book file 
printout is provided, through this reference, any other desired information about the 
located items may be obtained manually. This reference is provided by giving the 
major indentation identifiers of the data structures, for example, in the waste 
generation file, the spacecraft subsystem, equipment/experiment name, the waste 
source name, and the waste item name. In addition the waste quantity tables are 
printed. 
0.2.2 Data Search Examples 
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are presented in Tables 3 through 10. The keywords and logic were selected so as to 
demonstrate the general program capability. They proVide lists of all waste items 
which satisfy the following criteria 
Search No. Table Search Question 
1 3 Material contains water 
2 4 Material is generated in kitchen or dining area or snack bar 
3 5 Material is contaminated or pathogemc 
4 6 Material is generated m Bio-Laboratory and is solid 
5 7 Material contains Fe and Cu 
6 8 Material contains Fe or Cu 
7 9 Material originates in man-oriented functions and exceeds 
100 lbs/year for a 100 man station and is either contannat­
ed or pathogemc and is either textile or paper material. 
8 10 Material is solid and requires cleaning for reclamation 
or is textile and requires laundering for reclamation. 
The output for each search specifies the logic used, the keywords together with an 
identifier and a description of the data type with a program address vector, A list 
of the retrieved waste items follows, together with key data for locations of 
ancillary data m the data file printout (Sect. 1, 2 or 3), data on wich keywords are 











- NULL - LOGIC oN THr FOLLOWING KEYWORDSTHE SEARrH HAS USED 

VECTOR
ORITFM 'AND'ITPM KEYWORD 

13
I 1 WATER (COMP0SITInNI 





KFYWnRD GROUP EOUTP./FXP WASTF WASTP ITEM 

NO KEY NO SrUPCF NO. 
 12 MFN 50 MEN 100 MEN
 
n50 00 183 00 183.00
I. 3 1 1 AUTOCLAVF WASTE WATF 

11 4 1 1 WATER 	 840 O0 3360 00 6720 00
 
41 00 170 00 340 00
1 1 WATER
* 3 1 
1 3.1 1 2 WATER 	 41.00 170 00 340 00
 
41 00 170 00 340.00
 
S 13 2 1 1 WATER SPILLED AND NO 1007 00 4200 00 8400.00

1 3.1 1 3 WATER 

T DRUNK 10 PERCENT
 
8520 00 0 00 34000.00
 
1 4 1 1 1 VAPORIZED PRODUCTS 

1 3 4 2 1 WATER 

1022 00 4256.00 8550.00
 
1.4 2 1 1 C0NTAMTNATED WASH WA 37440 00 156000.00 312000.00
 
TER 
18720.00 7R000 00 156000.00
1 4 2 1 ? DIRTY WASH WATER 

1 4 2 1 3 USED WASH WATEP 2190 00 9125 00 18750 O00 
5615 00 23370 00 46740 00
1 4 3 1 1 DIRTY WATER 

1 4 4 1 1 WASH WATER 





1.4 5 2 1 USFO WASH WATER AND 315 00 1313 00 

10 YR. TOTAL DAILY RATE UNIT WFICHT
 
* 	 3.1 1 1 WATER 300 00 0 00 7.90
 
FXPT TOTAL DAILY RATE RATCH SIZF
 
3.4 1 1 2 AUTOCLAVG WASTER WAT 45 00 0 50 0.00 
7 1 WATFR 0.00 0.00 0.00
 
3 4 3 4 1 MACFRATFD TESTES SOT 

3 4.2 
 0 02 0 00 0 02 
TLF 
0 40 0.01 0 0l
 
3 4 5 1 1 WASTE WATER 

3 4 4 2 1 WATER VA'DR 
3.00 0 01 0 01 
3000 00 10 o0 10.00 
2 00 0 01 0 01
3 4.5 1 1 URINE 
' 4 5 2 1 WASTE WATFR 2 40
3 4 5 2 1 URINP 	 576 0O 2.40 

3 URINE 180.00 O.o0 0 50
 
3 9 1 1 3 WA TE WATER O.O0 0 03 0 03
 
* 5 1 1 
TABLE 0-3 (Cont'd) 
* 3.5 1 p 2 	 URINF 73.50 0.00 1.26 
* 3.5.1 2 6 	 WASTE WATER 7 00 0.07 0.0? 0.14* 3.5 1 2 6 	 URINE 50 00 0 14 
2.00 0 14 0.143.5.1 2 10 URINE 
0 40 0.02 0 023 5 1 2 t0 WASTE WATER 
* 3 5 I 2 13 	 URTNF 40 00 0 1o 0 10 
* 3 5 1 2 14 	 WASTE WATER 4 00 0 02 0 02 
10 00 0 04 0 04 
3 5 1 3 4 
* 3.5 1 7 14 	 URINE 
WASTE WATER 0 50 0 	04 0 04
 
0 01 0.01 0.01* 3 5 1 3 4 	 URTNF 
3 5 WASTF WATER 	 0.09 0.00 0 00* 3.5 1 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
3 5 1 3 6 WASTF WATER 
* 3.5.1 3 5 	 UQINE 1 
0 50 0 04 0 04 
3 5 1 3 6 URTNP 0 Ol 0 01 0 01 
3 5 1 4 2 R/A URINE 600 00 0 00 6.00 
3 5.1 4 2 UPINE 	 800 00 0 00 4 00 
7 00 0 00 1 40
* 5 1 4 3 	 URINE 
3 5.1 4 4 WASTE WATER 	 0 50 0.02 0 0? 
3.5 1 4 4 UPINF 	 0.01 0.01 0 01 
3.5 I 5 2 URINF 	 4.00 0.00 0 07 
3 5 1 5 3 URINE 4 00 0 00 0 06 1 
3 5 ! 5 4 URINF 4 00 0 00 0 07 
4 00 0 00 0 080 	 3.5.1 5 4 URINF 
* 3 5 1 5 9 URINF 4.00 0 00 0 08 O 
0 * 3.5 1 5 6 URINE 4 00 0 00 0.08 
0 00 0 07
* 3 5 1 6 1 	 BLOOD 4.00 
* 5 1 6 1 	 UPJN= 6 00 0.00 0.11 
2 WATER WASTE 	 6.00 0 00 0.143 5 1 6 03 00 0 00 0.073.5 1 6 3 WATER WASTE 

3 5 1 6 4 BIOOD 2 00 0 00 0.013 
3 5 6 4 URINF 50 00 0 00 0.09 
WATER WASTE 1 o0 0 00 0 163 5.1 6 5 
* 3 5 1 7 1 	 OLOOD 2.00 0 00 0 03 
3 ' 1 7 1 URINE 	 50.00 0.00 0 89* 
* 3 5 1 7 2 	 BLon 2.00 0.00 0 03 
* 3 5 1 7 3 	 URINE 29.00 0 00 0 40 
WATER WASTE 10.00 0 00 0 19 
* 
3.5 1 7 3 
5 1 7 4 WATFR WASTES 	 10 00 0.00 0 20 
* 3.5.1 a 5 	 WATFP WASTE 0 15 0.00 0.01 
WATER WASTF 0 60 0 00 0 12 
3 5 1 R 7 WATFR WASTE 12 00 0 00 0.30 
* 3.5 1 8 6 
* 	 3 5 1 9 1 AUTOCLAVE WASTF WATE 183 00 0 50 0.00 
R 
* 3.5 2 2 4 WATER (SUIT COOLANT) 4 00 0 00 2 00 
*3 9.2 7 4 WATEP IFORMFn) 0 65 0.00 0 03 
WATER 125 00 0 00 0.003 6.2 1 1 
3.6.2 1 I WATER 	 625.00 625 00 125 00 
TABLE 0-4
 
SEARCH REPORT # 2 - MATERIALS GENERATED IN
 
KITCHEN, DINING AREA OR SNACK BAR 
SEARCH NO. 2 
THE SEARrH HAS USED I OR ' LnOiC ON THP FOLLOWING KEYWORDS 
'ORITTFM 'ANn'ITF4 KEYWORD 
KITCHEN fARFAI 

2 DINING ARFA (AREA) 

3 SNACK RAP IARFAI 

THE FOLL3WING ITEMS WFRE RETRTFVFn 
KEYWORD r0OUP EQUIO /FXPT WASTE WASTE ITEM 
NO KEY NO SOURCE NO. 12 MEN 
1 1 3 1 1 1 FPFON 10.00 
1 1 3 1 1 1 LIGHT BULBS 0.15 
I 1.3 1 1 1 SPENT PARTS 4 00 
1 1 3.1 1 1 WATER 41.00 
1 1 3.1 1 1 FOOD IN PKG. 7 80 
1 1.3 1 1 7 LIGHT BULBS 0 15 
1 1 3.1 1 2 WATFP 41.00 
1 1 3 1 1 2 FOOD IN PKG. 7 80 
1 1.3 1 1 3 LIGHT BULBS 0.15 
1 I 3 I I 3 WATER 41 00 
1 1 3 1 1 3 FOOD IN PKG. 7 80 
1 1 3 1 2 1 FOO) IN PKG. 8 40 
1 1.3.1 2 1 LIGHT BULBS 0 15 
1 1.3 2 1 1 FOOD IN PACKAGE .5 P 45 50 
ERCENT 
1 1 3 2 1 1 FOO IN PArKAGF .5 P 45 50 
ERCFNT 
1.3 2 1 I WATER SPILLED AND NO 1007 00 
T DRUNK 10 PERCENT 
3 1.3 2 1 1 WATER SPILLED AND NO 1007 00 
T DRUNK 10 PERCENT 
1 1 3 2 1 2 SPOILED FOOD IN PKG 136.50 
3 1.3.2 1 2 SPOILED FOOD IN PRG. 136.50 
1 1 3 ? 1 2 MArNTTRON TUBE 2 10 
3 1 3.2 1 2 MANTTRON TUBE 2.10 
1 1 3 2 2 1 PACKAGINC 18.00 
1 1 3.2 2 1 ATTACHFDFOO) .5 PER 14 50 
CENT OVERALL 
1 3 2 2 1 WIPFS(TOWEL)41DAY/12
MAN CREW 10 WASTE 
0 00 
I 1.3.2 2 1 FLEX. ORINKINC DEVIC 0 37 
F TIPS 

















170.00 340 00 
32 60 65 30 
0 61 1 21 
170.00 340 00 
37 60 65.30
 
0.61 1 21 































366 00 730 00
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t 3 3 
1 3 3 
1 3.3 
1 3 3 
1 3 3 
1 3 3 
1 3 4 



















































t 3 4 
















1 3 4 1 1 nFBRIS PKG.FILLED Wt 10.90 41 70 87 40 
3 t 3 4 1 1 
T1 DFBRISQ 
OFPPIS Prr FTLLFn 
TH of RRI 











1 3 4 
1 3 4 
1 4 
1 3 4 
1 3 4 
1 3 4 
1 3 4 
13.4 
3.4 


























COILECTFD FOOD WASTE 
CPLLECTF 
n FOOD WASTF 
Cf(LFCTFD FOOD WASTF 
































1 3 1 1 
WORN 
VACUUM CLEANFR T10, 0 SG 1.60 3 20 
0 
WORN 
3 1 3 4 1 1 VACIUM WORN 
CLEANER TTPS. 0 80 1 60 3 20 
3 
1 3 4 
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1 3 4 
1.3 4 
1 3 4 
1 3.4 
1 3 4 
1 3 4 
1 3 4 
1.3 4 
1 3 4 
1 3 4 
1 3 4 
1 3.4 
1 3 4 








































F'LL'0 WASTE LINERS 
FILI O WASTF LTNERS 













































SEARCH REPORT #3 - MATERIAL IS CONTAMINATED OR PATHOGENIC 
SFARCH NO. 3
 
THE SEARCH HAS USED ' OR - LOGIC ON THE FOLLOWING KEYWOROS
 
'OR-ITEM 'ANDl'T=M KFYWnRD VECTOR
 
I CONTAMTNATFD IATTPIBUTE) 11
 
7 PATHOGrNIC (ATTRIBUTE) 11
 




KEYWORD GROUP rOU! IEXPT WASTE WASTF ITEM QUANTITIES 
NO KEY NO. SOURCF NO 12 MEN 50 MEN 100 MEN 
S 1.1 1 1 1 TONGIF OFPRFSSOR 0.52 2 60 5.20 
I 1 1.1 1 1 THERMOMETERS 1 30 6 50 13.00 
1 1 1 1 SHEETS 7 76 3880 7 60 
1 1.1 I 1 1 PACKAGINC MATFRIAL 0 52 Z 60 5 20 
1 1.1 l 2 1 MEDICATION TURFS 7 30 14 60 21 90 
1 1 1.1 2 1 SPRAY BOTTLES 0 48 8.00 14.60 
1 1 1.1 2 1 DISPOSABLE FACF MASK 3.65 7.30 10.95 
S 
1 t.t 1 2 1 PILL BOXES 3.65 7 30 10.35 
1 1.1 1 2 1 MEDICATION BOTTLES 0.?0 2.00 3 65 
I I 1 1 2 1 BAND AID' 0 03 0.08 0 16 
1 1 1 1 2 1 PFSSINGS AND ADHCSI 0.00 0 02 0.0 
VFS 
I 1 I CATHETER 0 00 0 00 0 05 
I I 1 I 2 1 ANTISEPTIC SOLUTION 0 04 0 12 0 48 
S I..1 2 1 SPLINT 0 00 0.00 0.10 
1 1.1 1 2 1 GLOVFS 0.24 0 60 1 04 
II1 2 1 EYF PATCHFS 0 04 0.40 1.03 
1 1.1 1 2 1 PACgAGING 0 75 2.00 3 65 
1 1 2 1 1 DENTAL PPORE 1 56 15.60 31.20 
1 1.1 2 1 1 DFNTAL MIRROR 0.26 26 00 52.00 
1.1.2 1 1 EXTRACTION PLIERS 0 00 0 00 0.20 
I 1 2 1 1 SCALPFL 0 00 0 00 0 06 
1 1 1.2 1 1 DRUG AND BOTTLF 0.04 0.1? 0.16 
I 1 1 2 I ANAFSTHETIC qOTTLF 0 00 0 00 0.04 
1 1.t.2 I I SYRING 0.00 r 00 0.01 
I 1 1 2 1 1 HFAD RFST COVERING 0 52 5 20 10 40 
1 1 1 3 1 I TRASH HAMPER 0 00 0 00 0.00 
1 1 3 1 1 WIPFS 24 00 87.60 87.60 
t I 3 1 1 AUTOCLAVE CLnTHS-WRA 2 00 7 00 7 00 
PPINr INSTRUMFNTS 
I 1 1 3 1 1 PACKAGINC MATFRIAL 2.00 7 30 7.30 
1.1.1 2 1 TRASH HAMPFR 0 00 0 00 0 0D 
I 1 1 3 2 1 TRASH HAMPER BAGS 3 60 10 95 10 95 
1 1 1.3 2 1 WIPFS 12 00 43.80 43 so 





TABLE 0-5 (Cont'd) 
PP rN rNlTRIINTq 
1 1 1.3 2 1 fACKACTNC MATRIAt I 00 3.65 3 65 
1.2 2 1 1 snILFD SHIRT SHORT C LFFVF 
420 00 178' no 3564 00 
2 1 2 2 1 Sr'TLFO TPIJSFPS 60Q.00 7S41 00 5082 o0 
2 1 2.2 1 1 SOILED JSrKET, LIrHT 8 O0 34.00 60 O0 
2 1 2 2 1 1 SOILF0 UNDFRSHnPTS 440 00 1836 00 3672.00 
2 1 2 2 1 1 SOILED UNDFRSHIPTS 440 00 1836 00 3672.00 
2 1 2 2 1 I SOILED SOrKS PARI 103 00 43 D0 064 00 
2 1 2 2 1 1 ARSDRPCNT WIPES 30.60 160 80 321 60 
2 1.4 1 1 1 FTLTFRS MOOR rfONTRO 51 90 216 30 432 50 
LI 
7 1 4I 1 1 FILTFRS (BACTERIA CD 2 60 10 g0 71 60 
NTROL) 
2 1 4 1 1 I WASTF CnNTATNFR (FitIFn) Q40 00 3915 00 7795 00 
1 4.1 1 2 FrLTFRS (oGop COATR( 51.q0 216 30 432 50 
L) 
7 1 4.1 1 ? WATF rCNTAINPR (F L 
Lrn) 
137 00 574' 00 11450 00 
2 1.4 1 1 2 FItTFPS !ATCRISL C '.60 10.80 21 -0 
2 1..l1 1 3 
ONTPOL) 
FTLTFrS (RACTF'IUL C 2 60 10 80 21 60 1 
ONTROL)¢ 
o ? 1 4 I 1 3 W&STr rONTAINFR (FITL LFn) 
2000 00 q033 00 16666 00 
2 1 4.1 1 3 FTLTFPt,FFrAL AND V 240.00 1000.00 2000 00 
tO OMTTII rOLLFCTOR 
















730 On 0 
FXPT TOTAL nAILy RATF RATC SIZE 
1 3 2 2 1 1 MFDT TN TIISFS 6 ?4 0 00 n 12 
I 1 2 2 1 SALINF IN T'$nFS P 37 0 00 0.16 
1 3 2 2 I 1 syPyNrrs 2 35 0 00 0 03 
1 3 2 2 1 1 INNOCULATINC NEFtLEq 0 52 0 00 0 01 
I 3 2 2 1 1 POTASCTIIM PH0SPHATV 2 40 0 00 0 0? 
8UFF P CONTAINER 
1 3 2 2 l 1 PACKATIN MATFOIAL 1 04 0 00 0 0? 
1 3 4 1 I I rONTAINFO 0 60 0 00 0 20 
1 3 4 1 1 GOOWTH MltJM 0 30 0 00 0 10 
1 1 4 1 1 1 CnOV' Rpn, Y'AST, A0 
TTIF 
0 12 0.00 0 04, 
I 3 + 1 1 1 AC-TIC ACID, ARTTLF 0 1? 0 00 0 0' 
3 4 1 1 7 STAIN, BRTTLC 0 12 0.0O 0.04 
1 3.4 1 1 1 pAqTCU PIPFTTF 0 R0 0 01 0 on 
1 3.4 1 1 1 PIFTTC SIULR 0 04 000 0 00 
















CAS AFSFPVOTp ;LASK 
rAS PCSVQVOTP grlTj 











0 2 n 
0.20 
F 
1 3 4.1 1 2 CIILTItPP ELASK 0 20 00 0 0 20 
TABLE 0-5 (Cont'd) 
3.4.1 1 2 SYOINEC 0.16 0 00 0 o 
3 4.1 1 2 LYOPHILIZING MILK IN 24.00 0 00 0.0? 
TURCS 
3.4 1 1 2 PACKAGTNC MATERIAL 0.72 0.00 0 06 
3.4.1 1 2 CnfMALDEnHYDF 0.00 0.00 0 00 
3.4.1 1 3 LYOPHILTZFD MTCROORC 0 09 0 00 0.03 
ANISMS AND TUBE 
1 3.4.1 1 3 MEDIA IN PLATES 4.50 0.05 0 00 
1 3.4.1 1 3 SRINGFS 0.22 0.00 0 00 
1 3 4.1 1 3 INNOCULATING NPEDLES 0.48 0.00 0.04 
1 3.4.1 1 3 pACKACING MATERIAL 1.80 0 02 0 00 
3.4 1 7 1 CONTAINFR 0.60 0.00 0.20 
1 3.4.1 2 1 GROWTH MEDIUM 0.30 0.00 0.10 
3.4.1 2 1 ACETIC &CTD, BOTTLE 0.12 0.00 0 04 
1 3 4.1 2 1 STAIN, BDOTTLF 0.12 0 00 0 04 
1 3 4 1 7 1 PASTFUR PIPETTE 0 90 0.01 0 00 
1 3 4 1 2 1 PIPETTE BULB 0 04 0.00 0 00 
1 3.4.1 2 1 STYKFS-MOORP CHA4BFR 1.80 0.02 0 00 
1 3 4 1 7 1 PACKAGINC MNTFRIAL 0.75 0 00 0.25 
1 3.4 1 3 1 TISSUE CULTURP DISH 0 05 0.00 0 05 
1 3.4 1 3 1 TISSUE CULTURE TUf5FS 2.40 0 00 0 ?0 
S 34 1 3 1 St IDES 0 90 001 0 00 
1 3.4 1 3 1 FORCEPS 2 70 0.01 0 00 
1 3.4.1 3 1 SrISSORS 6.30 0.07 0 00 
1 3 4 1 3 1 TSSII CULTURE MEDIABOTTLE 2.40 0 00 0.80 
3.4 1 3 1 TrSsur CULTURE MEOI m RFHYORATING 2.40 0.00 0 80 
3 4.1 3 1 STAIN AND BOTTLF 0.12 0 00 0 04 
1 3 4.1 3 1 SYRINGE 1.17 0.00 0.03 
1 3.4 1 3 1 TISSUE CULTURE GRID 0.00 0 00 0 02 
1 3.-.1 3 1 HFAMDCYTOMFTFR 9.00 0.10 0 o0 
1 3.4 1 3 t PACKAGrNC MATERTAf 2.70 0.03 0.00 
1 3.4 1 3 2 SYRINGES 0 '1 0 00 0 03 
3 4.1 3 2 TISSUE ClILTURE MCDIU 0.60 0.00 O.ZO 
M BOTTLE 
3 4 1 3 2 PFHYORATING FLUI 80 0.60 0.00 0.20 
TTLF 
3.4 I 3 z FORCEPS 0.36 0.00 0.03 
3.4.1 3 2 PArKAGIf MATERIAL 0.12 0.00 0.01 
3.4.1 4 1 P'TRI DISH AND ErG S 
HVLL 
2 70 0 03 0 00 
1 3.4.1 4 1 CURVED FORCEPS 2.70 0.03 0.00 
1 3.4.1 4 1 STRAIGHT FOPC=PS 2.70 0.03 0.00 
1 3 4 1 4 1 SCISSORS 6.30 0.07 0.00 
1 3 4.1 4 1 PACKAGING MTFRIAL 2.70 0.03 0 00 
q I MICROORGANISMS, TUBE 0 90 0 00 0.30 
, DISTILLED WATFR 
3.4 1 5 1 PHAGE, TUBE, DISTILL 1.80 0 00 0.60 
ED WATEn 
1 3.4 15 1. MEDIA IN TUBES 12.00 0.00 L.00 
1 3.4 1 5 1 MfDIA IN PLATES 6.00 0.00 0.50 
1 3 4 1 6 1 INNOCULATING NFEDLFS 0 30 0 00 10 25 
1 3 1 5 1 SVRINC'S 0.39 0.00 0 1 
1 3 4 1 5 1 LYOPHTLTZING MILK IN 1.20 0.00 0 10 
3.4 1 1 
TURFT 
PAPER TOWELS 5 40 o 06 0 00 















PA, -42, TURFS 
3 4.1 6 1 tYOP-ILTT!NG MILJ IN 1.20 0 00 0.40 
TURFS 
1 3.4 6 1 MFnr IN TOJRPS 4 80 0 00 0 40 
1 




















1 PAPFR TOWFLS 























1 3.4.1 7 1 PACKAGINC MATvqIAL 0 54 0.00 0 0 
1 3.4.? 1 1 YFAST SPIUTION.BOTTL 
F 
0.1? 0.00 0 04 





3 4 2 


















1 3 4 2 1 1 ANAFSTHESITNG CHAMB 18 0O 0 20 0 00 
Fo 
1 3 4 2 1 1 OACKArINC MATERIAL 0 75 0 00 0.25 
1 3 4.2 1 1 rFFS 0.00 0.00 0 00 
3 4 2 2 1 WTPC MFSH STFTPR 10 80 0.12 0 00 
1 3 4.2 





























1 342 4 1 FECFS 0 o 0 00 0 00 
1 3.4.? 4 1 CnUNTING PLATF 9.00 0 to 0.00 , 
1 
1 






























1 3 4 2 S 2 VTAtS 54 00 0 60 0.00 
I 3.4 2 5 2 COTTEN PLUGS 14 40 0.16 0 00 
1 3 4.2 5 2 HnINEY,PPOPPIN ROTTL 0.48 0.00 0 04 
F 
1 3.4 2 9 2 FOPCEPS 6 18 0 07 0 00 
1 3 4 2 5 2 A14F THFc71NC CHAMP 18.00 0 20 0.00 
FQ 
3 4 2 5 2 RPIJSH 2 79 0.03 0.00 
3.4 2 5 2 WATCH GLASS 9.00 0.10 0.00 
1 3 4 2 5 2 WIRE MESAHCAF 1 50 0.00 1.50 

















3 4.2 6 1 CHFESF CLOTH 0 03 0.00 0.01 
1 3 4 2 6 1 WATCH GLASS 9 00 0.10 0.00 
1 3.4.2 6 1 FORCEPS 6.1n 0.07 0 00 
1 3 4 2 6 1 rrrES 0.00 a 00 0.00 
1 3 4 2 6 1 OACKACINC MATERIAL 0 90 0 01 0 00 
1 3 4 2 6 2 AOIRI1I3M TANK 4q.00 0 o0 16 00 
1 














1 3 4 2 6 2 nAPHNIA CONTAINER n.60 0 00 0.20 
1 3.4.2 6 2 YEAqT AND OROPPING P 0.12 0 o0 0.04 








3 4 2 










































3 4 2 
3.4 2 
3 4.2 
3 4 2 
3 4 3 





































































































































































































































































































1 3 4 3 3 1 LRINF,FECFSPAPFR TO 
WFLFEAL COLLFVTRAr 

































TABLE 0-5 (Cont'd) 
3 4.1 1 PACKAGING 9A'FRIAL 2.70 0 03 0.00 
3.4 3 3 1 WATFR BOTTLE 90 on I 0O 0.00 
1 3 4.3 3 7 CAGE p6(1K 810.00 0 09 0.00 
1 3.4 3 3 2 FOOD ohS" 8 10 0.00 0.00 
3 4.3 3 2 II(QIN,COLLFrTrON RAC 70 70 0 78 0 00 
1 3 4 3 2 2 FFCFSCOtLCCTION SAC 48 60 0.51 0.00 
3.4 3 











1 3 4 3 1 2 WIPFS 0ACTERICTOE,HAIP 16.20 
0.oB 0 00 
1 3.4.3 3 2 PAPER TOWELANIMAL H 5140.00 0 06 0.00 




ROTTLE 135 00 1.50 0.00 
1 3.4.3 3 ? PACKAGT~r MATERIAL 7 70 0 03 0.00 
3 4.3 4 1 MACFRAV'O TESTPS ROT 0 0? 0.00 0 02 
TI F 
1 3 4.3 4 1 FIXATIVF SOLUTION O T LF 0 
04 0 00 0 04 


























1 3 4 3 5 1 CONTAINFRS 72 00 0 00 24 00 
S 
1 













0 54 a 
1 3 4 3 5 1 PACKAGING MATCRJAL 0.06 0.00 0.07 
1 3 4 3 6 I CAGFS (4) 316.00 0.41 0.00 
I-A 1 3 4 3 6 1 WIPFS WITH BACTERICI 7.84 0.14 0 00 
C) OF,HATq 
3 4 3 6 1 PAPER TOWELFFCESUP 27.96 0 00 0 an 
INP,FFCAt COLLYCTRAG 
3 4 3 6 1 FOOD O1SH 3.36 0 06 0 no z 
1 3 4 3 6 1 WATPR BoTTLE 56.00 1 00 0 01) 
1 3 4 3 6 1 PACKAGNrO MATEPAL 1 1? 0 02 0 00 
3 4 3 7 1 CbCPS (4) 540 O0 6.00 O.On 
1 3 4 3 7 1 PnOn DISH 5.40 0 06 0.00 
1 3.4.3 7 1 WATER BnTTLE 90 00 1.00 0.00 
1 3 4 3 7 1 TIAFRMISTFR PRPBE I 08 0.01 0 00 
1 3 4 1 7 1 AOHFSIVF TAPP 0 36 n.00 0 00 
1 3.4.3 7 1 PACKAGINC MATERIAL I 80 0 02 0 no 
1 3.4.3 8 1 rACES 9.00 0 00 q.00 
1 .4.3 8 1 PACKACING MATERIAL 0 25 0.00 0 01 
3 5.1 q I MDIA IN PLATFS A)RE
rlLAR 
234 00 0 00 4 50 


















1 3 5.1 9 1 SWABS 0.31 0 00 0.06 
1 3 5.1 9 1 LnO 0 14 0 00 102.0n 

















1 3 5 1 q 7 mrntA IN PLATES A)RF 
CiJLAR I154/WPK1 
754 00 0.00 14 50 
5 1 7 mrnIA IN PIATFS RIP-O 46 0 0 00 0 q0 
TABLE 0-5 (Cont'd) 
DAr 








TURF) MFnTA R) SOLID 
I108/WEEK) 













































3.5.1 9 2 EMPTY DISC CONTAINER 0 67 0.00 0.06 
S 















3.5 L 2 PACKAGING MATERIAL 7 50 0.00 0.15 
1 3.5 1 9 3 MFOIA IN PLATFS 115.00 0.71 0.00 
1 3 5 1 9 3 INNOCULATTNG LOOPS 1 60 0.01 0.00 C 
S 3 5.1 9 3 STAININC PAPER 1 60 0 02 0.00 0 
3.5 1 9 3 MICROSCOPF SLrOE 0.41 0.00 0.00 
1 3.5.1 9 3 PACKACING MATERIAL 2 60 0 40 0 00 



















































SEARCH REPORT #4 - AITERIALS GENERATED IN 
BIO LABORATORY AND IS SOLID 
s'AqCH NO 4 
THP SFAPCH HAS (IS'O I AND I LOflI ON TH 
= 
FOLLOWINC KFYWOPqS 



















DAILY RATF BATCH lI7F 
3.4 1 



























3 4 1 
3 4 1 


























































GAS RESPRy0!R BOTTLF 































* 4 1 
3 4.1 
3 4 1 
3 4.1 
3 4.1 
3 4 1 
4 1 






















AN$ISM AND TURF 
MPO0( IN PLATES 
M'DIN IN TURF 
SYPTNGFS 
INNOCULAT NG NFFOLFS 
PACKAGINr NATVPI4L 
rnNTAINFP 






































3 4 1 
4.1 














































TABLE 0-6 (Cont'd) 
* 3.4.t 





TIS9UF CULTURF DISH 







* 3 4 1 3 1 SLIDES 0 90 0.01 0 00 
















* 3 4 1 3 1 TISSUF CULTURE MFDU 2 40 0 00 0 80 
M RFHYDPATING 
3.4.1 3 1 STAIN AND BOTTLE 0 12 0 00 0.04 
* 3 4.1 3 1 SYRINGF 1 17 0 00 0.03 
* 3.4 1 3 1 TISSUE CULTURE GRID 0.00 0 00 0.07 
3 4.1 3 1 HFAMOCYTOMETFR 9.00 0 10 0 00 
3.4.1 3 1 PACKAGING MATFRIAI 2 70 0.03 0.00 
* 3 4 1 3 2 SYRINrFS 0 31 0.00 0.03 
* 3.4 1 3 2 TISSUE CULTURE MFDIU 0.60 0.00 0 20 
M BOTTLE 
3.4.1 2 RFHYDRATING FLUIn DO 0.60 0.00 0.20 
TTI E 
3.4.1 3 2 FORCEPS 0.36 0.00 0.03 
* 3.4.1 3 2 PACKACING MATERIAL 0.12 0.00 0.01 
3.4 1 4 1 PETRI DISH AND EGG S ? 70 0 03 0.00 C 
S3 4 1 4 1 
HFIt 
CIlRVED FORCEPS 2 70 0 03 0 00 i 
3.4.1 4 1 STRAIGHT FORCFPS 2 70 0 03 0 00 
* 3.4 1 













3 4 1 4 1 PAPER TOWEL 0.90 0.01 0.00 13 
* 3 4 1 5 1 MICPOORGANISMS, TUBE 0o.90 0 00 0.30 
-
3.4.1 5 1 
IOISTILLFr) WATER PHAGE. TURF, DISTILL 1 80 0 00 0.60 -r 
* 3.4.1 5 1 
Fn HATFR 
MFDIA IN TUBES 12.00 0 00 1 00 LII 
* 3 4 1 5 1 M'DIA IN PLATFS 6.00 0 00 0.50 
* 3 4.1 5 1 INNOCUIATINC NFEDLFS 0 30 0 00 10.21 
3°4 1 5 1 SYRINGFS 0 39 0 o U.13 


















* 3.4.1 6 1 LYOPHILIZFD NFUROSPO 
RA, "20, TURF S 
1 56 0.00 0 52 
* 3.4.1 6 1 LYOPHILIZING MIlK IN 1 20 0 00 0.40 
TURES 
3.4.1 6 1 MEDIA IN TURFS 4 60 0.00 0.40 
* 3 4.1 6 1 SYRINGFS 0 72 0 00 0.24 
* 3 4 1 6 1 TNNOCUI ATTNG NEEDLES 0.48 0 00 0.04 
* 3.4 1 6 1 PAPFR TOWELS 5.40 0 06 0.00 
* 3.4 1 6 1 PACKAGING MATERIAL 3 go 0o0 0 25 
* 3 4.1 7 1 RFAGENT BOTTlFS 7 20 0.00 0.16 
3.4.1 7 1 PAPFR TOWELS 5.40 0 06 0.00 
* 3.4.1 T I COLOQIMFTRIC BLANKS 7 20 0 08 0.00 
* 3 4 1 7 1 OFFECTIVF BAILT3 0 08 0.00 0 03 
*.4 1 7 1 PACKAGING MATERIAL 0 54 0 00 0.07 
3.4 7 1 I YFAST SnLUTION,BOTTI 0 12 0 00 0.04 
F 
3 4 2 1 1 WATCH GLASS 9.00 0 10 0.00 
TABLE 0-6 (Cont'd) 
* 3.4.2 1 1 COUNTIHr PLATF 9 00 0.10 0 00 
* 3 4 2 1 1 FnPCFPS 2 79 0 03 0.00 
3.4 2 
















$ 4.2 1 1 ANAFSTHFS!ZIN(" CHAMp 
FR 
1 no 0 20 0.00 
* 3.4 2 1 1 nrFECTIVP MICROSrPF 0 06 0 00 0 02 
* 3 4 2 1 1 
LAMP 
PACKAGING MATE0IAL 0 75 0 00 0.25 
4 4.2 1 1 FCFcS 0.00 0.00 0 00 
*3 4.2 2 1 WIPE MFSH SIFTER 10.80 0.12 0.00 
*.4 2 2 1 BOTTLE 9 00 0 10 0 00 
*3 4 2 2 1. SPATULA 0 90 0.01 0.00 
* 3 4 2 2 1 BRUSH 2.79 0 03 0 00 
4 3 4 7 7 1 FOR(pPS 6 AO 0 07 0.00 
4 3.4.?' 2 1OACKAGING MATERIALS 1 50 0 00 0 75 
* 3 4 2 2 1 FFCFS 0 00 0.00 0.00 
* 
3 4.2 













MIL' AND WATFQ 
3 4.7 4 1 ANAFSTHPS171NG CHAMP 18 00 0.70 0 o 
rR 
*,3 







































S34 2 4 1 CI3TTVN PLUG, GAJZF 1.44 0 16 0.00 
13.4 7 4 1 PACKAGING MATFRIAt 3 nO 0.00 0 25 
* 4.? 5 2 VIALS 54.00 0 60 o.on 
* 3 4 2 5 2 COTTEN PLUGS 14.40 0.16 0.00 
* 1.4 2 5 7 HTNFY,OROPPING ROTT 0.48 0.00 0.04 
3.4 2 5 2 FOPCFPS (1 38 0 07 0 00 
3 4.2 5 2 ANAESTNESIZING AUPNT 0 4R 0 00 0.04 
, PROMPPING R 
3.4 2 5 2 ANAFSTHESIZING CHAMP 18 00 0 20 0 00 
FR 
*3 4 2 5 ? 0ACKAGINC MATERIAL 3 00 0 00 0.25 
3 4 2 9 2 BRUSH 2.7q 0 03 0.00 
3 4 2 5 2 WATCH GlASS 9 00 0 10 0.00 

















* 3 ? 6 1 WIYP MFSH 0.36 0.00 0 12 

















3 4 2 6 1 IRIISH 2 79 0 03 0.00 
3 4.2 6 1 FrCFS 0 00 0 00 0 00 
* 3 4 2 6 1 OACKAGTNC MATFRIAL 0 0 0 01 0 00 
4 3 4 2 6 2 AOUARIUM TANK 48 on 0 00 16 00 
*3 4.2 6 2 SAND. WFT 6 00 0.00 2 O0 
4 3 4 2 













* 3 4.2 6 2 YFAST AMn ORROPDIN, A 0 17 0 no 0 04 
TABLE 0-6 (Cont'd) 
OTTLE 
* 3.4.2 6 2 PACKAGING MATERIAL 0 75 0.00 0 25 
3 4 2 7 1 VIALS 54 nO 0.60 0 00 
3.4.2 7 1 COTTON PLUGS 14.40 0.16 0.00 
* 3.4.2 7 1 t1OO0 POLLEN, 6OTTL 0.48 0.00 0.04 
F 
3.4.2 7 1 ANAETHESIZING AGENT,BOTTLE 
0.48 0 00 0.04 
3 4 2 7 1 ANAFSTHFSIITNG CHAMB 18.00 O.?o 0.00 
ER 
* 3.4.2 7 1 FORCEPS 6 30 0.07 0 00 
* 3 4.2 7 1 BRUSH 2 79 0.03 0 00 
3.4 2 7 1 WATCH CLASS 9.00 0 10 0.00 
* 3.4 2 7 1 WIRF CAGr 1.50 0 00 1.50 
* 3.4 2 7 1 PACKAGING MATERIAL 3.00 0.00 0.25 
3.4.2 7 1 FFCFs 0 00 0.00 0 00 
3.4 2 7 2 WIRF MFSH CAGE 1.50 0 00 1 50 
3 4 2 7 2 FFCFS 0 00 0 00 0 00 
3.4 2 7 2 PACK CINC MATERIAL 0.60 0.00 0.05 
* 3 4.3 1 1 CAGCS (3) ?70.00 4 50 0 0o 
* 3 4 3 I 1 FOO DISH ?.70 0.04 0.00 
* 3 4 3 1 1 WATER 9nTTLF 45 00 0.75 0.00 -
3 4 3 1 1 WIPFS WITH BACTERIC! 8.40 0.14 0 0 


















3.4 3 1 CAGFS (24) 12140.00 36.00 0.00 0 
3 4.3 2 1 WIPES,RACTERTCE0EHA 306.60 0.84 6.07 z 
* 3 4.3 2 1 SYRINGES 8 I1 0.00 0.16 P 
* 3.4.3 2 [ GAU6 9 PAOSALCOHCL 1.25 0.00 0 O? 
3 4.3 7 1 WATEP 9OTTLF 2190.00 61.00 0.00 
3.4.3 2 1 FOOD DISH 132.40 0.36 0.00 
3 4 3 2 1 PACKAGING MATERIAL 14 60 0 04 0.00 
3.4.3 2 1 URINFFECES4 PAPER,FE 1445.40 3.96 0.00 
CAL CnLLECTION SA, 
3 4.3 2 2 CAGFS 3295.00 9.00 0.00 
3 4 3 2 2 WATER BOTTLE L095.00 0.00 0.00 
3.4 3 2 2 WIPES,BACTERICIDE,HA 153 30 0.42 0.00 
IR 
3 4.3 2 2 PACKAGING 7 30 0.02 0.00 
3 4.3 2 2 FECES,UPINE,PAPER TO 730.00 2 00 0 0 
WELFEAL COLLFCTBAG 
3 4.3 2 3 CAGES 2190.00 6.00 0 00 
* 3 4.3 2 3 WATFR BOTTLE 365.00 1.00 0.00 
3 4.3 2 3 POOD DISH 21.90 0 06 0.00 
* 3 4 3 2 3 WIPES,BACTFPICIDO,HA 51.10 0.14 0 00 
IR 
3.4 3 2 3 FFCFS,UPINC,PAPFR TO 230.90 0.66 0.00 
WEL,FFCAL COLLCCTBAG 
3 4.3 2 3 PACKAGING MATERIAL 3 65 0.01 0.00 
3 4 3 2 3 SYRINGE 0 65 0.)0 0.01 
3 4.3 2 4 CAGFS 3245 00 9 00 0 00 
4 3 4.3 2 4 FfOO DISH 72? 70 1.98 0 00 
3 4.3 2 4 WATER 0IFH 350.40 0.96 0 00 
* 3 4.3 2 4 WTPFS,BACTERICIDE,HA 1095 0 3.00 0 00 
TABLE 0-6 (Cont'd) 
*.4.3 





PACK fNG MATFIAIS 



















WIPPS WITH RACTERCIP 
F,HAYR 
uRINrPECFS,PAPFR TO 















3 4 3 
4 3 
3 4 3 



















































A 4 3 
3.4 3 
3 4 3 
3 4 3 











I rC~.rT0 AC 




















3.4.3 3 2 PAPFR TOWEL,&NIMAL H 5140 00 0 06 0 O0 
* 3.4. 





















3 4 3 4 1 FIXATIVE SOLOITION BO TV 
0.04 0 no 0.04 
* 
* 
3 4 3 
3 4 3 
3 4 3 



























3 4 3 
3 4 3 
3 4 1 
.4.3 









































3 4 3 A 1 PApEP TOWEL.FFrES,UP
INF,FECAI COLLFCTBAC 
2? 96 0 00 0 Qo 




3 4 3 
3 4 3 

























CAL CfLLtCTIoN nr 















* 4 3 













TABLE 0-6 (Cont'd) 
0.36 0.00 0.o3 4.3 7 1 A&HFSTVE TAPF 1.80 0.02 0.00
3.4 3 7 1 PACKAGING MATFRIAL 0 00 0.01




SEARCH REPORT #5 - MATERIAL CONTAINS Fe and Cu
 
SFARCH NO S 
THC SFARCH HAS lISFn ' ANO I LOGIC ON THM fnLLOWING KFYWORDS 
VECTOR

,ORITCH 	,%9')ITCM KFYWORD 

I 	 FF IFLEMNT1 12
 
2 	 CU (CLEMFN T ) 12
 
THF FnLtOWTNG IT'MS WORF RFTPIFVWD
 
KFYWnOR GRCUP FOUXo /FXPT WASTE WASTE ITEM OUAMTITIES
 
NO. KEY NO SnhjRC- NO 12 MFN q0 MEN 100 MEN
 
4 On 	 8.00 16 nn
* 	 1.3.1 1 1 SPENT PARTS 
* 1 3 2 1 ? MAGNITRON TUBE 	 7 to 4.20 7 0O 
1.5.1 1 1 	 OPESSIRF SFAL5 0.64 2.60 5 20 
1.5.2 1 1 	 QRFSSURF SEALS 0 30 1 20 2.50 c 
* 	 1.5.2 1 1 PRFSSURE SENSOR, CON 0 01 0 09 0 10 
TACT S5T
 
1 5 2 1 1 SL[FNnIP VALVE 0 50 2.00 4.00
 a








1 5 3 1 1 HUMIDITY CONTROL VAL 1.50 6 00 12 00
VE 	 t 
1 5 4 1 1 	 FAN MrTOP 1.no 3.00 5 00 
1 5 4 1 1 	 HFATVP CnNTROL 2 00 6 00 1O.Op 




1 5.6 1 1 	 FAN 8.50 17.00 25 so
 
* 	 1.5.6 1 1 DIVFRTFR VALVE 1.00 3.00 6.09
 
1 5 6 1 1 CONDENSOR/SEPARATOR 40 00 120.00 200.00
 
1 5 6 1 1 SOLENOII VALVE 2 00 8.00 16 00
 
1.5 6 2 1 	 H ATR CONTROL 2 00 6.00 10 00 
1.5 6 2 1 	 MAIN CONTROL 2.00 6 o0 10.0f 
1.5 6 3 1 	 STARTIIO H=ATFR ASSFM 2 00 6 00 10.00 
*1 5 6 1 FIN 	 1 00 A.00 5.00
 
1.5 7 1 1 	 BYLASS VALVE CnNTROL 2 00 8.00 16 00 
4 	 1.5.7 1 1 qYPASS VALVc 5 O0 20.00 40 00 
1 5.8 1 1 	 HckTOP CONTROL 2.00 8.nO 16 " 
5 8 	 1 CONICTIVITY FNSOR 1 00 4 00 8.00
 
a SOLrns SINSOR 1.28 5.00 10 00
 
* 	 1 5 1 1 SOL¢ n" VAlVE 5.00 20.00 40 00 
1 5 8 2 1 PFSSIJRP SFALS 1.00 3.20 4 40
 
I 5 8 1 SQL'NOTO VALV 5 0 1.00 72.50n
S0 * 5 An 2 1 HPATEP NqOP/CONTRO 0.70 2 10 3.2
TABLE 0-7 (Cont'd) 
10 YR. TOTAL DAILY RATE UNIT WEIGHT
 
2.1 1 1 1 FAILED PFWFR SUPOLY 30.60 0 00 2R.00 
PACKAGC 
* 2.1 I I FAILED COMPTFR 726.80 0.00 35.00 
* 1.1 1 1 FAILED SENSOR MOIJNTT 115.60 0.00 40 00 
NG BLOCK 
2.I 1 1 1 FAILED PLATFORM ELEC 14.90 0 00 10.0f0 
TRONIC 
2.1 1 1 1 FAILED STAR TRACKR 48 00 0.00 2S.00 
MFCHANICAL ASSEMELY 
2 I I 1 1 FATLFO %TAR TRACKP 13.40 0.00 14.00 
FLrCTRONICS 
* 1 1 1 1 FAILFO HORIZON SCANN 48.00 0.00 25.00 
SR MFCHANrCAL ASSY 
2.1.1 1 I FAILFO HOQIZLN SCANN 30.60 0.00 25.00 
ER ELECTPONICS 
2 1.? 2 1 FAILFD CMC GIMRAL MO 93 50 0.00 50.00 
TnR 




2 1.1 2 1 FALPO CPG SERVO ELF 
CTRONICS 
43.40 0.00 15.00 
ci 
* 2 1.1 2 1 FAILFO CMG GIMBAL AN 
GLE SFRVO MOTOR 
46 60 0.00 25 00 
2 1.1 2 1 FAILD CMG POWR SUPPLY 18.50 0.00 15 00 5 
2 1 1 2 2 FAILFD FILL VALVF 71.90 0.00 3 00 z 
PRFSSUR RELIFF 
* 






FAILED N2 START VALV 
E 









2 1.1 2 2 FAILFD CHFCK VALVF 0.26 0.00 1 0 
2 1 1 ? z FAILFED PRnPELLANT F1 0.57 0.00 2 00 
2.1 1 2 2 
LLF) VALVE 
FAILFD F/IlL START VA 7.00 0 00 2.00 
LVF 
* 2.1.1 2 2 FAILED FLOW CONTROL 378.00 0 00.00 
VALVE 
* 7 1.1 2 3 'AILFD FILL VALVE 7.90 0 00 3 00' 
* 1 1 2 3 VALVEPFFSSURANT STA 7.00 0 00 2 00 
RT 
2.1.1 2 3 FAILFO PRFSSURE R=GU 57.60 0.00 5 00 
LATOR 
* 2.1 1 2 3 CA!LrO PFLIFF VALVE 15.80 0.00 3.00 
2.1.1 ? 3 FAILED CHFCIK VALVE 0 52 0.00 1 O0 
* 2.1.1 2 3 FAILED PURG' AND FIL 1 04 0 00 2 00 
L VALVE 
2 I.2 2 3 FAILED ISOLATION VAL 12 48 0.00 2.00 
VF 
*2 1 1 ? I FAILED FIRPROPELLANT 504.00 0 00 4.00 
VALV' 
2 2.1 1 1 PAILO SOLAR ARRAYS 24587.00 0.00 Q 12 
* 7.' 1 1 1 FAILEn REGULATOR 55.00 Q 00 15 00 







FAILFD T VFRTPP 







2 2 1 1 1 C4rL) SYNCHRrNIZFR 0 a0 0 00 2 50 
CLOCK 
1 I.2 FATLFO cIpCUir RrAK 0 60 0.00 1 o0 
EP 
2.2 1 1 1 CATLFD POWER CONTACT 0 70 0.00 1.00 
OP 
? 2 1 1 1 FAILED MONITOR MT R 0 09 0.00 0.50 
2 2 1 1 1 FAILED MONITOR MFTFR (ACt 
0 09 0 00 0 50 
2 2 I I 1 FAT Ln MONITOR MFTFP 0.18 0.00 0 25 
SWITCH s 
S 22 1 1 1 FAILFD PCMnTF CONTPO 
L SWITCIl ts 
0.35 0.00 0 25 
















2 2 1 2 I FAILFO Mt'NFTIC PRCA 
.PtIvlrp 
0 37 0 00 2 01 
*2 1 2 1 CAILCO MAGNFTIC AMPt 2 90 0.00 3 00 
2 2 1 2 1 FAILED PARASITIC LOA D RANK 
I 58 q.00 60 00 
1 2 1 2 1 FAILED VOLTAFF SFNCI 1 50 0 on 2 00 
NO CIRCUIT 
2.2 1 2 1 FAILFn VOLTAGF REFER 1 50 0 00 2 00 
FNCF 
2 ? 1 2 1 FAItFn TPANSIqTFQ AN 
PLIFCQ 
1 10 0 00 1 509  
2 2 1 7 1 FAILED MAGNETIC ANPL 
IF IFR 
1.50 0.00 3 00 
2.2.1 2 1 FAILn FULL WAVF RFr 1.60 0.00 1.5n 
TIF! R 
2 2 1 2 1 FAILED SATURATINO (I' 
RPFNT "PTFN1TAL IRAN 
3 16 0 o0 40 00 
2 2 1 2 1 FA~tF CloCtjlT gRFAw 0 35 q.00 1 00 
FP9 
* 2.2.1 7 1 PAILFD POWER CONTACT OP 
0.39 0 00 1 00 
*2 1 2 1 FAIL9O VONITOP METER(PE) 0 04 0 00 0 50 
2 2.1 2 1 FAILFD MVNITOR MFTFP 0 04 C 00 0.50 
(AC) 
* 2 2 1 ? 1 FAIlFn PFMOTE CONTRn 0.17 0.00 0 75 
L SWITCHFS 
2 2 2 1 1 FAILED CIRCUIT RR'AK 2 10 0.00 1.00 
FP 
7 2 2 1 1 FAILED INVPRTES RCCU 358 00 0.00 40 00 
LATnJ 
* 72 2 1 1 FAILPn sOLAR ARRay P ATTFoY rHARrpR Rrf 
16872.00 0.00 so 00 
' 2 2 1 1 FAILFD PI/APAYTON BA TTERY CIAArFP RCr. 
674q 00 0 o 80 00o 
TABLE 0-7 (Cont'd) 
* 2 2.2 1 1 FAILFD FUFL CELL 0 00 0.00 0 00 
* 2.2.2 1 1 FAILPO RECTTFI=R FIL 5? 60 0.00 20.00 
TFrP 
2 2 2 1 1 FAILED TRANSFOPMER 2.75 0.00 25 On 
2 2.2 1 1 FAILED POWFR CONTACT OR 
2.45 0.00 1.00 
* 2.2 2 1 1 FAILFO MONITOR METFR 0.04 0.00 0 so 
Or 
2 2.2 1 1 FAILED MONITOR METER 0.04 0 00 0.50 
Af 
2 2 2 1 1 FAILED MONITOR METER 0 04 0 00 0.25 
SWITCHES 
* 2 ? 2 1 1 FAILED RFOTE CONTRO 0.11 0.00 0.25 
L SWITCHES 
2.2.3 1 1 FAILFD CCT BKR.F GRO 76.R0 0.00 20 00 
LND LFAKAGE OFTECTOR 
* 2 2.3 1 1 FAILFD CCT RKR/LOAD 220.00 0.00 20.00 
CONTPOL UNIT 
* 2 2.3 1 1 FAILEn CURRFNT SPNST 30.30 0.00 1 50 
TTVF ELEMENT 
* 2.2.3 1 1 FATLFD TNDTVIOIAL LI 3.70 0.00 0.50 
NE CCT. ARFAKER z 
2 2 3 1 1 FAILED MONITOR METER 0.04 0 00 0.50 
* ' 2 3 1 1 
(ACI 
FAILFO MONITOR METER 0.04 0.00 0.25 b 
SWITCHES 
* 2.2.3 1 1 FAILFO RFMOTE CONTRO 0.47 0.00 0 75 
L SWITCHFS 
* 2 2 3 1  FAILFD CCT.BKR & CRO UND LEAKAGE DETECTOR 76.80 0.00 
20.00 
2 ?.3 1 1 FTLFD CCT.BKR.& LOA 84.80 0.00 20.00 
0 CONTROL UNIT 
* 2.2 3 1 1 FAILFO CURRENT SENSI 11.50 0 00 12.00 
TIVP EIEMENT 
* 2.3 1 1 FAIlED INIVIDUAL LI NF CCT BREAKER 
1.40 0 0 0.50 
2 2.3 1 1 FAILFD MONITOR MCTER S 
0.04 0.00 0.50 
* 7.2.3 1 1 FAILFD MONITOR METED 0 04 0.00 0.25 
SWITCHES 
2.7 3 1 1 rAILFD P'MOTE CONTRO 0.18 0.00 0.25 
L SWITCHFS 
* 3.1 1 1 ANTENNA AND SOLAR C 0.00 0.00 0 00 
ELLS 
* 2.4.1 1 1 CALLED KU BAND RFFLF 1408.00 0.00 440.00 
CT0R,FEEOPOSITIONER 
* 2 4.1 1 1 FAILFD KU BAND MIXER 
IMULTIPLEXER 
8.80 0 00 20 00 
2.4.1 1 1 FAILED KU RANO FERRI 1.40 0.00 6.00 
TE SWITCHERSCOUADRUP 
* 2 4 1 I 1 FAILFD KU BAND FM TP 60 00 000 25.00 
ANSMITTER 
* 2 4.1 1 1 FAILED KU BAND Pm TR 7.70 0 00 10.00 
ANSMITTFR 
* 2 4 1 2 1 FAILFD S-FAND OIPLEX 0.84 0.00 6 00 
ER/SWITCHES 
S2 4.1 2 1 FAILFD S-DAND FERRIT (.07 0.00 5 50 
TABLE 0-7 (Cont'd) 
2.4.1 2 1 
F WTCHFj 
CAILcE $-ANn 
Nt PONOF P 
PM TRA 47 00 0 00 14.00 
7.4.1 2 1 FAILO S-I-AND FM TPA 42 00 0.00 1z 00 
NSMTTFR 
* 4 1 2 1 FATIE0 TRANSPnNnFR 1? 00 0.00 10.00 
* 2 4 1 2 1 FAIL'0 TRANSMITTER M 1.50 0.00 2.50 
OnFM 
2.4.2 1 1 UHF SOLID STATF SWIT 0.84 0.00 12 00 
CH MILT!PLeKFR 
* 4 2 I I FAILFO lH FM TRANS 0.?0 0.0) 1 50 
MITTFP 
2 4.2 1 1 FAIFIR UHF TRANSMITT 0 56 0.00 2 00 
2.4.2 1 1 
rp $nOFM 
ATILrO ll-F FM VInFC 3 50 0.00 3 00 
* 2.4.2 1 1 
RECFTVEQ 
FAILFn UHF PM DATA P 3 40 0.00 3 00 
* 2.4.2 1 1 A4LFn Vflrf R MOIrm RECFIVF 
8 60 0.00 2 50 
* 2 4 2 1 1 FAItED OATA PErEIVEP 5 70 0 00 2 50 
4 2.4 2 2 1 FM1Lr) VHP VOICE RAN 
TNC T/P 
84 00 0 00 15.00 
2 4 2 2 1 rAILFD RANGING MOnFm 40 00 0 00 9 00 
* 2 4 2 2 1 FAILCD vOilrF MODEM 3 80 0 00 5.00 
C * ' 4 2 I1 FAILCO VHF OATA T/P 84 00 0.00 15.00 
* 2 2 2 1 FAILFO DATA MODEM 1 70 0 00 4.00 
0* 2 4 2 3 1 FAILED VHF FM XMTR/R 1 64 0.00 2.00 
CVR 
* 2 4 2 3 1 FATLFD MODEM 6.56 0 00 8.00 0 
2 4 3 1 1 FAILF1 TV rONTROL NO 17 10 0.00 3 00 
* 2 4 3 1 1 FATLD ANALOC SYNC/T 5.00 0 00 5.00 
* 2 4 3 1 1 
EST MOnFM 




















FXPT. TOTAL DAILY RATE FATCH SI17 
3 6.2 1 1 FXPFRIMNTAL FACILT' 1100 00 0.00 1100.00 
Y 
* 3 6 2 1 1 ACCFSSOPY TOOLINC 1320 00 120.00 120.00 
TABLE 0-8
 
SEARCH REPORT #6 - MATERIAL CONTAINS Fe or Cu
 
SFARCH NO. 6 
THE SEARCH HAS USED ' OR - LOGIC ON THE FOLLOWING KEYWORDS 
OnR'ITEM -AND'ITEM KEYWORD VECTOR 
1 FE (ELEMFNT) 12 
? CU (ELEMFNT9 12 












50 MFN 100 MFN 
1 2 3 1 1 MAGNFTIC TAPES CASSE 8.00 8.00 8.00 
1 1.3 1 1 1 TTESSPENT PARTS 4.00 8.00 16.00 
7 1 3 1 1 1 SPENT PARTS 4.00 8.00 16.00 
1 E.3.2 1 2 MAGNITRON TUBE 2.10 4.20 7.00 
2 1 3 2 1 2 MAGNITRON TUBE 2.10 4.20 7.00 
2 1 4 5 1 1 FAILFD BLOWER MOTOR 21 00 87.50 175.00 
2 1 4.5 ? I FAILED BLOWER 2.10 5.20 18.20 
1 5 1 1 1 PRESSURE SFALS 0 64 2.60 5.20 
2 1.5 1 1 1 PRESSURE 'EALS 0.64 2.60 5.20 
S 1.5 I 1 PRESSURE SFNqTNG SE 1.50 6.00 12.00 
ECTOR VALVE 
1 1.5.2 1 REGULATOR -IAPHRAM 0.02 0.10 0.20 
I L.? 1 1 PRESSURE SEALS 0.30 1.20 2.50 
2 1 5 2 1 1 ORESSUPE SEALS 0.30 1.20 2.50 
1 1.5 2 1 1 PRESSURE SFNSOR, CON 0.01 0.05 0.10 
TACT SET 
2 1 5 2 1 1 PRESSURE SENSOR, rON O.o 0.05 0.10 
TACT SEFT 
1 1.5.2 1 1 SOLFNOID VALVF 0.50 2.00 4.00 
2 1.5 2 1 1 SOLENOID VALVE 0.50 2.00 4.00, 
1 1 5.3 1 1 TFMPEFRATURF CONTROL 0.32 1.30 2.60 
UNIT PARTS 
2 1.5 3 1 1 TFMPERATURE CONTROL 0.32 1.30 Z.60 
UNIT PARTS 
1.5.3 1 1 HUMIDTTY CONTROL UN! 0.32 1.30 2.60 
T PARTS 
2 1.5.3 1 1 HUMIDITY CONTROL UNT 0.32 1.30 2.60 
T PARTS 
I 1 5.3 1 1 HUMIqITY CONTROL VAt 1.50 6.00 12.00 
VE 
2 1.5 3 1 1 HUMIDITY CONTROL VAL 1.50 6.00 12.00 
VC 
1 1.5.4 1 1 FAN MOTOR 1 00 3 00 5.00 
2 1.5 4 1 1 FAN MOTOR 1.00 3.00 5 00 
TABLE 0-8 (Cont'd) 
I t.5 4 1 PE611A 
T
I 0 Oq 0 40 0 8 
1 1 5 4 1 HPATEP CONTROL 2.0n 6 00 i0 n0 
2 1 S 4 1 1-AT' rnNTROL ?.00 6 00 10 00 
1 1.5 4 1 4 WAY VALVF 5 00 20 O 35 00 
1 5 5 I FILT P SCRFFN 160 0 1440 0) 2)?80 00 
1 5 5 1 HFATCP COIl AND ClNT 10.00 20 00 35 00 
ROL 
t 5 5 2 1 HVATFR COIL AND CONT to 00 20 00 35 00 
1 5 5 2 FILTEP SCRFWS 360 00 1440 00 2080.00 
1 5 6 1 1 FAN 8.50 17 00 25.5) 
2 1 5 6 1 1 FAN 8.50 17 00 25 50 
1 1 5 6 L I ADSORPTION oJD 6 00 16.0) 24.00 
1 1.5 6 1 1 DIVERTFR VALVF I 00 3.00 6.00 
2 1 5 6 1 1 OIVFRTEP VALVE 1.00 3 00 6.00 
1 
2 












1 1 5 6 1 1 TIMER 2 00 7 00 12.00 
I L 5 6 1 1 SnLFNOID VALVE 2.00 8.00 16 00 
2 1 5 6 1 1 qSLENO'0 VALVE 2 00 8 00 16.00 
I 
I 
1 5 6 











1 1 5 6 ? 1 HFATPR CONTROL 2 00 6.00 10 00 
? 1 5 6 ? HATCR CONTROL 2 00 6 00 10 00 _ 
1 1 5 6 ? 1 MAIN CONTROL 2 00 6 00 10 00 
2 1 5 6 2 1 MAIN COITROL 2 00 6 00 10.00 
I t 5 6 2 1 ELFCTROLYTE XOOIILFS 45 00 150 00 300 00 
w 1 1 5 6 2 1 HFAT PYCHANGFP 7 00 21 00 42 00 
1 t 5 6 2 1 COMPRFSSOR 8 00 16 00 32.00 j 
I t 5 6 2 1 4 WAY VALVFS 5 00 20 00 40.00 
1 1 5 6 2 1 Cn2 OFGI ATOP 0.10 0.40 0 60 
1 1 5 6 1 START]P HEATrR ASSE 
BLY 
2 00 6.00 10 00 
Z1 
2 1 5 6 3 t 5TARTUP HEATER ASSEM 2.0 6 00 10 O0 
I 5 6 3 t FLPCTROLYTIC MODULE 5 00 20.00 40 00 
1 1 5 6 3 1 FAN 1.00 3 00 5 0 
2 1 5.6 3 1 FA 1 00 3 00 5.0D 
1 1 5.7 1 BnYPASS VALVF CONTROL 2.00 8 00 16 00 
2 1 5 7 1 1 aYPASS VALVP rONYPOL 2.00 8 00 16 00 
I 5 7 1 1 BYPASS VALVE 5 00 20.00 40.00 
2 1 5 7 1 1 RYPASS VALVE 5.00 20 00 40.00 
1 1 5 a 1 I HFAT'R CONTROL 2 00 8.00 16 00 
2 
2 






1 N'ATIR CONTROL 











1 5 8 1 1 SOLtIS SFNSOR 1 28 5 00 10.00 
2 1 5 a I SOLIDS SFNSOR 1.78 5 00 10 00 
1 5 a I 1 SOLENOID VALVE 5.00 20 00 40.00 
2 1.5 8 1 1 SOLNOIl VALVP 5.00 20 00 40 00 
1.5 8 2 1 PRFSSIJRV SEALS 1.00 3.20 4 40 
2 1 5 p ? 1 PRESSURF SPALS 1.00 3 20 4 40 




1 5 8 
2 1 SOtrNOtn VALVE 








2 1 5.8 2 1 HFATER SENSOR/rnNTOOL 0 70 2 10 3.20 
TABLE 0-8 (Cont'd) 
10 YR TOTAL DAILY RATE UNIT WETCHT
 
1 2 1.1 1 FAILED POWER SUPPLY 30.60 0 00 25.00 
PACKAGE 
2 2.1.1 1 1 FAILED POWER SUPPLY 30.60 0.00 25.00 
PACKAGE 
1 2.1.1 1 1 FAILED COMPUTFR 226.80 0 00 35.00 
2 2.1.1 1 1 FAILED COMPUTER 226.80 0 00 35.00 
1 2 1 1 1 1 FAILR) SENSOR MOUNT! t[5.60 0.00 40.00 
NG BLOCK 
2 2 1.1 1 1 FAILED SENSOR MOUNTI IL5 60 0.00 40.00 
NG BLOCK 
I ?.I 1 I I FAILED PLATFORM ELFC 14 90 0 00 10 0O 
TRONICS 
2 2.1.1 1 1 FAILF PLATFORM ELEC 14 90 0 00 10.00 
TRONICS 
? 1 1 1 1 FAILED STARt TRACKER 48.00 0 00 25.00 
2 2 1.1 1 1 
MECHANICAL ASSEMRLY 
FAILED STAR TRACKFR 48.00 0 00 25.00 
1 
MFCHANICAL ASSEMRLY 
1 2 1.1 1 1 FATILF STAR TRACKER 13 40 0.00 14.00 
0 F'LFCTRONTCS 
2 2.1 1 1 1 FAILED STAR TRACKER 13.40 0 00 14.00 
to 
H 2 1 1 1 1 
ELECTRONICS 
FAILED HORIZON SCANN 48 00 0.00 25 00 
, 
ER MECHANICAL ASSY 
2 2.1 1 1 1 FAILED HORIZON SCANN 48.00 0 00 25.00 z 
ER MECHANICAL ASSY 
1 2.1.1 1 1 FAILED HORIZON SCANN 30 60 0.00 25.00 -r 
2 2.1.1 1 1 
ER FLECTRONICS 




1 2 t.1 2 1 FAILED CMG GYRO 16.40 0 00 6.00 
1 2 1.1 2 1 FAILED CMG GIMBAL BE 8 20 0.00 6.00 
APING 
1 2.1.1 2 1 FArLcO CMG GIMBAL MO 93.50 0.00 50.00 
TOR 
7 2.1.1 2 1 FAILED CMG GIMBAL MO 93 50 0 00 50.00 
TOR 
1 7 1 1 2 1 FAILFD CMG GIMBAL AN 1.80 0 00 1.00 
CLF PICK-OFF 
2 2 1.1 2 1 FAILED CMG GIMBAL AN 1 80 0.00 1.00 
GLE PICK-OFF 
1 2 1.! 2 1 FAILrD CMG SERVO ELF 43.40 0 00 15.00 
CTRONrCS 
2 2.1.1 2 1 FAILED CMG SERVO ELF 43 40 0.00 15.00 
CTRONICS 
1 2 1.1 2 1 FAILED CMG GIMRAL AN 46 80 0.00 25.00 
GLE SERVO MOTOR 
2 2.1.1 2 1 FAYLFD CHG rIMBAL AN 46.80 0.00 25.00 
LF SERVO MOTOR 
1 2 1 1 2 1 FAIL9D CMG POWER SUP 18.50 0.00 15.00 
PlY 
2 2.t.1 2 1 FAILED CM POnFR SUP IB.50 0 00 15 00 
PLY 
TABLE 0-8 (Cont'd) 
I 2.t.1 2 2 FAILM FILL VALVE f PRESSHR RELIEF 
7 90 0 00 3.01 
2 2 t 1 2 7 FAILg
n 
FILL VALVE 8 7.90 0 00 3 00 
PPFSSURF RELIFF 
1 .1 1 2 7 FAILF' N2 START VALV 7.00 0.00 2.00 
E 
2 2.1.1 2 z FAILrD N? START VALV 7.00 0 00 2 00 
9 
1 2.1 1 2 2 FAILED PRFSSURF REGS 26.30 0.00 5 00 
LATfl1 
2 2.1.1 2 ? FAILFO PRESSURE RFGLI 26.30 0 00 5 an 
LATOR 
1 2.1 1 2 7 FAILED CH4ECK VALVF 0 26 0.00 1.00 
z 2 t 1 2 2 FAILED CHFrK VALVE 0 76 0.00 1 n0 
1 2 1.1 2 7 FAILE0 PROnFLLANT Fl 0.52 0 00 2 00 
LIED VALVE 
2 2.1.1 ? ? FAILED PROPFLLANT Ft 0.52 0.00 2.00 
LtFD VALVE 
1 2.1 1 7 2 F&ILFD 9tLPL START VA 1 7.00 0 00 2 00 
LVE 
2 2.t.1 2 2 FAILc FUEt START VA 7.00 0 O0 7 00 
LVE 
I Z.1 1 2 ? FAILFO FLOW rONTROL 378 00 0 00 on 
VALVF 
7 2 1 1 2 ? FAILFD FLOW CONTPOL 378 00 0 00 3 00 
co 2 1.1 2 FAILED NOZZLFS 700 00 0 00 5 00 
1 2.1.1 2 3 FAILED PILL VALVF 7.90 0 00 3 00 C 
7 2 1 1 2 3 FAILED FILL VALVE T.90 0 00 00 
1 2 1 1 7 3 VALVSPRFSSURANT ST 7.00 0.00 2.00 
RT 0 
2 2.1 1 2 3 VALVEPRFSSURANT STA 7.00 0 00 2.00 
PT 0. 
1 2 1.1 2 3 FAILED PPFSSURF RFCU 52.60 0 00 5.0' 
LATOR 
7 2 1 1 2 1 FAILD PPFSSIIRF RECU 57 60 0 00 00z 
LATOR 
1 2.1 1 2 3 9AILFO RLtFF VALVE 15.80 0.00 3 00 
2 2.1 1 2 1 CAILFn PFLIF VALVP 15.80 0.00 3.00 
1 2 1.2 2 1 FAILED C14F0K V LVF 0 52 0.00 1 On 
? 2.1 1 2 1 FAILD') CI-FCK VALVF 0 52 0 00 1 00 
1 1 2 3 PAILvO PURGE AND nL 1 .04 0 O0 ? 00 
L VALVE 
2 2 1.1 2 1 FAILED PURCE AND Fit 1.04 0.00 2.OQ 
L VALVF 
1 2.1 1 2 3 FAILED ISOLATION VAL 12.48 0.00 2 00 
VF 
2 Z 1 1 2 3 FAILED ISOLATION VAt 12.48 0 00 2.00 
VE 
2 2.1.1 2 3 FAILF BIPROPELLANT q04 00 0.00 4.00 
VALVE 
2 2 1 1 ? 3 FAIL9O BIPRUPFILANT 504.00 0.00 4.00 
VALVF 
1 2.1.1 2 3 FAILED THRUSTER NO7 279.70 0 00 7 00 
LFS 
I P.2 I I I FAILF SOLAR ARRAYS 74517.00 0 00 0 12 
7 2 2.1 1 1 PAILr SOLAR ARRAYS 24587 O0 0 00 0 12 

































1 2 2 1 1 1 FAILFD VOLTAGE RFFER 0.90 0 00 2 50 
ENE 
7 2 2.1 1 1 FAILED VOLTAGE REFER CNCF 0.90 
0 00 2 50 
1 2.'.1 1 1 FAILED SYNCHRONIZER 0.90 0 00 2 50 
CLOCK 
2 2 2.1 1 1 FAILED SYNCHRONIZFR 0 90 0 00 2.50 
CLOCK 
1 2 2 I 1 1 FAILED CIRCUIT BREAK 0.60 0.00 1.00 
ER 
2 2 2.1 1 1 FAILED CIRCUIT BRFAK 0 60 0.00 1.00 
FR 
1 2 7.1 1 1 FAILFD POWER CONTACT 0.70 0.00 1.00 
OR 
2 2.2.1 1 1 FAILED POWER CONTACT 0.70 0 00 1.00 
OR 
1 2.2.1 1 1 FAILFD MONITOR lITFP 0.09 0.00 0.50 
FD1) 
2 2.2.1 1 1 FAILED MONITOR METER 0.09 0.00 0.50 
a 
1 2 2.1 1 1 
(DC) 
FAILED MONITOR METER 0.09 0.00 0.50 
(ACI 
2 2.2.1 1 FAILED MONITOR METER (AC) 0.09 
0.00 0.51 r 
1 2 2.1 1 1 FAILFD MONITOR METER 0.18 0 00 0.25 0 
SWITCHFS 
7 2 2.1 I I FAILFD MONITOR METER 0.18 0.00 0.25 
SWITCHFS 
1 2.2.1 1 1 FAILED PfMOTE CONTRO 0.35 0.00 0.25 ro 
2 7.Z.I 1 1 
L SWTTCH'S 
FAILCO RPMOTE CONTRO 0 35 0 00 0.25 
t SNITCHES 
1 2.2.1 7 1 AItLFD PCS 24360.00 0 00 4200.00 
2 2.2.1 2 1 PAILED PCS 24360 00 0.00 4200.00 
1 7 2.1 2 1 FAILVD PUMPIMOTOR 75.00 0.00 25 00 
2 2.2 1 2 1 FAILED POMP/MOTOR 75.00 0 00 ?5 00 
1 2 2.1 ? I FAILFO ERFOUNCY 015 18.90 0.00 2.00 
CRIMINATOR 
2 2 2.1 2 1 FAILFD FPEOUENCY 01S 1 90 0.00 2.00 
CRIMINATOR 
I 2 2.1 2 1 FAILED MAGNETIC PREA 0.37 0 o0 2 00 
MPLIFIFR 
2 2 ? 1 2 1 FAIL=) MAGNETIC PREA 0.37 0.00 2.00 
MPLIFIFR 
1 2.2 1 2 1 FAILED MAGNETIC AMPL 2 90 0.00 3 00 
TRIER 
2 2 ?.1 2 1 FAILED MAGNETIr AmFI 2 80 0.00 1.00 
IFIFR 
2 2.?.1 2 1 FAILFD STLiCON CONTP 1.1n 0.00 0 25 
OLLFP RECTIFIFRS 
1 2.2.1 2 1 CILED PARASITIC LOA 1.58 0.00 60.00 
0 BANK 
2 ?.2 1 2 I FAILED PARASITIC LOA 1 58 0 00 60 00 
TABLE 0-8 (Cont'd) 
I RANK 
1 9 2 1 2 1 FAILED VLTAGF 9ENSTI 50 0.00 2.nq 
NG rPCUIT 
2 P.2.1 2 1 FAILED VOLTAGF SFNSY NC CIPCUIT 
1 50 (.O0 2.00 
I 2.2.1[ 2.Zl 2Z 1 FAILFD VOLTAGF REFFRrE 1 SO 0.00 2 00 
2 2 7.1 2 1 FAILED VOLTAGE REFER PNCF 
t 50 0 00 2.00 
1 2.2.1 2 1 FAILED TRANSISTEP AM PLIFEP 
1.10 0 00 I.0 
7 2 2 1 2 1 FAILED TPANSISTFR AM 1.10 0.00 1 50 
PLIFER 
1 2 7.1 ? 1 FAILED MACNETIr aMPt 1.50 0.00 3.00 
IFIER 
2 2 Z.1 2 1 FAILFO MAGNETIC AMPL 1.50 0 00 3 00 
IFIFf 
2 2 2 1 2 1 FAILF FFF) RArK NFT 0 1! 0.00 0.25 
WORK 
1 2 2.1 2 1 FAILF FULt WAVE RFF 1 60 0 00 1 50 
TIFlFR 
2 2.? 1 2 1 FAILED FULL WAVE RFC l.'O 0.00 1.50 
TI FT FR 
1 ?.2 1 ? 1 FAILED SATURATING Ctl 3 1t 0.00 40 00 
PPFNT POTENTIAL TRAN 
2 2.2 1 2 1 FAILFD SPTURATING rU 3 16 0 00 410.00 
RPFPNT POTFNTIAL TRAN 
1 2.2 1 2 1 FAYLFD CIRCUIT BRFAN 0 35 0.00 1 00 
CPS 
2 ' 2 1 2 1 FAILFD rIRCUIT PRFA( 0.35 0 00 1.00 
FRS 
1 2.2 1 2 1 FAILED PrINPR CONTACTOR 0.35 
0.00 1.00 
2 2 2 1 2 1 FAILED POWER CONTACT OP 
0.35 0.00 1.00 -r 
1 27 2 1 FAILED MONITOR MFTEP 0.04 0 no 0.50 
2 2.2 1, ? 1 FAILED MONITOR MCTFR '3 04 q 00 0 50 
1 2 2 1 2 1 FAILED MONITOR MCTFR 0.04 ( 00 0.50 
2.2 1 2 1 FATIFn MONITOR METFR 0 04 0.00 0.50 
(ACI 
1 2.? 1 2 1 FAILED RFMOTF rnNTRO 0 17 0.00 0 25 
L SWITCHFS 
2 2 2.1 ? 1 FAItL REMOTE CONTRO 0.17 0.00 0 25 
L SWTTCHFS 
1 2 2.2 1 1 FAILFI CIRCUIT BREA< 
ER 
2.10 0 00 1 00 
2 7.Z.2 1 1 ATLFD rTRCUIT BRFAK 2 10 0 00 1 00 
FP 
1 2 2 2 1 1 PAILED INVVRTER RFCU 35R.00 0 00 40.00 
LATOR 
2 2 2.2 1 1 FAILED INVERTFR RPCU 158,00 0.00 40.00 
LATOR 
1 2.7.2 1 1 FAILED SOLAR ARRAY P 
&TT FRY rftARGPR REG. 
16872.00 0.00 8O.00 
TABLE 0-8 (Cont'd) 
2 2.2.2 1 1 FATLFD SOLAR ARRAY 8 16872.00 0.00 80 00 
ATTERY CHARGER REG. 
1 2.2.2 1 1 FAILED RI/BAYTON BA 6749.00 0.00 so 00 
TTERY CHARGER REG. 
2 2.2 2 I 1 FAILFD PI/SRAYTON BA 6749.00 0.00 60.00 
TTERY CHARGER REG. 
1 2.2 2 1 1 FAILED FUFL CELL 0 o0 0.00 0.00 
2 2.2.? 1 1 FAILr0 FUEL CELL O.0 0.00 0.00 
1 2.?.2 1 1 FAILED RFCTIFIER FIL 52.60 0 00 20 00 
TER 
2 2 2.2 1 1 FAILED RECTIFIER FIt 52.60 0.00 20 00 
TFR 
I Z.Z 2 1 1 FAILED TRANSFORMER 2.75 0 00 25 00 
z ?.2.2 1 1 FAILED TRANSFORMFR Z 75 0.00 25 00 
1 2.2 2 1 1 FAILFD POWER CONTACT 2 45 0 00 1.00 
OR 
2 2.Z.2 1 1 FAILEn POWER CONTACT 2.45 0.00 1.00 
OR 
1 2.2.2 I I FAILED MONITOR MFTER 0.04 0.00 0.50 
D 
2 2.?.2 1 1 FAILED MONITOR METER 0 04 0.00 0.50 
Dc C 
1 2.2.2 1 1 FAILED MONITOR METER 0 04 0.00 0.50 
AC 
2 2.2.2 1 1 FAILED MONITOR NETFR 0.04 0 00 0.50 
cA, 
C, 1 2 2.2 1 1 
AC 
FAILED MONITOR METER 0.04 0.00 0.45 
SWITCHES 0 
2 2.2.2 1 1 FAILED MONITOR METER 0.04 0.00 0.25 
1 2 2 2 1 1 
SWTTCHFS 
FAILED PPMOTE CoNTRO 0.11 0.00 0.25 r 
L SWITCHES 
2 2 2.2 1 t FAILFD RFMOTF CONTRO 0 11 0.00 0 25 
L SWITCHFS 
1 7.2 3 1 1 FAILFD CCT BKR.6 CRO 76 80 0.00 20 00 
UND LEAKAGF DETFCTOR 
2 2.2.3 1 1 FAILFD CCT.BKR 9 GRO 76 80 0.00 20 00 
UMD LFAKAGE OFTECTR 
1 7.2.3 1 1 FAILFD CCT BKRILOAD 220.00 0.00 20 00 
CONTROL UNIT 
2 Z.2.3 1 1 FAILED CCT AKR/LOAD 220.00 0 00 20.00 
CONTROL UNIT 
2 2.3 1 1 FAILED CURRENT SENSI 30 30 0.00 1.50 
TIVF ELEMENT 
7 2.?.3 I 1 FAILED CURRENT SENSI 30 30 0 00 1.50 
TIVE ELFMFNT 
1 2.2.3 1 1 FAILED INDIVIDUAL LI 3 70 0.00 0.50 
NE CCT. BREAKER 
2 2.7 3 1 1 FiL) INDIVIDUAL LI 3.70 0 00 0.50 
NF CCT. BREAKER 
1 2 2.3 1 1 FAILED MONITOR METER 0.04 0 00 0.50 
(AC) 
2 z 2.3 1 1 FAILFD MONITOR MFTER 0 04 0.00 0 50 
(ACt 
1 7.2.3 t I FAILFD MONITOR METFR 0 04 0.00 0 25 
SWITCHFS 
2 2 ?.' 1 I FAILFn MONITOR METFR 0.04 0 00 0.25 
TABLE 0-8 (Cont'd) 
SWrTCHs 
1 2 3 1 1 FAILFn PMOT C(INTPCL SWTTrR S 0.47 
0.00 0 25 
7.2. 1 1 FAIL' 
P PFMO7F PONTPP 0.47 0 00 0 29 
2 2.3 1 1 FA!LFO CrT.SKX.S rEo 76.10 0.00 20 on 
UNP LFAVArE nVTPCTOR 
2.2.3 1 1 FAILED CCT BKR.& GPO 76.80 0.00 20.00 
UND LCAKAGF DFTFCTOR 
1 2.3 1 1 FAILSD (Ct 8KR. LO4 84.80 0.00 20.00 
0 CONTROL UNTT 
2 2..3 1 1 FAILED CrT.9YR f LOA 84.80 0 00 20.00 ) CONTROl UNIT 
I 2.Z 3 1 1 FAIL'D Cu1RRENT 5FNSI 11.50 0.00 12 00 
TTVF FLEMFNT 
2 2 A I I FAILED CtIPRFNT SFNSI U1.50 0 o 12.00 
TTVF ELEI-NT 
1 2 2 3 1 1 FAILED TNTVTDUAL It 1.4n 0.00 0 5n 
NF CrT. fRFaVER 
2 2 2 3 1 FAILED INTnIV!DUL LI 1.40 0 00 0 50 
',F CrT RRFZKFR 
I 2 3 1 1 rAILFD MONITOR METF 0.04 0 00 0.50 
S 
2 7 7.3 1 1 FAILF MONITOR MFTCR 0.04 0.00 0.50 
S 
0 1 2 2 3 I I1acIFD MONITOR MFTVA 0.04 0 00 0 25 
CO SW1TrH 
mb 2 2 2.3 1 1 FAILFD MONITPR MFTER 0.04 0 00 0.25 
SWITCHES 
1 27 ?3 1 1 FAILED QFNDOT CONTRO 0 18 0.00 0.25 
L SWTTCHFS 
2 Z.2 3 1 1 FAILED REMOTE CDNTRO 0.18 0.00 1 0.25 
L SWITCHE S 
I Z 3.1 1 1 RARTITION FASTNFRS Z5.00 0 00 0 25 
1 2 3 1 1 1 ANTENNAS AND SOLAR C 0 0o 0 00 0 00 
FUtS 
2 2 3 1 1 1 ANTFNNAS AND SOLAR C 0 00 0.00 0 0 
ELLS 
1 2 3.1 I 1 WORN AIRLOCK LATCH fA loon 00 0 00 50.00 
FCHANISM ASSFMnLIES 
1 2.4.1 1 1 FAILFI Kit RANO QFFLE 1408.00 0.00 440.00 
2 2 4 1 CTOR,FEFPFPOS ITIONFRFAILED XIIBAND OFF 1408 00 0 0D 440 00 
CTDR,.FF 005OSITIONCP 
'4 1 1 1 FAILED Ku RAND MIXFP 8.80 a00 20 o0 
/MULTIPLFXFR 
2 2.4 1 1 1 FAItFD KU RAND MIXFR 8.90 0.00 20.00 
/MULTIOLFXER 
1 2 4.1 1 1 FAILFD ME)%AND FFRRI 1.40 0 00 6.00 
TE SWITCH-PSFOUArItIP 
2 7.4.1 1 1 FAILFE Ki RAND FERRI 
TE SWITCPFRSCOIIADRUP 
1.40 0.00 6 0O 
1 2.4 I I FAILED KU BAND FM TP 60.00 0.00 25.00 
ANSMITTFR 
2 2.4 1 1 1 FAILED KLI nAND FM TP 60.00 0 00 25.00 
2 2 4.1 1 ANMITTFT FAILED F" TRANSMYTTE 6.61) 0 00 10 o0 
TABLE 0-8 (Cot 'd) 
R MODEM 
2 2.4 1 1 I FAILED KU BAND FM BECFIVEF 2 40 
0.00 10 00 
2 2.4.1 1 t FAILED FM RECEIVER M 1 90 0.00 5 00 
1 2 4.1 1 1 FAILFO KU BAND PM TR 2 20 0.00 10.00 
ANSMITTF P 
2 2.4 It I I FAILED KU BAND PM TR 2 20 0.00 10.00 
ANSMITTFR 
2 2 4.1 1 1 FAILED PM TRANSMITTF 1.00 0.00 2.50 
R MODFM 
2 2.4 1 I 1 FATTED Nil RAND PH RE 2.80 0 O0 10 00 
CEIVER 
2 2.4 1 1 1 FAILED PM RECFIVER M 3.30 0 00 5 00 
ODEM 
1 2.4 1 2 1 FAILED S-9AND DIPLFX 0.84 0 00 6 00 
ER/SWITCHES 
2 2 4 1 2 1 FAILED S-RAND DIPLEY 0 84 0.00 6 00 
FR/SWITCHES 
1 ?.4.1 - 2 1 FAILED S-BAND FFRRIT 0 07 0 00 5.50 
E SWITCHES 
2 2.4 1 2 1 FAILED S-AND FERRIT 0.07 0.00 5.50 
S SWITCHES c 
1 2 4.1 2 1 FAILED -RAND PM TRA 47.00 0.00 14.00 
NSPONDER 
2 2.4 1 2 1 FAILED S-BAND PH TRA 47.00 0.00 14 00 
NSPONDFR 
1 2.4 1 2 1 FAILED S-BAND FM TIRA 42.00 0.00 12 00 
NSMITTFP 
2 Z.4 1 2 1 FAILED S-BAND FM TRA 42.00 0 00 12.00 
NSMITTFR 



















2 2 4.1 2 1 FAILFD TRANSMITTER M 1 511 0.00 2.50 
ODFM 
1 2 4 2 1 1 UHF SOLID ST&TF SWIT 0 84 0.00 12 O 
C4 MULTIPLFXER 
2 ? 4 2 1 1 UHF SOLID STATE SWIT 0 84 0.00 12.00 
CH MULTTPLFXFR 
1 7.4 2 1 1 FAILED (IHF IM TRANS 0.70 0.00 1.50 
NITTR 
2 2.4.2 1 1 FAILFD UHF FM TRANS O.?O 0 00 1.50 
MTTFR 
1 2.4 2 1 1 FAILED UHF TRANSMTTT 0 56 0.00 2.00 
FR MODFM 
2 2.4.2 1 1 FAILED UHF TRANSMITT 0.56 0.00 2.00 
ER MODEM 
1 2 4.2 1 1 FAILED (IMF FM VIDEO 3 50 0.00 3.00 
RECFIVER 
2 Z 4.2 1 1 FAILED UHF FM VIDEO 3 50 0 00 3.00 
RFCETVFR 
1 2 4 2 1 1 FAILED UHF PM DATA F 3 40 0.00 3.00 
ECFIVcR 
2 2 4.2 1 1 FAILED UHF PM DATA R 3 40 0 00 3.00 
FEEIVER 
N 
TABLE 0-8 (Cont'd) 
I 2 4.2 1 FAtY! VIFO P CFIVF o MODFM 
9.60 0 0O 2 50 
2 .4 2 1 1 fAILED VIDOF 
R MODEM 
OfCEIVr R.60 0 00 2.50 
1 2.4 2 1 1 FATTED DATA RECFIVFP 5.7n 0 00 2 5) 
MOOW 
2 2 4.2 1 1 FAIIFD DATA RFCFIVFQ 5 70 0 00 2 50 
MOOFM 
1 2 4 2 2 1 SOLID STATE SWITFH/O O.A4 n.00 12 o 
IADRUPLEXPR 
1 2.4.2 2 1 FAILFD VHF VOICF RAN 84 00 0.00 15 o 
GING T/P 
2 7 4 2 2 1 FAILED VHF VOICE RAN 04 00 0 00 15.00 
GTNr TIP 
' 4.2 7 1 FAILED RANGING MODEM 40 00 0 00 9.00 
2 2 4.2 2 1 FAT L- RANGINr, MOOCM 40 00 0 00 9 o 
1 2 4 2 2 1 rATLEO VOICF MnDOM 3 80 0.00 5 00 
2 2 4 ' 2 1 FAILCD VnICP MODEM 3 80 0.00 5 no 
1 
2 
2 4 2 





FAILE9 VHF DATA TR 
FAILED VHF DATA TIR 






1 2 4.2 7 L FAILED nATA MODEM I 70 0 DO 4 D0 
2 Z 4.2 P I rAILFo nAA mOfEv 1 70 0 00 4 00 z 
1 2 4 2 3 1 FAILFO SPLID STAre 
WI 'CH/OJPIEXEP 
1. 76 n 0 61o 
1 7 4 2 3 1 FAILED V-F FM XMTR/P I 64 0 00 2.00 
0 rF 
w 2 2 4 7 t FAILED VHF FM XMTR/ 1 64 0 00 2.00 
1 4 2 3 1 FAILED MOOFM 6 56 0 00 8 0 
2 ' 4 2 3 1 FAILF MOOFM 6.56 n00 8 00 
1 7 4 3 1 1 FATL9! TV CONTROL MO 17.10 0 o 3.00 
OrM 0
-2 2.4.3 1 1 FAILED TV CONTROL MO DFM 
17.10 0 00 3.00 
1 2 4 3 1 1 FAILED ANALOr SYNC/T
FST MnnFm 
5.00 0 00 5 00 ' 
2 7 4 3 FAILD ANALOC SYNC/T O0 0 00 5 00 
EST -onorP 
1 2 4 3 1 1 FAILED PICTTAL 06TA 5 00 0 0o 5 00 
MODEM 
2 '4. 1 1 FAILFD PICITaL DATAHODFM 5 O0 n00 
5 0 
7 7 5 I I CONT
0OI /APITHMETTC 
MODULF% POOK MODULF 
48 75 0 00 2 90 
2 7 5 1 1 MAIN MFMQY ROOK MOD 
ULF 
2 50 0 00 2 50 
I ? 5.1 1 1 MAGNETIC DISr 5 00 0 00 5.00 
2 
1 












2 2 5 1 1 TAPE TRANSPORTS 101 6n 0 o 40 00 
2 2 5 I rIpFtIIT 0Ohn q.00 0 00 0 25 
1 2.5.1 CATHODF RAY TURE 17 50 0 00 2 On 
2 7 5 1 1FY1OAqn TFRMTINAL 6.75 0 00 6 75 
FXPT TOTAL DAILY RATE OATCH Sh7E 
1 3 l I LANCml)IR PROF, DAMA 0 iD 0 00 o In 
TABLE 0-8 (Cont'd) 
GElD 
1 3 ?.1 1 1 MAGNFTIC TAPP 2 50 0 00 7 50 
1 3 7 1 1 2 MACNPTIC TAPr 7 50 0 00 2.q0 
3.Z.! 2 1 mAPTIC TAPES 5.00 0.00 2.50 
t 3 7 1 7 2 OPPSSULRIZEn CONTAINE 250.00 0.00 50.00 
P 
1 3 2 1 2 2 MAGNFTTC TAPF 5 00 0.00 2.50 
1 3 3 7 1 1 PFG SHFLLS 0 70 0 D0 0.35 
2 3 4 3 7 1 TfERMISTrR PROSE 1 08 0 O 0.00 
2 3 5 1 7 1 INSTRUMENT ASTF 5 00 0 00 5.00 
1 3 5 1 2 2 NEFLF 0.20 0.00 0.00 
1 3 5.1 2 6 N tOLP 0.10 0.00 0.00 
1 3 5 1 2 6 TNSTRUMFNTS 4 00 0.00 0.16 
1 3 5 1 2 8 INSTRUMENTATION 1n 00 0 03 0.03 
1 3 5.1 7 9 INSTRUMENTATION 10 00 0.03 0.03 
1 3 5 1 2 10 NCFOE 0.10 0.00 0.05 
1 3 5 1 2 it INSTRUMENTS 1.50 0.00 0.03 
1 3.5.1 2 13 NEFOLES 0.20 0.00 0.00 
1 3 5 1 2 14 NFF0LE 0 10 0.00 0 00 
1 
1 















3 5 t 5 4 rHEMICA, (BLOOD SOC 0.25 0.00 0 00 
1 A0I GA, ANALYSIS 
w 3.5.1 4 CHEMICALS (MOOD SUG 0 25 0 00 0.00 . 
1 3.1AR) URTNE N 
3.5 1 S 6 CHFMICALS (BLOOO,SUG 0 25 0 00 0 o0 
ARE UPINF N. 

















1 3 5 1 7 ? NFFOLF 0 to 0 00 0.00 
1 3 5 2 1 1 PCOODING TAPE 10 00 0 00 0 20 0 
1 3 5 2 1 2 PECOROINC TAPE 10 0O 0.00 0 20 
1 3.5 2 1 3 PFCOOPING TAPE 10 0 0 00 0.60 
1 3 5 2 1 4 RECOROINC TAPP 1.50 0.00 0.12 
1 3 5.2 1 5 pECOPrICN TAPE 1 50 0.00 0.1? 
1 3 5 2 1 6 RECORPING TAPE 1.00 0.00 0 08 
1 3 5.? 1 7 PFCOROING TAPE 1 00 0.00 0 08 
1 3 5 2 1 8 RFCORDING TAPP 10 00 a 00 0 $0 
1 3 5.2 1 1 RECOOTNC APE 15 00 0.00 0.30 
1 3 5.2 4 1 RPCORoTNC TAPP 1 00 0 00 0.08 
1 3 5 2 4 1 INSTRUMENTS 1.00 0 00 0.08 
1 3.5.2 4 2 PPCOD0NG TAPE 7 00 0 00 0.11 
1 1 5.2 4 2 INSTRUMPNTATION 5.00 0 00 0 30 
1 3 5 2 4 3 RECORDING TAPE 2 00 0 00 0 11 
1 3.5 2 4 4 RFCORDING TAPE 1 00 0 00 0 08 
1 3 5.2 4 q RECORDING TAPE 1 00 0.00 0 Of 
1 3 5.2 4 6 PECORDINC TAPE 1 00 0.00 0 08 
1 3.5.2 4 7 RECOROING TAPF 1.00 0.00 0 06 
1 3.5 2 4 7 NEEDLES 1 00 0 00 0.01 
1 3 5.? 4 8 RErORDINC TAPE 0.50 0 0 0.04 
1 3.5 2 4 9 PFOROTNr TAPE 1.50 0 00 0 12 
1 3.5 2 4 10 PFCORnING TAPE 2 00 0 00 0 Ii 
1 3.6 2 1 1 FXPERIMENTAL FACTLIT 1100.00 0 o0 1100.00 
2 3 6 7 Y XPFPIMFNTAL FACILIT 1100 no 0 no 1100.00 
TABLE 0-8 (Cont'd) 
3 6 2 
3 6 
3 7 1 







































SEARCH REPORT #7 - MATERIAL ORIGINATED IN MA I ORIENTED
 
FUNCTION, EXCEEDS 100 LBS/YEAR FOR 100 MAN STATION,
 
AND IS TEXTILE OR PAPERIS CONTAMINATED OR PATHOGENIC, 
SEARCH NO. 7
 




,OR'IT9M 'AND-ITEM KEYWORD 

I 1. (q/C FUNCTION) 1 16 
1 2 100. (QUANTITY ( 3) - LOWER LIMIT 9 
1 3 CONTAMINATFO (ATTRIRUTE) ii 
2 PATHOCFNY C IATTRIUTE) I II 
1 4 TFXTILC (ATTRIRIITF) 11 
7 PAPER (ATTRIBUTE) 11 ' 
m 71 















MEN 100 MEN 










1 1, .2 1 1 SOILED UNDERSHORTS 440.00 1836.00 3672.00 
1, 2 
It 4 






















TABLE 0-9 (Cont'd) 
2, 4 
1. 1 1 4 1 1 WASTP CO(TAINP Lrf,, 
(|11 1387.00 5T4? O) 1145n O0 
2, 3 
2, 4 
1, 1 1 4 1 3 WASTF CONTAINEP tFn) 






SEARCH REPORT #8 - MATERIAL IS SOLID AND REQUIRES
 
CLEANING FOR RECLAMATION OR IS TEXTILE AND REQUIRES
 
LAUNDERING FOR RECLAMATION 
SEARCH NO. A
 
THE SEARCH HAS USED I ORfAND ILOGIC ON THF FOLIOwINC KEYWOPOS 
'OPIITF4M 'ANDITFM KFYWORO 	 VFCTOR
 
I SnLID (STATFI 10
 
2 rLFAN (RECLAMATION REQIURFMENT) 14
 
1 TEXTILE [ATTRTIUTSI 11
 
2 LAUNDEP (RECLAMATIGN RFOTURFMFNTI 14
 
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS N'RF RETRIEVED
 
KEYWpDo ROiiP COUTO /EXOT WASTE WASTE ITEM QUANTITIES
 
Nn. KEY NO SOuRCF NO. 12 MFN 50 MFN o00MEN
 
I 1 .1 1 ISEDU INFLATABLE PILL. 16 00 67 00 133 00n0 
0 ow 








? 1.2 2 1 SOILED TROUSERS 609 00 5082 00
2541.00 
 




2 1.2 2 1 1 	 SOILED UNDFRSHOPTS 440 00 1836 00 3672.00
 
7 1.2 2 1 1 	 SAILSO UNOERSHrRTS 440.00 1836.00 3672.00 
2 1.2.2 1 1 OILF) SOCKS (PAIR) 1O 00 432 00 864.00
 
2 1.2.? 1 1 SOILED SHOES (PAIR) 7 00 28 00 56.00
 
1 1 2.2 2 1 BLANKcT 24 00 100 00 ?0.00
 
1 1 2.? 1 1 AeSORRFNT WIOES 18.60 160.80 321 60
 
















1 1.4 2 1 1 	 FILTERS/TRAPS 156 00 650 00 1300.00
 
1 Z I 	 TOfWLS 140n 00 5880 00 IT60 00
L.4 I 

2 1 4 2 1 1 WASHrLOTHS 150 00 627.00 1254.00
 
2 1 4.? 1 3 USFD TOWFLS 1200.00 5nO0 O0 1000.00
 
10 YP TOTAL DAILY PATE UNIT WrICHT
 
. 2 2 FAILED FILTER 	 0 76 0.00 1 on
 
1 2.5 1 ? I DISCARDED PIrTUReS 2550 00 0.70 0.00
 
1 2 5 1 2 1 EDITING FILM SCRAPS 2550 00 0 70 0 Or)
 
TABLE 0-10 (Cont'd) 








3 4 4 
3 4 4 
3.4 4 
3 4.4 
3 4 4 
3 5 1 
3 5 1 






































































SI!PPRT LIE FU~CTION 





11130170 RUN NO. ** 2 * PAGE 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... MEDICAL DISPENSARY 
GROUP KEY ...... 1.1.1 
BASIC FUNCTION ............ SUPPORT LIFE
 




* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ...... ROUTINE EXAMINATION OF CRFW MEMB 
ERS
 
S/C AREAS ......... DISPENSARY
 
* WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... ROUTINE EXAMINATION OF CREW MEMIBERS 
DOCUMENT NO....... l.o.li1
 
REFERENCE NO. I . EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTFNOFO EARTH OR
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 .o DEFINITION OF SPACE FLIGHT MFDICAL KITS
 
A RATIONALE,BROOKS AIR FORCE BASF,TEXAS
 
,AMD TR 67-IMAY 1967.
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. I .... TONGUE DEPRESSOR 
STATE .............. SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. STERILIZE 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... THERMOMETERS 
STATE .............. SOLID 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. STERILIZE
 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 6 
11/30/70 RUN NB. ** 2 ** PAGE 2 
S/C SUBiSYSTFN ..... AE)ICAL DISPENSARY 
GROUP KEY ..... 1.1.1 
** EOUIPMENT/FXPERIMFNT 'JO. 1 ....... RUJTIME EXAMINATIDI OF CREW MEMB 
ERS 
**** WASTE SOURCE N). i .... ROUTINE FXAMINATION OF CREW MEMBERS 
****** WASTE ITFdi N 3. 3 .... SHEFTS 
STATE ............. SPLIP
 
DENSITY ........... (.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
4'* .*' WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... PACKAGING MATERIAL 
STATE ............. SOLID
 






COMPOSITI14........ CFLLUL OS Of L YFTHLENE
 
GFNFRATICN 0A x .. 




P-( *I. kimrI ' ) A UIr I 'r ' T .(Z,,' " r[ IS­
3 11/30/170 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 

S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... MEDICAL DISPENSARY
 
GROUP KEY .... 0 1.1.1
 
**'EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... ILLNESS EVENT
 
S/C AREAS ......... 	DISPENSARY
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... ILLNESS EVENT 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 	 11.1.2.1*
 
REFERENCE NO. i 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EAPTH OP
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 .. DEFINITION OF SPACE FLIGHT MEDICAL KITS
 
A RATIONALE,BROOKS AIR FORCE 8ASF,TEXAS
 
,AMD TR 67-1MAY 1967.
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 .. USE OF THE BEN FRANKLIN SUBMEISIBLF AS A
 
SPACESTATION ANALOGVOLUME II PSYCHOLOG
 
Y AND PHSIOLOGY OSR-70-8vCONTRACT NAS 8­
30 172
 
*'**** WASTE ITEM NO. I .... MEDICATION TUBES 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 10.36 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC7CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
4*44*4 WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... SPRAY BOTTLES 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ............. 41.47 LBS/CU. FT.
 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
,ICI5 Tr *... I',. L '1SFSY 
L Ii T/FXP_' l F'T 1'. ....... . 1 W S FVFNT
 
.. ' \, ,W 5' 'Uf- . 1. I ... ILNESS E Q '4 
, ITI I 'l.... zp9 ,'is r FtrE MASIS 
I 0 .*....... C.70 1 S/0L. Fl 
VITP P JTER ........ PAvFR'i R ,,lT\ liATFU 
f 14 A* IT .. 
CC'IP i% I R * C..LL uLI'SF 
IItr P4TF{LE-SYEAf 1 




RFCLMATICN ACIl[C' .. KIR 




"ENS[Yc ........... 11.40 LAS/CU. FT.
 













RECLAMAT01eI ACTI( N .. /R
 
ci * *~NASTF ITEI . o 5 .... MECT'4TIN ,TTLFS 
STA4TE ............. SqLIP
 
tENSTY ............. 5.20 L',S/I,. FT.
 














PFCL4'AT I ( ..CIU" N/P 
(- 'ANN") SPACr(i %rT WASTE QF"",TM" tAl 
5 11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PA(JE 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MEOICAL DISPENSARY
 
GROUP KEY ..... 1.1.1
 
** EOUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... ILLNESS EVENT 
**t WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... ILLNESS EVENT 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... BAND AIDS 
STATE ............. SOLID
 


















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
* **** WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... DRESSINGS AND ADHESIVES 
STATE ............. SOLID 

















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
**.*** WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... CATHETER 
STATE .............. SOLID 


















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN 10. A* ? * * 	 %CE 6 
S/C 	 ;tABSYSTF" ..... ic') CAL DTSPEIYS4RY 
,RJUP KEY . l.1.1 
r'\UIPMIELT/F<PER r4 ENV NO. 2 ....... ILL rSS EVENT
 
,4'- S0ULRCE N). I .... TLI 1ESS EVENT
NSTE 
V44* ITE' 9 A 	 SOLUTTON?ASTC N 1. . . . TT SF1rlC 

S;L T r '
 STATE ............. 
DENSITY ............. 4.52 LSlCJ. PT. 








NU. uF IFTI 	 RATE(LS/YtAR) 
12 	 0.04 
50 	 0. 12 
100 0 . 48 
PECLAiAT TN ACTICN .. N/R 
-	 - 4 .iASTE ITE4 P-). 10 .... SPLINT 
STATE .............. SCt TI)
 
VEtISITY .............. 4.99 LS/C'. FT.
 















RECLAIATIJ' ACTIqN .. STEPILIZE 
* * 	 ,ASTE ITE , NO. i .... GLCVFS 
STATE ............. SOLID
 










NO. OF IENl RATE(LfBS/YEAR)
 
12 	 9.24 
50 C.1O 
100 1 .04 
RECLAVATIOil ACTIJN .. N/R 
** 'tPl'8\3) SPACECI'AUT ASTE GEC,EfPAF l'i ATA ' 
7 11130/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGF 




** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... ILLNESS EVENT 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... ILLNESS EVENT 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 12 .... EYE PATCHES 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... C.70 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ......... PAPERCONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ........CELLULOSE 
GENERATION DATA .. 










** * WASTE ITEM NO. 13 .... PACKAGING 
STATE ............. SOLID
 


















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTF GFNVRATION DATA *' 
L11/30/70 RUN NE. ** 2 * 	 PAGE 8 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... DENTAL DISPENSARY
 
GROUP KEY ..... ..2
 
BASIC FUNCTION ............ SUPPORT LIFE
 








S/C AREAS .......... DISPENSARY
 




REFERENCE NO. I .. SANITATION AND PERSCNAL HYGIENE DURING A 
ERCSPACE MISSIONS VRL TOR 62-68 LIFE SUP 
PORT SYSTEMS LAhORATORYtPIGHT-PATTERSON 
AIR 	FORCE BASE,JUNE 1962.
 




DENSITY ............ 49C.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. STERILIZE
 




DENSITY ........... 490.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. STERILIZE
 
* M&NNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GFNLRATIEN T'AT *-'
 
9 11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... DENTAL DISPENSARY
 
GROUP KEY ..... 1..2
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. i ....... ROUTINE EXAMINATION AND ILLNESS 
EVENT 
*t** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... ROUTINE EXAMINATION AND ILLNESS EVENT 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... EXTRACTION PLIERS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 490.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL CONTAMINATED 
ELEPENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... STEEL 
GENERATICN DATA ... 




RECLAMATION ACTION .. STERILIZE 
#***** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... SCALPEL 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ............ 490.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL CONTAMINATED 
FLEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... STEEL 
GENERATION DATA ... 




RECLAMATION ACTION .. STERILIZE 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... DRUG AND BOTTLE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 52.57 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... BOROSILICATES 
GENERATICN DATA ... 
NO. OF MEN RATE(LBS/YEAR) 
12 0.04 
50 0.12 
100 0 . 16 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GFNFRATION DATA t*
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 * PACE 10 
SIC ;UBSYSTEM ..... DENEAL DISPENSARY 
GROUP KEY ..... 1.1.2 
*0 E')UPMENT/EXPERIPENT NO. I ....... PGUfINE EXAWINATION AND ILLNESS 
EVENT 
*4 WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... RCLTINE EXA'INATION AND ILLNESS EVENT 
**4Y * j *4**, r***** 4- t*?w *-, It4t*~~j. *5X' ** 
**- ** WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... ANAESTHETIC BOTTLE 
STATE .............. SOLID 
DENSITY .............52.57 LBS/CU. FT. 













RE-LAMATICN ACTICN .. N/R 
** * WASTE ITEM NO.- 7 .... DRFSSING PAD 
STATE .............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... C.30 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GAUZE CONTAIIINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
CCMPOSITION ........CELLULOSE 
GENERATION DATA .. 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 
***44 WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... SYRINGE 
STATE .............. SOLID 
DENSITY ............. 35.60 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... POLYSTYRENE 
GENERATICN DATA .. 







RECLAMATION ACTION .* N/R
 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATfON GATA 4 
11/30/70 RUN Mo. 2 ** 	 PAGE II
 
S/C 	 SUBSYSTEM ..... DENTAl DISPENSARY 
GROUP KEY ..... 1.1.2 
*4 E)UIPMENT/EXPERI4ENT NO. I ....... PUTINE EXAMINATION AND ILLNESS
 
EVtNT 
*"-t WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... ROUTINE EXAMINATION AND ILLNESS EVFNT 
4**** WASTE ITEM Na. 9 .... HEAD REST COVERING 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 6.07 LBS/CU0 FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




DENSITY ........... 0000 LBS/CU0 FT.
 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
*9 MANKEJ SPACECRAFT IASTF GENERATION DATA *
 
11/30f70 RUN NO. *v 2 ** PAGE 12 
S/C ;UBSYSTEM ..... DISPENSARY HOUSEKEEPING
 
GROUP KEY ..... 1.1.3
 
BASIC FUNCTION ............ SUPPORT LIFE
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... MAINTAIN AND MONITOP CREW HFALTH
 
4* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
S/C AREAS ......... 

*4*4 WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... 
DOCUMENT NO . ...... 

REFERENCE NO. I .. 





ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... 
GENERATION DATA , 







































EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH
 
ORBITAL MISSIONS REVISION DATED SEPTEMBE
 












































** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 t* PAGE 13 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... DISPENSARY HCUSEKEEPING
 
GROUP KEY ..... 1.1.3
 
** EOUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 1 ..... MEDICAL 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... MEDICAL 
*-m* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... hIPES 
STATE ......... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 10.37 LBS/CU. FT. 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




DENSITY ........... 6.07 LBS/CU. FT.
 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS 























RECLAMATION ACTION .. CONDENSESTRAIN
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PACE 14
 
S/C UISYSTEM ..... DISPENSARY HCUSEKEEPING 
GROUP KEY ..... 1-1.3 
* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... MEDICAL 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO0 1 .... MEDICAL 
*t * WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... PACKAGING MATERIAL 
STATE .. 0.......... SCLID
 
DENSITY ........... 0O08 LBS/CUo FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA *
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. *4 2 ** 	 PAGF 15 
S/C 	SUSYTE ..... DISPENSARY HCUSEKEEPING 
GROUP KEY ..... i. .3 
4 EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... DENTAL 
S/C 	AREAS ......... VAINTENANCE
 
**t* WASTE SOURCE NJ. I .... DENTAL
 
DOCUMENT N . ...... 1,i.3.2oit
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 .. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH 
ORBITAL NISSICNS REVISICN DAEO SEPTE'RE 
R 1968,NASA OFFICE OF MANNED SPACE FLIGh 
T.
 




DENSITY ........... 0.35 LFS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTIJN .. REUSE AS IS
 




-DENSITY ........ 0008 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














- 100 10.95 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA x"
 
11130/70 RUN NO *4 2 ** PACE 16 
S/C ;UBSYSTEM ..... DISPENSARY HOUSEKEEPING
 
'ROUP KEY ..... 1.1.3
 
* EQUIPMENT/EXPERI4ENT NO. 2 ....... DENTAL 
**A? XASTE SOURCE NO. 1 ... DENTAL 
**t* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... WIPES 
STATE .......... SOLID 
DENSITY ....... ... 10.37 LBS/CU0 FT0
 
















RECLAMATICN ACTION . N/R
 




DENSITY ........... 6.07 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
**-* WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... PACKAGING MATERIAL 
STATE ..... SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 008 LPS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
4* MANNED SPACEtRAFT WASTE GENFRATION DATA * 
11/30/70 RUN NO. 4* 2 * 	 PAGE 17
 




BASIC FUNCTIN ........... SUPPORT LIFE 
FUNCTIJNAL REQUIREMENT .... MAINTAIN AND MCNITOR CfEh HEALTH 
AND SAFETY 
* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIAENT NO. I ...... SPACE SUITSAND PORTABLE LIFE %U 
PPORT SYSTEMS 
S/C AREAS ......... SERVICES AIRLOCKS 
** * WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... SPACE SUITS AND PORTABLE LIFE SU0 PORT SY 
STEMS 
DOCUAENT NA...... 1.1.4.11* 
.o
REFERENCE NO. I 	 MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS CC. VPC G
 
06349 SPACE STATION PRELIMINARY CESIGN D
 




REFEPENCE NO. 2 .. 	 NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP., SPACE DIV
 
ISION MSC-00735, SPACE STATION DESIGN SH
 




**-, WASTE ITEM N3. 1 .... WATER 
STATE ........ LIQUTI
 


















RECLAMATION ACTIVN .. N/R
 




DENSITY ........... 0.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ COMBINED WITH LOH
 














£ECLAMATIC4 ACTICN .. TPAP AND SCRUB
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENCRATION DATA tt 
11/3)/70 RUN NC. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 13 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PERSONNEL PRCIECTION
 
GROUP KEY ..... 1,
 
** EOUIPVENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... SPACE SJITS AND PORIABLE LIFE SO 
PPORT SYSTFOS 
4 WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... SPACE SUITS AND PORTABLE LIFE SI'PlPAT SY 
STEwS 




DENSITY ......... 28.00 tBS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
s*  ITEM NO. .... LICH
 
f***w* WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... POER SUiPPLv (BATTERY 
STATE ............. SCLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. RECHARGE 
t' MANNEO SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATICN DATA "4 
PROVIDE CREW QUARTERS 
U) 
C) 
11/30/70 RUN NO. &* 2 * 	 PAGE 19 
S/C UBSYSTEP ..... PRQVIDE FURNISHINGS 
GRJUP NEY ..... 1o2.1 
BASIC FUNCTION ............. SUPPORT LIFE
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... PROVIDE CREW QUARTERS
 
E )UIPMFNTIEXPERIMEIT NO. I ...... ROOK FURNISHINGS
 
S/C AREAS ......... 	BEG ROOM
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NJ. 1 .... ROCM FURNISHINGS 
DOCUMENT 0 . ..... 	 1o2.1.L.1* 
REFERENCE NO. I 	 HYGIENF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS DEBRIS GENERATI
 
























RECLAMATION ACTION .. LAUNDERWIPE CLEAN 





















RECLAMATION ACTION .. LAUNDFRNIPE CLEAN 
*w MANNEr SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA " 
10 1I/30/70 RUN NO. 4,, 2 *4 	 0 AUE 
SIC 	 ;URSYS' ... PROVIDE FUR NISUINGS 
'-ROUP KEY ..... 1o2.1 
E')UJIPIIENT/EXPER I'ENT NO. I ....... RO-' .FURNISINGS
 
W',ASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... ROCiv FURNISHINGS
 




DENSITY .. ....... 2C.00 IPS/CU FT. -





CCPSITIGN ....... PB (PjLY-BENZI 'UAZ[ LE) OR' 4YL', (H tLYA
 
MCE 
CENERATIEN D9TA . 
rfl. OF MEN RA1CLRS/YEAR) 
12 	 1 ,,00 
50 500 
100 100.00) 
PECLAMATICN ACTION .. NONF 
*% MANNEO SPACECkAFT vAS1E GENERATION DAA ­
11/3)/70 RUN NO. *'-$ 2 .-* 	 PAGE 23 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... ROVIDE PERSCNAL ARTICLES
 
CROUP KEY ..... 1,2.2
 
BASIC FUNCTION ............. SOPPORT LIFE
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREENT .... PROVIDE CREW QUARTERS
 
Of ERUIPMENT/EXPERIPENT NO. I ...... CLOTHING -
S/C AREAS ......... 

* * I4ASTE SOURCE NO. I .... 












































PRELIMINARv DEFINITION-INTERGRATED HYGIE 
NE SYSTEM MATERIAL PROVISIONS, FHR 93871 
JANUARY 29, 1970 FH/RAC 
HYGIENE SYSTEMS ANALYSTS DEBRIS GENERATI
 




SPACE STATION PHASE B DEFINITICN DESIGN 
SHEETS BY SPACE DIVISION N.A.P. MSC-0073 
5 SD 70-150, VOL. It PAGE 002 
HANDBOOK OF GARMENT SELECTION CRITERIA F 
OR A SPACE STATION, Bv AUSTIN CCMOPRIS 0 
F E. WELSCN & CO.,i INC.., HARIFGRO CONN. 
NASA CR 102051, N70-15022 L19(9-l970)
 






















** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 22 
S/C SUBSYSIEM ..... PROVIDE PERSONAL ARTICLES 
GROUP KEY ..... 1.2.2
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... CLOTHING 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... CLOTHING 




DENSITY ........... 17.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. LAUNDER
 
C*** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... SOILED JACKET, LIGHT WEIGHT 
STATE .............. SOLID 
DENSITY ............. 19.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ TEXTILE SHEETPATHOGENtC 
ELEMENTS PRESENT ° 
CCMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE 
GENERATION DATA ... 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. LAUNDER
 




DENSITY .............18.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. LAUNDER
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ,
 
11/30/70 RUN NC. *' 2 -* PAGE 23 
S/C sUqSYSlFM ..... PROVIDE PERSCNAL ARTICLES 
GROUP KEY ..... 1.2.2
 
** EQJIPHENT/EXERIMENT NO. 
**'* WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... 




ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... 
GENERATICN DATA .. 
































ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
CCMPOSITION ....... 
CENERATION DATA .. 






































































.. CLEAN WITH SOLVENTS
 
** FIANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
PAGE11130/70 RUN NO. ** 2 	 F4 24 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PROVIDE PERSENAL ARTICLFS 
GROUP KEY ..... 1.2.2 
. EQUIPAENT/EXPERIv4ENT NO. 2 ........ BED LINENS
 
S/C 	AREAS .......BED ROOM
 
.... 
1w ASTE SOURCE NJ. I .... BED LINENS 
DOCUMENT NJ. .. 	 12.2.2.1 
REFERENCE NO. I .. 	 SPACE STATION PHASE B DEFINITIVN DES IGY 
SHEETS BY SPACE OIVISICN N.A.R. MSC-OO7B 
5 SD 70-150 VrL. It PAGES 0Ob. 
REFERENCE NU. 2 	 HYGIENE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS DEP3RIS CERERATI 
ON ANDFLCW PATTERNS, FHP 35864 OECFVBER 3 
O,1969, FH/RAP 
REFERENCE NO. 3 .. PRELtAI'NARY DEFINITICN-INTEGPATFC RYGIEN 
E SYSTE,l tATERIAL PR1VISIU'JS, FH-' t.871, 
FE3RUARY 2,1970, FH/R&f. 




DENSITY ........... 25.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATICN ACTION .. LAUNDER
 
4**'* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... BLANKET 
STATE ...............SOLID
 
DENSITY ............. 5.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECIAMATICN ACTION .. DRY CLEAN OR LAUNDER 
-c* MANNE,) SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA .- t 
11/3)/70 RUN NO *4 2 ** 	 PAGE 25
 
S/C URSYSTE ..... PROVIOE PERSCNAL ARTICLES
 
GROUP iEY .. 1.2.2
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... BED LINENS
 
** WASTE SOUACE NO. I .... BED LINENS
 




DENSITY ........... 25.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. LAUNDER
 




DENSITY ............. 5.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 


















4* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 26 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PROVIDE PLRSCNAL ARTICLES 
GROUP KEY ..... 1.2o2 




S/C 	AREAS o.. ...... BEC ROOM
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NOD. I .... LIMITED PERSONAL GROCOING FACILITY 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 	 102.2.3.oi
 
REFFRENCE NO. I .	 VOL. I-PRELIMINARY DESIGN REPO7T (SPACE
 
STATION HYGIENE, WASTE PANAGEmLNTFOOD S
 
LBSYSTEMS)o FHP P3900 JUNE 1,1c70 FAIRCH 
ILD 	HILLER/RAD.
 
REFERENCE NO- 2 o. 	DESIGN SHEETS (HYGIENE AigO F=) 'MANAGEME 
NT). FOR IDAC. PFIR A3902 JUNE 5,1970 FH 
RAD, 
REFERENCE NO. 3 oo 	PRELIMINARY DEFINITION-I'TEGRATE0, 14YGIEN 
E SYSTEM MATFRIAL PRCVISIONSO FHQ :f7l 
JAN. 2991970 FH/RAD. 
REFERENCE NO. 4 	 HYGIENE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS DEBRIS GENE0 ATI 
ON ANDFLOW PATTEkNS. FUR 13364 DEC. 30,1 
96S FH/RAD. 




DENSITY ........... 7.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PAPER, PATHOGENIC, SHEET
 













RECLAMATION ACTION .. CLEANDRY & DISINFECT 
** IMANNEO SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA x* 
11/3)470 RUN NO. *4 2 '* 	 PAGE 27 
S/C 	 ;URSYSTFPj ..... REST AND RELAXATION P"'OVISIONS 
WROUP KEY .... 142.3 
BASIC FUNCTION .......... SUPPORT LIFE 
FUNCTIONAL REQJIREMENT .... PROVIDE CREV OUARTEPS 
"* E)UiPMEPT/EX0ERIAEl NO. I ...... INrMVIDUAL CREW RECRFATION 




W-*ASTE SOURCE NO. 1 	.... INDIVIDUAL CREW RECREATICN
 
CGOUMENT \0 . ...... 	 1. 2. 3.o1,1t-

REFERENCE NO. I .. 	HYGIENE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS DEBRIS GENERATI
 
CN AND FLEW PATTERNS-FHR 3864 DECEMBER 3
 
O,1969-FH/RAD 
** - io WASTE ITEA NO. I .... OEPRIS(PAPER) 
STATE .............. SOLTO 
CFNSITY ........... 2C.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PAPERSHEET INERT
 




GENERATIEN DATA .. 







RECLAMATION ACTION 	.. REPROCESS
 
5,1*- WASTE ITEI NO. 2 .... BOCKS(100 PERCENT READ) 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 50.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PAPER SHEET INERT 
ELEVENTS PRESENT .. C-H-N 
COIPOSITiCN ........ CELLULOSE 
GENERATICN DATA .. 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPROCESS
 
** pANNLED SPACECPAFT WASTE GENERAFfON DATA 's* 
11/30/70 RUN NO. -4 2 * 	 PACE 28
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTFM . REsr AND RELAXATION PROVISICNS
 
GROUP KEY ..... 1,2.3
 
",$UIPENTEXPERIAENTNO. 1 ....... INDIVUDJAL CREN RECF=ATCN 
***WWASTE SOURCE NO. I .... INDIVIDUAL CREU RECR'ATILN 




DENSITY ...... 8G.00 LBS/CU. FT. -

ATTRII3JTES ........ PLASTIC SHEET V INFRT
 
ELEMENTS PRESFNT .. FE
 












RECLAMiATION ACIlON o. ERASF AND RERECORD
 
**g * WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... VIEWED MICRO FILMS 
STATE ...... SOLID 
DENSITY 90000 L3S/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ...... PLASTIC SHEETSINERT 
ELEMENTS PRESENT 
COP3SII M I ....... ACETATE 
GENERATION DATA ..
 







RECLAATICN ACTION .. REPROCESS 
v* MANNEI' SPACECRAFT kASTE GENERATION DATA 4­
PROVIDE CHEW FOOD AND DRINKC 
to 
Lco 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. '* 2 **e 	 PAGE 29 
S/C 	 ;URSYSTEM ..... FOlD SIRAGE SYSTFM 
IROUP KEY 1.3.1L-.  

BASIC FUNCTIUN ............ SUPPORT LIFE 
PUNCTTYNAL RaOdIVEMENT .... PROVIOE CPEN MEALS 
*4 EMUIPIENT/EXPERTIENT NO. I ...... PERISHABLE FOOD STORAGE
 
S/C AREAS ......... 	 STCRAGF
 
KITCHEN 
4,*Q WASTE SOURCE NC. I .... PERISHABLE FOOD STORAGE - MECHANICAL
 
DOCLMENT NJ. ...... 2i3o1I1
 
REFERENCE NO. L .. 	FAIRCHILD HILLER STUDY - FHR 3e85. 90OD 
MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM - SPACE STATIOW,. 2 
/17170 




















100 	 84.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/A
 
**A-I* WSTE ITEM NO. 2 .... LICHT BULBS 
STATE ....... ... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 8.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ FRAGILE, SHARP, PIECES 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... GLASS, TUNGSTEN, STEEL 
GENERATION DATA ... 






RECLAAATICN ACTIN .. N/A 
*- MANNED SOACCRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *A
 
11/30/70 RUN NLV- T* I x2* FA'A 30 
SIC ;URSYSTEM ..... FOOD STORAGE SYSTFM
 
GROUP KEY ..... 1.3.i
 
*- E3UIPMENT/EXPERIAFNT NO. -......
I PERESHAILF FCOD STORAGE 
**X&4 WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... PERISHABLE PnOD STORAGE - IFCPANICAI 
**4*1? WASTE ITEM M 0 o 3 .... SPENT PARTS
 
STATE ....... ...... SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... IZ0OO LIOS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ DENSE, SMALL? "ETAL, PLASTIC
 
















*,* r WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... WATER 
STATE ............. LICUID 

















RECLAMATION ACTIUN .. CONDENSE & RECOVER
 
4*4*i* WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... FOOD IN PKG, 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 56.00 LBS/rU. Fl.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ ORGANIC, SHEET, PLASTIC, MPTAL
 




GENERATION DATA o o
 








RECLAMATIO ACTION .. NONE
 
* MANNE9 SPACECRAFT AASTE GENERATION DATA -,
 
11/3)/70 RUN NCo. * 2 ** 	 PAGE 31 
S/C 3URSYSTEM ..... 	 FOOD STORAGE SYSTEM
 
3ROUP KEY .... 1.3.1 
* E)UIPMENT/EAERTMENT NO. ) ....... PERISHABLE FOOD STORAGE
 
4** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... PERISHAKLE FOOD STORAGE - THERMOELECTRII 
DOCUMENT NJ.. .... 	 1.3.1.1.2
 
REFERENCE NO. I .. 	FAIRCHILD HILLER STUDY - FHR 3885. FOOD
 








DENSITY ........... 8.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 












50 	 0.61 
100 1.21
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. PULVERIZE
 
t***x* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... WATER 
STATE ............. LIQUID 

















RECLAMATION ACTION .. CONDENSE I RECOVER
 
***' WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... FOOD IN PKGo-
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 56.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ ORGANIC, PLASTICS SHEET, METAL 













RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/30/70 RUN NC. ** 2 - PAGE 32 
S/C UBSYSTEM ..... FOOD STORAGE SYSTEA 
GROU0 KEY ..... 103.1 
* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
sot 4 tC****4 
-*** WASTE SOURCE NO 3 .. 
DOCU"iENT NO. 
REFERENCE NO. 1 .. 
























**?*I* WASTE ITEMN Q. 2ATER.. 





















FLEYENTS PRESENT .. 
COMP'SITION ....... 
GENERATICN DATA .. 






1 ....... PERISHABLE FCLD STORAGE
 
1t44*t4~***c44**4 J24 *44t *i *1 X-14 *4' 
PERISHABLE FOOD STCRI'GE - SPACE RADIATOR 
1.3.1. 3
 
FAIRCHILD HILLER STUD - FNIP 3885. FOOD 


























































* VNNEO SOACECRAF1 WASTE GENERATION DATA ­
11/3)/70 RUN NC. 4* 2 ** 	 PAGE 33
 
S/C 	SURSYSTEM ..... FOOD STORAGE SYSTEM
 
GROUP KEY . 1o3.1
.. 

* 	 E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... STABLE FOOD STORAGE
 




**4t 	IASTE SOURCE N3. I .... STABLE FVOD STORAGE 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 1.3.1.2.1* 
REFERENCE NO. I .. FAIRCHILD HILLER STUDY - FHR 3885. FOOD 
MAN4GEMENT SUBSYSTEMS - SPACE STATION. 
2/17/70 




DENSITY ........... 41.60 LBS/CU. FT.
 






















DENSITY ........... 8.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 








NO. OF MEN RATE(LBS/YEAR)
 





RECLAMATION ACTION .. PULVERIZE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4*
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. *k 2 Wc 	 PAZF 34 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... FOOD AND FOOD PREPARATION
 
!ROUP KEY ..... 1342
 
BASIC FUNCTION oo...oo..o SUPPORT LIFE 
FUNCTIONAL REOUIREMENT .. PROVIDE CREW MEALS 
I* EQUIPMENTIEXPERIMENT NO. I ...... FOOD RECONSfITUTION
 
S/C AREAS ......... KITCHEN 
SNACK BAR 
44** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... FCCD RECONSTITUTION-REHYDRAT1EC 
DOCLMENT NO. ...... 13.2.lo1 
REFERENCE NO. I . FAIRCHILD HILLER STUDY FHR 3i85FOP IAN 







ELF'ENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPYSITICN ,.... 
GENERATIEN DATA .. 





























AGEMENT SUBSYSTEM-SPACE STATI" 
ARY 1970. 
417 FCBRU 
FOCD IN PACKAGE .5 PERCENT 
SOLID 
56.00 LBSICU. FT. 







EATER SPILLED AND NCT DRUNK 
LICUIC 









** VANNED SPACECRAFT WASTF GE-ERATICN DATA 4 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. * ? ** PAGE 35 
S/C ;U'3SYSTEM ..... FOO) AND FOC) PREPARAlION 
CRflUP KEY ..... 1.3.2 
* EQUIPMENT/EXPER7MENT NO. I ....... FOOD RECONSTITUTION
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... FOCOD RECONSTITUTION-HEATING
 
DOCUMENT NO ..... 1.3.2.1.2
 
***-* WASTE ITEM N3O. 1 ... SPOILED FOOD IN PKGo 
STATE ........... SCLtD
 














RECLAMATION-ACTION .. N/R 
** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... MAGNITRON TUBE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ...... .... 100.00 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS ENVELOPE INTACT 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FESCUNIIW 
COMPOSITION ....... BORASILICATES 
GENERATION DATA . 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT VASTE GENERATION DATA *4
 
11/33/70 RUN NO '* 2 ** 	 PAGE 36
 
S/C 	;UBSYSTEM .... FOOD AND FOCD PREPARATION 
;ROU0 KEY .... 1.3.2 
t fEUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... MEAL ASSEMBLY 
S/C 	AREAS ....... KITCHEN
 
*4 	 WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... MEAL ASSEtBLY 
DOCUMENT NO. ... , 1.3,2,2.1*
 
* WASTE ITE4 NO. I .... PACKAGING 
STATE ............ SCLID
 


















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REWEAVE 
-- * WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... ATTACHED FOD .5 PERCENT OVERALL 
STATE ........ .... SOLID
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
*4**L* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... WIPES(TOWEL)4/DAY/12 MAN CREW 10% WASTE 
STATE ............. 
DENSITY ........... C.OO LBS/CU° FT. 
ATTRIRUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... 
GENERATICN DATA .. 










** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4 
13/33/70 RUN NO, *4 ? * 	 PAGE 37 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... FOOD AND FOOD PREPARATION
 
ORCUP KEY ..... 3.2
 
4* E)UIPENT/EXPERIVENT NO. 2 ....... MEAL ASSEMBLY 
H*44WASTE SOLRCE NO. I .... WEAL ASSEMBLY 
*** WASTE ITEA NO. 4 .... FLEX. DRINKING DEVTCE TIPS 
STATE ............. SOLID 


















RECLAMATION ACTION .. LASH
 
**** * WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... SPILLED FOOD 3 PERCENT 
STATE ............. SOLID
 




















** MANNED SPACECRAFT UASTE GENERATION DATA 00% 
11/30/10 RUN NC. ,* 2 .* DAGE0 A8 
SIC 3UBSYSTE4 MIEAL SERVICE AND DINING
 
JRCUP KEY ..... 1.303 
BASIC FUNCTION . ... SlPOPT LIFE 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... PROVIDE CREW MEALS 
2"E'UIP'ENT/EXPEQI/ENT NO. I ...... MEAL A\D ACGESSCPY TRA\SE)ORT 
S/C AREAS ......... DINING AREA
 
it** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... MEAL AND ACCESSORY TRANSPORT
 
DOCU'ENT NO ....... 1.3.301.14
 
*1*1* WASTE ITEM NO. I .... SPILLED FOOD 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 5600 LBS/CU. FT. 
AfTIBUTES ........ LIQUID SATURATED, ORGANIC 












RECLAMATION ACIION .. N/R
 
- WASTE ITEA N1. 2 .... DISINFECTANT SOL
 
STATE ........ .... LICUID
 

















RECLAMATICN ACTION . N/R 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENF"ATION DATA '­
1]/3)/70 RUN NC. *4 2 *l PAGE 39 
S/C SU3SYSTEM ..... MEAL SERVICE AND DINING
 
AROUP KEY ..... 1.3.3 
*e E!LIDMENT/EXPER4ENT NO. 

**** W4STF SOLRCE NO. I .... 

























I ....... MEAi AND ACCESSCRY TRANSPORT
 






















4* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 	 PAGE 40 




At F'UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... DINING
 




*' 	 WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... DINING
 
DOCUMENT Q0 ..... 	1.3.3.2.1*
 
.	 WASTE ITEM Nl, I .... UNEATEN FOOD 
STATE ............ SCLID
 
























DENSITY ........... 70.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATICN ACTICN .. WASH, REWEAVE
 
* * WASTE ITEM NO,. 3 .... SPILLED FOOD 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 56.00 LRS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GRGANIC 
ELEIENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... FOCD 
GENERATICN DATA ... 








RECLXMATICN ACTION .. N/R
 
*M MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION PATA * 
11/31/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 4i 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... HOUSEKEEPING 
GROUP- KEY ..... o3.4 
BASIC FUNCTION SUPPORT LIFE
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... PROVIDE CREW MEALS
 
*- EOUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. ..... DEBRIS COLLECTION
 






** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 ... DEBRIS CONTROL-MECHANICAL 
DOCUMENT NO ..... 	 1o3.4oioi
 
,**'i' WASTE ITEM NO. 1 .... FILTER UNITvCLOGGED 
STATE ...... ..... SOLID 
DENSITY o-ooo..=°--5.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 







































































** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENEPATION CATA t 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE /2 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... HOUSEKEEPING 
SROUP KEY ..... 1.3.4 
*r EZUIPiIENT/EXDERIMENT NO. I ....... DEBRIS COLLECTICN 
4*- WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... DEBRIS CONTROL-MECHANICAL 
***-# WASTE ITEA NJ. 3 .... PACKAGE TIEREUSARLE 
STATE ........... SCLID 
DENSITY ........... 26.00 LBS/CU FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC RIBBON 












RECLAMATION ACTION .0 REMOVE FRCM DEBRIS PKE
 
#*44¢* WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... SCRAPERWORN 
STATE o............. SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 6;.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ...... HYPALON RUBBER 
GENERATICN DATA ooo 





***4 * WASTE ITE4 NO. 5 .... COLLECTED FOOD WASTE 
STATE ............ SOLID 
CENSITY ........... 56.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ ORGANIC 
FLEWENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITICN ....... FOOD 
GENERATIDN DATA ... 








* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENEPATION DATA * 
11/31/70 RUN NP. ** 2 ** PAGE 43 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... HOUSEKEEPING
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4 
*t EMUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
4*-4 WASTE SObRCE NO. i 




ELFMENTS PRESENT .. 
CCMPOSITIGN ....... 
GENERATICN DATA .. 





























** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 1*
 
1I1/3/70 RUN NC. ,* 2 ' 	 'AGL "4 




E)U IP"NT/LEXPERIMENT '0 1 ....,..DEBRIS COLLECTICN
 
* - '* *4t * "z, %*t, , 4****4**-t, ' **0 *P4*'c 4**vl - *~4t~~ 
NA-.STE SOURCE \O. 2 .... DEkRIS CGNTROL-MANUAL 
POCUL 4rT NJ. ..... .3.4.1.2
I
 




DENSITY ......... 55.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTI-:IJTES ........ PAPER, WETiSOLED
 














RECL,\MATICN ACTION .. N/R
 
-' *t*'* WASTE ITEA K'. 2 .... RACq OF WASrED FOOD 
STATE .. ........... SOLID 
IDENSITY ............. 5c.00 LAS/CU. FT. 
'NTTRIOUTES ........ FLEXIBLE aILLED 
ELF'ENTS P-ESEIT .. 
CCPPOSITI, ...... P3LYET,-4YLENE FOOD WASTFS 
CEN.ERATIC'l DATA ... 






RECLAMATICA ACTICN .. K/R 












GENERATI(N D TA ..
 







PECLA,1ATION \CTION .. tAASH 
* tANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA * 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 * 	 PAGE 15 
SIC 	SUBSYSIEM ..... HOJSEKEEPING 
2ROUP KEY ..... K3.4 
* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIAENT NO. I .......OEBRIS COLLECTION 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... DEBRIS CONTROL-MANUAL 
*tc* * WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... SCRAPER 
STATE ............. SOLID 


















RECLAMATION ACTION .. AASH
 
****x* WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... NOZZLESVACUUM PICKUP 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 6S.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC TUBULAR 
ELEMENTS PRESENT
 




NO. 	OF MEN RATE(LBS/YEAR)
 





RECLAMATION ACTION *. EASH
 
4* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENFRATION DATA "­
11/3)/70 RUN NO. * 2 < PAGE 'q6
 
S/C )UBSYSTE ..... . HOUSEKEEPING
 
-
';R0UP K v ..... ... 1. 
*%k E UEPMENTIEXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... UTENSIL CLEANSING 
S/C AREAS .......... KITCHEN
 
4ASTE SOURCE NJ. I .... UTENSIL CLEANSING 
DCCLE'FNT NO ....... 1..4.2.1*
 
WASTF ITEI NO. I .... Fi)CD DEBRIS 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 56.00 LBS/Cl). FT.
 
ATTPIBUTES ........ AATER SATURATED
 
ELE ENTS PRESENT ..
 












RECLAAATION ACTION .. N/P
 




DENSITY ............. 62.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 






GENERATIL'q "-TA ... 




PECLA'AATIC'4 ACTICN .. FILTERROIL 
**4* 4 WASTE ITEM NJ. 3 .... VATER 
STATE .............. LICUID 
DENSITY ............. C.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTPIBUTES ......... SATURATED FDOD AND DETERGENT 
ELFfENTS ::RESENT .. 
CCMP3SITICN .........ATER 
GE'ERATICN DATA ... 








* 4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ,,* 
11/33170 RUN NO. *4 2 ,k* 	 PAGE 47 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... HOUSEKEPING
 
3ROUP KEY . 1o3.4
.. 

,* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ...... WASTE STOWAGE
 






t*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... WASTE STOWAGE 
DOCUMENT NI .... 	 1.3.3.1*
 
t***:4 WASTE ITEM NO. I .... FILLED WASTE LINERS 
STATE ............. SCLID 
DENSITY ......... 5C.00 LBS/t. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC SHEETORGANTC 
ELEMENTS PRESENT o 
COMPOSITION ....... TEFLON & FOOD 44STES 
GENERATICN DATA .o 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. EMPTYWASH
 






'* PNNNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATIOrN DATA 4
 









11/3)/70 RUN NO. A 2 *4 PACE 49 
S/C SUBSYSTEM HUIAN WASTE
M.. PANAGEMENT
 
GROUP KEY ..... 1.4.1
 
BASIC FUNCTION ............ SUPPORT LIFE
 
FUNCTIONAL REOUIREMENT .... PROVIDE FOR CREW HYGIENE
 
** E)UIPMENT/FXPERTiENT NO. 1 ...... FECAL AND VCMITUS WASTE MANhGEME 
NT 
S/C AREAS ......... BATHROOM 
DISPENSARY 
*4* WASTE SOURCE N. 1 .... INJEGRATED VACUUM DRYING 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 1o4.1.1o1
 




DENSITY ........... 85.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. FURIVY CHARCOAL
 




DENSITY ........... 5.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. PURIFY, CLEAN
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4 
11/31/70 RUN NO. * 2 *-, PAGE 50
 
S/C i/RSYSTEM ..... HUMAN WASTE VANAGEMENT 
GIROUP KEY ..... 1.4.1 
-s, E 0 '4,E1EX(PERIMENT NO. I ..... E FECAL AND VOMITUS WASTE iANAGE'IE 
NT 
IASTE SOURCE \O 1 .... INTEGRATED VACUU4 DRYING 
. (A'4-"ITEM 3 WASTE CONTAINERWASTE NO. .... (FILLED) 
STLTE ............. SCLIO
 
DENSIlY ........... 64.00 LIBS/CU. FT.
 






ELEPENTS P RlESENT 
CCPPPSITICN ....... 1EFLON, CELLULOSE, BACTERIA, PROTEIN, H2 
0-HC L 
GENERATICN DATA .. 






RECLAAtTICN ACTION .. N/R 








ELEMENIS PRESENT .. N
 












RECLAMATICN ACTICN .. ,/R
 
M*
PANNEO SPACECPAFT WASTE GENEPATION DATA -'
 
11/33/70 RUN NC. * 2 	 4* PAGE 51 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM . HUMAN WASTE WANAGEMENT 
3ROUP KEY ..... 1.4.1 
** E)UEPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... 	 FECAL AND VCwITUS VASTP VA'AGEE 
NT 
* WASTE SOURCE NO, 2 .... AUTOMATED RAG/VACUUV DRYING 
DOCUMENT NO....... IOloo
 
****m WASTE ITEM NO. I .... FILTERS 	(ODOR CONTPGL) 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 85.00 LBS/CUO FT.
 















PECLAMATION ACTICN .. PURIFY CHARCOAL 
*#*** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... WASTE CONT4INER (FILLFD) 
STATE ........... SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 64.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 






















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
**** * WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... FILTERS (BACIERIAL CONTROL) 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 5.00 LBS/CU. FT. 













RECLAMATION ACTION o. PURIFYt CLEAN 
*1 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA Qt
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. *A 2 '* 	 PAGE 52 
S/C 	 SUSSYSTEM ..... 14dA 'ASTE MANAGEMENT 
!RCUP KEY ..... 1o4.1 
*.r E)UIPIENT/EXPERIVENT NO, I ....... FECAL AND VOMITUS WASTE MANAGEME
 
NT 




4* * d4STE ITEM NO. I .... FILTERS (ODOR CONTROL) 
STATE ...............SCLIO 






CCMPOSITICN ....... ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
GENERATICN DATA .o 
NO. OF MEN RATE(LBS/YEAR) 
-- 12 51.90 
50 	 216.30
 job 432.60 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. PURIFY FILTER ELEMENT 




DENSITY ............. 5.00 LRS/CUo FT,
 














RECLAMATION ACTICN . PURIFY, CLEAN
 
•**€-~ WASTE ITE, NO. 3 .... WASTE CONTAINER IFILLED) 
STATE .............. SOLID 
DENSITY .............64.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC, SHEET, PATHOGENIC, ORCANIC BUL 
K,SEMI-LIQUID, PAPER 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... TEFLON, CELLULOSE, BACTERIA, PRCTEIt, HC 
L-H20 
GENERATICN DATA ... 








*- PANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
-
11/3)/70 RUN Nf. * , 2 * A G 53 
SIC SUBSYSTEM ..... HUiUAN ' ASiE IANAGEMENT 
,ROUP KEY . 1.4.1 
t* E)UIPMENT/EXPERPIMENT NO. 1 ...... FCAL AND VCMITUS WASTE ,flAr'fAGE,1E 
,NT 
** ,t WASTE SCURCE NG. 3 .... ET COLLECTION 




DENSITY ........... 5.00 LbS/CU. FT. 
ATTRI3UTES ........ SHEET, BULK, PATHCGENIC 
ELFWENTS PRESENT 
COMPOSITION ....... CELLLLOSE 
GENERATICN DATA oo 




RECLAM4TICN ACTION .. PURIFY, CLEAN
 
A* MANINED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENEPATIOf' DATA 'v" 
131/3)70 RUN NO.. * 2 ** 	 PAGE 54 
S/C SUqSYSTEM ..... 	 HUMAN WASTE VANAGEWIENT
 
3rJ)UD KEY .... 4.1 
.lElUIPNENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... URINE COLLECTION
 




t;i % kXSTC SOURCE NO. 1 .... URINE COLLECTION 








DENSITY ............ 35.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIB'JTES ........ YETALIC, GPANULAPR PATHCGENIC
 
ELEPENTS 0 RESENT ..
 













RECLAMAIICN ACTION .. PURIFY FILTER ELEMENT
 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTF GENFRATION DATA 4* 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 * 	 PAGE 55
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... FULL BODY RASH 
!ROUP KEY .... 1.4.2 
BASIC FUNCTION ............ SUPPORT LIFE
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... PROVIDE FOR CREW HYGIENE
 
** E)UIPMFNT/EXPERIVENT NO. I ...... BODY WASH
 
S/C 	AREAS ......... BATHROOM
 
t* WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... SHCWER
 
DOCUMENT NO ... 	 1.4.2.1.1
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 .. 	VOL.1 PRELIMINARY DESIGN RFPOPT(SPACE ST
 
ATION HYGIENEWASTE NANAGEMEAT,AND FOOD
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 *o 	 DESIGN SHEETSIHYGIENE AND FOOD MANAGEMEN
 




REFERENCE NO. 3 .	 PRELIMINARY DEFINITION-INTEGRATEO HYGIEN
 




REFERENCE NO. 4 o. HYCIENE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS DEBRIS GENERATI
 








DENSITY ........... 62.40 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATICN ACTION .. PURIFICATION
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *ic
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 *4 PAGE 56 
S/C TbBSYSTEM ..... FULL BODY WASH 
lROUP KEY ..... 1.4.2
 
k* E')UIPMENT/EXPER[VENT NO. 
* *- WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... 




























ELEMENTS PRESENT .c 
COMPOSITION ....... 
CENERATICN DATA .. 































































............. 16.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ TEXTILE DAMP
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. LAUNDER
 
4* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA *' 
11/3)/170 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PACE 57
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... FULL BODY WASH
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 1i4.2
 
* EAUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 
REFERENCE NO. I °o 
REFERENCE NO. 2 







VOL0 I PRELIMINARY DESIGN REPORT(SPACE S
 
TATION HYGIENEYWASTE MANAGEMENTIAND FOOD
 




DESIGN SHEETS(HYGIENE AND FOOD MANAGEMEN
 




REFERENCE NO. 3 °. PRELIMINARY DEFINITION-INTEGRATED HYGIEN
 




**** * WASTE ITEM NO I1 .... DIRTY WASH WATER 















































































** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PACE 58 
S/C 	 3UBSYSTEM ..... FULL BODY WASH 
!ROUP KEY .... 1.4.2 
t 
4* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... BODY MASH 
** 
A 






















RECLAMATICN ACTION .. LAUNDER
 
* P*4U ITEM 3 .... USED TOWELS 




DENSITY ........... 1.20 LBS/CUD FT.
 
















RECLAMATICN ACTION .. LAUNDER'
 




DENSITY ........... 40.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION oo NONE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA 4 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 * PAGE 59 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... FULL BODY WASH 
3ROUP KEY ... 1.4.2
 
** EOUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 1 ....... BODY WASH
 







REFERENCE NO. 1 oo 	 VOL.1 PRELIMINARY DESIGN REPORT(SPACE ST
 
ATICN HYGIENEiWASTE MANAGEMENT 1 AND FOOD
 
SUESYSTEPS),FHR #3900iJUNE 1 170, FH/RA
 
D. 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .o 	 DESIGN SHEETS(HYGIENE AND FOOD MANAGEMEN
 




REFERENCE NO. 3 .o 	PRELIMINARY DEFINITION-INTEGRATES HYflIEN
 




REFERENCE NO. 4 .. HYGIENE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS DEBRIS GENFRATI 
ON AND FLEW PATTERNS, FHR 93864,DECE1BER 
3C,1969, FH/RAD. 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. I ... USED WASH WATER 
STATE ............ 	 LIQUID
 
DENSITY ........... 62.40 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION 	o DECONTAMINATE
 




DENSITY ........... 20000 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. DECONTAMINATE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. "* 2 4x PAGE 60 
S/C ;URSYSTEM .... . D WASIADILOY 
;RUUD MEY . .,2
 
4s EzUIPNE I/EXPERIMENT NG. 1 ....... BODY WASH 
**** VASIF SCURCE NO. I .... AUTOYATED SPONGE BATH 
**** -v ASTE ITEM No 3 .... USED TOWELS 
STATE .............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 8.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ TEXTILEVAMP 
ELEEENTS PRESEN1 .. C-F-N 
CCMPOSITICN ....... CELLULOSE 
GENERATICN DATA ... 






PECLA4ATICN ACTION .. LAUNDER
 
**k WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... USED SPONGE HEADS 
STATE .............. SOLID
 


















RECLAMATION ACTION .. CECONTAMINATE
 
'-*4 WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... DETERGENT 
STATE ............. LIQUID 
DENSITY .............75.00 LBS/CU. FT. 













RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
*t MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENEPATfCN DATA t* 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 * PAGE 61 





BASIC FUNCTION ............ SUPPORT LIFE 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... PROVIDE FOR CREW HYGIENE 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
S/C AREAS ......... 

*44* WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... 
DOCUMENT NO ... 

REFERENCE NO. 1 .. 

REFERENCE NO. 2 oo 

REFERENCE NO0 3 

REFERENCE NO. 4 .
 




ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITICN ....... 
GENERATICN DATA .. 

















VOLUME 1 PRELIMINARY DESIGN REPORT (SPAC 
E STATION - HYGIENE, WASTE MANAGEMENT, A 
ND FOOD SUBSYSTEMS). FHR #3900, JUNE 1, 
1970, FAIRCHILD HILLER/RAD 
DESIGN SHEETS (HYGIENE AND FOOD MANAGEME
 




PRELIMINARY DEFINTTICN - INTEGRATED HYGI 
ENE SYSTEM MATERIAL PROVISIONS, FHR t3d7 
1, FEBRUARY 2? 1970, FAIRCHILD HILLER/RA 
D 
HYGIENE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS DEBRIS GENERATI
 
ON ANOFLOW PATTERNSFHR #3864, DECEMBER
 






















4* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 62 
S/C ;URSYSIEM .... PARTIAL BODY WASH AND PERSONAL GROOMING 
GROUP KEY ..... 1.4.3 
* 	 E,)UIPMENT/EXPERTMENT NO. 1 ....... HYGIENE CENTER 
-*V* WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... HYGIENE CENTER 
**-* 
" 
* WASTE ITEi NO. 2 .... EMPTY TOOTH PASTE TUBES 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 190.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL, PLASTIC, TUBE, SOAP RESIDUES 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. REFILL
 




DENSITY ........... 100.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE WOPN BRISTLES
 




DENSITY ............ 400.00 LAS/CU. FT.
 












50 	 8.70 
100 17.40
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. RESHARPEN
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 * PAGE 63
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... PARTIAL BODY WASH AND PERSONAL GRECMING
 
3ROUP KEY .... 1.4.3
 
V* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
***t WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... 
****#* WASTE ITEM NO9 5 .... 
STATE ........... 
DENSITY ......... 
ATTRIBUTES .... .. 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 










CARBON, GRANULAR, ORGANIC, CONTAWINANTS
 














***-* WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... 




























































































.. REPLACE WORN SEALS
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/31/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ' PAGE 64 
S/C UASYSTFM ..... PARTIAL BODY WASH AND PERSONAL GROCMING 
;RIUP KEY . 1.4.3
 
4* FourP'E-'/EXPERIMENT NO. 
*tt WASTE SOURCE NC. I .... 




































































































































Px MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENEPATION DATA *4 
11/3)/70 RUN NC. ** 2 ** 	 PACE 65 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... REVITALIZATICN OP TEXTILES
 
;ROUP KEY .. 1..
I4 4
 
BASIC FUNCTION ............ SUPPORT LIFE
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... PROVIDE FOP CREk HIVTENE
 
4* EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
S/C AREAS ......... 

**4* WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... 
DOCUMENT NO . ...... 

REFERENCE NO. I .o 

REFERENCE NO. 2 .. 

REFERENCE NO. 3 *. 

REFERENCE NO. 4 .
 
REFERENCE NO. 5 so 































VOL0 I PRELIMINARY CESIGN REPOFT(SPACE S
 
TATION HYGIENEVUASTE MANAGEMENT,AND FOOD
 




SURFACE ACTIVE AGENTS AND DETFFGENTS AM0
 
SCFWARTZYJ.W. PERRYvJ.BERCHO VIL. 2,INTE
 




HANDBOCK OF GARMENT SELECTION CRITERIA F
 
OR A SPACE STATION. NASA CR 102051, BY B
 










HYGIENE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS DEBRIS GENERATI
 
























* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3)/70 RUN kO; ** 2 f* PACE 66
 
S/C LU3SYSTEM ..... REVITALIZATICN OF TEXTILES
 
GR"UP KEY 	..... 1.4.4
 
*t EoU i0ET/FX0ERIVENT NO. I ....... LAUNDRY 
- WASTE SOURCE NJ. 1 .... LAUNDRY 
**t'04 1*4 t4 *,'*t4s * ?j-*9 . **~ 4*******)4* 	 **tt-w*w, 




DENSITY o.......... 30.00 LAS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATICN ACTION .o REPROCESS
 




DENSITY ........... 20.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 















-RECLAMATION ACTION .. REVERSE FLUSH 




DENSITY ......... 20.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REVERSE FLUSH
 
* VANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA 4, 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 67 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... REVITALIZATICN OF TEXTILES
 
OROUP KEY ..... 1o4.4
 
*- E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 1 ....... LAUNDRY
 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. I LAUNDRY
 
** *** WASTE ITEM NO. 5 FAILED MOTOR/GEARS0000 
STATE ... ......... SOLID
 
DENSITY .. ... 200.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ....... METAL CYLINDER9COMPACT
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE WORN PARTS
 
** * WASTE ITEM f\0. 6 .... FAILED VALVINGIBEARINGSPSEALSCONTROLS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 100.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL COMPACT
 














RECLAMATICN ACTION .. REPLACE WORN PARTS
 
** MANNED SPACFCRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3J/70 RUN NQ. !* 2 ** 	 PAGE 68
 
S/C 	;UBSYSTEM ..... CREW OUARTERS HOUSEKEEPING CAPABILITY 
AROUP KEY ..... 1.4.5 
RASIC FUNCTI ............. SUPPORT LIFE
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... DROVIDE FOR CREW HYGIENE
 
*- E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
S/C 	AREAS ......... 

4#k WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... 

DOCUMENT NO . ...... 

REFERENCE NO. I 

PEFERENCE NO. 2 . 
REFERENCE NOo 3 .. 




























VOL.1 PRELIMINARY DESIGN REPORT(S D ACE ST
 
ATION IIYGIENEWASTE MANAGEMENTAND FOOD
 




HOUSEKEEPING AND TRASH DISPOSAL EQUIPI1EN
 
T SPACE STATION.-FHR #3800 FEB.16,1970 F
 
H/RAD. 
HYGIENE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS DEBRIS 




LIQUID/SOLID DEBRIS BAGS 
SCLID 
60.00 LBS/CU. FT. 













tv MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. 4* 2 ** PAGE 69
 
SIC SUBSYSTEM ..... CREW QUARTERS HOUSEKEFPING CAPABILITY 
GROUP KEY ..... 1.4.5 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I. ...... VACUUM CLEANER 
**4* ASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... VACUUM CLEANER 
#** * WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... SOLID DEBPIS IN BAGS 
STATE ......... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... IC.0 LBS/CU. FT. 














RECLA'ATION ACTICN .. NONE 




DENSITY .......... 20C.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ....... METAL COMPACT CYLIND.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION o. REPAIRvWORN PART
 




DENSITY ...... 20.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 















RECLAMATION ACTICN .. PATCH 
*M MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
-- 
13/s)/70 RUN NO- 4* 2 4* PACE 70 
S/C UASYSTFM ..... CREW QUARTERS HCUSEKEEPING CAPABILITY 




S/C AREAS ......... 

"*It WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... 

DOCUMENT 	NO ....... 

REFERENCE NO. I . 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .. 
REFERENCE NO. 3 *. 
REFERENCE NO. 4 




































SLBSYSTEMS)FHR A3900JUNE 1,1970, FH/RA
 
DO 
HOLSEKEEPING AND TRASH DISPOSAL EQUIPMEN
 










HYGIENE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS DEBRIS GENERATI
 
























** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA 4 
11/33170 RUN NC. ** 2 ** PAGF 71
 
S/C 3UBSYSTEM ..... CREW QUARTERS HOUSEKEEPING CAPABILITY
 
ROUP KEY .... to4 5
 
** EOUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... SURFACE WASHERWIPER(AUTcMATED M
 
-OP) 
4* * WASTE SOURCE NO0 1 .... SURFACE VASHER/WIPER(AUTGMATED MCP) 




DENSITY ....... 3.O0 LBS/CUo FT.
 




COMPOSITION 0000000 POLYURETHANE 
GENERATICN DATA ... 







RECLAMATICN ACTION . DECONTAMINATE(LAUNDER)
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... USED WASH WATER AND BACTERICIDE 
STATE ............. LIQUID
 


















RECLAMATION ACTION . FILTER DISTILL
 


























VANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. *'* 2 ** PAGE 72 
S/C ;URSYSTEM ..... CREW QUARTERS HOUSEKFEPING CAPABILITY 
;ROU o KEY ..... 1.4.5 




04* ,ASTE SCLRCE NO. I .... SURFACE WASHER/WIPERLAUTOMATED MOP)
 
****k WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... FAILED HOSE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 20.00 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC HOLLOW TUBE 
ELEYENTS PRESENT .. 
CCMPOSITICN ....... TEFLON 
CENERATIEN DATA .. 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. PATCH
 
t* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENEPATION DATA 5* 
m 
PROVIDE AND CONTROL ATMOSPHERIC 
ENVIRONMENT 0' 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** z 	 PAGE 73 




BASIC FUNCTION ............ SUPPORT LIFE
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... ENVIRONMENTAL CCNTROL/LIFE S1PPO
 
* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO, 
S/C 	AREAS ..... 

**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 

REFERENCE NO, I oo 

REFERENCE NO, 2 .o 

** *** iASTE ITEM NO. 1 .... 










GENERATIUN DATA .. 







































ROTHve.o0 1 SELECTION CF SPACE CPB*N ATAOS
 




LIFE SUPPORT FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 0l EXTEND
 
ED TIME PERIODSONASA CR-614,GENERAL DYNA
 






































'* MANNED SPACECRAFT HASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN 	NO ** 2 *4 PAGE 74 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM .... ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL
 
lROUP KEY .... 1.5.2
 
BASIC FUNCTION ............ SUPPORT LIFE
 




4* E!UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ...... ATMPSPHERIC FIXING AND PRESSURE 
CONTROL 
S/C AREAS ........ STCRAGE 
44** WASTE SOURCE NO I. ATPOSPHERIC MIXING AND PRESSURE CONTROL 
DOCUMENT NO . ...... 1.5.2.11*
 




DENSITY ........ 550.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PETAL, SHEET
 













RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
**** * WASTE fTEM NO. 2 .... PRESSURE SEALS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
_DENSITY ........... 20.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL? RING
 














RECLAMATION ACTION - N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 4* PAGE 75 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL 
GROUP KEY .... 1.5.2
 
*t EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 

*t* WASTE SOURCE NO. I 
























ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ...... 
GENERATION DATA .. 














ATMOSPHERIC MIXING AND PRESSURE CLNTROL
 




































.o REPAIR ON BOARD
 
At MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/3)/70 RUN NO, ** 2 *t 	 PAGE 76 
SIC 	3UBSYSTE, ..... ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONTROL 
!ROUP KEY .... 3 
BASIC FUNCTION ....... SUPPORT LIFE
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPO
 
-* E)UIPI4ENT/EXPERIWENT NO. 
S/C 	AREAS ......... 

**4-4 WASTF SOURCE N1. I .... 
DOCUMENT NO .... 

REFERENCE NO. I 
REFERENCE NO. 2 

t** VASTE ITEM NO. I .... 
STATE ............. 
DENSITY ........... 
ATTRIBUTES .... ,.... 



















ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... 
GFNERATICN DAIA ... 


















ROTH. EM i SELECTION OF SPACE CABIN ATM 
OSPERES. PART I AND IV NASA-TN-D-20089 
AUGUST 1963. 
LIFE SUPPORT FOR SPACE FLIGHTS OF EXTEND
 
ED IME PERIODS. NASA CR-614, GENERAL DY
 










































* AANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA w<
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PACE 77 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CCNTRCL
 
GROUP KEY ..... 1 5.3
 
4 EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMEIT NG. I ....... VARIABLE SPEED FAN SYSTEW
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. i ... VARIABLE SPEED PAN
 
'm***4 WASTE ITEM NO. 3 . FAN MOTOR 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY 290.00 LBS/CU. FT.0.......... 

ATTRIBUTES ........ CYLINDRICAL, MEIAL
 















**%*i* WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... TEFPERATURE CONTROL UNIT PARTS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 6C.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC? METAL
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR COMPONENT
 




DENSITY ........ 60.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA "* 
11/30/70 RUN NC. ** 2 4* 0 AGE 78 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CCNTROL 
!ROUP JEY ... 1.5.3
 
4* EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
*44 WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... 
























* 	 WASTE ITEM NO. -7 .... 
STATE ........... 






















































.. REPAIR CN BOARD
 
** MANNED SPACFCRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
11/31/70 RUN tOo ** 2 ** 	 PACE 79
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... TRACE CONTAMINANT REMOVAL SYSTEM 
RCIJP KEY .. o. 1.5.4 
RASIC FUNCTION ............ SUPPOPT LIFE
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... ENVIRONMENTAL CCNTROL/LICE SUPOC
 
* lUIPMENT/EXDERIMENT NO. 

S/C AREAS ...... 



































































































.. REPAIR ON BOARD
 
** MANNED SPACECPAFT IASTE GENERATION DATA '
 
11/11/70 RUN NCo ** 2 ** PACE 80 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... TRACE CONTAMINANT REMOVAL SYSTEM 
DROUP KEY ..... 1,504 
*t E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT 10. 1 ......REGENERAALE CHARCOAL/CATALYTIC 0 
XIDATION SYSTEM 
t*' WASTE SOURCE NO0 I .... RECENERAOLE CHARCOAL/CATALYTTC OXIDATION 
SVSTEM 
*4**-4 WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... HEATER CONTROL 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ..........o 225.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ... METAL
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIP CN BOARD
 
t*4s* WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... 4 WAY VALVE 
STATE ............. SOLID
 


















RECLAMAIION ACTION .. REPAIR ON BOARD
 
**** WASTE ITEM No. 5 .... PRE-SORBER/POST-SORBER 
STATE .......... SOLID
 




ELEMENTS PRESENT .. AL
 














** MANNED SPACECPAFT WASTE GENERATION VAT 4t 
11/33/70 RUN NC. *" ? 4* PAGE 81 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... TRACE CONTAMINANT REMOVAL SYSTEM 
GROUP KEY .... 1.5.4
 
*' E)UIPENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
*"- WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .I.. 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... 
STATE ........... 
DENSITY ....... ... 
ATTRIBUTES ....... 
k 

























4 4 WASTE ITEMI NO. 7 .... 
STATE ............. 
DENSITY .... ...... 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ... 
GENERATION DATA 









ELEMENTS 0RESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... 
GENERATICN DATA .. 


























































** PANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA
 
4 
11/3)/70 RUN NC. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 82 
S/C 	)URSYSTEM ..... BACTERIAL/PARTICULATE CLNTROL SYSTEM 
SROUP KEY ..... 1.55 
BASIC FUNCTION ............ SUPPORT LIFE
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPO
 
** E)UTPMENT/EXPERI[ENT NO. 
S/C 	AREAS ......... 

WASTE 	 I
 SOURCE NO. .... 

DOCUMENT NO . .... 






















*** * WASTE ITEM NO. 2 
STATE .. ... 
DENSITY ........... 
ATTRI3UTES ...... 


































































4' MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA Ak 
11/33/70 RUN NO. 4* 2 4* PAGE 83 
S/C SUBSYSTEM .... BACTERIAL/PARTICULATE CONTROL SYSTEM 
3ROUP KEY ..... 1.5.5
 
4* -EDUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
S/C AREAS ........ 

• WASTE SOURCE N3. I .... 

DOCUMENT 10 ...... 











































































































































* ANNED SPACECRAFT 6ASTE GENERATION DATA *'t
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. * 2 PAGF 84 
S/C ;U3SYSTEM ..... CARBON DIOXICE CONTROL AND OXYGEN GENERATICN 
;ROUP KEY .oo 1.5.6 
BASIC FUNCTION ............ SUPPORT LI-E 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... ENVIRONMENTAL CCNTROL/LIFE SUPPO 
4t EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
S/C AREAS . ....... 

WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... 

DOCUMENT NO ....... 


































































ELEMENTS PRESENT o. FE 
COPPOSITION ....... RESIN 
GENFRATICN DATA . 




RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT EASTE GENERATION DATA f* 
11/33/70 RUN No. % 2 4 PAGE 85 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... CARBON DIOXIDE CCNTROL AND OXYGEN GENERATTCN 
GROUP KEY .... 56
 
*4 EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
x* * WASTE SOURCE NO. I .,.. 





























































































































.. REPAIR ON BOARD
 
*t MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
1113)/70 RUN NO. '& 2 ** PAGE 86 
S/C ;U3SYSTEM ..... CARBON DIOXICE CONTROL AND OXYGEN GENERATION
 3PquO YEY ..... 1.5.6
 
4 E'UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... C02 REWOVAL/CONCENTRATION SYSTEM
 
VASTE SOLRCE NO.
* f* I .... C02 REMOVAL/CONCENTRATION SYSTEMS 
**'s WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... SOLENOID VALVE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... O30C.00 LBS/CUt FT0 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR ON BOARD
 
****s* WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... COPPRESSOR 
STATE . SOLID 
DENSITY . ... 300.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL
 




GENERATIEN DATA ... 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR ON BOARD
 
****I* WASTE ITEM NO. 8 W.ATER REGULATOR 
STATE ........ SOLID 
DENSITY . 520O00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL
 















*0 MANNED SPACFCPAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4
 
11/3)/70 RUN NCO *4 2 t* PAGE 87
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... CARBON DIOXIDE CONTROL AND OXYGEN GENERATICN
 
GROUP KEY ...... 1.5.6
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
**%* hASTE SOLRCE NO. I .... 






















ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ..... 
GENERATION DATA 





















































** MANNED ,AACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
]1/3)/70 RUN NO. 4* 2 '1* 	 PAGE 88 
S/C 	;UBSYSTEM .... CARBON DICXICE CONTROL AND OXYGEN GENERATIUN
 
)ROUP KEY ..... 1C.6
 
4*4 Vr*4* W*~*A~It%****0 4~'***4****~4*~t**t 
4 E.UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ..... C02 REDUCTION SYSTEM 
S/C 	AREAS ......... EQUIPMENT
 
**m' WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... C02 REDUCTION SYSTEV-
DOCUMENT NO. ...... 156.2.1*
 
**i* WASTE ITEM NO. I .... HUPIDIFIER 
STATE .... .... SOLID 















RECLAMATION ACTION o REPLACE WICKING
 






















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR ON BOARD
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... MAIN CONTROL 
STATE ............. SCLID 
DENSITY ........... 20C.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 
ELENENTS PRESENT .. FE1 CU 
COMPOSITION ....... 
GENERATION DATA .° 








RECLAMATION ACTION . REPAIR ON BOARD
 
** PANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA 4 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 t 	 DAGE 89 





** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ........C02 REDUCTICN SYSTEM 
* ** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... C02 REDUCTION SYSTEM 

























***'4 WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... HYDROGEN SEPARATOR 
STATE ...... .. SOLID 


















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 






















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/33/70 RUN NC. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 90 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... CARBON DIOXIDE CONTROL AND OXYGEN GENERATION
 
3ROUP KEY 1....
5 6  
* ElUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... C0Z REDUCTION SYSTEM
 
* NASTE SObRCE NO. I .... C02 REDUCTION SYSTEM
 






















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR ON BOARD
 
-- "* * WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... CATALYST CARTRIDGES 
STATE ............ SOLID 


















-RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... 4 WAY VALVES 
STATE ............ SOLID
 



















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR ON BOARD
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA '' 
11/33/70 RUN NO. t* 2 ** ' PAGE 91
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ... ,. CARBON DIOXIDE CONTROL AND OXYGEN GENERATION
 
SROUP KEY ... 1.5.6 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... 




ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... 
GENERATICN DATA ... 































































RECLAMATION ACTION o. REPAIR GN BOARD
 



































** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 92 
S/C 	SLRSYSTEM .... CARBON DIOXIDE CONTROL AND OXYGEN GENERATION 
;ROUP KEY ..... 1.5.6 
- E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... C02 REDUCTION SYSTEM
 
NASTE SOURCE NO. I .... C02 REDUCTION SYSTEM
 
****xt WASTE ITEM NO. 13 .... CAPRON 
STATE ..... ... SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 5C.00 LBS/CU. FT0 
ATTRIBUTES ........ CHbNKS 
EtEMENTS PRESENT C 
COMPOSITION ... 
GENERATICN DATA ooo 




RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
*t*** XASTE ITEM NO. 14 .... HYDROGEN 
STATE ............ GASEOUS 


















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
'* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENEPATTON DATA * 
11/33/70 RUN kC, ** 2 4 	 PAGE 93 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .... CARBON DIOXICE CONTROL AND OXYGEN GENERATION
 
GROUP KEY .... 1.5.6
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ...... WATER ELECTROLYSIS SYSTE'I 
S/C AREAS ........
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... IATER ELECTROLYSIS 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 1.5.6.3o1*
 





















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE NICKING 














NO. OF MEN RATEtLBS/YEAR)
 







*~* 	 WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... ELECTROLYTIC MODULE 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 130.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ... .... METAL
 













RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
11/1)/10 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PACE Q4 
S/C 3UBSYSTEM ... CARBON OIOXICE CONTROL AND OXYGEN GENERA1 ICN 
ROUP KEY ..... 1.5.6 
.' E)UIPMENT/EXPERIVENT NO. 3 ....... WATER ELECTROLYSIS SYSTEM 
"'-t VASTE SO.RCE NO. I .... WATER ELECTROLYSIS 
4*-" WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... FAN 
STATE ...... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 250.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 
FLEF-ENTS PRESENT .. FE-1 CU 
COMPOS IT ION ....... 
GENERATICN DATA . 







RECLAMATICN ACTION .. REPAIR ON BOARD
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA ' 
11133/70 RUN NO. *t 2 *4 	 PAGE 95 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... THERMAL TRANSPORT CIRCUIT
 
qROUP KEY -.. 1.5.7
 
BASIC FUNCTION ....... . SUPPORT LIFE
 




E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ...... COOLANT LOOP-

S/C 	AREAS ......... EQUIPMENT
 























































































. REPAIR ON BOARD
 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4 
11/33/70 RUN NO. *1 2 4* PAGE 96 
S/C SUBSYSTEM . WATER WANAGE9ENT 
RnUP KEY ..... 15.8 
BASIC FUNCTION . SUPPORT LIFE
 
FUNCTIONAL REOUIREMENT ... ENVIRONMENTAL CCNTROL/LIFF SUPPO
 
RT 
* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ...... WATER RECLAMATIEN SYSTEM 
S/C AREAS ......... EQUIPMENT
 
AAA* WASTE SOURCE N9. 1 .... WATER RECLAMATION SYSTEM
 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 1581
 
REFERENCE NO. I .. METZGERC. HEARLD9 A°Bo MC MULLENB. KATE
 




?AEROSPACE MEDICAL PESEARCH LABS.,APRIL
 
*44*4 WASTE ITEM NO. I .... HEATER CONTROL 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY ........ 280.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES .... 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... 
GENERATIEN DATA .. 






























































,. REPAIR ON BOARD 
4* MANNED SPACECRAFT hASTE GENERATION PATA W*
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 97 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... WATER MANAGEMENT
 
GROUP KEY ..... 1.5.8
 
** EOUPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 1 ....... WATER RECLAMATION SYSTEM 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... LATER RECLAMATION SYSTEM 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... HEATING UNIT 
STATE ....... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 300.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ CERAMIC 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. NI 
COMPOSITICN ....... CERAMIC 
GENERATION DATA ... 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
**** * WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... PRESSURE REGULATOR 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 550.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METALIC 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. AL
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR ON BOARD
 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... SOLIDS SENSOR 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 80.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES . .. PLASTIC
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR ON BOARD
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/3)170 RUN NO. *4 2 PACE 98
 
S/C ;URSYSTEtI ..... WATER MANAGEMENT
 
,ROUP KEY ..... 1.5.8
 
*t EOUIP'IENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
''A WASTE SOURCE N. I .... 











































**** WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... 
STATE ......... o.. 
DENSITY ....... 
ATTRIBUTES ....... 













































































** MANNEO SPACECPAFT WASTE GFNERATIGN CATA '# 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 * PAGE 99 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... WATER MANAGEMENT 
IROUP KEY ..... 1.5.8
 
** EOUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
*4*4 WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 ... 



























































































** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA t*
 
I1-/;/70 RUN NC. ** 2 %Yc 	 PACE 100 




COUIPMUENTIEXPERIENT NO. 2 ...... POTABLE WATER STVRAGF 'YSTFi
 
S/C AREAS .. ....... 	EQUI PENT
 
* WASTE SOURCE NO. 	 I .... PCTABLE WATER STOPAGE
 
DOCUMENT NO .... 5o2L
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 	 FEINDLERqK FILTEPING SYSTFM rp AERVSPAC
 
E VATER RECLAIMATILNoTECH REP;.AMRL-TR-67
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 .. 	METZGERfC. HEARLDAOB MC fAULLENfl. EVAL
 
UATICNOF WATER RECLAIMATION SVSTE,-S AND
 
ANALYSIS OF RECOVERED WATER FtP HU/AII Cil
 
NSLMPTI ON9 rAMFLE
0TECH REP. AVRL-TR-65-17 

*'4'' WASTE ITEM NO. 1 .. PRFSSURE SEALS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 8C00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ...... PLASTIC 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. CU2 FE 
CGMPOSITION ....... PHENOLIC 
GENERATIUN DATA ... 











*;4v-* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... CAPACITY CCNTROL 
STATE ...... . . . 




















'-'A,AEQSPACRCPAFT W,'STI- GE'ERATICN ATA.
 
11/33/70 RUN ND ** 2 *4 PAGE 101
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... WATER 'ANAGEVENT
 
SROUP KEY ..... 1.5.8
 
4* E)UtPMENT/EXPEREMENT NO. 

**I* WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... 








































































































































** MANNED SPACECRAFT NASTF GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3)/70 RUN NC. *4 2 -. PAGE 102 
S/C 3URSYSTEh ...... 




4", EQUIP IENT/FXPERIENT NG. 
**,I IASTE SOUTCP N3. I .... 
2 ....... POTABLE WATER STORACE 
FCTABLE WATER STORAGE 
SYSTEM 
**4 *-'JASTE ITFA NO. 6 . HEATER ELEMFNT 
STATE ............. SCLID 
DNSITY .,........ 30C.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ CERAfIC 
ELFENTS P-ESENT .. NI 
COMPOSITICN ...... CERA'XC MATERIAL 
GENERATICN DATA ... 




RECLAVATICN ACTICN .. N/R 
WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... PACKAGING 
STATE ............. SOLID 
OFNSITY ........... 5.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC SPONGY 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
CCPPOSITICN ....... STYROFOAM 
GENERATICN DATA .. 




-RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS 





CONTROL SPACECRAFT OIRBIT POSITION AND ATTITUDE 
a'3 
z 
11/33/70 RUN NO. 4* 2 -* 	 PAGE 103 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... NAV. GUID., STABILIZATION AND CCNTROL 
GROUP KEY .°o. 2.1.1 
BASIC FUNCTION ............ MAINTAIN S/C FUNCTION
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... CCNTROL SPACECRAFT ORBIT POSITIO
 
Nv ATTITUDE AND MOTION
 
*4 EQUIPIAE TIEXPERIMENT NO. I ...... ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 




*4*4 WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... ELECTRONICS SYSTEM 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 	 2.1,1.1*
 
REFERENCE NO. I TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION H-429 GUIDANCE AND
 
NAVIGATION SYSTEM9 HONEYWELL AEROSPACE
 
DIVISION1 ST. PETERSBUR, FLORIDA.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 	 LEAR SIEGLER PUBLICATIONS NO. GRP-011-05
 




REFERENCE NO. 3 	 FAIRCHILD HILLER ATS-FEG PROPOSAL.
 
REFERENCE NO. 4 .o 	BENDIX CORPORATION NAVIGATION & CONTROL
 




4*4*4* WASTE ITEM NO. I .... FAILED POWER SUPPLY PACKAGE 
STATE ............. SOLID 








GENERATIEN DATA ... QUANTITY {LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT hASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 104 
00000
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM NAVo GUID.° STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
GROUP KEY ..... 2.1,1
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I .......ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
**'A ASTE SOURCE NO. I .... ELECTRONICS SYSTEM 
m***** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... FAILED COMPUTER 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........ 52.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PETAL 




GENERATICN DATA oo. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 












GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... FAILED PLATFORM ELECTRONICS
 
STATE ... ......... SOLID
 








GENERATION DATA *.o QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NC. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 105 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM . NAV. GUID° STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
ZRgUP KEY .... 2.1.1
 
* EDUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
 
*' WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... ELECTRONICS SYSTEM
 
***~', WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... FAILED STAR TRACKER MECHANICAL ASSEMBLY 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 40.00 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . CU FE, AL SI 
COMPOSITION ....... SIC2 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
10 YR. TOTAL 48.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 25.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR 
****t WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... FAILED STAR TRACKER ELECTRONICS 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 42.00 LAS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. CU9 FE, AL, SI 
COMPOSITION ....... 
GENERATICN DATA o QUANTITY 4LBS) 
10 YR. TOTAL 13.40 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 14.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR, 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... FAILED HORIZON SCANNER MECHANICAL ASSY 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 44.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. CU FE, AL, SI 
COMPOSITION ....... SIC2 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
10 YR. TOTAL 48.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 25.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION . REPAIR 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
IIIO/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 106 




*t EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
*~4~WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .I.. ELECTRONICS SYSTEM 
1","l-WASTE ITEIM NO. 8 . FAILED HORIZON SCANNER ELECTRONICS 
STATE .......... SOLID 








GENERATICN DATA ooo QUANTITY ILES)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
**r WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... PACKAGING FOR REPLACEMENT PARTS 
STATE .......... SOLID 





COMPOSITION PLASTIG SPONGEv SHEETING
 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4*
 
11/33/70 RUN NC4 ?* Z* PAGE 107 
S/C SUBSYSTEM NAy. GUID.9 STABILIZATION AND CGNTROL 
3ROUP KEY ..... 2.1.1 
LUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO.
E 	 2 ...... MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
 






S*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... CCNTROL MOMENT GYROS 
DOCUMENT NO. ...... 	 2.1.1.2.1
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 .. 	NASA, SPACE STATION RFP.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 . MIL-HDBK-217A (DEC. 1 1965) RELIABILITY 
STRESS AND FAILURE RATE DATA FOR ELECTR 
-" GNIC EQUIPMENT. 
#*-* ~WASTE ITEM NO. I .... FAILED CMG GYRO 
STATE ...... SOLID 
DENSITY ...... 25C.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT FE 
COMPOSITION 
GENERATICN DATA ... OUANTITY (LBS) 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
•*4*4* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... FAILED CMG GIMBAL BEARING 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 250.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 




GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION . REPAIR
 
•* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3J/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 108
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... NAVQ GUID., STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
',ROUP KEY ..... 2o1o1
 
*t F IPMENT/EXDERIMENT NO. 2 ....... MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... CCNTROL MCMENT GYROS
 
.**. WASTE ITEM NJ. 3 .... FAILED CMiG GIMBAL MOTOR
 
STATE .. o.... ... SOLID
 








GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .o REPAIR
 












GENERATION DATA -- QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... FAILED CMG SERVO ELECTRONICS
 
STATE ......... ... SOLID
 








GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION o REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA *t
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 109
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .... NAV0 GUID. STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
SROUP KEY ..... 2.1.1
 
* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... CONTROL MCMENT GYROS 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... FAILED CAG GIMBAL ANGLE SERVO MOTOR 
STATE .... .. SOLID
 








GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
**4* # WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... PACKAGING FOR REPLACEMENT PARTS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 5.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... PLASTIC SPONGE, SHEETING 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
** MANNED SPACECPAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *X
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. * 2 * 	 PAGE 110 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... NAV. GUID[) STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
GROUP KEY ..... 2o1.1
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERINENT NO. 2 ....... MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
 
* W 	 2 REACTION JET CONTROL1 MONO-PROPELLANTASTE SOURCE NO0 	 .... 

DOCUMENT NO. 	 2.1.1.2.2 -

REFERENCE NO. I o 	AUXILIARY PROPULSION SURVEYv AFSC-USAF,
 
AF APL-TR-68-67 3 PARTS.
 




REFERENCE NO. 3 oo 	STUDY OF SPACE STATION PROPULSION SYSTEM
 
RESUPPLY AND REPAIR. VICTOR A. DESCAMP
 
- MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION i DENVER, C
 
OLORADOo JAN. 1970. N70-22830v NASA CRIO
 
* * WASTE ITEM NO. 1 . FAILED PRESSURANT TANK 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY _.0.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. TITANIUM 
COMPOSITION .......
 
GENERATION DATA oo. QUANTITY ILBSI
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
#*4** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... FAILED FILL VALVE f PRESSURE RELIEF 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 260-00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . FEy CU 
COMPOSITION ....... 
GENERATIGN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
10 YR. TOTAL 7.90 
DAILY RATE 0o00 
UNIT WEIGHT 3.00
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/30170 RUN NO; *t 2 ** PACE III
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... NA. GUID., STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
3ROUP KEY ..... 2.1.1 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO 2 ....... MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... REACTION JET CONTROL, MCNO-PPCPELLANT 
****-* WASTE ITEM NO. S3 .. FAILED N2 START VALVE 
STATE ........ SOLID
 








GENERATIEN DATA o.. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
*4*** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... FAILED FILTER 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 170.00 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES .... ... METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... STAINLESS STEEL 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. CLEAN OR REPLACE
 
* ** WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... FAILED PRESSURE REGULATOR 
STATE ............. SOLID
 








GENERATIEN DATA o.. QUANTITY ILBS1
 






RECLAMATION ACTI3N .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/32/70 
 RUN 	NO0 ** 2 ** PAGE 112
 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM ..... NAVo GUID.v STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
GROUP KEY ..... 2.1
 
4* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...O...MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
 
*4*4 WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... REACTION JET CONTROL9 MGNO-PROPELLANT
 












GENERATIEN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION . REPAIR
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... FAILED BLADDER
 
STATE ......... ... SOLID
 








GENERATION DATA .. QUANTITY {LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR OR REPLACE
 












GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 
10 YR. TOTAL 2020.00
 




RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MANNEO SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/31/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 113
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... NAV, GUID.9 STABILIZATIN AND CONTROL
 
GROUP KEY ..... 2.1.1
 
** E'UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
 
W** NO. 2 .... MCNO-PRCPELLANT
ASTE SOURCE REACTION JET CONTROL1 













GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 























GENERATICN DATA . QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ­
11/1)/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 114
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... NAVo GUT p STABILIZATION AND CCNTROL 
3ROUP KEY ..... 20101 
*t E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 .O...... MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... REACTION JET CONTROL1 MCNO-PROPELLANT 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 12 .... FAILED CATALYST BED 
STATE ....... SOLID
 









GENERATIEN DATA .o. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .o CHEMICALLY TREAT
 
4**** WASTE ITEM NO. 13 .... FAILED NOZZLES 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 94.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES .... METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FEv TITANIUM 
COMPOSITION ... 
GENERATION DATA QUANTITY (LBS) 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 




DENSITY .......... 5.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ...... PLASTIC SPONGE SHEETING
 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
** iANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *t
 
11/30/70 RUN NO 4* 2 ** 	 PAGE 115
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... NAV. GUIDoV STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
GROUP KEY ..... 2.1.1
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... REACTION JET CONTROL, BI-PROPELLANT
 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 1.il2.3
 
REFERENCE NO. I .. 	 AUXILIARY PROPULSION SURVEY, ASFC-USAF,
 
AF APL-TR-68-67 3 PARTS.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 	 FAILURE RATE DATA HANDBCCK TRI-SERVICE A
 
NO NASA SP 63-470.
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 STUDY OF SPACE STATICN PROPULSION SYSTEM 
RESUPPLY AND REPAIR. VICTOR A. CESCAMP 
- PARTIN MARIETTA CCRPORATION, DENVER, C 
OLCRADO JAN. 1970. N70-2283, NASA CP1025 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY ILAS)
 
- 10 YR. TOTAL 507.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 250.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 













GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY 4LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTICN .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA '* 
11/33/70 RUN NC. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 116 
SIC 	hUBSYSTEM ..... 4AV. GUIDov STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
;ROUD KEY ..... 2.1.1
 
*k EOCIPNENT/CXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
 
WASTE SOURCE 3
* k~ 	 NO. .... RFACTION JET CCNTROL, BI-PROPELLANT
 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS)
 
10 YR. TOTAL 7.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 2.00 
RECLAMATICN ACTION
 
**:*:c WASIE-ITEM NO. 4 FAILED PRESSURE REGULATOR 
STATE ..... e ..... SOLID
 








GENERATICN DATA ooo QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 












GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
4* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11130/70 RUN NO- 4* 2 ** 	 PAGE 117 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... NAVA GUI!Dot STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
G;ROUP KEY ..... 2.i.
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... REACTION JET CONTROL, BI-PROPELLAh,T 
*5ci WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... FAILED CHECK VALVE
 
STATE ..... .. SOLID
 








GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATIOl ACTION .. REPAIR
 
**' WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... FAILED OXIDIZER TANK 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... ICo00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ... ,.... METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. TITANIUM 
COMPOSITION ....... 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LOS) 






RECLAMATION ACTION . REPAIR
 
**t* WASTE ITEM NO. B .... FAILED OXIDIZER TANK BLADDER 
SlATE ............ SOLID 








GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAiATION ACTICN .. REPAIR OR REPLACE
 
** MANNED SPACECPAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. * 2 *4 	 PACE 119 
S/C 	SU9SYSTEM .. , NAV. GUID, STABILIZATION AND CONTPOL
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 2.1.1
 
4* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... MECHANICAL SYSTEPS 
**4* WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... REACTION JET CCNTROL, 81-PROPELLANT 
t*4,o* WASTE ITEM N9. 9 . FAILED FUEL TANK
 
STATE ,... ...... SOLID
 








GENERATICN DATA .0 QUANTITY 4LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
*4 WASTE ITEM NO. LO .... FAILED FUEL TANK BLADDER 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 50.00 LBS/CU. FT 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION . PLASTIC
 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR OR REPLACE
 












GENERATICN DATA .o. QUANTITY (LBSJ
 






RECLAMATION ACTICN .. REPAIR
 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATICN DATA 4 
ii[33/70 RUN NO. 4 2 ** 	 PAGE 119 
S/C 	SUSSYSTEM ..... NAVo GUIo0 STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 2.1.1
 
* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 	 M......2 ECHANICAL SYSTEMS
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... REACTION JEl CONTROL9 BI-PROPELLANT
 
*-'' WASTE ITEM NO0 12 .... FAILED ISOLATION VALVE 
STATE ........ SOLID
 








GENERATICJ DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 












GENERATICN DATA .-. 	 QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 14 .... FAILED THRUSTER NOZZLES 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 94o00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES . METAL 
ELFVENTS PRESENT o FE9 TITANIUM 
COMPOSITION ...... 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 








** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
1113)/0 RUN NCO 0* 2 * PAGE 120 
S/C ;URSYSTEI:V ... . NAV. GUIDo9 SIABILIZATION AND CENTROL 
ROUo xEY .... 2.1.1 
4* E*)UIPMFNT/EXPERIUENT NO. 2 ....... ECHANICAL SYSTEMS 
c#t WASTE SOURCE NC. 3 ... REACTICN JET CCNTROL, $1-PROPELLANT 




DENSITY ........... 5.00 LBS/CU FT.
 
ATTRIRUTES o. ..... PLASTIC 
ELEVENTS PRESENT .. 
COPJSITION ....... PLASTIC SPONGE9 SHEEING 
GENERATIEN DATA ... QUANTITY (LSS) 
10 YR. TOTAL 0.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 0.00 
RECLAOATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT AASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
PROVIDE FOR ELECTRIC AND THERMAL POWER 
fl 
z 
11/33/70 RUN NO. 4* 2 ** 	 PAGE 121 




BASIC FUNCTION .....oo..... MAINTAIN SIC FUNCTION
 




4* E)UTPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ...... SOLAR ARRAYS 
S/C 	AREAS . EXTRA VEHICULAR
 
****WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... SOLAR ARRAYS
 
DOCUMENT NO. ...... 	2.2.1.1.1*
 
REFERENCE NO. I 	 NASA REQUEST FCR PROPOSAL FOR PHASE B DE
 
FTITION OF A SPACE STATION PRCGRAM.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 	 NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL SPACE STATION PR
 
OGRAM PHASE B DEFINITIONTECHNOLOGY REQU
 
IREMENTS REVIEWiPOS7O-217,25 MARCH 1970.
 
****4 WASTE ITEM NO. I .... FAILED SOLAR ARRAYS 
STATE ............. SOLID 








GENERATION DATA o QUANTITY L6S)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION 	. REPLACE
 
****m WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... FAILED REGULATOR 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 77.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. AL CUvFE 
COMPOSITION ...... PLASTICSSI-SEMICONDUCTOR 
GENERATICN DATA . QUANTITY (LBS) 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NP. ** 2 ** PAGE 122 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... ELECTRIC POWER
 
3ROUP KEY .... 2.2.1
 
' E-QUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... SOLAR ARRAYS 
WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... SCLAR ARRAYS 
**4 WASTE ITEM NO, 3 .... FAILED INVERTER 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ...... 77.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ....... ETAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. AL9 CUFE 
COMPOSITION ....... PLASTICS7SI-SEMICONDUCTOR 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
10 YR. TOTAL 131.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 25.00 
RECLAMATICN ACTION .. REPAIR 
* * WASTE ITEM NO. 4 ... FAILED VOLTAGE REFERENCE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 52000 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ... METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT oo ALVCUVFE 
COMPOSITION ....... PLASTICS7SI-SEMICONDUCTCR 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
10 YR0 TOTAL 0.90 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 2.50 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR 
* WASTE ITEA NO. 5 .... FAILED SYNCHRONIZER CLOCK 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 52.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. ALSCUSFE 
COMPOSITICN ....... PLASTICSSI-SEMICnNDUCTOR 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS) 
10 YR. TOTAL- 0.90 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 2.50 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/30/70 RUN NE *4 2 ** PAGE 123 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... ELECTRIC PCIER
 
ROUP KEY ..... 2.2.1
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIAENT NO. I ....... SOLAR ARRAYS 
***t WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... SCLAR ARRAYS 












GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY CLBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACT13N . REPLACE
 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... FAILED POWER CCNTACTCR 
STATE .oo........ SOLID
 








GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE
 












GENERATICN DATA o.. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATICN ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ,* 2 *4 PAGE 12f 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... ELECTRIC PGOIER 
GRObP KEY ..... 2.201 
* ElLfIPmENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... SOLAR ARRAYS 
**'t hASTE SOURCE NO. I ... SOLAR ARRAYS 
*4 * 9 r***********4**********4**********t********************** 









ELEMENTS PRESENT .. CUqFEALqS102 
COMPOSITION ....... PLASTIC 
GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS) 






PECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
****4* WASTE ITEM NO. 10 .... FAILED MONITOR METER SWITCHES 
STATE ............. SOLID 

















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR ­




DENSITY ........... 77.00 LBS/CU. FT
 
ATTRIBUTES ....... METAL -.
 




GENERATICN DATA .o QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE Orfl
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PACE 125
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... ELECTRIC POWER
 
GROUP KEY ..... 2.2.1
 
** EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... SOLAR ARRAYS
 
*** WASTE SOURCE K3. I .... SCLAR ARRAYS
 












GENFRATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE
 
7 **t* WASTE-ITEM NO. 13 .... PACKAGING FOR REPLACEMENT PARTS
 
STATE . ....... SOLID
 






COMPOSITION ...... PLASTIC SPONGE AND SHEETING
 
GENERATICN DATA o.. QUANTITY (LRS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NOD. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 126 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... ELECTRIC POWER
 
GROUP KEY ..... 2e2.1
 
* FOUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NOD. 2 ...... R4DIOISOTOPE BRAYTON CYCLE 
S/C 	AREAS ........ EXTRA VEHICULAR
 
*i** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .I.. RADIOISOTOPE BRAYTON CYCLE 
DOCUMENT NO. 	 2 2.1.2o1*
 
REFERENCE NO. I .	 NASA REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL FOR PHASE 8 DE
 
FINITION OF A SPACE STATION PROGRAM.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .. 	 NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL SPACE STATION PR
 
OGRAM PHASE B DEFINITION TECHNCLGGY REQU
 
FREMENTS REVIEWvPDS70-217v25 MARCH 1970.
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 	 INTEGRATED MANNED INTERPLANETARY SPACECR
 
AFT CONCEPT DEFINITICN FINAL REPORT SYST
 
Eml DEFINITION D2-113544-4,PREPARED FOR N
 
ASA LANGLEY BY BOEING AEROSPACE CROUPJA
 
REFERENCE NO. 4 .' 	 SUVMARY OF ELECTRICAL CCMPONENT DEVELOPM
 
ENT FOP A 400 HERTZ BRAYTON ENERCY CONVE
 
RSICN SYSTEM CORCORAN & YEAGERLEWIS RESI
 
EARCH CENTERNASA TECHNICAL NOTE NASA TN
 
REFERENCE NO. 5 	 SPACE STATION SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND TE
 
CHNOLOGY INITIAL BRIEFINGiMCDONNEL DOUGL
 
AS ASTRONAUTICS COMPANY 924 MARCH 1970
 












GENERATICN DATA QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION 	 . NONE
 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATIfN DATA 4* 
11/33/70 RUN NC. ** 2 * PAGE 127 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... ELECTRIC POWER
 
GROUP KEY 2.....
2 1  
* FOUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... RADIOISOTOPE BRAYTON CYCLE 
***4 WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... RADIOISOTOPE BRAYTON CYCLE 
*4**** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... FAILED SHIELDING 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 51.20 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ...... METAL
 




GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION . REPAIR
 
***4i* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... FAILED PCS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 1.10 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES .... METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FEsCU
 
COMPOSITION ....... AL INSULATION
 
GENERATICN DATA ,o: QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
****** WASTE ITEM NJ. 4 .... FAILED RADIATOR 
-STATE .......... SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 11.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. AL
 
COMPOSITION ...... SIC2 INSULATION
 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
1113)/70 RUN NC. -* 2 ** 	 PAGE 128
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... ELECTRIC POWER
 
GROUP KEY ..... 2..1
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 .. o..RADIOISOTOPE BRAYTON CYCLE
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I . ... RADIOISOTOPE BRAYTON CYCLE
 




DENSITY ........ 200.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ..... METAL 
ELEPENTS PRESENT .. FEvCU 
COMPOSITION ....... AL INSULATION 
GENERATIEN DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTIVN .. REPAIR
 










COMPOSITION ....... PLASTIC SPONGE AND SHEETING
 
GENERATIEN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
10 YR. TOTAL 0.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 








ELEPENTS PRESENT o ALvCUSFE 9 NI 
COMPOSITION ...... SI-SEMI COND.PLASTICS 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/30/70 RUN N. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 129 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... ELECTRIC POWER
 
GROUP KEY .... 2.2.1
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... RADIOISOTOPE BRAYTON CYCLE 
**W* WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... RADICISOTOPE BRAYTON CYCLE 
***4** WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... FAILED MAGNETIC PREAMPLIFIER 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 80.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ....... METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .o ALiCUFENI 
COMPOSITION . SI-SEMI COND.PLASTICS 
GENERATICN DATA 000 QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... FAILED MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER 
STATE ........ SOLID
 




ELEMENTS PRESENT .. ALvCUvFEvNI
 
COMPOSITION ....... SI-SEMI CONDoPLASTICS
 
GENERATION DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 10 .... FAILED SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 77.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 
ELEPENTS PRESENT ALICU. 
COMPOSITION ....... SI-SEMI COND. 
GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS) 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN kC. " 2 - PACE 130 
S/C ;L.,SYS 1 FM ..... ELECTRIC PCAER 
,RrU KEY *.2 .1
 
E)iT4P"GINT/EXnED 2 1 C'N 
""I*-,c 'ASTE SrtRCE Ko I .... RACIfISCT'tE BRAYTCO CYCLE 
 VENT Nl';. ....... r(Z)IjISr3Tf"tE BRAY CYCLE
 
*-- * CASTE ITE'l N). 11 ... F-AILEO PARASITIC LCAD BANK 
S, E ................SuiTD 
DESITY .............. 7.00 LL4S/CU. FT. 
AI FPIBUIES . ....... l'E TA L 
FLEV''NTS O'RESENT .. FE CU 
CCfPS TI\........ NICHRO\ CEPA" C
 
CFNEATTI'\ DAA ... OUANT ITY t RS) 
I0 Yr. T(VTAL . 58 
>\',ILY A1E 0,00 
U'JIT EICGI 60.00 
PECLA4ATICN ".CTICN .. ['EPAI.P
 
N- ITEM. K). 12 .... FLED SEMSING CIRCI.ASTE VILTAGE T T 
STATE ............ SCLi' 
0, S IrY .......... S2..,0 LOS/CU. Fr. 
ATTrRIOUIES ........ fTAL 
FLEVENTS " ESENT .. \L,CUFE 
COMPDS ITICN ....... S]-SEHI Cr'V).PL4S1'CS 
CFNFRAT-ICN )ATA ... QUA'TLT (L'-S) 
10 IR. EcTAL 1.50 
r'AILY RATP 0.00 
UNIT e,ICHT 2.00
 
PECA4TICN ACTICN .. EPAIR 
*ASTP ITEA N). L3 .... FAILED VILTAGE 'UEFERENCE 
SIATE ............. SCLID
 
SEti'SiTY ........... 52.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATIR' PUTES ........ FTAL 
ELEMENTS PIESENI .. ALCUqFE 
CCVPOS I I I ,N...... SI-SEVI flNf. PLPSTCS 
CE\ERATICN DATA t>J4NTITY (LWS) 
10 YR. IOT\L 1.50 
DAILY RArF 0.00 
UNIT ' CICUT 2.0) 
RECLAMATICN ACTIGN .. REPAIR 
Y: MAIf\ED SPACECRAFT WASTE I&EiPATICN CATA , 
11/30/70 RUN NC. *4 2 *4 	 PACF 131
 




*4 EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ..,....RATDISOTOPE BRAYTON CYCLE
 
*4** ASTE SOURCE NO. I .... RACIOISOTO"E BRAYTON CYCLE
 








ELFMENTS PRESENT .. ALvCUvFE
 
COMPOSITION ....... SI-SEMI CCNDOPLASTICS
 
GENERATICN DATA o.. QUANTITY ILBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION . REPAIR
 








ELEMENTS PRESENT .. AL1 CUvFEqNI
 
COMPOSITION ....... SI-SEMI COND.PLASTICS
 
GENERATICN DATA oo° QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION *. REPAIR
 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
M 	 *
ANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 

11/33/70 
 RUN NO. f* 2 4 PAGE 132 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... ELECTRIC PCWER
 
GROU D KEY ... 2.2.1
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... PADTOISOTOPE BRAYTON CYCLE 
c* ~WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... RA0ICISOTOPE BRAYTON CYCLE 








ELFMEJTS PRESENT .. ALqCUFE
 
CCMPOSITION ....... ST-SEMI COND.CERAMICS
 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






PECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
4*, h WASTE ITEM N). 18 .... FAILED SATURATING CURRENT POTENTIAL TRAN 
STATE .......... SOLID 




ELEMENTS PRESENT .. ALCU7 FE
 
CCAPCSIT1ON ....... PLASTICS 
GENERATICN DATA . - QUANTITY LLBS) 
10 YR. TOTAL 3.16 
OAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIHT 40.00 
RECLAMATICN ACTION .. REPLACE 












GENERATIQN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE
 
4* MANNED SPACECRAFT HASTE GENERATION DATA * 
1113)/70, RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PACE 133 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... ELECTRIC POWFR
 
GROUP KEY ..... 2.1
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... RADIOISOTOPE BRAYTON CYCLE 
**'# WASTE SOURCE NO. I ... RADIOISOTOPE BRAYTON CYCLF 
****** WASTE ITEI NO. 20 .... FAILED POWER CCNTACTOR 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 77.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PETAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. ALCUFE 
COMPOSITION ....... PLASTICS 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
10 YR. TOTAL 0.35 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 1.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE 
****t4 WASTE ITEM NO. 21. .... FAILED MONITOR METER(DC) 
STATE -......... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 77.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT ALVCUvFEvSI 02 
COMPOSITION ....... PLASTIC 
GENERATION DATA o.. QUANTITY (LBS) 
10 YR. TOTAL 0.04 
DAILY RA1E 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 0.50 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR 
****t* WASTE ITEM NO. 22 .... FAILED PCNITOR METERfAC) 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ... ........ 77.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. ALvCUvFEvSI 02 
COMPOSITION ....... PLASTIC 
GENERATICN DATA .o. QUANTITY ILBS) 
10 YR. TOTAL 0.04 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 0.50 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR 
*5 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4
 
11/30/70 RUN NC. ** 2 * 	 PAGE 134
 
S/C 	3LBSYSTEM ..... ELECTRIC POWER
;ROUP KEY ..... o.2.1 
*t EQUIPMENT/FXPERIENT NO. 2 ....... RADIOISOTOPE BRAYTON CYCLE
 
4*** WASTE SOLRCE NOD. .... RADIOISOTOPE BRAYTON CYCLE
 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE
 










CCPPOSITION ....... PLASTIC SPONGE AND SHEETING
 
GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
4* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *v
 
RUN 	NC. *% 2 PAGE 135
 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM . REGULATE POWER
 




BASIC FUNCTION ............ MAINTAIN S/C FUNCTION 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... PROVIDE ELECTRICAL AkO THERMAL P 
OWEP 
** EZLIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I . POWER CONDITIONING SYSTEM 
S/C AREAS ....... POWER 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... POWER CONDITIONING SYSTEM 
DOCUMENT NO..... 2.2.2.1.1 












GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION . REPLACE
 












GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 








ELEWENTS PRESENT .. FEiCUIAL
 
COMPOSITION ...... PLASTICS SI-SEMICOND.
 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO, ** 2 ** PAGE 136 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... REGULATE POWER
 
GROUP KEY ..... 2.2.2
 
** EOUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... POWER CONDITIONING SYSTEM 
** N SOURCE ho. I ....tASTE PCWER CONDITIONING SYSTEM
 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... FAILED RI/BRAYTON BATTERY CHARGER REG. 
STATE ........... SCLID 




ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FE 2 CUAL
 
COMPOSITION ....... PLASTICS SI-SEMICOND.
 
GENERATIEN DATA o.. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 








ELEMENTS PRESENT °o FECUAL
 
COMPOSITION ..... PLASTICS SI-SFMICONDO.
 
GENERATION DATA *.. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE
 
* *t* WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... FAILED RECTIFIER FILTER 
'STATE ................ SOLID
 




ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FECUVAL
 
COMPOSITION ....... CERAMICS SI-SEMICONO.
 
GENERATION DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/30/70 RUN NO. l* 2 * 	 PACE 137
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... REGULATE PCIER
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 2.2.2
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... POWER CONDITIONING SYSTEM
 
S*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I . PCViER CONDITIONING SYSTEM
 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE
 












GENERATION DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE
 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY ILEtS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. *4 2 * PACE 138
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... REGULATE POKER
 
ROUP KEY ..... 2.2.2
 
* FQUIPMENT/FXPERIMENT NO. i ....... POWER CONDITIONING SYSTEM
 
*4*x WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... POKER CONDITIONING SYSTEM
 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 








ELEMENTS PRESENT .. CUFEAL 
COMPOSITION ....... PLASTICS 
GENERATICN DATA ... - QUANTITY {LBS) 






RECLAMATION ACTICN .. REPAIR
 












GENERATICN DATA .. o ,QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE
 
4v MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATICN DATA 4*
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. 2* 	 PAGE 339
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... REGULATE POWER
 
SROUP KEY .. 2.2.2
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ...... POWFR CONDITIONING SYSTE
 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... POWER CONDITIONING SYSTEM
 












GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY {LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
** MANNED SPACP'RAFT WASTE GFNERATION CATA *#
 
11/3)/70 RUN NG. ** 2 * 	 PACE 140
 
S/C 	SLBSYSTEM ... ,. DISTRISUTE POWER 
GROUP KEY . 2.2.3. 

BASIC FUNCTION ......... MAINTAIN S/C FUNCTION
 




* E,UIPMFNT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ..... POWER DISTRIBUTICN SYSTEM
 
S/C 	AREAS ........ POWER
 




S**k* WASTE ITEM NO. I .... FAILED CCT.BKRO& GROUND LEAKAGE DETECTOR 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENLSITY ........... 77.00 LAS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL
 




GENERATIEN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RFCLAMATION ACTION o REPAIR
 
•**4A WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... FAILED CCTo BKR/LOAD CONTROL UNIT 
STATE ............. SOLID
 








GENERATIEN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTICN .. REPAIR 












GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION . REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11130/70 RUN NO. *4 2 ** 	 PAGE 141 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .... DISTRIBUTE POWER
 
GROUP KEY . 2.2.3
. 

** EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I .. ,... POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... POIAER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 












GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION o. REPLACE
 
***4 WASTE ITEM N1. 5 .... FAILED MONITOR METER (AC) 
STATE ............ SOLID 








GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .o REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 4* PAGE 142
 
S/C SLBSYSTEM ..... DISTRIBUTE PCWER
 
,ROUP KEY ..... 223
 
* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIiENT NO. i ....... POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
**v* W4STE SOURCE NO. I .... POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 












GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE
 




DENSITY . ..... 5.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... PLASTIC SPONGE & SHEETING
 
GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY ILBS)
 






RECLAMATICN ACTION o. REUSE AS IS
 












GENERATICN DATA .. o QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
#* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4*
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. * ** 	 PACE 143 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM DISTRIBUTE PeIER
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 2.2.3
 
* E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ... POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
*j** WASTE SCURCE N9. i ... PCXER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
t.
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 10 .. FAILED CCT BKR.& LOAD CCNTROL UNIT 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 77,00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES MIETAL
 




GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION oo REPAIR
 
" **** WASTE-ITEM NO. 11 .... FAILED CURRENT SENSITIVE ELEIENT 
STATE .....-....... SOLID 
DENSITY 77.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 




GENERATIEN DATA ... QUANTITY iLBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
*m**t* WASTE ITEM NO. 12 .... FAILED INDIVIDUAL LINE CCT. BREAKER 
STATE ......... SOLID
 
DENSITY ......... 77.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ... .... METAL
 





GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE
 
*x MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DAlA *' 
11/33/70 RUN N. A* 2 '* 	 PAGE 144 




4* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO, 1 ....... POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
**I* WASTE SOURCE NO. Ic.. POKER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
* **t WASTE ITEM NO. 13 . FAILED MONITOR METERS 
STATE .......... SOLID,. 









CENERATION DATA ... 	 QUANTITY ILBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
*4*4* WASTE ITEM NO. 14 .... FAILED MONITOR METER SWITCHES 
STATE ..... ...... SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 7o00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 




GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 









*4*4* WASTE ITEM NOD 15 .... FAILED REMOTE CONTROL SWITCHES 
STATE . .........SOLID 
DENSITY .. ......... 7.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT °, FEvGU 
COMPOSITION ....... PLASTICS 
GENERATION DATA .. QUANTITY ILBSI 
10 YR. TOTAL 0.18 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WcIGHT 0.25 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION OATA ** 
11/33/70 RUN NO- '* 2 ** 	 PAGE 145
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... DISTRIBUTE PCWER
 
3ROUP KEY .... 2Z.3
 
* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ..... POER DISTRIBUTICN SYSTEM
0 

**\' WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... PGWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
 










COMPOSITION ....... PLASTIC SPONGE & SHEETING
 
GENERATION DATA - QUANTITY (LBS
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
*-4 MvANNP) SPACPCI AFT WARTP t'NPATTfUw nATA * 
PAGE 146
 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT hASTE GENERATION DATA * 





11/3)/70 RUN NOD. * 2 ** 	 PAGE 147 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MAINTENANCE FACILITIES
 
3ROUP KEY .. ooo 2.31
 
BASIC FUNCTION ............ MAINTAIN S/C FUNCTION 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... MAINTAIN AND REPAIR SPACE CRAFT 
4 E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 1 ...... STRUCTURAL MAINTENANCE 
S/C 	AREAS ......... MAINTENANCE
 
* 	 WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... STRUCTURAL MAINTENANCE 
DOCUMENT NO....... 	2o3.1.1.1
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 	 AIAA PAPER NO.69-10629SPACE STATION OPER
 
ATIONSREOUIREMENTS AND INTERACTIONS. FRI
 








PATTERSON AFB, OHIO. PROJE
 
CT NO.81709 TASK NO.817005.
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 	 N63-18867Y SELF-SEALING SPACECRAFT STRUC
 
TURES IN THE METEOROID ENVIRONMENT. N
 
CRTHRUP SPACE LABORATORIES NO.NSL63-64AP
 
RIL 1963v JAMES J. PIECHOCKI
 
REFERENCE NO. 4 .. 	 ARS PAPER 2543-621 METROTOID PROTECTION 
FOR SPACE RADIATORS. I.J.LOE'FLER, SoL 
IEBLIEN9 N.CLOUGH, NASA LEWIS RESEA 
RCH CENTER, CLEVELAND9 OHIO, 1962 
* *** WASTE ITEM NO. i .... TONEL/SPONGE
 
STATE ............. SOLID, SOILED
 
DENSITY ........... 8.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 






GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
9X* t.AKtINCf CDArcI-DACT UACTC rnIThCDArTl ThATA r 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 148
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .... MAINTENANCE FACILITIES
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 2.3.1
 
** EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ...... STRUCTURAL MAINTENANCE 
***. WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 ... STRUCTURAL MAINTENANCE 
t***4* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... CONTAINERS FOR DETERGENT 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 5.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC BOX 
ELEMENTS PRESENT -. 
COMPOSITION ....... POLYETHYLENE 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
10 YR0 TOTAL 0.50 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 0.50 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSABLE BY REFILLING 










COMPOSITION ....... WATER PLUS DETERGENT
 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. FILTER
 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTICN .. N/A
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NC. ** 2 k* 	 PAGF 149 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MAINTENANCE FACILITIES
 
GROUP KEY ..... 2.3.1
 
*A EQUIPMENT/EXPERIPENT NO. I ....... STRUCTURAL MAINTENANCE 
** VASTE SOURCE NO. I .... STRUCTURAL MAINTENANCE 
* 	 WASTE ITEM NO. 5 ANTENNAS AND SOLAR CELLS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 0o00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ MEIALLARGEPBULKY 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. ALqFEvSE.CU 
COPPOSITION ...... BOROSILICATES 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
10 YR. TOTAL 0.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. 
**txt WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... GLASS CLOTH PATCH SEPARATORS 
STATE .......... SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 65.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTICIINERT SHEET 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
CCMPOSITION ...... TEFLON 
GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY (LES) 
10 YR. TOTAL 12.50 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 0.25 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... WORN AIRLOCK SEALS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 40.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ....... PLASTICvTUBULAR 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... RUBBER 
GENERATION DATA o.. QUANTITY (LBS) 
10 YR. TOTAL 400.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 10.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *X
 
11/33/70 RUN NC. ** 2 * 	 PAGE 150 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MAINTENANCE FACILITIES
 
SROUP KEY ..... 2.3.1
 
*4 E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... STRUCTURAL VAINTENANCE 
4*4* WASTE SOURCE NO. I ... STRUCTURAL MAINTENANCE 
*t** * WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... WORN AIRLOCK LATCH MECHANISM ASSEMBLIES 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 20C.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ MEATAL HEAVY
 




GENERATIGN DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION O CVERHAUL
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT kASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/33/70 
 RUN 	NO. -* 2 . PAGE 151 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM .... MAINTENANCE FACILITIES
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 2.3.1
 
** E UIDMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... AVIONICS SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE 
S/C 	AREAS ....... MAINTENANCE
 
*4r WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... AVIONICS SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 	 2.3.1.2o1
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 *o 	 STUDY OF SPACE STATICN PROPULSION SYSTEM
 
RESUPPLY AND REPAIR. BY VICTOR A.
 
DES CAMP, MARTIN MARIETTA CORP., DENVE
 
R9 COLORADO? JAN. 1970
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .. 	SELECTING BETWEEN REDUNDANCY AND REPAIR
 
IN MANNED SPACECRAFT. MEMORANDUM R14-4
 
325-NASA, THE RAND CORPORATION, SANTA
 
MONICA, CALIFORNIA, 	SEPT. 1964
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 .o 	THE RFOUIREMENT FOR MAINTAINABLE ELECTRO
 
NICS ON LONG DURATION MANNEP SPACE MISS
 




* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4t 
11/3)/70 RUN NG. * 2 ** PAGE 152 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... MAINTENANCE FACILITIES 
DROUP KEY ..... 2.3.1 
*',E)UIPIENT/EXPERIVENT NO. 3 ...... UTILITIES MAINTENANCE
 
S/C AREAS ......... WAINTENANCE
 
f* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION GATA *vc
 




11/3)/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 ** 	 PAGF 153 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SHIP-TO-BASE COMMUNICATIONS
 
,ROIJP KEY ..... 2o4o1
 
BASIC FUNCTION MAINTAIN S/C FUNCTION
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... PROVIDE COMMUNICATION
 
*4 EfUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO0 I ...... TO AND FROM GROUND-DATA RELAY SP 
ACE SATELLITES 
S/C AREAS ......... CCMMUNICATIONS 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... TO AND FROM GROUND-DATA RELAY SPACE SATE 
LLITES 
DOCUMENT NO....... 2o4o111* 
REFERENCE NO0 1 	 COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM-PRELIMINARY DESI
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 WEIGHTvVOLUME AND RELIABILITY TABLES FOR
 
ThE EQUIPMENTS COMPRISING THE SPACE STA
 
TICN CCMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM-COLLINS RA
 
DI0 CO. LETTER DATED MAY 18, IS70.
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 .o MSFC-DRL-160 LINE ITEM 13 PRELIMINARY SY
 
STEMS DESIGN DATA VOLUME 19SPACE STATION
 




*** WASTE ITEM NO0 1 .... FAILED KU BAND REFLECTORFEEDSPOSITIONER 
STATE ........... 	 SOLID
 








GENERATION DATA ooo 	 QUANTITY (LBS)
 
10 YR0 TOTAL 	 1408.00
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.00
 





** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4
 
11/30170 RUN NO. ** 2 *4 	 PACE £54
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SHIP-TO-BASE CCMMUNICATIONS
 
GROUP KEY ... 2.4.1
 


















CCMPOSITION . ... PLASTIC
 
GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 




DENSITY ........ 60.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL9 PLASTIC
 




GENERATICN DATA 	 QUANTITY ILBS)
0. 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 












GENERATICN DATA . QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTICN .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *.
 
11/3)/70 RUN NC. ** 2 	* PAGE 155 








* 	WASTE SOURCE NO. I TO AND FRCM GRCUND-DATA RELAY SPACE SATE 
LLITES 












GENERATICN DATA oo QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 













GENERATICN DATA QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 










COMPOSITION ...... o PLASTIC
 
GENERATICN DATA o. QUANTITY ILBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 *' PAGE 156 
S/C SUBSYSTEM .. SHIP-TO-BASE COMMUNICATIONS
 
GROUP KEY ..... 2.4.1
 
















ELEMENTS PRESENT .. ALqCUFE
 
COMPOSITION ....... PLASTIC 9 CERAM.
 
GENERATICN DATA .o. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .c REPAIR
 












GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RFCLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECPAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/11/70 
 RUN NOD * 2 ** PAGE 157
 
S/C SUBSYSTEP ... SHIP-TO-BASE COMMUNICATICNS 
!RAULP KEY ... . 4.1
 








*. CF v'ASIE ITEM N3. 1 FAILED PM RECEIVER PODEM 
STATE .. ......... SOLID 
DENSITY ... 58.00 LBS/CU0 FT0 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 
ELEFENTS PRESENT .. ALCU 
COMP3SITION PLASTIC 
GENERATICM DATA .o. QUANTIIY (LBS) 






RECLAMATION ACTION oo REPAIR
 
4 * WASTE ITEM NO. 12 ... PACKAGING FOR REPLACEMENT PARTS
 
STATE .. ........ SOLID
 







COMPOSITION ... PLASTIC SPONGE AND SHEETING
 
GENERATICN DATA ooo QUANTITY (LSS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
*$ MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GE0PATION DATA 4
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 158
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SHIP-TO-BASE COMMUNICATIONS
 
GROUP KEY ..... 2.4 1
 
4 EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 TO AND FROM GROUND-DIRECT
 
S/C 	AREAS ...... COMMUNICATIONS
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... TO AND FRCM GROUND-DIRFCT
 
DOCUMENT NO ..... 	 2.4.1.2.1*
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 .I 	COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM-PRELIMINARY DES
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 WEIGHT 9VOLUE AND RELIABILITY TABLES FOR
 
THE EQUIPMENTS COMPRISING THE SPACE STA
 
TICN CCMMUNICAT1ONS SUBSYSTeM-COLLINS RA
 
DIEC CO. LETTER DATED MAY 18,1970.
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 .3 	MSFC-DRL-160 LINE ITEM 13 PRELIMINARY DE
 
SIGNS BCOK 2,ELECTRONICS MDC G0634.
 












GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBSI
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .o REPLACE
 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
t* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *9 
31/3V/70 RUN NO. ** 2 t* 	 PACE 15Q
 
SIC 	SUA3YSTE ..... SHIP-T)-PASE COhMUNICATIONS 
!ROUP KEY ..... 2.4o1 
vt E)UTPiENT/EXPERTIENT NO. 2 o o.o..TO AND FROM GRCUND-DIRECT
 
;t WASTE SOURCE Ng. I ... TO AND FROM GROUND-DIRECT
 












GENERATIFN DATA .o. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
WthASTE ITEM NO 4A .. . FAILED S-BAND PM TRANSPONDER 
SLATE ......... SOLID 
DENSIlY 8C00 LlS/CU0 FT.o...o...... 

ATTRIBUTES ...... WETAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT oo ALvCUsFETSI 
CGYP)SITION 
GENERATICN DATA QUANTITY tLBS) 






RECLAMATION ACTION .o REPAIR
 












GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 
t0 YR. TOTAL 42.00 
OAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 12.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR 
4* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4*
 
11/3J/70 RUN NO. * 2 4'* PAGE 160 
S/C SUBSYSTEM .f... SHIP-TO-BASE COMMUNICATIONS
 
GROUP KEY ..... 2.4.1
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... TO AND FROM GROUND-DIRECT 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... TO AND FROM GRCUND-DIRECT 












GENERATIGN DATA QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .o REPAIR
 
*t*4* WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... FAILED TRANSMITTER MODEM 
STATE ............. SOLID
 








GENERATICN DATA 0oo QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... PACKAGING FOR REPLACEMENT PARTS 
STATE ............ SOLID
 






COMPOSITION ....... PLASTIC SPONGE AND SHEETING
 
GENERATICN DATA ooo QUANTITY (LBS) 
10 YR0 TOTAL 0.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION . REUSE AS IS
 
*' MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
1I/3D/70 RUN NO. *'S 2 * 	 PAGE 161 
S/C SUBSYSTFM ..... 	 INTER-VEHICULAR COMMUNICATIONS
 
D
;Rj(U KEY ..... 2 4.2 
BASIC FUNCTION o......... MAINTAIN S/C FUNCTION
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREPENT PROVIDE COMMUNICATION
0000 

c EJUIPMENT/FXPERIMENT NO. I ...... TO AND FROM EXPERIMENT MCDULES
 
S/C AREAS 	 COPMUNICATIONS
 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... TO AND FRCM EXPERIMENT MODULES 
DOCUMENT NO. 	 2.o.2.1.I* 
REFERENCE NO. 1 	 COIMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM - PRELIMINARY DE 
SIGN SHEET FOR SPACE STATION PROGRAM - M 
COCNNELL 9CUGLAS CORP. 
REFERENCE NO. 2 	 WEIGHT9 VOLUME9 AND RELIABILITY TABLES F
 
OR THE EQUIPMENTS CCMPRISING ThE SPACE S
 
TATION CCmMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM - COLLIN
 
RADIO COMPANY LETTER DATED MAY 189 197
 
REFERENCE NO0 3 	 MSFC-DRL-160 LINE ITEM 13 - PRELIMINARY
00 

SYSTEMS DESIGN DATA, VOLUME 1. SPACE STA
 

















GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 
10 YR, TCTAL 0.70 
DAItY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 10.00 
RECLAMATIGN ACTION .. REPLACE
 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATICN DATA 4 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 4* 	 PAGE 162 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM .... INTER-VEHICULAR CCMMUNICATIONS 
3ROUP KEY ..... 2.4o2 
** EQUIPMENTIEXPERIMENT NO. 1 ....... TO AND FROM EXPERIMENT MCDUIES 
**** hASTE SOURCE NO. I .... TO AND FROM EXPERIMENT MODULES 
* *** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .,.. FAILED UHF POWER DIVIDER 
STATE ............ SOLID
 








GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
10 YR0 TOTAL 0.07 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 2.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE
 
*** *4 WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... UHF SOLID STATE SWITCH MULTIPLEXER 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 50.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT oo AL9 CU, FEv SI
 
COMPOSITION ... ... PLASTIC
 
GENERATION DATA ... 	 QUANTITY (LBS) 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... FAILED UHF FM TRANSMITTER 
STATE ....... SOLID 
DENSITY c.......... 130.00 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. AL. CU. FE SI 
COMPOSITION ....... PLASTIC
 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY {LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION oo REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4
 
11/3/70 RUN NCo 1" 2 4- 	 PAGE 163
 
S/C 	SU9SYS1FM .. INTER-VEHICULAR COMMUNICATIONS
 
tROU0 KEY ..... 2o4o2
 
4 ElUIPIENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... TO AND FROM EXPERIMENT MODULES 
WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... TO AND FROV EXPERIMENT MODULES 
***-* WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... FAILED UHF 1RANSMITTER PODEM 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 80.00 LBSICU0 FT.
 
ATTRIAUTES o ...... PETAL
 




GENERATICN DAIA oo QUANTITY (LOS)
 






RECLAMATICN ACTICN .. REPAIR
 












CENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY ILBS)
 






RECLAMATICN ACTICN .. REPAIR
 
**?*I* HASTE ITEM NO 7 ... FAILED UHF PM DATA RECEIVER 
STATE ... ... SCLID
 









GENERATION DATA o.. QUANTITY (LBS)
 








4* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PACE 164
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INTER-VEHICULAR CO'AMUNICATIONS
 
SROUP KEY ..... 2.4.2
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... TO AND FROM EXPERIMENT MODULES
 
4*4* WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 ., TO AND FROM EXPERIMENT NODULES
 












GENERATION DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION oo REPAIR
 












GENERATION DATA o. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 










COMPOSITION ..... PLASTIC SPONGE, SHEETING
 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 








v* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA*
 













W4*4 I .... TO AND FDOM SPACE STATION SHUTTLE
 
* 2 .. . TO AND FROM SPACE STATION SHUTTL
 
ASTE SOURCE NO. 
DOCUMENT NO. 2o4.2.2.1*
 
REFERENCE NO. o COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM - PRELIMINARY DE
 






2 WEIGhT9 VOLUMEvAND RELIABILITY TABLES FO 
R THE EQUIPMENTS COMPRISING THE SPACE ST 
ATION CCMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM - COLLINS 
RADIO COMPANY LETTER DATED MAY 18, 1970 
REFERENCE NO. 3 MSFC-DRL-160 LINE ITEM 13 - PRELIMINARv 
SYSTEMS DESIGN 9ATA9 VOLUME 1 SPACE STA 
TIEN PREL IWINARY DESIGN - BOOK 2, ELECTR 
ONICSv MOC G0634. 
**' * WASTE ITEM NJ. I .... FAILED VHF OMNI-DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAE 
STATE .......... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 2500 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES METAL 
ELEVENTS PRESENT .. AL 
COMPOSITICN ....... PLASTIC 
GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY (LOS) 






















GENERATICN DATA , QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTIGN .. REPAIP
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT RASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 	Wc PACE 166
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM .... INTER-VEHICULAR COMMUNICATIONS
 
GROUP KEY ..... 24.2
 
* 	 EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... TO AND FROM SPACE STATION SHUTTL 
E 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... TO AND FROM SPACE STATION SHUTTLE 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... FAILED VHF VOICE RANGING T/R 
STATE ...... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 58.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ..... METAL 




GENERATICN DATA o.. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 












GENERATICN DATA o.. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
***'* WASTE ITEM NO. 5 ... FAILED VOICE MODEM 
STATE ... ......... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 5O00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 




GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA t 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ''D 2 tt 	 PACE 167 
S/C 	SUBSYSIEM ..... INTER-VEHICUL,," COMMUNICATIONS 
3ROUP KEY ..... 2.4.2 
*t EQUIPPENT/EXPERIMENT Nl. 2 ......TO AND FROM SPACE STATION SHUTTL
 
E 
*- WASTF SnURCE N'.. I TO AND FRCM SPACE STATION SHUTTLE 
*s*i WASTE !TEI N1. 6 FAILED VHF DATA T/R -
STATE ........... SULID 








GENERATIEN DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS)
 






RECLA'4ATICN ACTION .. REPAIR
 
'**'* ASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... FAILED DATA MODEM 
STATE ...... SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 55.00 ILBS/CU. FT0 
ATTRIBUTES ...... YETAL 
ELFVENTS PRESENT ALP CU9 FEi ST 
COMPOSITION ..... PLASTIC 
GENERATIEN DATA QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTICN . REPAIR' 
** * WASTE ITEM N3. 8 .... PACKAGING FOR REPLACEMENT PARTS 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........ 5.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ..... PLASTIC 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... PLASTIC
 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 








4* MANNED SPACECRAFT ASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 168
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..	 INTER-VEHICULAR COMMUNICATIONS
0.0 

GROUD KEY ..... 2.4.2
 
* -E)UIPMENT/EX0 ERIMENT NO. 3 ...... EXTRA-VEHICULAR COMMUNICATIONS
 
S/C AREAS ........ 	 COWMUNICATIONS
 
**** WASTE SOLRCE N1. I .... EXTRA-VEHICULAR COMMUNICATICNS
 
DOCUMENT NO.... 	 2.4°2.3.1*
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 	 COVMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM - PRFLIMINARY DE
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 .. 	 WEIGHT1 VOLUMEv AND RELIABILITY TABtES F
 
OR THE EQUIPMENT COMPRISING THE SPACE ST
 
-- ATION CGGMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM - COLLINS 
RADIO CCMPANY LETTER DATED PAY 181 1970 
REFERENCE NO. 3 	 VSFC-DRL-]6O LINE ITFM 13 - PRELIMINARY
 
SYSTEMS DESIGN DATA, VOLUME I. SPACE STA
 




* W*** 	 L ....
NASTE ITEM NO. FAILED OMNI-DIRECTICNAL ANTENNAE
 
STATE .. ....... SOLID
 








GENERATICN DATA .oo QUANTITY (LBS)
 
10 YR0 TOTAL 1.05 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 15.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION . REPLACE
 












GENERATICN DATA o.. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECPAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ,* PACE 169 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... INTER-VEHICULAR COMMUNICATIONS 
3ROUP KEY ..... 2.4.2
 
'* EIUIPMFNT/FXPERIMENT NO. 3 .... FXTl A-VEHICULAR COMMUNICATIONS
 
4'4 L-ASTE SPURCE NO. 1 .... EXIRA-VEHICULAR COMMUNICATIC\S
 













GENERATICN DATA - QUANTITY (LBS) 
10 YR0 TOTAL 1O64 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT wEIGHT 2.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR 













GENERATICN DATA oo. QUANTITY 4LBS) 
10 YR. TOTAL 6.56 
OAILY RATE 000 
UNIT 3 EIGHT 8.00 
RECLAMATION ACTICN .. REPAIR
 
**All* WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... PACKAGING FOR REPLACEMENT PARTS 
STAIE ...... . . SOLID 
DENSITY ...... .. %00 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATIRIBUTES ....... PLASTIC 
ELEMENIS PRESENT oo 
COt POSITION . PLASTIC SPONGE, SHEETING 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 




UNIT WEIGHT 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTICN REUSE AS IS00 
*- MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN N". * 2 t* 	 PAGE 170 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INTRA-VEHICULAR COMMUNICATIONS 
;ROUP KEY ..... 2.4.3 
BASIC FUNCTION .......... MAINTAIN S/C FUNCTION
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... PROVIDE COMMUNICATION
 
*- E3UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ...... ONBOARD COMMUNICATIONS
 
S/C 	AREAS ......... COYUNICATIONS
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NOD. 1 .... ONBOARD COMMUNICATIONS 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 2.4.3.1.1
 
REFERENCE NO. t .1 COMMUNICATICN SUBSYSTEM PRIMARILY DESIGN 
SHEET FOR SPACE STATION PRCGRAM -
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPo 
REFERENCE NO. 2 o. WEIGHT,VCLUiE AND RELIABILITY TAELES FOR
 
THE EQUIPMENTS COMPRISING THE SP'CE ST
 
ATICN COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEW COLLI
 
NS RADIO COMPANY LETTER DATED VAY 18, 19
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 MSFC-DRL-160 LINE ITEM 13 
PRELIT INARY SYSTEMS DESIGN DATA VO( 
LUME I SPACE STATION PRELIWINARY PESIG 
N - BOOK 2 - ELFCTRCNICS MDC G0634 
*m**** WASTE ITEM NO. 1 .... FAILED AUDIO/CONTROL MODEM 
STATE ......... ... SOLID 
DENSITY .... .... 7200 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES .... METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... SEMI-COND. PLASTICS 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
10 YR0 TOTAL 57.60 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 4.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR 
*c MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *1
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. AN* 2 ** 	 PAGE 171 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... INTRA-VEHICULAR COMMONCATIONS;RCUP KEY ..... 264.3 
w* E)UIPIMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 1 ....... P\BOARD COMMUNICATIONS 
-*', WASTE SOURCE NO. I CNECARD COMMUNICATICNS 
*m*W WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... FAILED TV CONTROL MODEM 
STATE ............ SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 72.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ...... METAL 
ELEMENTS DRESENT . AL 9CUFESI 
CCMPOSITICN ....... SEPI-COND. PLASTIC 
GENERATIEN DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS) 
10 YR. TOTAL 17.10 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 3.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR 




DENSITY ......... 72.00 LBS/CUC FT.
 
ATTPIBUTES ........ FETAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. ALSCUvFEPSI 
COMPOSITION ....... SElI-CONDo PLASTICS 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
10 YR. TOTAL 5.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT 'EIGHT 5.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION . REPAIR
 




DENSITY .......... 72.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 
ELEMENTS DRESENT .. AL 9CUFEvSI 
CCMPOSITICN ... ... SEPI-COND0 PLASTICS 
GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS) 
10 YR. TOTAL 5.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 5.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3)170 RUN NO0 *4 2 ** 	 PAGE 172 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INTRA-VEHICULAR COMMUNICATIONS
 
3ROUP KEY . 2.4.3
 
4* EUIPMENT/FXPERIMENT NO0 I ...... ONBOARD COMMUNICATIONS 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO0. I .... ONBOARO COMMUNICATICNS 
* * * WASTE ITEM NO0 5 .... PACKAGING FOR REPLACEMENT PARTS 
STATE . SCLID 





COPPOSITION ...... PLASTIC SPONGE AND SIEETING
 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 
10 YR0 TOTAL 0.00 
D4ILY RATE 0.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS 1S 
' MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
ul 
bP 
PROVIDE STATION DATA COLLE CTION AND STORAGE 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. 4* 2 * PAGE 173 
S/C SUBSYSTEM D....ATA COLLECIICNP STOKaGE AND DISPLAY 
GROUP KEY ..... 2.5.1 
BASIC FUNCTION 	 MAINTAIN SIC FUNCTION
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT --- PROVIDE FOR DATA MANAGEMENT
 
4> E)LIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I. DATA MANAGErENT-ELECTRONIC
 
S/C AREAS ....... 	 COWPUTFR
 
W***ASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... DATA MANAGEMENT-ELECTRONIC
 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 	 2o5ololol
 
REFERENCE NO. L 	 PCDCNALD DOUGLAS SPACE STATION REPnRT Th
 
DC G0634 PRELIMINARY SYSTEMS CESIGg D
 




REFERENCE NO. Z o. FARADAv FAILURE RATE DATA HANDBOOK, VOLU
 




REFERENCE NO. 3 	 ATS PROGRAM FAIRCHILD HILLER CORP.
 
REFERENCE NO. 4 oo RELIABILITY REPORT?NOV1968NATIONA
 
SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION9 PAGE 14
 
REFERENCE NO. 5 .. 	 RELIABILITY OF EPOXY TRANSISTORS, PRESEN
 
TED AT 1969 ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM OF RELIAB
 
ILITY BY GENERAL ELECTRIC9 PAGE 17.
 
00REFERENCE NO. 6 	 THE REQUIREMENT FOR MAINTAINABLE ELECTRO
 
NICS ON LONG-DURATION PANNED SPACE MISS 
ION BY MROMoLo JOHNSCN OF THE AEROS 
PACE SYSTEMS DIVISIONi APRIL, 1969.
 
WASTE I .... 

STATE ........... , SOLIDvRIGIO9 SHEE
 








GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS)
 
10 YR. TOTAL 	 48.75
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.00
 
UNIT WEIGHT 	 2.50
 
RECLAMATION ACTION ° REPAIR
 
*  ITEM NO. CONTROLS/ARITHMETIC MODULES BOOK MODULE 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 174
 
S/C SUBSYSTEl ..... DATA COLLECTIONt STORAGE AND DISPLAY
 
GROUP, KEY .... . 2o5.1
 
* EIUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... DATA MANAGEMENT-ELECTRONIC
 
***- ASTE SOURCE NO. I .... DATA MANAGEMENT-ELECTRONIC
 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 




DENSITY ........ 40.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES .... PLASTIC, WOUND RIBBON
 




GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE
 




DENSITY ........... 40.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ....... PLASTIC? METAL
 




GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE
 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
1113070 RUN 	NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 175
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... DATA COLLECTION9 STONOl AND DISPLAY
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 5
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. L ...... DATA MANAGEPENT-ELECTRONIC
 
,c44 WASTE SOURCE NO. I DATA MANAGEMENT-ELECTRONIC
 




DENSITY ........... 4200 LBS/CU. FT0
 






GENERATION DATA .. o QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE
 




DENSITY ...... 50.00 LS/CU0 FT0
 




COMPOSITICN ....... PHENOLIC, FIBERGLASS, SILICON
 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY LBS)
 






PECLAMATICN ACTION .. REPAIR
 












GENERATION DATA .o QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACIION oo REPLACE
 
t* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/33/70 
 RUN 	NO. ** 2 t* PAGE 176
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... DATA COLLECTION9 STORAGE AND OISPLAY 
3ROUP KEY ..... 2.5.1 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... DATA MANAGEMENT-ELECTRONIC 
t$ WNASTE SOURCE NO0 1 ... CATA MANAGEMENr-ELECTRONIC 
****6* WASTE ITEM NO. 8 ... CATHODE RAY TUBE 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 2000 LBS/CUo FT.
 
ATTRIBUTFS ........ GLASSFRAGILE? DANGEROUS
 




GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPLACE
 
NWASTE-ITEM NOo 9 .... KEYBOARD TERMINAL 
STATE SOLID 
DENSITY 40.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTICSEMI-COND, RIGID 
ELEMENTS PRESENT o ALvCU 
COMPOSITION ....... PHENOLICi SILICON 
GENERATION DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS) 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
11/33/70 RUN NO, ** 2 4M 	 PAGE 177
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... DATA COLLECTIONT STORACE AND DISPLAY 
IROUP KEY Z .o.1 
t* .EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO0 2 ...... DATA MANAGENENT-PHOTOGRAP IC
 
S/C 	AREAS ........ PHCTOGRAPHIC SUPPORT
 
*** 	 WASTE SOURCE NO0 1 .... DATA MANAGEMENT - PHCTOGRAPHIC
 
DOCUMENT NO....... 	 2o5 I.20I
 
REFERENCE NO. I 	 MEES CoEoKo THE THEORY GF THE PHCTOGRADH
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 	 GUNDERSEN ROBTo T. EARTH-ORBITING SPACE 
-BASE CREW SKILLS ASSESSMENT0 NASAv &0 S. 
Cv HOUSTON, TEXAS. NASA TM X-1982. APRIL 
i570 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (L8S)
 




















GFNERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
10 YR. TOTAL 25550.00 
DAILY RATE 7.00 
UNIT WEIGHT 0°70
 
RECLAMATION ACTIGN .. REFILL WITH FILM
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
11/3D/70 RUN NC. *4 2 ** 	 PAGE 178 
S/C 	SURSYSTEM ..... DATA COLLECTION, STORAGE AND DISPLAY
 
GROUP KEY .... 2.5.1
 
* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIUENT NO. 2 ....... DATA MANAGEWENT-PHOTGPAP IC 
*** WASTE SOUCE NO. I .... DATA MANAGEMENT - PHCTOGRAPIIC 




DENSITY ........... 25.00 LBS/CUo FT.
 




CCMPOSITION ....... SILVER HALIDEMYLAR,GELATINE
 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. CLEAN,
 










COMPOSITION .,.... SILVER HALIDE GRAINS IN GELITIN ON PYLAR
 
GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY (LSS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. CLEAN,FRESH EMULSION
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFf WASTE GENERATION DATA *x
 
11/30/70 RUN NO0 *4 2 	 PAGE 179
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS
 
;ROUP KEY ... 3l
 
BASIC FUNCTION PERFORM MISSION TASKS
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT ASTRONOMYvASTROPHYSICS F CELESTI
0... 

AL MECHANICS STUDIES & TASKS
 
c* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
PAGE 180
 
*' -MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA * 





11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 *4 PAGE 181 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... PHYSICS 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.2.1 
BASIC FUNCTION PERFORM MISSION TASKS
 




** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ... PLASMA PHYSICS
 






**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .I.. PLASMA WAKE EXPERIMENTS
 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 	 3.2.1.1.
 
REFERENCE NO. I 	 SAMIRv V. SPACECRAFT/SPACE PLASMA INTERA
 
CTION9 SPACEFLIGHT VCL. 10 NO0 8
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .o 	SINGER9 S.F. (EDITOR) INTERACTIGN OF S0 A
 








DENSITY ........... 5C 0 0 LBS/CU0 FT.
 















RECLAMATION ACTION oo LSE AS IS
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... INFLATABLE SPHERE 
STATE .......... SOLID
 
DENSITY ........ 35.00 LBS/CU FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION o. RECAPTURE & REPAIR
 
"M MANNED SPACECRAFT WASIE GENERATION DATA *
 
I1/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 *4 	 PAGE 182 
S/C 	;UBSYSTEM ..... PHYSICS 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.2.1 
a E)UIPMENT/FXPERTMENT NO. I ....... PLASMA PHYSICS 
1*'* WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... PLASMA WAKE EXPERIMENTS 




DENSITY ........... 35.00 LBSICU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION . RECAPTURE & REPAIR
 
*- NtASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... LANGMUIR PROBE1 DAMAGED 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 30C.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL, PLASTIC1 ROD 
ELEVENTS PRESENT .. FE 
COMPOSITIGN ....... TEFLON
 








RECLAMATICN ACTION . REPAIR
 




DENSITY ........... 7C.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ...... PLASTIC RIBBON ON SPOOL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FE 
COMPOSITION ....... MYLAR
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. ERASEt SPLICE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PACE 183 




** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ......OPLASMA PHYSICS 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... PLASMA WAKE EXPERIMENTS 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... POLARCID PICTURES 
STATE SOLID 
DENSITY ..... 5800 LBS/CU0 FT. 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
* 	 WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... POLAROID FILM SCRAP 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY 30.00 LBS/CU. FT0 
ATTRIBUTES .... PAFER SHFETv CHEMICALS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
CUtPOSITION ..... CELLULOSE9 DEVELOPER 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 7.20 
DAILY RATE 0018 
BAICH SIZE 0.07
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .0 NONE
 
WASTE ITEM NO. .... 

-STATE ......... 0 SOLID
 
DENSITY ......... 35.00 FT0
 

















BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4 
RUN 	NC. - 2 PAGE ]8411/33/70 

S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PHYSICS 
3ROUP KEY * 3.2.I 
-c E,UIPMENT/EXPERIVENT NO. I ......PLASMA PHYSICS 
s* WASTF SOURCE NO. I .... PLASMA WAKE EXPERIPENTS
 
,L44\ * WASTE ITEA NO. 9 .... PROPELLANT 
STATE . GAS 
DENSITY ........... 65.00 LBS/CIJ FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ TOXICv CORROSIVE, UNSTABLE 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ...... N2-4 








BATCH SIZE 22.00 
NGNE
RECLAMATION ACTION .. 

* ?ANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4-*
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. * 2 * PAGE 185 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... PHYSICS
 
GROUP KEY ... 3.2.1
 
*4 EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 1 ....... PLASMA PHYSICS
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... CYCLOTRON HARMONIC WAVE TRANSMISSION EXP 
ERIMENT 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 3.2,1 o 2 
****x* WASTE ITEM NO. I . MAGNETIC TAPE 
STATE ......... SOLID
 
DENSITY ........ 70.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ....... PLASTIC RIBBON ON SPOOL
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. ERASE, SPLICE
 
*4 NNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA "' 
RUN 	NC. ** 2 PAGE 1861]/30/70 

S/C 	SURSYSTFM ..... PHYSICS 
3RUP KEY ..... 3t2 tt 
. E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... COSMIC RAY PHYSICS 
ASSCCIATED FPE NUMBER ... 5.8
 




*-.* WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... INTFRACTION PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS (BAY 1) 
JOCLIENT N . ...... 3.2.1.2.1
 
*-4** WASTE ITEM NO. 1 .... CRYOGENIC LIQUID 
STATE ...... ........ LIQUID 
DENSITY ........... 8.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATRIBUTES ........ CCLD 
ELEMENTS rRESFNT .. HELIUM, NITRCGEN 
CCMPOSITICN ....... 
GENERATICN DATA o. QUANTITY (LBS) 
EX9 T. TOTAL 100.O0 
OAILY RATE 0.00 
1ATCH SIZE 100.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. RECYCLED 










COMPOSITICN ....... METAL. VACUUM
 














DENSITY ........... 8.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ......... COLD, DANGEROUS
 












PECLAMATION ACTION .. RECYCLED
 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT UASTE GENERATION DATA 4 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PACE 187 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM . PHYSICS
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.2.1
 
** F)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 O...O..COSMIC RA( PHYSICS
 
**iv WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... INTERACTION PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS (BAY 1)
 










CCMPOSITION ..... METAL VACUUM 










Z - WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... EMULSION PLATES 
STATE .. 4A;,0. . LIQUID , SOLID 













***z* WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... EMULSION PLATES PACKAGING 
STATE ............. SCLID
 
DENSITY ......... 25.00 LBS/CUo FT.
 
















At* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GFNERATION DATA ** 
11/3)/70 RUN NC. * 2 ** 	 PAGE 18B 
S/C 	SLBSYSTEM ..... PHYSICS
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.2.1
 
** EOUIPMENT/EXPERIAENT NO. 2 ....... COSMIC RAY PHYSICS
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... INTERACTION PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS (BAY 1)
 




DENSITY .......... 7C00 LBS/CU. FTo
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC, RIBBON ON SPOOL
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. ERASE, SPLICE
 
***~* WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... ELECTRONIC MODULE 
STATE ............. SCLID 
DENSITY ............ 25.00 LBSICU. FT. 
ATTRIRUTES ........ CUBIC, SEMICONDUCTOR, METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT 
CCMPOSITION ....... METAL, PLASTIC 
GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY ILBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 50.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH ST7E 50.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR 
***4 WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... POLAROID FILM 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 58.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PAPER, CHEMICAL, SHEET 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .° SILVER 
CCMPOSITICN ....... CELLULOSE 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTO TOTAL 0.50 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTION . NONE 
* MANNED SPACECPAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ­
1i/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 189 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM .... PHYSICS
 
SROUP KEY ..... 3.2.1
 
4* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... COSMIC RAY PHYSICS
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... INTERACTION PHYSICS FXPERIMENTS (BAY 1)
 
****I* WASTE ITEM NO. 0. POLAROID FILM SCRAP 
STATE ...... SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 30o00 LBS/CU0 FT0 




CCMPOSITION ...... CELLULOSEI SILVER DEVELOPER
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 




DENSITY .... 58.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 12 .... REPLACEMENT MICROFILM 
-STATE .......... SOLID 
DENSITY ...... 5COO0 LBS/CU. FT. 
















4* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATICN CATA 4 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. A* 2 ** 	 PAGE 190
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PHYSICS 
SROUP KEY ..... 3.2.1 
Z* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... COSMIC RAY PHYSICS
 
S*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... HITCH ENERGY PRIMARY COSPIC RAY EXPERIMEN 
T (BAYS 2 AND 3) 
CCCUMENT NO. ......3.2.1.2.2 
****4 WASTE ITEM NO. I .... SPARK CHAMBER GASES 
STATE ............. GASEOUS
 








GENERATICN DATA .o QUANTITY (LOS) 
EXPT TOTAL 0.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. RECOMPRESS
 




DENSITY ........... 5C.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL, CYLINDER
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FE
 
CCIPOSITION ....... 
GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY ILBS) 
EXPT TOTAL 250.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 50.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REFILLED 
4** * WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... ELECTRONIC MODULE 
STATE .... ......... SCLID
 
DENSITY ........... 25.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




CCMPOSITION ....... METALi PLASTIC
 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 50.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 50.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA *4 
11/33/70 RUN NO. 4* 2 4* 	 PAGE 191 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PHYSICS
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.2.1
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... COSMIC RAY PHYSICS 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... HIGH EhERGY PRIMARY COSMIC RAY EXPERIMEN 
T (BAYS 2 AND 3)
 
*4*4 WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... MAGNETIC TAPE 
STATE .......... SOLID 
DENSITY ....... 70.00 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC RIBBON ON SPOOL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT oo FE 
COMPOSITION ....... MYLAR 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. ERASE9 SPLICE
 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... POLAROID FILM 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ......... 5.80 LBS/CUo FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ....... PAPER. CHEMICALV SHEETS
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... FILM SCRAP 
STATE ...... SOLID 
DENSITY ... o....... 30.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 




COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSEv SILVER DEVELOPER
 








RECLAMATION ACTION o. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECPAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/30/70 RUN NC. * 2 * 	 PAGE 19?
 
S/C 	SU5SYSTE'V.. .. PHYSICS 
3ROUP KEY * 3.2.1 
' EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 .... COSMIC RAY PHYSICS 
* 	 WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... HIGH ENERGY PRIMARY COSMIC RAY EXPERIMFN 
T (BAYS 2 AND 3) 
*****i WASTE TTEM NOo 7 .... 	DATA PAPER 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ..... 58.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ..... CELLULOSE 
GENERATIC DATA .	 QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTO TOTAL 	 2.50
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.00
 
BATCH SIZE 	 2.50
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. f/R 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. *t 2 * 	 PAGE 193 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... CHEMISTRY
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.2.2
 
BASIC FUNCTION ....... PERFOR MISSION TASKS
 




** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ...... UNIT SEPARATION PROCESSES IN SPA 
CE
 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ..
 
S/C AREAS ......... LABCRATORY
 
W***ASTE SOURCE NO. I .... UNIT SEPARATION PROCESSES IN SPACE 
DOCUMENT NO. ...... 	3,22ol1
 
REFERENCE NO. I .. SPACE PROCESSING AND MANUFACTURING NASA
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 	 APPROVED LABORATORY TECHNIQUE-STH EDITIO
 
N 19519 KOLMER JA., SPAULDING E.H.9 AND
 




** *** WASTE ITEM NO. 1 .... PICROORGANISM+DISTILLED WATER+TUBE 
STATE ....... .. SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 8.64 LBS/CU. FT. 














RECLAMATION ACTION 	. N/R
 




DENSITY ........ 86.40 LBS/CU0 FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... GEL + POLYSTYRENE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
11/33170 RUN NO. '* 2 ** PACE 194 
S/C SUBSYSIEM .... CHEMISTRY 
GROUP JEY ..... 3.2.2 
** EKUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ..... UNIT SEPARATION PROCESSES IN SPA 
CE 
*** hASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... UNIT SEPARATION PROCESSES IN SPACE 
****I* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... SALINE IN TUBES 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 86.40 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... SALINE + POLYSTYRENE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
*** * WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... SYRINGES 
STATF ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 35.60 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTICN .. N/R
 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... INNOCULATING NEEDLES 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 1.70 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATICN ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *%
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 t 	 PAGE 195 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .... CHEMISTRY 
GROUP KEY ... 3.2.2 




**04 WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... UNIT SEPARATION PROCESSES IN SPACE
 
*t*f* WASTE ITEM NO0 6 .... POTASSIUM PHOSPHATE-BUFFER CONTAINER 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ...... 8.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... POLYSTYRENE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION o N/R
 





DENSITY ......... 0008 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE + POLYETHELENE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION oo REUSE AS IS
 
A* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. 2 * PAGE 196 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... CHEMISTRY 
GROUP KEY . 3.2.2 






S/C AREAS ........ LABORATORY
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... A VACCINE SATELLITE PROGPAM 
DOCUMENT NO...... 	3.2.2.2.1
 
REFERENCE NO. I oo 	SPACE PROCESSING AND MANUFACTURING, OCTO
 
BER 21,1969? ME 69-1, NASA. GEORCE C. MA
 
RShALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER.
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 





11/33/70 RUN NO. *z 2 * PAGE 197 
SIC SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT CROPS 
3R)UP KEY ... 343.1 
BASIC FUNCTION .... .... PERFORM MISSION TASKS
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... AGRICULTURE AND ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
 
4* E)UIPMENT/EXPERINENT NO. 1 ...... RAPID LETTUCE GROWTH 
ASSUCIATED FPE NUMBER ...
 




**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... RAPID LETTUCE GROWTH 
DOCUMENT NO. 3.3.1.1.1
 




REMARKS 1 U ...... 25- 40 DAYS PER CROP
 
*t*** WASTE ITEM NO. 1 .... PLANT RESIDUE 
STATE ........ ORGANIC MATTER 





COMPOSITION ... CELLULOSEs PLANT PROTIEN, MINERALS
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... CONTAINER 
STATE 
DENSITY ........... 83.60 LBS/CUo FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... COPOLYVINYL CHLORIDE ACETATE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. CLEANSING
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GFNERATION DATA -r* 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. 4* 2 *4 	 PAGE 198 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT CROPS 
&ROUP KEY ..... 3.3.1 
44 EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 1 ...... RAPID LETTUCE GROWTH 
* WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... RAPID LETTUCE GROWTH 
*''** IASTE ITEM NO0 3 .... VERMICULITE 
STATE ............. SOLID
 








GENERATION DATA ... 	 OUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 	 5.00
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.00
 
BATCH SIZE 	 5.00
 
RECLAMATION ACTION . SIFTING
 
P
NANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4 
11/3)170 RUN NO. ** 2 * 	 PAGE 199 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT CROPS 
3ROUP KEY 3...3 1
 
*0 AEUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... NO WAITE FOOD RADISH/CABBAGE
 
ASSCCIATED FPE NUMBER .
 
S/C AREAS . .......
 
* 	 WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... NO WASTE FOOD RADISH/CABBAGE 
DOCUVENT NO....... 3.o31.2.1
 




REMARKS C 1) .... INGEFINATE GROWTH
 




DENSITY .... 83.60 LBS/CUo FT.
 




COMPOSITION ...... COPCLYVINYL CHLORIDE- ACETATE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION . CLEANSING
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... VERMICULITE 
STATE ........... SOLID PARTICLES 
DENSITY ......... 10.00 LBS/CU0 FT: 
ATTRIBUTES .... 
ELEMENTS PRESENT 
COMPOSITION ....... SIC29MGOAL2031 FE203K20,CAO,H20 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. CLEANSING
 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
11130/70 	 RUN NO. 4* 2 ** 	 PAGE 200 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT CROPS 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.3.1 
** ELIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... NO WASTE FCCD RADISH/CABBAGE 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I ... NO WASTE FOOD RADISH/CABBAGF 
****%* WASTE ITEM NO- 3 .... PLANT DEBRIS 
STATE ............ ORGANIC BITS 
DENSITY .......... 22.00 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES .......
o 
ELEMENTS PRESENT C6 H1O 05 
COMPOSITION ..... CELLULOSE TRACE MINERALS 










** MANNED SPACECRAFi kASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/30/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 ** 	 PACE 201
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT CROPS
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.3.1
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ...... INCREASED C02 ON FOOD PLANTS
 
000













REMARKS ( 1) ...... INDEFINITE PERIOD
 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 1 .... PLANT DEBRIS
 
STATE ........ ORGANIC BITS
 




ELEMENTS PRESENT .. CELLULOSE
 
COMPOSITION ....... PLANT PROTIEN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. MULCH
 




DENSITY ........... 83.60 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... COPOLYVINYL CHLORIDE ACETATE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. CLEANSING
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/30/70 RUN NO- ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 202 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT CROPS
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.3.1
 
** EOUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 -.....INCREASED C02 ON FOOD PLANTS 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... INCREASED C02 ON FOOD PLANTS 
* **** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... VERMICULITE 
STATE ............. SOLID PARTICLES
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. SIFTING
 
* *** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... CARBON DIOXIDE 
STATE ............. GAS 
DENSITY ........... 12.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ......
 












RECLAMATION ACTION . SCRUBBER AND EXTRACTOR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA *
 
11/1/70 RUN NO. ** 2 *' 	 PAGE 203 




BASIC FUNCTION . . . PERFORM MISSION TASKS
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... AGRICULTURE AND ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
 
** EOUIPMENT/EXPERIvENT NO0 I .... . JAPANESE QUAIL (COLINUS) 
000
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER 

S/C 	AREAS ........ ANIMAL HOUSING
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... JAPANESE QUAIL (COLINUS) 
DOCUMENT NO. .. 3.3o2,1,1*
 
REFERENCE NO. I o. RAC TRIP REPORT 634.699.50 X 109 PLANT A
 
ND ANIMAL STUDIES, USDA 27 APPIL 1970.
 
t**''* WASTE ITEM NO0 i ... LITTER 
STATE SOLID 
DENSITY 43.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ......
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 






















** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/30170 RUN NO. ** 2 * 	 PAGE 204 




** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ...... JAPANESE QUAIL (COLINUS) 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... JAPANESE QUAIL (COLINUS) 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 FECES 
STATE ... SEPi SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 0.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS PRESENT oo 
COMPOSITION ....... NORMAL 









* * WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... URINE 
STATE ....... LICUID 






COMPOSITION . ... NORMAL
 








RECLAMATION ACTICN .. N/R
 
***i'* WASTE ITEM NO. 5 ... FOOD AND FEATHER DUST 
STATE ............. SOLID 9 AEROSOL 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA '* 
11/3TO 
 RUN 	NO. ** 2 4 PAGE 205
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... ANIMAL CROPS
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.3.2
 
*4 E)UIPMENT/EXPERIVENT NO. 
 1 ....... JAPANESE QUAIL (COLINUS)
 
4 WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... JAPANESE QUAIL (COLINUS)
 
*44*4 WASTE ITEM NO. 
 6 .... FEATHEPS
 
STATE . .... SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 
*4* WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... AMMONIA
 
STAlE . ........... GAS
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. ENTRAP
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. SCRUBBER AND EXTRACTOR
 
** 
MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENFRATION DATA 4
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 206 
S/C 	 SUBSYSTEM ANIMAL CROPS 
SROUP KEY .... 32 
*c E3UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I O...JAPANESE QUAIL (COLINUS) 
**4t WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... JAPANESE QUAIL (COLINUS) 
xC**** WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... EGG SHELLS 
STATE ......... SOLID BITS
 








GENERATICN DATA ... 	 QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTS TOTAL 	 0M7O
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.00
 
BATCH SIZE 	 0.35
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. GRIND-ADD TO FOOD
 
** MANNED SPACECRAF1 hASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 







11133170 RUN NO. ** 2 4* 	 PAGE 207 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM . MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (BI0 C)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3o4ol
 
BASIC FUNCTION .... PERFORM MISSION TASKS 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES AND BIOTECHN 
OLOGY STUDIES 
** EJUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN GENEPAL C 
ELLULAR FUNCTION
 
ASSCCIATED FPE NUMBER ... 5.25
 
S/C AREAS .o...... BIC-LABORATORY
 
***t WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... GENERAL GROWTH BEHAVIOR AND REPRODUCTION 
IN CELLS 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 3o4Ill1. 
REFERENCE NO0. 1 EXPERIMENT DROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR 
BITAL MISSION, REVISION, SEPTEMBER 1968, 
NASA OMSFo 
REFERENCE NO. 2 	 BIOLOGY - 19607 ELLIOT, A.M. RAY, C.v A 
PPELTGN-CENTURY-CROFTS INC. 
*** WASTE ITEM N0o I o.. CONTAINER 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY -......... 8.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 






GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTo TOTAL 0.60 
DAILY RATE D.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.20 
RECLAMATION ACTION oo hASH 
**4* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... GROWTH MEDIUM 
STATE ............. LIQUID 
DENSITY .......... 62°00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ MIXTURE, CONTAMINATED, ORGANIC
 




GENERATION DATA o.o 	 QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.30 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.10 
RECLAMATION ACTION 	 . N/R
 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PACE 208
 
















DENSITY ..... .. 52.24 LBS/CUo FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION oo N/R
 




DENSITY ......... 52.27 LBS/(U, FT.
 






GENERATION DATA .o QUANTITY ILBS)
 






RECLAMATICN ACTION .. UASH
 




DENSITY 52.27 LBS/CU. FT.
 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. ]ASli
 
4" MANNED SPACECRfT 'vAS1F GFNFPATION DATA *
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 * 	 PAGE 209 
S/C 	;UBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPFIMFNT (BItO C) 
GROUP KEY ..... 304O1 
** EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 1 ....... THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN GENERAL C 
ELLULAR FUNCTION 
***x WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... GENERAL GROWTH BEHAVIOR AND REPRODUCTION 
IN CELLS 
**t* * WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... PASTEUR PIPETTE 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 17.28 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASSY CONTAMINATED 
ELEPENTS PRESENT oo 
COMPOSITION .... BOROSILICATES 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTO TOTAL 0.90 
DAILY RATE 0.01 
BATCH SIZE 0o00 
RECLAMATION ACTION o. hASH 




DENSITY .......... 5900 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ RUBBERY CONTAMINATED
 












RECLAMATION ACTION oo REUSE AS IS
 
****i'* WASTE ITEM NO. 8 ,oo. STYLES-4 OORE CHAMBER 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY O.......... 8.64 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS, CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... BOROSILICATES 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 1080 
DAILY RATE 0.02 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
1I1/1/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 ** 	 0 AGE 210 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (BID C) 
;ROUPtKEY ..... 3.4.1 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I OOOOOOTHE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN GENEPAL C 
ELLULAR FUNCTION 
** WASTE SOLRCE NO. I .... GENERAL GROWTH BEHAVIOR AND REPRODUCTION 
IN CELLS 
** WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... LIGHT BULB 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 13.82 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS, DEFECTIVE 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... BOROSILICATES 







RECLAMATION ACTION .o N/R
 
***. WASTE ITEM NO. 10 .... PACKAGING MATERIAL 
STATE SOLID 
DENSITY .......... C.08 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PAPER9 PLASTIC, CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE, POLYETH4YLENE 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
***4* WASTE ITEM NO. 11 .... CARBON DIOXIDE 
STATE ....... ..... GAS 
DENSITY ......... C00 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ....... STABLE, DANGEROUS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT o0 CARBON9 OXYGEN 
COMPOSITION ....... 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. REDUCE 
** MANNED SPACECRAFH WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 14 	 PAGE 211 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (BID C)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4o1
 




*4* WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... WATNTENANCE OF NORMAL GROWTH AND REPRODU 
CTION IN FREE CELLS 
COCUMENT NO ...... 3°4°1°1.2 
REFERENCE NO. 1 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH CR
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 	 BICREGENERATIVE SYSTEMS - CONFERENCE HEL
 








PENSITY ........... 800 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
*4*44* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... GAS RESERVOIR BOTTLE 
STATE .... ........ SOLID
 
DENSITY ........ 8.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/31/70 RUN N-0 ** 2 * 	 PAGE 212 
S/C 	SU'3SYSTEM .... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT IBIO C)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4 1
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ......THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN GENERAL C 
ELLULAR FUNCTION 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO, 2 .... MAINTENANCE OF NORMAL GROWTH AND REPRODU 
CTION IN FREE CELLS 
*~*A'* WASTE ITEM NO- 3 .... CULTURE MEDIUM BOTTLE 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY . ... 8.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 













R CLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO0 4 .... CULTURE FLASK 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ....... ... 8.00 LBS/CUo FT. 














RECLAMATION ACTiON .. N/R
 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 5 SYRINGE 
STATE ......... SOLID 
DENSITY ...... 35.60 LBS/CU. FTo 




COMPOSITION . ...... POLYSTYRENE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .o N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *' 
1113)/70 RUN NO. *4 2 * PAGE 213 
SI/C SUBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPEREFENT (BIO C)
 




WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 ... 
I .......THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN GENERAL C 
ELLULAR FUNCTION 
MAINTENANCE OF NORMAL GRCWTH AND REPPROOU 
CTION IN FREE CELLS 
***B' WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... LYOPHILIZING MILK IN TUBES 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 86.40 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC, ORGANIC, CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT 
COMPOSITION POLYSTYRENE GEL 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
**4 WASTE ITEM N9. 7 .... PACKAGING MATERIAL 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... C.08 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ..... PAPER, PLASTIC, CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE, POLYSTYRENE 







RECLAMATION ACTION . REUSE AS IS
 
S***4* WASTE ITEM NO, 8 .... AUTOCLAVE WASTER WATER 
STATE ........... VAPOR 





COMPOSITION ....... WATER, IMPURITIES
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. CONDENSE, STRAIN
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/32/70 
9 
RUN 	NO0 *V' 2 ** PAGE 214 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (BID C)
 
MROUP KEY ..... 3.4.1
 
F UIPMENT/EXDERIVENT NO. I ....... THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN GENERAL C 
ELLULAP FUNCTION 
**-t WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 MAINTENANCE OF NORMAL GROWTH AND REPRODU 
CTIUN IN FREE CELtS 
*'i* hASTE ITEM NO. 9 FORWALDEHYDE 
STATE ............ LIQUID 
DENSITY .......... 00 LBS/CU0 FT0
 






GENERATICN DATA , 	 QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXP? TOTAL 	 O.OO
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.00
 
BATCH SIZE 	 0.00
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION 0ATA *4 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PACE 215
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (BIC C)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.1
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN GENERAL C 
ELLULAR FUNCTION 
*t** WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... MINERAL METABOLISM IN CELLS 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 	 3.A.t.I.3
 
REFERENCE NO. I .. 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 BACTERIAL AND MYCOTIC INFECTIONS OF MAN,
 
4TH EDITION, EDITED BY DUBOS9 RoJ.t AND
 
HIRSCHv J.G., 1965 LIPPINCOTT.
 
y ****4* WASTE-ITEM NO. l .... LYOPHILIZED MICROORGANISMS AND TUBE
 
STATE .... ..... SOLID
 
DENSITY .......... 25.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 




DENSITY ........... 34,50 LBS/CU0 FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... POLYSTYRENEt GEL
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4
 
11133/70 RUN NO. ** 2 * 	 PAGE 216 





** EJUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. i ....... THE'ROLE OF GRAVITY IN GENERAL C
 
FLLULAR FUNCTION 
4*'4 tASTE SOURCE NG, 3 .... MINERAL METLBOLISM IN CELLS 
*'*4 WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... MEDIA IN TUBES 
STATE . .... SOLID 
DENSITY . Bk.40 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ....... PLASTIC AGARGEL9 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
CCMPOSITION ....... POLYSTYRENE, GEL 
GENERATION D TA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 18.00 
DAILY RATE 0.01 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATICN ACTICN .. N/R 
t WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... SYRINGES 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 35.60 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC, CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
CONPOSITICN ....... POLYSTYRENE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION o° N/R
 





















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA
 
11/30/70 
 RUN 	NO. A* 2 4* PAGE 217 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (BIO C)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.1
 




*** VASTE SOURCE NO0 3 .... MINERAL METABOLISM IN CELLS
 
*444* WASTE ITEM NO. 6 PACKAGING MATERIAL
 
STATE ... ...... SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... Co08 LBSiCUo FT.
 




COMPOSITICN ...... POLYETHYLENE, CELLULOSE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
" MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4 
I/1)/70 RUN NO. Ac* 2 * 	 PACE 218 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEI ..... MICRJ BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (BIO C) 
3POUP KEY ..... 3,4.1 
.*EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... GENETIC STABILITY IN FREE CELLS
 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ... 5.25
 
S/C AREAS ........ BlC-LARBPATORY
 
*4* WASTE SOURCE NO. I GENETIC STABILITY IN FREE CELLS 
DOCUMENT NO. .. 	 3o4.1o2.1*
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 .o EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 	 THE EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON PELOMYX
 
A NUCLEAR AND CELLULAR DIVISION, BIOSCIE
 
NCE, JUNE 1968, VOL. 18, NO. 6v FKBERGvD
 
Po 9 SILVEREoCoI BUSHAYVJ.LO, DANIELS9
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 .. 	IHE EFFECIS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON PELOMIYX
 
A CIGFSTICN GROWTH AND LCCCMOTICN, BIOS
 
CIENCE, JUNE 1968v VOL. 18, NO, 6 PRICE
 
R.W. AND ABEL, J.H., JR.
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 1 ... CONTAINER 
STATE .... SOLID 
DENSITY ... .. 8.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES .... PLASTIC, CONTAmINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... POLYSTYRENE 







RECLAMATION ACTICN .. WASH
 
*r* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... GROWTH MEDIUM
 
STATE ......... ... LIQUID
 
DENSITY ......... 62.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ MIXTURE, CONTAMINATED9 ORGANIC
 




GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS)
 
EXPTo TOTAL 0.30 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE -0.10 
RECLAMATION ACTION N/R 
M-
ANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA t
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** ? ** 	 PACE 219 





* 	 E'UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... GENETIC STABILITY IN FREE CELLS 
4 WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... GENETIC STABILITY IN FREE CELLS 




DENSITY .......... 52.27 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION o. N/R
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. A .... ACETIC ACID, BOTTLE 
STATE ..... ....... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 52.27 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. UASH
 
*44*4 WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... STAIN, BOTTLE 
SLATE ............ SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 52.27 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. hASH
 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/3)170 RUN No ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 220
 
SIC 	SU5SYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (BIO C)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 30401
 
** E)UTPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... GENETIC STABILITY IN FREE CELLS
 
**** hASTE SOURCE NO. I .... GENETIC STABILITY IN FREE CELLS
 




DENSITY ........ 17.28 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION oo STERILIZE
 




DENSITY ........... 59.00 LBS/CUo FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ RUBBER, CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. SILICONES 
COMPOSITION ....... 







RECLAMATION ACTICN . REUSE AS IS
 




DENSITY ........... 8.64 LBS/CU0 FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS, CONTAMINATED
 
ELE'ENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION BOROSILICATES 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 1.80 
DAILY RATE 0.02 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATICN ACTION .. WASH 
** MANKED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11130/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 2 1 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (BID C)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4.1
 
** EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... GENETIC STABILITY IN FREE CELLS
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... GENETIC STABILITY IN FREE CELLS
 




DENSITY ......... 13.82 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACIION .. N/R
 




DENSITY ........... 0.08 LBS/CU0 FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE, POLYETHYLENE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .o REUSE AS IS
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3D/70 RUN RC. ** 2 *t 	 PAGE 222 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (810 C)
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.4,1
 
** EQUIDMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ...... THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN TISSUE FLI 
NCTION 
ASSCCIATED FPE NUMBER ... %25 
S/C AREAS BIC-LABORATORY 
WASTE SOURCE Uo. I 	.... ANIMAL TISSUE DEVELOPMENT
 
DOCUMENT NO. ...	 3...A.
 
PEFERENCE NO. 1 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS, REVISICN NOD. I NASA fFFI
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 o SSUE CULTUREv A MANUAL OF MATERIALS AN 
D fETHODSo BBLo 
REFERENCE NO. 3 	 CELLS AND TISSUES IN CULTURE, METHODS9 B
 
IOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY, EDITED bY WILLMER
 
9 E.N. 1965 ACADEMIC PRESS.
 




DENS17Y ........ 6.80 LBS/CU0 FT.
 




















DENSITY ........... 5.00 LPS/CUo FT0
 














RECLAMATJCN ACTION .. N/R
 
** * ITEM NO. 2 .... TISSUE CULTURE TUBES 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 *4 PAGE 223
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (BIO C) 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4.1 




* WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... ANIMAL TISSUE DEVELCPMENT
 




DENSITY ........... 190.80 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION oo N/R
 




DENSITY ........... 49C0.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. SIERILIZE
 




DENSITY .......... 9O0O0 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .0 STERILIZE
 
v* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4
 
11/3)/70 RUN NGo ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 224 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLCGY EXPERIMENT (BID C) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.1 




w*** NO. ANIPAL TISSUE DEVELOPMENT
-ASTE SOURCE I .... 





DENSITY .......... 8.00 LBS/CU0 FT0
 




















DENSITY ........... 8.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION o NIR
 




DENSITY .... 52.27 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. 1ASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT hASTE GENERATION DATA '"
 
11/32/70 RUN NC: * 2 ** 	 PACE 225
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... 'ICRO BIOLCty EXPERIMENT (BID C) 
SROUP KEY ..... 4.1 
Ac E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3. .......THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN TISSUE FU 
NCTION 
***1 WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... ANIMAL TISSUE DEVELOPMENT 




DENSITY .... o...... 35.60 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. NR
 
**,1c WASTE ITEM NO. 10 .... TISSUE CULTURE GRID 
STATE ............ SOLID
 
DENSITY ........ 190.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. STERILIZE
 




DENSITY ......... 45.12 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. hASH
 
** MANNFn SPArFr SFT IASTF flNPRATtd nATA *
 
1113)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 226
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLCGY EXPERIMENT (BIO C) 
4ROUP KEY ... 30401 
*4 E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ....... THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN TISSUE FU 
NCTION 
*'** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... ANIMAL TISSUE DEVELCPPENT 
8*4 W ITEM 12 PACKAGING




DENSITY ..... . C03 LBS/CU° FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE, POLYETHYLENE
 








RECLAMAI ION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
4 
 MANNED SPACECRAI W1ASTE GENERATION DATA *t
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO- ** 2 * 	 PACE 227
 
S/C 	3bBSYSIEM ..... MICRO RIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (BI C) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 34.1 
** E)UIDMENTlEXPERIMENT NO. 3 ....... THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN TISSUE FU 
NCTION 
***4 WASTE SOURCE NO.0 ... PLANT TISSUF DEVELOPPENT 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 	3.AI.3.2
 
REFERENCE NO. I 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS, REVISION NO. 1, NASP OMS
 
F, SEPTEMBER 1, 196.
 




**c WASTE ITEM KO, I .... SYRINGES 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 3560 LBS/CU. FT 
ATTRIBUTES PLASTIC, CONTAMINATED 
ELE'ENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... POLYSTYRENE 







RECLAMATION ACTION oo N/R
 
*** * WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... TISSUE CULTURE MEDIUM BOTTLE 
-STATE ...... SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 8.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC, CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... POLYSTYRENE 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
*' MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/30/70 RUN NO. t* 2 *" 	 PAGE 228 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM o..o MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (BIO C)
 
3ROUD KEY ... 3.4.1
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ....... THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN TISSUE FU 
NCTION 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... PLANT TISSUE DEVELOPMENT 




DENSITY ........... 8.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
***' WASTE ITEM NO.- 4 .... FORCEPS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 490.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION o. STERILIZE
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4
 
11133/70 RUN NOf * 2 ** 	 PAGE 229 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLCGY EXPERIMENT (BIC C)
 
tROUP KEY ..... 3.4.1
 
4c* FQUIPMENT/EXPERIAENT NO. 4 ...... DEVELOPMENT IN THE ANIMAL EMBRYO 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER o.. 5.25
 
S/C AREAS n........ BIC-LABORATORY
 
WASTE SOURCE NO. 	 ....
** 	 1 DEVELOPMENT IN THE ANIMAL EMBRYO
 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 	 3o4.1.4.1*
 
REFERENCE NO. i .	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONSv REVISICN NO. 1i NASA OFF
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 CELLS AND TISSUE IN CULTURE, METHODS, BI
 
OLCGY AND PHYSIOLOGY, EDITED BY WILLMER,
 
E.N., 1965 ACADEMIC PRESS.
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 VIRAL AND RICKETTSIAL INFECTIONS OF MAN,
 




4*4*4 WASTE ITEM NO. I .... PETRI DISH AND EGG SHELL 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 5.00 LBS/CUo FT. 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. NfR
 
****c* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... CURVED FORCEPS 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 490.00 LBS/CU. FT. 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. STERILIZE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT ViASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 230
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (BI0 C) 
GROUP KEY .... 3.4.1 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ....... DEVELOPMENT IN THE ANIMAL EPRRYO 
-*t* hASTE SOURCE NO. i .... DEVELOPMENT IN THE ANIMAL EMBRYO 
****# WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... STPAIGHT FORCEPS 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... %9C.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION . STERILIZE
 











COtPOSITICN .... STEEL 
GENERATION DATA . QUANTIT? ILPS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 6.30 
DAILY RATE 0.07 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. STERILIZE 











COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE, POLYETHYLENE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
** MANNED SPACECRAF1 WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NC ** 2 t* PACE 231 
S/C SUBSYSTEM . MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT BIO C) 
3ROUP KEY .... 3.4.1 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NOD 4 ..... DEVELOPMENT IN THE ANIMAL EMBRYO 
*4'v HASTE SOURCE NO. I .... DEVELOPMENT IN THE ANIMAL EfBRYO 
****t WASTE ITEM NO, 6 PAPER TOWEL 
STATE .... o........ SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 6.07 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT HASTE GENERATION DATA t 
11/33/70 RUN NO. '* 2 Nt* 	 PAGE 232
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (BIO C)
 
GROUP KEY .... 3,4.1
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ...... HOST-PARASITE RELATIONSHIPS
 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ooo 5.25
 
S/C AREAS ....... BIC-LABORATORY
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... HOST-PARASITE RELATIONSHIPS
 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 	 3. 1I5.1*
 
REFERENCE NO. I .. 	EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS, REVISION NO. 1, NASA OMS
 
F, SEPTEMBER 1, 1969.
 




DENSITY ........... 8.64 LBS/CU0 FT0
 




















DENSITY o.o ........ 8.64 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 




DENSITY ........... 86.40 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
I1/3)/70 RUN NO.-' 2 * 	 PAGE 233
 




EFQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ....... HOST-PARASITE RELATIONSHIPS 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... HOST-PARASITE RELATICNSHIPS 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... MEDIA IN PLATES 
STATE ............ o SOLID
 
DENSITY . .... 3450 LBS/CU. FT.
 















RECLAMATION ACTICN o. NIR
 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... INNOCULATING NEEDLES 
STATE .. o......... SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 0.30 LBSICU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
#**4* WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... SYRINGES 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........ 35.60 LBS/CU. FT. 














RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAF1 WASTE GENERATION DATA 4 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 234
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (BIO C)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.1
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ... .... HOST-PARASITE RELATIONSHIPS 
* * WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... HOST-PARASITE RELATICNSHTPS 




DENSITY ........ 0.00 LBSICU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




DENSITY ........... 6.07 LBSICUC FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .o fiR
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... PACKAGING MATERIAL 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... C.08 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PAPER1 PLASTIC9 CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT oo 
COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE? POLYETHYLENE 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3J/70 RUN Ng. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 235 
S/C 	SULBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (BID C) 
3ROUP KEY .. 3.41 
t E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 6 ..... BIORYTHMS IN MICROORGANISMS 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER -o. 5.25
 
S/C AREAS ......... BIO-LABOPATORY
 
***, WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... BIORYTHMS IN MICROORGANISMS 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 	 3.4.i.6.14c 
REFERENCE NO. 1 .I 	EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS, REVISION NO. 1, NASA OFF
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 	 DIAGNESTiC MICROBIOLOGY, 1966 2ND EDITIO
 




REFERENCE NO. 3 THE COMBINED EFFECT OF WEIGHTLESSNESS AN
 
D RADIATION ON INACTIVATION AND MUTATION
 
ETC. DESERRES F.J.o WEBBER,B.3. JUNE 1
 
968, BIOSCIENCE VOLUME 18, NO. 6.
 
WASTE ITEM NO. 1 ... LYOPHILIZED NEUROSPORAv H20, TURES 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ... .... 8.64 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS9 CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... BOROSILICATES 










***t4* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... LYOPHILIZING MILK IN TUBES
 
STATE ........ .... SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 86.40 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC, ORGANIC9 CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT o 
COMPOSITION ...... POLYSTYRENE 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 236
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (BI0 C) 
GROUP KEY ..... 3o4o1 
4* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 6 .,..o..BIORYTHMS IN MICROORGANISMS
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... BIORYTHMS IN MICROORGANISMS
 




DENSITY a.......... 86.40 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION .... POLYSTYRENEv AGAR GEL
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
****c* WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... SYRINGES 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 35.60 LBS/CU. FT.
 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 





DENSITY ........... 0.30 LBS/CU FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GEEPATION CATA ** 
11133170 RUN NO. 2 ** I PAGE 237 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (810 C) 
GROUP KEY ..... 3o 4o1 
* F)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 6 ...... BIORYTHMS IN MICROORGANISMS 
* * HASTE SOURCE NO0 I .... BICRYTHMS IN MICROORGANISMS 
****4 WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... 0 APER TOWELS 
STATE ....o ........ SOLID 















RECLAMATION ACTICN .. N /R
 











COMPOSITION ...... POLYETHYLENE, CELLULCSE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .o REUSE AS IS
 
*- MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATICN DATA ** 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 238
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (BID C)
 
SROUP KEY .... 3a4o1
 
* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 . WEIGHTLESSNESS AND MOLFCULAR REA 
CTIONS IN VITRO
 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ... 5.25
 
S/C AREAS ......... BIG-LABORATORY
 
**'* WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... IEIGTLESSNESS AND MOLECULAR REACTIONS IN 
VITRO 
DGCUMENT NO0 ...... 3.4o1.7.l* 
REFERENCE NO. I o. 	EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS, REVISICN NO. INASA O1SF
 
v SEPTEMBER IT 1969
 
**4*4* WASTE ITEM NO. I .... REAGENT BOTTLES 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 8.00 LBS/CU. FT0 














RECLAMATION ACTION 	 0 kASH / 
** *** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... PAPER TOWELS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... COLORIMETRIC BLANKS 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 8.6A LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATICN ACTION .. IASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATICN DATA ** 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 	4* PACE 239 
S/C 	SUBSYSTFM ..... MICRO BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT (BIG C)
 
MROUP KEY ..... 3.4.1
 
* 	 EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ....... WEIGHTLESSNESS AND MQLECULAR REA 
CTIONS IN VITRO 
**** 	 IASTE SOURCE NO. I .... WEIGTLESSNESS AND MOLECULAR REACTIONS TN 
VITRO 




DENSITY ............ 13 82 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
*~** WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... PACKAGING MATERIAL 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 0,08 LBSICU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PAPER, PLASTIC, CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT ..
 
CCMPOSITICN ....... CELLULOSE, POLYETHYLENE
 
GENERATIGN DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION . REUSE AS 	IS
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
1113)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 --	 PAGE 240
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
"ROUP KEY . 3.4.2
 
BASIC FUNCTION ... PERFORM MISSION TASKS
 


















REFERENCE NO. I 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EAPTH OR
 
BITAL MISSION REVISION DATA MAY 1969, NA
 
SA OFFICE MANNED SPACE
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 MANOMETRIC TECHNIQUES- 4TH EDITICN 19649
 
'JMBRIET,W W BURRISR.H. STAUFFER
 
J.F. BURGESS PUBLISHING CO.
 
REFERENCE NOD. 3 	 EXPERIMENTS IN GENETICS WITH DROSOPHILA
 




**W*** WASTE ITEM NO. I .... CARBON DIOXIDE
 
STATE . ....... ... GAS
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .0 REDUCE
 
****4* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... YEAST SOLUTIONBOTTLE 
STATE ............. SOLID GELv GLASS 






COMPOSITION ...... ORGANIC BOROSILICATES
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATlON DAA ­
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 	** PAGE 241 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.2
 




* 	*' WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... THE INVERTEBRATE ORCANISMS AND ITS LIFE 
CYCLE 
*t**4* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... WATCH GLASS 
STATE ... ......... SOLID GLASS 















RECLAMATICN ACTION .. WASH
 
*v4*** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... COUNTING PLATE 
STATE ........... SOLID GLASS 
DFNSITY .... ...... 42.17 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ... CONTAMINATED 
EIFMENTS PRESENT o 
COMPOSITION ....... BOROSILICATES 







RECLAMATION ACTION . WASH
 
****4* WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... FORCEPS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........ 49C.00 LBS/CUo FT. 
















*' MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *t 
11/1)/70 RUN NO * 2 *, PAGE 242
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
;POUP KEY ..... 3.42 
AN '3U1PIENT/EXPERIMENT NO. .. THE INVERTEBRATE ORGANISM AND IT 
S LIFE CYCLE 
t* WASTE SOLRCE NC. I .... THE INVERTEBRATE ORGANISMS AND ITS LIFE 
CYCLE 
KotrA WASTE ITEM NO. .... BRUSH 
STAIE ........ SOLID METAL 
DENSITY .......... 490.00 LBS/CU. FT. 




CCMPOSITION ....... S1EEL, CAMEL HAIR
 






BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
,,ASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... 
STATE ............ SOLID
 
DENSITY .......... 52,87 LBS/CU, FT.
 










ENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 0.24 
fAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.04 
RECLAMATION ACTION oo NONE 
i**c- WASTE ITEM NO. 8 ANAESTHESIZING CHAMBER 
STATE ...... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... CO70 LBS/CUo FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. hASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CACA * 
11/30/70 RUN NO. *t 2 *4 	 PACE 243 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT 
SROUP KEY ..... 3.4.2 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... THE INVERTEERATE ORGANISM AND IT 
S LIFE CYCLE 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I THE INVERTEBRATE ORGANISMS AND ITS LIFE 
CYCLE 




















RECLAMATION ACi ION .. NONE
 




DENSITY ........ 0.08 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... POLYETHYLENE, CELLULOSE
 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 0.75 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.25 
RECLAMATION ACTION oo REUSE AS
 
** * WASTE ITEM NO. Ll .... FECES 
STATE .,......... SOLID
 
DENSITY .T....... 0.00 LBS/CUo FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 44 
11/30/70 RUN NO ** 2 	** PAGE 244 
































RECLAMATION ACTION oo NONE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION 	DATA 
 4
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PACE 245
 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4.2
 
s* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN MORPHOGEN 
ESIS 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER o o 5.26 
S/C AREAS ......... BIC-LABORATORY 
*4* WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN FMORPHOGENESIS 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 	 34.2.2.1*
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 .1 	EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH,OR
 
BITAL MISSION REVISION DATED MAY 1969, N
 
ASA OFFICE MANNED SPACE
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 CULTURE METHODS IN INVERTEBRATE ANINALS
 
1937 GALTSOFFY PAUL S. LUTZ9 FRANK E.
 




REFERENCE NO. 3 .o EFFECT ON A FLOOR BEETLE OF IRRIDATICN D
 
URING SPACE FLIGHT9 JUNE 19n8, SLATER, J
 
OHN V. BUCKHOLD, BRENDA TOBIAS, C..
 
BIOSCIENCE VOLUME 18, NOD6 595-597
 





















RECLAMATION ACTION . WASH
 
4*4** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... BOTTLE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 6.70 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES .... o... PLASTIC, CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... 	POLYSTYRENE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
#4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 246
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3o4o2 
*4 EQUIPMENT/FXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN MORPHOGEN 
ESTS 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN MCRPHOGENESIS 
****N WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... SPATULA 
STATE ...... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 20.00 LBS/CUO FT0 
ATTRIBUTES ....... PLASTIC, CONTAMINATED 
ELEVENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... POLYSTYRENE 
GENERATICN DATA ., QUANTITY (LBS) 





RECLAMATION ACTION . WISH
 
**-* WASTE ITEM NO. -4 .... BRUSH 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 49C.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL, CAMELS HAIR 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... STEELV CAMELS HAIR 
GENERATIEN DATA o0 QUANTITY CLES) 
EXPT. TOTAL 2.79 
DAILY RATE 0.03 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION oo fASH 




DENSITY .......... 49000 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. LASH
 
4* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4 
11J33/70 RUN NO. N-* 2 ' 	 PAGE 247 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4.2
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN MORPHOGEN
 
ESIS 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... ThE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN rORPHOGENESIS 




DENSITY ........... 0.08 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ...... CELLULOSE7 POLYETHYLENE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION REUSE AS IS
 




DENSITY ........ 0.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ STABLE, DANGEROUS
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. CO
 
COMPOSITION ...... CARBON, OXYGEN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .o REDUCE
 
**#*** WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... hATER 
STATE ............. LIQUID 
DENSITY ........... 0.00 LBS/CUD FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ MIXTURE, EXPIRED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. HO 
COMPOSITION ....... HYDROGEN, OXYGEN 
GENERATICN DATA ooo QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 0.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 248 
S/C SURSYSTFM .... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT 
;ROUP, KEY . .... 3.4.2 
44 EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... 	 TRE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN MORPHOGEN 
ESIS 
*** hASTE SOURCE NO. I a... THE RCLE OF GRAVITY IN MCRPHOGENESIS 
vv* WASTE ITEM NO. 9 ... FECES 
STATE ...o ...... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... G.00 LBS/CUo FT0 
ATTRIBUTES ORGANIC9 CUNTAMINATEO 
ELEENTS PRESENT .. 
CeMPOSITION ....... CRGANIC
 








RFCLAMATICN ACTICN oo NONE 
** IkANNED SPACFCRAFT WASTE GNERATION CAlA *4 
11/33/70 RUN NP. ** 2 ** PAGE 249 
S/C SUBSYSTEM INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT 
GROUP KEY 3.4.2 
**.EMUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ...... 




ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ooo 5.26
 
S/C AREAS ......... BIG-LABORATORY
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 250 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .... INVFRTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.2
 
*4 EUIPMENT/EXPERIPENT NO. 4 ...... THE ROLL OF GRAVITY IN AGING IN 
INVERTEBRATES
 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMEER ooo 5.26
 
S/C AREAS ......... BIO-LABORATORY
 
** WASTE SOURCE NOD. I .... THE ROLL OF GRAVITY IN AGING IN INVERTEB 
RATES 
DOCUMENT NO. 34.2.4.1 
REFERENCE NO. 1 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSION REVISED DATED MAY 19699 NA
 
SA OFFICE OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT.
 
REFERENCE NOD. 2 CULTURE METHODS IN INVERTEBRATE ANIMALS
 
1937v GALTSOFFv PAUL S. LUTZ, FRANK E.
 
WELCH? PAUL S. NEEDHAMv JAMES G.
 
**** WASTE ITEM NOD. .... CARBCN DIOXIDE 
STATE ...... . GAS 
DENSITY ........... 0.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ STABLE? DANGEROUS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT o 
COMPOSITION ....... CARSONv OXYGEN 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. REDUCE
 
****'* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... FECES 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ......... C000 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ ORGANIC 9 CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .o 
COMPOSITION ....... CRGANIC 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT VASTE GENERATION DATA * 
1i/3J170 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 251 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.2
 
* 	 EQU1PMEN/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ...... THE ROLL OF GRAVITY IN AGING IN 
INVERTEBRATES 
*e** 	 WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... THE ROLL OF GRAVITY IN AGING IN INVERTEB 
RATES 




DENSITY ...... 0.00 LBS/CUO FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ....... MIXTURE? EXPIRED
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. hO
 
COMPOSITION ....... HYDROGENV OXYGEN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION o© NONE
 
***~ WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... DROPPING BOTTLE WITH MILK AND WATER 
STATE .......... SOLID SUSPENSION 





COMPOSITION ....... ORGANIC, BOROSILICATES
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
**** WASTE ITEMNO. 5 .... ANAESTHESIZING CHAMBER 
STATE ....... SOLID 
DENSITY 6.70 LBS/CUo FT0 






GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS2
 
EXPT. TOTAL 18.00 
- DAILY RATE 0.20 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT eSTE GENERATION DATA * 
II/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 	*A PAGE 252 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
3ROUP KEY .... 3.4.2
 
** EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ..... 	 TE ROLL OF GRAVITY IN AGING IN 
TNVFRTEBRATES 
* 4 WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... THE ROLL CF GRAVITY IN AGING IN INVERTEB 
RATES 
****x* WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... WIRE MESH CAGE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 100.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... STEEL 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXDT. TOTAL 1.50 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
3ATCH SIZE 1.50 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH 
** * WASTE ITEM NO.-- 7 .... WATCH GLASS 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 5.16 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS 
FLEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... BOROSILICATES 
CENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 9.00 
DAILY RATE 0.10 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION ..o ASH 




DENSITY ........... 42.17 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION . VASH
 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT 'AASTEGENERATION DATA *"
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 253
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4.2
 
4* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ....... THE ROLL OF GRAVITY IN AGING 1N 
INVERTESRATES




***** WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... FORCEPS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 490.00 LBS/CU. FT. 






GENERATION DATA 	 QUANTITY {LBS)
0.0 

EXPT. TOTAL 6.30 
DAILY RATE 0.07 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
** *** WASTE ITEM NO. 10 .... BRUSH 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 490.00 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ....... METAL9 ORGANIC, CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... STEEL, CAMELS HAIR 
GENERATION DATA .. o QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 2.79
 






***** WASTE ITEM NO. 11 .... COTTEN PLUG? GAUZE 
STATE ....... SOLID
 
DENSITY .......... 13.77 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ... ..o CELLULOSE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .0 NONE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
RUN 	NO. *1 2 '-* PAGE 254i1/3)/70 

S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 








THE ROLL OF GRAVITY IN AGING IN INVERTEB









DENSITY ......... 0.08 LBS/CU0 ITo
 
CONTAMINATED






















RFCLAMATION ACTION .. 
REUSE AS IS
 
DATA *' * r'ANNED SPACCTPAFT WASTE GFNERATION 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. *' 2 	** PAGE 255 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
;ROUP KEY .... 42
 




ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER . 5.26
 
S/C AREAS ........ BIC-LABORATOPY
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO I .... MUTABILITY IN ADULT DROSOPHILA 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 	3.4o2.5o1
 
PEFERENCE NO. I oo 	EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDE EARTH ORB
 
ITAL MISSION REVISION DATED MAY 19699 N
 
ASA OFFICE OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT.
 
atREFERENCE NO. 2 	 CULTURE METHODS FOR INVERTERRATE ANIMALS
 
197 9 GALSTOFF9 PAUL Soy LUTZ9 FRANK E.,
 




** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA * 
113)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 	** PAGE 256 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.2
 
*, EQUIPMENT/EXPERIiENT NO. 5 ...... 	GE-NETIC PHENOMINA IN INVERTEBRAT 
ES 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... RADIATION REPAIR MECHANISMS IN CHRCHOSJM 
ES
 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 3.4.2o5o2
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 o. EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH fR 
BTTAL MISSION PEVISICN DATED MAY 1969, 
NASA OFFICE OF MANNET SPACE FLIGHT 
REFERENCE NO. 2 CULTURE r'ETHODS FOR INVEPTEBRATE ANIMALS 
1937.GALTSOFFIPAUL S. LUIZ, FRANK E. 
WELCH9 PAUL S. NEEDhPMv JAES C. CUPST 
OC PUBLISHING CO. 
* * * NASTE ITEM NO. I .... VIALS 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 51.84 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATIRIaUTES ...... LSS 9 CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS 0RESFNT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... BOROSILICATES 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. hASH
 
**** * WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... COTEN PLUGS 
STAlE ............ SOLID
 
DENSITY ........ 1377 LBS/CU FT.
 














RFCLAMATICN ACTICN .. NONE
 
v* HAtNE9 SPACECRAFT YASTE GENERATION DAIA
 
11/3)170 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 257
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
3ROUP KEY .. 3.4.2
 













DENSITY ....... 52°87 LBS/CUo FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 




DENSITY . 4900O0 LBS/CU0 FT.
 












BATCH SIZE 0 00
 
RECLAMATION ACTICN .. WASH
 




DENSITY .......... 52.87 LBS/CU0 FT0
 














RECLAMATION ACTION . NONE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN 	NO. ** 2 ** PACE 258 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT 
ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.2 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 	 5 .....OGENETIC PHENOMINA IN INVERTEPRAT 
ES 
to** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... 	RADIAUION REPAIR MECHANISMS IN CFRUMOSOM 
ES 
****I* WASTE ITEM NO, 6 v... ANAESTHESIZING CHANBER 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... Co70 LBS/CUO FT. 
ATTRIBUTES PLASTIC, CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT o 
CONPOSITION ....... POLYSTYRENE 







REClAMATION ACTION .. LASH
 
*,-*"* WASTE ITEM NO. -7 .... PACKAGING MATFRIAL 
STATE ....... SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 0.08 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES .... PLASTIC, PAPER 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION .. POLYETHYLENF CELLULOSE 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
EXPTo TOTAL 3.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.25 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS 
*t**, WASTE ITEM NO. B .. ,. BRUSH 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ......... 490,00 LHS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUFES .... o METAL9 ORGANIC, CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT , 
COMPOSITICN ....... STEEL, CAMEL HAIR 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT, TOTAL 2.79 
DAILY RATE 0.03 
BATCH SIZE O.OD 
RECLAMATICN ACTION oW AASH 
*' MANNED SPACECPAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *' 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 259
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT 
3ROUP KEY 3.4.2 
*' E)UIPMENTIEXPERIMENT NO. 5 ....... GENETIC PHENOMINA IN INVERTEBRAT 
ES 
***1 WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 RACIATICN REPAIR MECHANISMS IN CFROMOSOM 
ES 




DENSITY .......... 5.16 LBS/CUo FT.
 

















**** WASTE ITEM NO. 10 ... WIRE MESH CAGE
 
STATE . ....... SOLID
 

















RECLAMATION ACTION . WASH
 








ATTRIBUTES ...... STABLE9 DANGEROUS
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. HO
 
COMPOSITION ....... CARBENv OXYGEN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. REDUCE
 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA t*
 
11/3)/70 RUN Nfl. ,* 2 	** PAGE 260 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
;ROUP KEY ... 3.4.2
 
* 	 E)UIPMEN1/EXPERIMENT NOt 5 ....... GENETIC PHENCMINA IN Ir1VEPTrDRAT 
ES 
4*4 WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... RADIATION REPAIR MECHANISMS IN C4q{pfrS'i 
cS 
*4 * WASTE ITEM NO. 12 .... WATER 
STATE ............ LIOUID 
DENSITY .......... C.O0 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ IYTURFv EXDIRFD 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. HO 
COMPOSITION ....... HYDROGEN, OXYGEN 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LDS) 
EXPT TOTAL 0.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 13 .... FECES 
STATE ....... ..... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 0.00 L5S/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ...... ORCANIC, CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... ORGANIC 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANfITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION . NONE 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WAS1E GENEPATION DATA 4* 
11/33/70 RUN NOz * 2 *N 	 PAGE 261 
S/C SUBSYSTEM .-. INVERTEBRATES EXPERIM~iT
 
?ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.2
 
EtEUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 6 ...... BIORYTHMICITY IN INVERTEBRATES
 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ... 5.26 
S/C AREAS ......... BIC-LABORATORY 
t*#* WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... CIRCADIAN RYTHMS IN INVERTEBRATES 
DOCUMENT NO ... 	 3o1o2:6.1
 
REFERENCE NO. I 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OB
 
ITkL MISSICN REVISION DATED MAY 19699 N
 
ASA OFFICE OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 CULTURE METHODS FOR INVERTEBPATE ANIMAMS 
-" IS379GALTSOFFiPAUL So LUTZVFRANK E. W 
ELCHQP4UL S. NEEDHAN, JAMES G. COMST 
OCK PUBLISHING CO. 
*4* WASTE ITEM NO. I .... BELL JAR 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ....... 8.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ...... PLASTIC, CONTAMINATED 
ELEWENTS PRESENT , 
COMPOSITION ....... POLYSTYRENE 








RECLAMATICN ACTICN .. VASH
 
***i* WASTE ITEM N%. 2 .. , WATER 
STATE ............. LIQUID 
DENSITY ........... 62.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ MIXTURE, EXPIRED
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT o. HO
 
COMPOSITION ....... HYDROGEN, OXYGEN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. *A 2 *4 DAGE 262
 
SIC ;URSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPEPIMENT
 
3ROUP KEY .... 3,4.2
 
4* EZUIPMENT/EXPERIVENT NO. 6 .... ,.BIORYTHMICITY IN INVEPTEeRATES 
*44* WASTE SORCE NO. I .... CIRCADIAN RYTHNS IN INVEPTEBRATES 
**'* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... WIRE MESH 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 1OC.OO LBS/CUo F. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL, CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... STEEL 
GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTO TOTAL 0.36 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.12 
RECLAMATION ACTICN .. WASH 
****I* WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... C-EESE CLOTH 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 13.77 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ TEXTILE,CONTAMINATFD 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
CCMPOSITION ...... CELLULOSE 
GGNERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT, TOTAL 0,03 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE 
***l* WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... WATCH GLASS 
STATE ........ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 5016 LBS/CU. FT. 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA *'­
I1/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 * 	 PAGE 263
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
;ROUP KEY .... 3.4.2
 
c* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIENT NO. 6 ....... BIOPYTHMICITY IN INVERTEPRAIES 
A*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I. CIRCADIAN RYTHMS IN INVERTEBRATES 




DENSITY .... 490.00 LBSICU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTICN oo WASH
 




DENSITY ........... 490,00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... STEELCAMELS HAIR
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
**144* WASTE ITEM NO. 8 CARBON DICXIDE
 
STATC . ........... GAS
 
DENSITY .0....... 0.00 LBS/CU0 Fl.
 




COMPOSITION CARBON AND OXYGEN
 










** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
1113D/70 RUN NC. 4 2 t* 	 PAGE 264 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMFNT 
3ROUP KEY .... 3.4.2 
*4 EIUIPkENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 6 ..... 3IORYTHMICITY IN ENVFRTEPRATES 
~*J* WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... CIRCADIAN RYTHVS IN INVERTEBRATES 




DENSITY ........... 0.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ...... ORGANIC 1 CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... ORGANIC
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
*4*s WASTE-ITEM NO. £0 .... PACKAGING MATERIAL 
STATE ............ SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 0.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE, POLYETHYLENE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *' 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 265
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT 
3ROUP KEY .... 3.4.2 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERUMENT NO. 6 ......BIORYTHMICITY IN INVERTEPRATES
 
C** 	 WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... BICRYTHMICITY IN FIDDLER CRABS 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 	 3.4.2.6.2
 
REFERENCE NO. I 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENTED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSION PEVISION DATED MAY 1969? N
 
ASA OFFICE OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 	 CULTURE METHODS IN INVERTEBRATE ANIMALS
 
1937, GALTSTAFFPAUL S. LUTZjFRANK E.
 




***'@ WASTE ITEM NO. I .... AQUARIUM TANK 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 10o45 LBS/CU0 FT. 












RECLAMATICN ACTION oo WASH
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. kASH
 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
11/33/70 RUN NC. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 266
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... ENVERTEBRATES EXPEPIMENT 
3ROUP KEY ..... 34.2 
E 6 	 INVERTEERATES
)UIPMENT/FXPERIMENT NO. ....... BIORYTHMICITY IN 
*4* WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... BICRYTHMICITY IN FIDDLER CRABS 
****I* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... WATER 
STATE ............. LIQUID 
DENSITY ........... 62.00 LBSICU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ MIXTURE, CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . HO 
COMPOSITION ....... HYDROGEN, OXYGEN 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTO TOTAL 5.40 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZF 1.80 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. STERILIZE 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... AQUATIC PLANTS 
STATE ......... SOLID 
DENSITY ..... 15.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 













RECLAMATION ACTION o REUSE AS IS
 




DENSITY ........... 6.70 LBS/CU. FT.
 

















*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ' 
11/30/70 	 RUN NO. ** 2 ** ' PAGE 267
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4.2
 
*4 EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 6 ....... BIORYTHMICITY IN INVERTEERATES 
** tASTE SOURCE NO0 2 . BICRYTHMICITY IN FIDDLER CRABS 
*#*** WASTE ITEM NO. 6 ... YEAST AND DROPPING BOTTLE 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY .......... 52.87 LBS/CUo FT.
 




COMPOSITION .... YEAST AND BOROSILICATES
 








RECLAMATICN ACTION . MUST BE ACTIVATED
 
7 ** * WASTE-ITEM NO. 7 .... PACKAGING MATERIAL 
STATE ....... SOLID 
DENSITY 0.08 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC AND PAPER CCNTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE AND POLYTHELENE 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
*' MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTF GENERATION DATA *4 
A Reproduced Copy 
OF
 
Reproduced for NASA 
by the 
NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility 
FFNo 672 Aug 65
 
A Reproduced Copy 
OF 
Reproduced for NASA 
by the 
NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility 
FFNo 672 Aug 65
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 268 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
GROUP KEY .... 3.4.2
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ...... BEHAVIOR INFLUENCES IN INVERTEBR 
ATES
 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ... 5.26
 
S/C AREAS ......... BIC-LABORATORY
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... BEI-AVIOR INFLUENCES IN BEES 
DOCUMENT NO ..... 	 3.4.2.7.1
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 .. 	EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSION REVISION DATED MAY 1969, N
 
ASA OFFICE OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .. 	 CULTURE METHODS FOR INVERTEBRATE ANIMALS 
1937,GALTSOFFtPAUL S. LUTZIFRANK E. W
 




****** WASTE ITEM NO. 1 .... VIALS 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ....... .... 51.84 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTIGN .. WASH
 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... COTTON PLUGS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 13.77 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
** MANtEO SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 269 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM t... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
3ROUP IEY ..... 3.4.2
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ....... BEHAVIOR INFLUENCES IN INVERTEBR 
ATES 
*4* WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... BEHAVIOR INFLUENCES IN BEES 
**4*4* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... LICUID POLLEN1 BOTTLE 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 52.87 LBSfCU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ ORGANIC, GLASS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ...... ORGANIC, BOROSILICATES 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY ILES) 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.48 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.04 
RECLAMATION ACIION .. IASH 
* *** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... ANAETHESIZING AGENT, BOTTLE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 52 87 LBSICUC FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASSLIQUID. DANGERCUS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... ANAESTHETIC, GLASS 
GENERATION DATA ... DUANTITY iLBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.48 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.04 
RECLAMATION ACTION , NONE 
***e' WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... ANAESTHESIZING CHAMBER 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 670 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC, CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... POLYSTYRENE 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL L8.00 
DAILY RATE 0.20 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH 
"* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENEPATION DATA * 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 44 	 PAGE 270 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4.2
 
*4 EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ....... BEHAVIOR INFLUENCES IN INVERTEBR
 
ATES 
**** VASTE SOURCE NO. I .... BEHAVIOR INFLUENCES IN BEES 
4*4*4* WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... FORCEPS 
STArE ............... SGLID 
DENSITY ........... 49C.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL, CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... STEEL 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 6.30 
DAILY RAIE 0.07 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. hASH 
4*4*4* WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... BRUSH 
STATE ..... ,..... SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 490.00 LBS/CU0 FTo 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METALS CAMELS HAIR, CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... STEEL, CAMELS HAIR 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS3 
EXPTo TOTAL 2.79 
DAILY RATE 0.03 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... hATCH GLASS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 5.16 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS,CDNTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... BOROSILICATES 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 9.00 
DAILY RATE 0.10 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. hASH 
P4
ANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 271 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIENT
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.2
 
*t EAUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ......BEHAVIOR INFLUENCES IN INVERTEBR 
ATES 
* ** WASTE SOURCE NCO. I .... BEHAVIOR INFLUENCES IN BEES 
****4* WASTE ITEM NO0 9 .... WIRE CAGE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 6.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... STEEL 
GENFRATICN DATA .o. QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT4 TOTAL 1.50 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 1.50 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. kASH 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 10 .... PACKAGING MATERIAL 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 0.08 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC, PAPERKCONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE, POLYVINYL 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 3.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.25 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS 




DENSITY ........... 0.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ STABLE, DANGEROUS
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. C02
 
COMPOSITION ....... CARBON, OXYGEN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION *. REDUCE
 
&* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 4 PAGE 272 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3,4.2
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ....... BEHAVIOR INFLUENCES IN INVERTEBR 
ATES 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... BEhAVIOR INFLUENCES IN BEES 
*** * ASTE ITEM NO. 12 .... ATER 
STATE ............. LICUID 
DENSITY ........... 0.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ EXPIRED ORGANIC 
ELEVENTS PRESENT .. H2CH 
COMPOSITION ....... WATER HYDROGEN 








RECLAMATION ACTION . NONE
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 13 .... FECES 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ............. 0.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION . NONE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/30/70 RUN NO, ** 2 *' 	 PACE 273
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4.2
 
** EDUIPENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ....... BEHAVIOR INFLUENCES IN INVERTEBR 
ATES 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... ORIENTATION AND GEOSENSING IN SPIDERS 
DOCUMENT NO .. 	 3o4.2o7,2
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSION REVISION DATED MAY 1969v
 
NASA OFFICE OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 00 CULTURE METHODS FOR INVERTEBRATE ANIMALS 
1937vGOLTSOFFvPAUL S. LUTZFRANK . W 
ELCHv PAUL S. NEEOHAMiJAMES G. CGMST 
OCK PUBLISHING CO. 
REFERENCE NOb- 3 .. 	 ALL LIQUID POLLEN SUBSTITUTE FOR HONEY B
 
EE COLCNIES, AMERICAN BEF J 10(4)134
 
-135 1967,WEAVER, NEVIN, CHANTHCNISA.R0
 
** WASTE ITEM NO. I .... WIRE MESH CAGE 
STATE i ............ SOLID
 
DENSITY ......... 100.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
* *** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... FECES 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
11/30170 RUN NO. ** 2 4* PAGE 274 
S/C SUBSYSTEM *.... INVERTEBRATES EXPERIMENT
 
GROUP KEY oo.. 3.4.2
 




*kt4* WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... ORIENTATION AND GEOSENSING IN SPIDERS
 
**& WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... CARBON DIOXIDE 
STATE ............. GAS 
DENSITY ........... 0.00 LBS/CU. FTo 




COMPOSITION .°o.... CARBON AND OXYGEN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION -o REDUCE
 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 o.o. WATER
 
STATE voo ......... LICUID
 
DENSITY . 0.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ MIXTURE EXPIRED
 
FLEMENTS PRESENT .. H20
 
COMPOSITION ....... HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 




DENSITY .. ooooo.,, 0o00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION o. REUSE AS IS
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4
 
11/3D/70 RUN NO. 4* 2 -* 	 PACE 275 
S/C 	SUBSYSFEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.3
 
BASIC FUNCTION ..........	 PERFORM MISSION TASKS
o 









ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ...
 




**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... THE RCLE OF GRAVITY IN CARDIOVASCULAR FU 
NCTION 
DOCUMENT NO . ...... 3o4A3.1.l* 
REFERENCE NO. I .o 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS REVISION DATED V4Y 1969,
 
NASA OFFICE OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .. 	GRCTH INCLUDING REPRODUCTION ANC MORPHO
 
LOGICAL DEVEL.v B10. HANDBOOKS 19 6 2P ED.
 
BY ALTMAN P.L., AND DITTMER 0.S.t FED.
 
OF AMERICAN SOCIETIES FOR EXPEFIMENTAL B
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 .. 	COMPARATIVE ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY 1961 SECON
 
D EDITION, PROSSER C.L. AND BROWN F.A.
 
JR.; W0 B. SAUNDERS & CO.
 
REFERENCE NO. 4 	 STANDARD VALUES IN NUTRITION AND METABOL
 
ISM 1953, EDITED BY ALBRITTON E.C., VRIG
 
HT AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER, WRIGHT-PATTER
 
SON AIR FORCE BASE, OHIO.
 
REFERENCE NO. 5 .	 ANIMALS FOR RESEARCH-PRINCIPALS OF BREED
 
ING AND MANAGEMENT 1963, EDITED BY LANE
 
PETER W., ACADEMIC PRESS,
 




DENSITY ........... 10Co00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. IASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 4* 	 PACE 276 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4.3
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I .O.... THE RCLE nF GRAVITY IN CARDIOVAS 
CULAR FUNCTICN 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .I.. THE ROLE CF GRAVITY IN CARDICVASCULAR FU 
NCTION 
**** * WASTE ITEM NO. 2 FOOD DISH 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ....... 8.64 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ....... PLASTIC CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ...... POLYSTYRENE 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 2.70 
DAILY RATE 0.04 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. IASH 
****t* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 -.. WATER BOTTLE 
STATE ........ SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 46.66 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... BOROSILICATES 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY {LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 45.00 
DAILY RATE 0.75 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... IIPES WITH BACTERICIDE HAIR 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 6.07 LRS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ ORGANIC PAPFR , BACTERICIDE 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... ORGANIC PAPER , BACTERICIDE 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 8.40 
DAILY RATF 0.14 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION o N/R 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT vASTE GENERATION DATA *V­
11/3)470 RUN NO. *' 2 a PAGE 277 
S/C SUBSYSTEM . SMALL VFRTEBRATES EXPERIENTS
 
GROUP KEY .... 3.4.3
 
*4 EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. i ....... THE RCLE OF GRAVITY IN CARDIOVAS 
CULAR FUNCTICN 
**~W ASTE SOURCE NO. I .... THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN CARDIGVASCULAR FU 
NCTION 
**'* * WASTE ITEA NO. S .... URINEVFECESPAPER TeELIFECAL COLLECTBAG
 
STATE .......... SCLUD LIQUID
 
DENSITY ........ 134.78 LBS/CU. FT0
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. IMS
 
**m*~ WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... PACKAGING MATERIAL 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... C.08 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/30/70 RUN NO% ** 2 4 	 PAGE 278 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4.3
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... THE LIFE CYCLE OF RODENTS 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER o.o
 




** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... PREGNANCY AND GROWTH IN THE MAPMALIAN OR 
GANISM 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 3.4.3.2.1 
REFERENCE NO. 1 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSION REVISION DATED MAY 1969v N
 
ASA OFFICE OF NANNEC SPACE FLIGHT.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .. 	 STANDARD VALUES IN NUTRITION AND METABOL
 
ISM 1953 ALBRITTONEC. EDITOR WRIGHT Al
 
R DFVELOPMENT CENTER, WRIGHT-PATTERSON A
 
IR FORCE BASE, OHIO.
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 ,° £OVPARATIVE ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY 1961 SECON
 
D EDITION, PROSSER, C.RW AND BROWN, F.A.
 
v JRvW.B. SAUNDERS & CC.
 
REFERENCE NO. 4 ANIMALS FOR RESEARCH-PRINCIPALS CF BREED
 




-REFERENCE NO. 5 . GRCWTH INCLUDING PEPRODUCTION ANC MORPHO
 
LOGICAL DEVEL., BI0. HANDBOOKS 1962, ED.
 
BY ALTMAN, P.L., AND DITTMER? DoSoFEDo
 
OF AMERICAN SOCIETIES FOR EXPERIMENTAL
 




DENSITY ........... 10,00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/3)/70 RUN NO- ** 2 4* PAGE 279
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM . SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.3 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIvENT NO. 2 ....... THE LIFE CYCLE CF RODENTS 
c~ tA4STE SOURCE NO. 1 .I.. PREGNANCY NND GROWTH IN THE MAMMALIAN CR 
GANISM
 
m*4* * WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... WIPESiBACTERICIOEgHAIR 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 6.07 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ ORGANICBACTERICIDFPAPER CONTAIMINATED 
ELEPENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... ORGANICBACTERICIDE YCELLULOSE 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTO TOTAL 306o60 
DAILY RAIE 0o.8 
BATCH SIZE 6.07 
RE-LAMATION ACTICN .. N/R 
4*c WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... SYRINGES 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 35.60 LBS/CU. FT. 
ITRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC CVNTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS 0 RESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... POLYSTYRENE 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOIAL 8.11 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.16 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
***X* WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... GAUZE PADS,ALCOHOL 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 0.17 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GAUZEVALCOHOL CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITICN........ CELLULOSEALCOHOL 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 1.25 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.02 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASIE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 280
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
;ROUP KEY ... 3.4.3
 
€* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... THE LIFE CYCLE CF RODENTS 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... PREGNANCY AND GROWTH IN THE PANMALIAN OR 
GAN ISM 




DENSITY ... . 46.66 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 




DENSITY 8.64 LBS/CU. FT.
 

















****~W ASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... CARBON DIOXIDE
 
STATE .... ........ GAS
 
DENSITY ........... C.12 LBS/CU0 FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ STABLE DANGEROUS
 












RECLAMATION ACTION -. REDUCE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA * 
11/3)/70 RUN NO.. * 2 '* 	 PAGE 281 
S/C 	SUBSVSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIV'ENTS 
'ROUP KEY ..... 3o4.3 
* 	 E)UIP1ENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 * ..... THE LIFE CYCLE CF RODENTS 
*#* hASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... PREGNANCY AND GROWTH IN THE MAMMALIAN OR 
GANISM
 
***%iA WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... PACKAGING MATERIAL 
STATE ....... ..... SOLID
 
DENSITY ......... CO08 LBS/CU. FT.
 






GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTO TOTAL 14.60 
DAILY RAIE 0.04 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... URINE,FECESvPAPER,FECAL COLLECTION BAG 
STATE ............. SOLIDOLIQUIO 
DENSITY ... . 13 4.78 LBS/CU0 FT. 













RECLAMATION ACTICN .. WMS 
** FANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/3D/70 RUN NO. A* 2 PAGE 282 
SIC SUBSYSTEM .... SMQLL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS 
GROUP KEY 304.3 
** EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... 




























GENERATICN DATA ... 
....... THE LIFE CYCLE OF PPDENTS
 






EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 




GROWTH INCLUDING REPRODUC1ICN AND FCRPHO
 
LOGICAL DEVELoY BIO. HANDBOOKS 1962, ED.
 
BY ALTMAN, P.L.i AND DTIMFR, D.S.,FED
 
OF AMERICAN SOCIETIES FOR EXPERIMENTAL
 
STANDARD VALUES IN NUTRITION AND METABOL
 
IS 1953v ALBRITTON E.C. EDITGR, WRIGHT
 
AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER, WRIGHT-PATTERSON
 
AIR FOPCE BASE, OHIOo
 
COMPARATIVE ANIMAL PHYSTOLOGY 1961 AND E
 
DITIGN PROSSERC.Lo AND BRCJNvFA.JR., W
 
oB SAUNDERS & CO.
 
ANIMALS FOR RESEARCH-PRINCIPLES OF BREED
 
















EXPTo TOTAL 3295.00 
DAILY RATE 9.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION W.ASH 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERAITON DATA *4 
11/3)/70 RUN ND. *A 2 ** 	 PAGE 283
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.3 
** E)UIPMFNT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... THE LIFE CYCLE CF RODENTS 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... PHYSIOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR THROUGH ONE CENE 
RATION 
**'¢ * WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... CARBON DIOXIDE 
STATE ............. GAS
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REDUCE
 
4** IvASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... FOOD DISH 
STATE ............. WASH 
DENSITY ........... 8.64 LBS/CU. FT. 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
t*t* * WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... WATER BOTTLE 
STATE ............ SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 46.66 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS CONTAMINATED
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
CCMPOSITICN ....... BOROSILICATES 
GINERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBSI 
EXPT. TOTAL 1095.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. hASH 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT UASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)170 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 284 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.3 
* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIiMENT NO. 2 ....... THE LIFE CYCLE CF RODENTS 
4*4* WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... PHYSIOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR THROUGH CNE GENE 
RATION 
***#* WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... WIPES 9BACTERICIDEHAIR 
STATE ....... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 6.07 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ ORGANIC BACTERICIDECELLULOSE 
FLEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... ORGANICvBACTERICIDECELLULOSE 







RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 
* *** WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... PACKAGING 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 0.08 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
** *** WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .o. FECES9URINEvPAPER TOWELFECAL COLLECTBAG 
STATE ............. SOLIDLIQUID 
DENSITY .......... 134.78 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ ORGANICPAPERiPLASTIC CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... ORGANICICELLULOSETEFLON 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. WMS
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** ' 	 DACE 285
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEPRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4,3
 
** E)UIPMEN1/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... THE LIFE CYCLE OF RODENTS
 
*4* WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... TURNOVER OF MINERALIZED TISSUE
 
DOCUMENT NO. .	 3..3.2.3
 
REFERENCE NO. I ,o EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR EXTENDEC EARTH
 
ORBITAL PISSION REVISION DATED MAY 1969,
 
NASA OFFICE OF MANNEC SPACE F-ICHT.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .. 	 STANDARD VALUES IN NUTRITION AND METABOL 
iSt,1953, ALBRITTONYEOC. EDITORVWRIGHT A 
IR DEVELOPMENT CENTERWRIGHT PATTERSON A 
IR FORCE BASE, OHIO. 
REFERENCE NO. 3 ANIMALS FOR RESEARCH-PRINCTPLES CF bREED
 




REFERENCE NO. 4 	 GRCNTH,INCLUDING REPRODUCTICN ANP DEVELO 
PMENTBIOLOGICAL HANDBOOKSt1962 EDITED B 
Y ALTMAN, P.L.qAND DITTVERC.S. 9 FED. OF 
AMERICAN SOCIETIES FOR EXPERIMENTAL BIOL
 
REFERENCE NO. 5 .o 	COFPARATIVE ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY0961,SECON
 




*44*1c WASTE ITEM NO. I .... CAGES 
STATE ........ 	 SOLID
 
DENSITY .0......... 	 10C.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. kASH
 




** 2 ** 	 PAGE 286
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3o4.3
 
*c E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... THE LIFE CYCLE OF RODENTS 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 TURNOVER OF MINERALIZED TISSUE 
*'*4* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... WATER BOTTLE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........ 46.66 LBS/CU FT. 














RECLAMATION ACTION o WASH
 
***x* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... FOOD DISH 
STATE ............ SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REDUCE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 4* 	 PAGE 287 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENIS
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4.3
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... THE LIFE CYCLE OF RODENTS 
*t* WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... TURNOVER OF MINERALIZED TISSUE 




DENSITY ........... 6.07 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ..... , CELLULOSETBACTERICIDEvORGANIC
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. h/R
 




DENSITY ........... 134.78 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WMS
 
*X**, WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... PACKAGING MATERIAL 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 0.08 LBS/CUo FT. 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
*' MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERAIION DATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. '* 2 * 	 PAGE 288 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM . SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
SROUP KEY . 3.4.3
 
* 	 EMUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... THE LIFE CYCLE OF RODENTS 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... TURNOVER OF MINERALIZED TISSUE 
****1* WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... SYRINGE 
STATE S.........CLID
 








GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBSI
 
EXPT0 TOTAL 0.65 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0001 
RECLAMATION ACTION N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/3070 RUN NO ** Z It 	 PAGE 289
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
SROUP KEY .. 3.403
 
*E E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 .... T'-iE LIFE CYCLE EF RODENTS
 




DOCUMENT NO ..... 3.1.3.2.
 
REFERENCE NO. i .	 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH 
ORBITAL MISSION, REVISION DATED MAY 1969 
NASA OVSFP
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .. 	 STAND5RD VALUES IN NUTRITION AND METAROL
 
ISP,1953,AL3RITTONqE.C. EDITOR, WRIGHT A
 
IR DEVELODMENT CENTER, WRIGHT PATTERSON
 
AIR FORCE aASE, OHIO.
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 .. 	 CCWPARATIVE ANIMAL PHvSIOLOGY,1961 2NO E
 




REFERENCE NO. 4 o° ANIMALS FOR RESEARCH-PRINCIPALS CF BREED
 




REFERENCE NO. 5 .° 	 GROWTH INCLUDING REPRODUCTION AND DEVFLO
 
PMENTvBIOLOGICAL HANDBOOKS 1962, EDITED
 
BY ALTMAN P.L. AND CITTVER D.S.&FED. OF
 
AMERICAN SOCIEITIES FOR EXPERIMENTAL BI0
 




DENSITY ........... IOC.O0 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. hASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. *4 2 ** 	 PAGE 290 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
4ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.3
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... THE, LIFE CYCLE OF RODENTS 
*44* hASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... METABOLIC ADAPTATION OF THE MAMMALIAN OR 
GANISM 




DENSITY .......... 207.36 LBS/CU. FT.
 















RECLAMATION ACTION o WASH
 
*4*44* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... WATER DISH 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 5.18 LBS/CU FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... POLYSTYRENE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. hASH
 
***9* WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... WIPESBACTERICIDEHAIR 
STATE ,.......... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 16.80 LBSICU. FT. 






GENERATIEN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 1095o00 
DAILY RATE 3.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA # 
11/33/70 RUN KO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 291 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
3ROUP KEY . .4.3
 
** E)UIPUENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... THE LIFE CYCLE CF RODENTS 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... METABOLIC ADAPTATION OF THE MAMALIAN OR 
GANISM 
** * WASTE ITEM NJ. 5 .... PACKAGING MAfERIALS . 
STATE ........ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... C.08 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATICN ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
*A4 WASTE ITEM NO. -6 .... CARBC\ DTOXIDE 
STATE ............. GAS 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REDUCE
 
*** 	 t* hASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... FECAL COLLECTION BAGFECESYPAPER TOWEL 
STATE .............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 134.78 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WVS
 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT hASTE GENERATION DATA ". 
11/3)/70 	 RUN NO 
 .* 2 ** 	 PAGE 292 
S/C 	SUtSYSTEM . SMALL VEPTEBR,\TES EXPERIMENTS 
;ROUP KFY ..... &4.3 
4* E)VIPMENT/EXPERIPENT NO. 3 ...... IPMIUNF RFSPCKSES OF V'AM4ALS 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUiBER fo.l4
 




4-** IsASTE SOURCE NO. I .... MOBILE CELLS AND MUCO PROTEINS 
DOCUMENT NO. 	 3. 0 3.3o1
 
REFERENCE NO. I 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENOED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSION REVISION DAED MAY 19(9, N
 
ASA OFFICE OF VANNED SPACE FtIGHT.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 SIANDARD VALUES IN NUTRITiON AND MEIABOL
 
ISM 1953 ALBRITTON EOC.EDITOR WIGHT AIR
 




REFERENCE NO. 3 	 COMPARATIVE ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY 1961, 2ND 
EDITICN, PROSSER C.L 0 AND BRCWN F.A. JR. 
-W . SAUNDERS & CO. 
REFERE'CE NO. A 	 ANIMALS FOR RESEARCH-PRINCIPALS CF BfEED
 








DENSITY ......... G100.00 LBS/CU. FT0
 














RECLAHATICN ACTION .. RASH 
* MANNED SPACECPAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA "-*
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 # 	 PACE 293 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .,... SMALL VERTFBRAIES EXPERIMENTS
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.3
 
* EDUIPMFNT/EXPERIET NO. 3 . ..... IMMUNE 'ESPONSES OF MAMMALS 
" 

' ASTE SOURCE NO. I .... MCBILE CELLS A' MUCC PPCTEI\NS 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... WIPES WITH BACTERCIDEtHAIR 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 6.07 LBS/CU. FT. 















*** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... URINEFECEStPAPER TrINEL,FECAL COLLECTBAG 
STATE ............. SOLIDLIQUID 
DENSITY ........... 134.78 LbS/CU. FT.
 






GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTO TOTAL 36.90 
DAILY RATE 0.41 
BATCH SIZE C.00 
RECLAMATION ACTIIN .. kMS 
#** * WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... FOCD DISH 
-STATE ...............SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 8.64 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC CONTAAINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... POLYSTYRENE 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 5.40 
DAILY RATE 0.06 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. IASH 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
RUN NO. *4 2 i-* PAGE 294
11/3)/70 

S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
GROUP KEY ... 3o4 3 
* E)UIPMFNT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ....... IMMUNE RESPCNSES OF MAPMALS 
*Mk* WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... MOBILE CELLS AND MUCO PROTEINS 












GENERATICN DAIA ooo QUANTITY (LOS)
 
EXPTO TOTAL 90.00 
DAILY RATE 1.00 
8ATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. lASH 
4-t*.2'* WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .. SYRINGE
 
STATE ...... o....... SOLID
 
DENSITY ......... 35.60 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 




DENSITY o.....o.... C.17 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNFo SPACFCRAFT WASTE GENFRATION DATA *
 
11/3)170 RUN NO. ** 2 ' 	 PAGE 295 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM . SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.3 
* ' EJUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ....... IMMUNE RESPCNSES OF MAMMALS
 
**v WASTE SOURCE NO 1 .... MORILE CELLS AND MUCC PROTEINS
 
*4* * WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... PACKAGING MATERIAL 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 0.08 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIUTES ....... PAPERPLASTIC CONTAVINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COIPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE 9 POLYETHELENE 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 2.70 
DAILY RATE 0.03 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. hASH
 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATk *'
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 "* 	 PAGE 296
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
;ROUP KEY 3 .3
 
E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ......IMMJNF RESPONSES OF MAMMALS
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... PRODoAND PERSESTANCE OF CIRCULATING ANTI 
-BODIES 
DOCUMENT NO. 3.4o3.3.2 
REFERENCE NO. 1 o 	GROWTH INCLUDING REPRODUCTION AND iMORPHO
 
LOGICAL DFVEL.9 RIO. HANDBOOKS919629 EDIT
 
ED BY ALTMANP.L.AND DITIMERD.oSo9 FFO0.0
 
F AMERICAN SOCIETIES FOR EXPERIMENTAL Bi
 
REFERENCE NOO 2 	 STANDARD VALUES IN NUTRITION AND METABOL
 
ISV 19539ALBRITTON,E0 C. EDITOR, WRIGHT A
 
IR DEVELOPMEO1T CENTER WRTGHT-PATTERSON A
 
IR FORCE BASES OHIO.
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 	 COMPARATIVE ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY4 1961 PRO
 
SSERC.L.v AND BROWNF.A.9 JR.? 2NO EDIT
 
IONv W.3o SAUNDERS CO.
 
REFERENCE NO. 4 o. EXPERIMENT PPOGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS REVISION DATED MAY 1969 N
 
ASA OFFICE OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT.
 
****m WASTE ITEM NO. i .... CAGE RACKS 
STATE SOLID 
DENSITY ...... 10 0 00 LBS/CUo FT. 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. HASH
 
*m*** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... FOOD DISH 
STATE ..... . SOLID 
DENSITY ........ 8.64 LBS/CU0 FT0 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
4 MANNED SPACECPAFT WASTF GrNFRATION DATA ' 
11/3)/70 RUN NC. ts 2 *4 	 PAGE 297
 
S/C 	jUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRPTFS EXPERIMENTS
 
3ROUP KEY ...,. 3.4.3
 
*t EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ....... IMMUNE RESPCNSES OF MAMWALS 
***s WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... PROD.AND PERSISTANCE OF CIRCULATING ANTI 
-BCDIES 
**- WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... URINECOLLECTION BAG 
STATE ............. SOLID,LIQUID 
DENSITY .......... 134.78 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ CRGANICIPLASTIC CONTAMINATED 
ELEYENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... CRGANICiTEFLON 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTO TOTAL 70.20 
DAIlY RATE 0.78 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .o hMS 
*44*4* WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... FECES,COILECTION BAG 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 134.78 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ....... ORGANICPLASTIC CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... ORGANICITEFLON 
GENFRATICN DATA ... QUANTITY {LBS) 
EXPTO TOTAL 48.60 
DAILY RATE 0.51 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. WMS 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... SYRINGES 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSIlY ........... 35.60 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC CONTAbINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... POLYSTYRENE 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTC TOTAL 0.62 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.31 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
IIJ3)/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 298
 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
;RQUD KEY ..... 3 4o3
 
* E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 	 3 ....... IMMUNE RESPCNSES OF PAMMALS
 
**$ 	 WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... PRODOAND PERSISTANCE OF CIRCULATING ANTI 
-BCDIES 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... GAUZE PADS9 ALCOHOL 
STATE ... SOLID 
DENSITY ........ o 0.17 LBS/CUO FT. 














RECLAMATION ACTION o N/R
 




DENSITY .. 07 LBS/CU0 FT.
 





































RECLAMATION ACTIbN .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERAT ION DATA *4 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 '* 	 PAGE 299 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.3
 
EFQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ....... IMMUNE RESPCNSES OF MAAMALS
 








DENSITY .......... 4666 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. STERILIZE
 
m**'* WASTE ITEM NO. 10 .... CARBON DIOXIDE 
STATE ............. GAS 
DENSITY ............. .12 LBSICU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ STABLEDANGEROUS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. C,O 
COMPOSITION ...... 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTO TOTAL 18.00 
DAILY RATE 0.20 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REDUCE 




DENSITY .......... Co08 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
1131170 RUN NO. 4* 2 ** 	 PAGE 300
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS 
;ROUP KEY 3b403 
* E)UIPMENT/EXPERTMENT NO. 4 ...... EMBRYOGENESIS AND DEVELOPMENT IN 
AMPHIBIA
 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ...
 




*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I . EMERYOGENESIS AND DEVELOPMENT IN AMPHIBI 
A 
DOCUMENT NO0 3.t3.4.1* 
REFERENCE NO. 1 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS REVISION DATED MAY 1969,
 
NASA OFFICE OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 THE EFFECT OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON THE CIVI
 
DING EGG OF RANA PIPEENS9 YOUNG R.S. AND
 




**m*** WASTE ITEM NO. I .... MACERATED TESTES BOTTLE 
SLATE . SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 86.40 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ORGANIC vGLASS CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION .... ORGANICvBOROSILICATESWATER 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION 	 . N/R
 
*4 MANNED SPACECPAFT kASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/30/70 RUN NO- -t 2 ** 	 PAGE 301 
S/C 	3UBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRAIES EXPERIMENTS
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4.3
 




**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... EMBRYOGENESIS AND DEVELOPMENT IN AMPHIBI
 
A 




DENSITY ....... 35.60 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIP
 




DENSITY ........... 49Co00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. IASH
 




DENSITY ........... C.08 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTF GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. *' 2 * PAGE 302 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS 
!ROUP KEY .... 3o43 
*4 EZUIPMENTiEXPERIMENT NO. 5 GROWTH AND ETABOLISM IN REPTILE 
S 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER 
S/C AREAS ....... BIO-LABORATORY 
ANIMAL HPUSING 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I GROWTH AND METABOLISM IN REPTILES 
DOCUMENT NO..	 3o.3.5 *0 
REFERENCE NO. 1 o1 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS9 REVISION DATED MAY 1969,
 
NASA OFFICE OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
 
PEFERENCE NO. 2 	 STANDARD VALUES IN NUTRITION AND METABOL
 




AIR FORCE BASES OHIOo
 
REFERENCE NO0 3 COMPARATIVE ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY 1961, PR9S 
SER C.L0 AND BROWN F.A. JR0 , 2ND EDITION 
W.%0 SAUNDERS CO. 
@* WASTE ITEM NO. I ... FECAL COLLECTION BAGYWATER9 FECES1 URINE 
STATE ..... SOtIDvLIOUIP 
DENSITY .. 13078 LBS/CUo FT04........ 















RECLAMATION ACTION oo N/R
 




DENSITY ........ 10.45 LBS/CUD FT.
 

















*v MANNED SPACECRAFT WASIE GENEPAIION DATA ** 
11/33/70 RUN NO. A* 2 ** 	 PAGE 303
 
S/C 	3UBSYSTEM * SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
3RojuP KEY .... 3.4.3
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ....... GROWTH AND RETABCLISM IN REPTILE 
S 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... GRCWTH AND METABOLISP IN REPTILES 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REDUCE
 




DENSITY .......... 120.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. UASH
 




DENSITY ........... 15.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
113D/7o RUN NO. *," 2 t* 	 PACE 304 
S/C SURSYSTEM . SMALL VEPTFBRATES EXPERIMENTS 
,RCUP KEY ..... 3,4.3 
* 	 E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NUO 5 ......GROWTH AND WETAOOLISV IN RFPTILE 
S 
*>c WASIF SOURCE NCe I GRCWTH 	AND ETABCLISW IN REPTILES0... 

****vx XASTE ITEM NU. 6 PACKAGING MATERIAL 
STATE SOLID 
DENSITY ....... Co08 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ....... PAPER CONTAMINATED 
ELFMENTS PRESENT .. 
CCMPOSITICN ... CELLULOSE
 








PF3tAMATICN ACTICN .. REUSE AS IS
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GFNERATTON DATA t 
RUN 	NO. ** 2 ** PACE 30511/30/70 

S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
3ROUP KEY .... 34.3
 




ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ...
 




*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... INFLUENCE OF GRAVITY ON BEHAVIOR IN MAMM 
ALS 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 3.4.3.6.1 
REFERENCE NO. I 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EAPTH OR
 
M1TAL MISSION, REVISION DATED MAY 1969,
 
NASA OFFICE OF MANNED SPACE FLIGFT.
 
REFFRENCE NO. 2 	 STANDARD VALUES TN NUTRITICN AND MElABOL
 
ISP 1953, ALBRITTON E.C. EDITOR, WRIGHT
 
AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER, VRIGHT-PATTERSON
 
AIR 	FORCE BASE, OHIC
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 	 COMPARATIVE ANIMAL PHYSICLOGY 1961, 2NO
 
EDITION, PROSSER C.L. AND BROWNF.AJR.,
 
W.B. SAUNDERS & CO.
 
REFERENCE NO. 4 . ANIMALS FOR RESEARCH-PRINCIPALS CF BREED
 




* *** WASTE ITEM NO. I .... CAGES (4) 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 10C.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WMS
 
'* MANNED SPACECRAFT IASTE GENERATION DATA *4 
11(33/70 RUN NC. ** 2 (* 	 PAGE 306 
















DENSITY 6o07 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTICN .. N/R
 






















****€* WASTE ITEM NO0 4 0000 FOOD DISH 
SYATE SOLID 
DENSITY .... 8.64 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ....... PLASTIC CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS DRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ... POLYSTYRENE 










* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. w* 2 ** 	 PAGE 307
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3b4.3
 












DENSITY ........... 46.66 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. INASH
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION . REDUCE
 




DENSITY ........... 0.08 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. REbSE AS IS
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4
 
11/ ,0/10 RUN kI. * 2 .. 	 Poor,sue 
S/C SUBSYSIFM ..... SMALL VERfCF3RATES K'PoRIMENTS 
MPCUP KCY .... 3.4.3 




ASSbCIATEU FPE MNSER ... NEE
 




4*4* WASIE SOURCE NO. 1 .... INFLUENC ON BOORYTHMS Ct ANIMALS 
DOCUMENI NJ ... 	 3.A.3 7.1
 
REFERENcE NO. .I ..	 EXFERIMLNT PROuRAM FR ETENI'Ef) EAkfh CR 
e[AL MISSIONS REVISION bATED mAY 1969, 
NASA LFFICE OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT. 
REIEl.NCE NO. 2 ,, 	STANDARD VALUES IN NUTRIIIUN AxL' Mt-frAb,3L
 
ISM 1953-XL&[.I[TON E.C., EDITOR, WAIGHT
 
AIR DEVELGPENT CENTERWPIGHT PATT kSur,
 
Al, F-fuc BASE, OhIb.
 
REFERENCE NJ. 3 .,ANIVALS FOR RESEA-C- - FRINCIPALS u, ?&E 
EDING AND MANAGEMENT - 1963 LANE - PETTE 
R h., EDITOR, ACA&E-FIC PPES. 
REFERENCE NO. 4, 	 COtPARATIVE ANItAL PHYSICLCGY 1961 !NO E 
DITILN-PPCSSE, C.L, AND 8RCWN, h.A. JR. 
- FW.f. aAUNDERS CO. 
**-* * WASTE ITEM NO. I .... CAGES 4) 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 100.0 LBS/CU. FT. 












BATCH SIZE 	 0.00
 
RECLAMATION A&TIbN .. KASH 
*1 bANKFD SPACLLRAFT HASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/30/70 RUN NO. * 2 ** 	 PAGE 309 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
GROUP KFY ..... 3a4o3
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ....... INFLUENCE ON BIORYTHMS OF ANIMAL 
S 
*** WASTE SOLRCE NO. I INFLUENCE ON BIORYTHMS CF ANIVALS 




DENSITY .......... 0.12 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ... *.... STABLEOANGEROUS
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. REDUCE
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. WMS
 
#*m*** WASTE ITEM N3. 4 .... FOOD DISH 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 8.64 LBSICU. FT. 






GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS)
 
EXPT. TOTAL 5.40 
DAILY RATE 0.06 
BATCH SIZE 000 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 310
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3,4.3
 




** WASTE SOURCE NO. I ... INFLUENCE ON BIORYTHS OF ANIMALS
 




DENSITY ... ooo..... 46 66 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
" *m*** JWASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... WIPESBACTERICIDEHAIR
 
STATE ..... ...... SOLID
 






COMPOSITION ....... ORGANI0 9CELLULOSE 9 BACTERICIDE
 















DENSITY ......... 13o82 LBS/CU0 FT0
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
'* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/30/T0 RUN NO. ** 2 P 	 PAGE 311 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES FXPERIMENTS
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4.3
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ....... INFLUENCE ON BIORYTHNS OF ANIMAL 
S 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... INFLUENCE ON BIORYTHMS OF ANIMALS 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. WIPE WITH BACTEROWIPES
 




DENSITY ........... 32.83 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 




DENSITY .......... 0.08 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .o REUSE AS IS
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 312 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ... SMALL VERIEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.3
 
** EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. B ...... THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN HIBERNATI 
ON 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ... 
SIC AREAS ......... BIC-LABORATORY 
ANIAL HOUSING 




REFERENCE NO. 1 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BfIAL MISSIONS REVISION DATED MAY 19699
 
NASA OFFICE OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 	 GROWTH INCLUDING REPRODUCTION AND MORPHO
 
LOGICAL DEVELo9 BIO 0 HANDBOOKS91 9 622 EDITE
 
D BY ALTMANvPoLO9 AND DITTMERvDSO9 FED0 O
 
F AMERICAN SOCIETIES FOR EXPERIMENTAL BI
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 o 	COMPARATIVE ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY 2ND EDITIO
 
N 1962-PROSSERC 0 L0 AND BROW, F.A. JR0 -

WNBo SAUNDERS S CO.
 
REFERENCE NO. 4 	 STANDARD VALUES IN NUTRITION AND METABOL
 
ISM 	- ALBRITTON9 E0 C0 v EDITOR 1953-WRIGH
 




****¢* WASTE ITEM NO. I CAGES 
STATE .... STERILIZE 








GENERATION DATA .o QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 9.00 





** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4
 
1113)/70 RUN O. ** 2 ** 	 PACE 313 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... SMALL VERTEBRATES EXPERIMENTS
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3o4.3
 
** EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ....... THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN HIBERNATI 
ON 
**t* WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... THE ROLE OF GRAVITY IN HIBERNATION 
****X* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... CARBON DIOXIDE 
STATE ............. GAS
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REDUCE
 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... PACKAGING MATERIAL 
STATE .............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... C.08 LBS/CU. FT. 













RECLAMATION ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 314
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM PLANT SPECIMENS (BID El
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.4
 
BASIC FUNCTION ... PERFORM MISSION TASKS
 




* EQUIPMENT/EXPERMENT NO. I .. o... PLANT RESPONSES FROM 0 TO IG 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER *. 5.10
 




*'* WASTE SOURCE NO. I .. o PLANT RESPONS FROM 0 TO IG 
DOCUMENT NO0 ...... 	 3.4.o41 1*
 
REFERENCE NO. I .. 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS P REVISION NO. Iv SEPTEMBE
 
R I 1969. NASA OMSFC
 










COMPOSITION .....o. SILVER EMULSION
 








RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 
*'"*4 WASTE ITEM NO 0 2 °oo FILM WRAPPINGS
 
STATE ...... . SOLID
 

















RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERAlION DAlAI*
 
11133/70 RUN NO. ** 2 *4 PAGE 315 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT SPECIMENS (310 E) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.4 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... PLANT RESPONSES FROM 0 TO IG
 
**t* WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... PLANT RESPONS FROM 0 TO IG
 










COMPOSITION ... o... SI 02, MGO AL2 039 FE2 03 K20 CAOD HZO
 








RECLAMATION ACTION ,. STERILIZE
 










COMPOSITION ....... CHROMIC ANHYDRIDEi CH3 COOHM FORMALIN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 










COMPOSITION ....... COPOLYVINYL CHLORIDEv ACETATE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. CLEAN
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/30/70 RUN NO, ** 2 ** PAGE 316 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT SPECIMENS (BIO El
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.A.4
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ..... PLANT RESPONSES FROM 0 TO IG 
**,* WASTE SOURCE NO0 I PLAN] RESPONS FROM 0 TO 1G 




DENSITY ......... 70000 LBS/CU0 FT0
 




COMPOSITION o.... CELLULOSE- TRACE MINERALS
 



































RECLAMATION ACTION .. CLEAN
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/31/70 
 RUN 	NO, ** 2 t* PAGE 317 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT SPECIMENS (BIO E)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4.4
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... PEA SEEDLING GROWTH IN ORBIT 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ... 5o10
 




€*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... PEA SEEDLING GROWTH IN ORBIT 
DOCUMENT NO . ...... 3.A.4.2.1*
 




***** WASTE ITEM NO. I .... SEED 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ..... 70.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ ORGANIC 
ELEMENTS PRESENT o 
COMPOSITION ....... CHO 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.10 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.03 
RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... WATER VAPOR 
STATE ............. GAS 
DENSITY ........... 0.05 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... WATER 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS) 
EXPTO TOTAL 0.40 
DAILY RATE 0.01 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. ADSORB 
* 	 WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... PLANT MATTER 
STATE ............. SOLID 






COMPOSITION ....... (C6 HIO 05)M? CELLULOSE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. VULCH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 318
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM .... PLANT SPECIMENS (BI0 E)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3o4.4
 
** EQUTPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 

**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1. 





































RECLAMATION ACTION o NIR
 
2 ....... PEA'SEEDLING GROWTH IN ORBIT
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION o STERILIZE
 










COMPOSITION ...... o ACLAR
 
















































** MANNED SPACECRAFl WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 319 
S/C 	SUBSYSTFM ..... PLANT SPECIMENS (BIG E) 
GROUP KEY ... 3.4.4 
*t EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... PEA SEEDLING GROWTH IN ORBIT 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... PEA SEEDLING GROWTH IN ORBIT 
****t* WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... AUXINS 
STATE ............. LIUID 





COPPOSITION ....... INDOLE ACETIC ACID
 








RECLAMATION ACTION o. N/R
 
****t* WASTE-TEM NO. 8 .... GLASSbARE
 
STATE ton.... . SOLID
 






COMPOSITION ....... ST 02
 








RECLAMATION ACTION . CLEANSE 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/30170 RUN NO. *' 2 ** 	 PAGE 320 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT SPECIMENS (BIO E)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3°A°4
 




ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ... 5.i0
 






















COMPOSITION ....... S04 CA C6 H12 06
 








RECLAMATION ACTION o N/R
 










COMPOSITION ...... AG. EMULSION ACLAR
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
























** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
l1'30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 32Z 





EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ....... PLANT MORPHCGENESS NDER WEIGHTL 
ESSNESS 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... PLANT MORPHOGENESIS UNDER WEIGTLESSNESS 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... TISSUE FIXATIVES 
STATE ........... LIQUID
 






COMPOSITION ....... CHROMIC ANHYDRIDE, CH3 COOH, FORMALIN
 








RECLAMATION ACTICN .. COLLECT
 
* **e WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... PLANT MATTER 
STATE ............. SOLID 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. MULCH
 
#**** WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... SCALPEL BLADE 
STATE ........... SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 *' PAGE 322 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT SPECIMENS (BID E) 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4.4 




**4* WASIE SOURCE NO. I .0.. PLANT MORPHOGENESIS UNDER WEIGTLESSNESS
 
**** * WASTE ITEM NO0 7 .... CONTAINER 
STATE ..o.o.o...... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 68 60 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES BOX 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .o 
COMPOSITION ....... PLASTICvCOPOLYVINYL CHLRIDEACETATE 
GENERATION DATA ooo QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT0 TOTAL 6C00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 2.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. VASH, STERILIZE 
*** ** WASTE-ITEM NO. 8 .... PLANT NUTRIENTS 
STATE ....... LIQUID 
DENSITY ......... 75.00 LBS/CU0 FT0 
ATTRIBUTES ........ SOLUTION 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION 	 CA N03 FE2 S04,(C4 H4 06)3 MGSO4tKCLvKNO
 
39 KH2 PO4vNAH2 P041 ETC.
 
GENERATION DATA 	 QUANTITY (LBS)
00. 

EXPTO TOTAL 	 0.20
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.00
 




* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 *t 	 PAGE 323 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT SPECIMENS (BIO E)
 
3ROUP KEY . 3.4./
 




ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ... 5.10
 




**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... GAtOTO-MORPHOGENESIS OF PTERIS GAMETOPHY 
TES 
DOCUMENT NO....... 3o4o4o4.1* 














COMPOSITION ...... SILVER EMULSION ACLAR
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... FILM WRAPPING 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
****x* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... DATA SHEETS 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 70.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ SHEETS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 324
 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT SPECIMENS (B10 El
 
GROUP KEY .... 3.4.4
 


















COMPOSITION ... CHROMIC ANHYDRIDE? CH3 COOH- FORMALIN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. COLLECT
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 
 RUN 	NO. ** 2 * PAGE 325 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT SPECIMENS (BID E)
 
SROUP KEY ..... 3.4.4
 
t* ECUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ...... ROLE OF AUXIN IN THE DEVELOPING 
WHEAT SEEDLING
 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER .-. 5.10
 




#*44 WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... RCLE OF AUXIN IN THE DEVELOPING WHEAT SE 
EDLINGS 
DOCUMENT NO . ...... 3.4.4.5tl* 




***4* WASTE ITEM NO. I .... RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES 
STATE .. ..... LICUID 
DENSITY ........... 63.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ CHEMICALS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .I 
COMPOSITION ....... C14 - GLUCOSE H3 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
'*** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... FILM 
STATE ............. SOLID
 






COMPOSITION ....... ACLAR-SILVER EMULSION
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
**** * WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... TISSUE FIXATIVES 
STATE ............. LICUID 
DENSITY ........... 7C.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ CHEMICALS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMP9SITION ....... CHROMIC ANHYDRIDE, CH3 COOH FORMALIN 







RECLAMATION ACTION -. COLLECT
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PACE 326 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT SPECIMENS (BID E)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 34.4
 


















COMPOSITION ...... COPOLYVINYL CHLORIDE, ACETATE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. CLEAN, STERILIZE
 










COMPOSITION ....... S102 , MGO AL2 03, FE2 03 K209 CAO, H20
 








RECLAMATION ACTION o SIFT, CLEAN
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3J/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 327
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT SPECIMENS (BIO E)
 
SROUP KEY ..... 3.4.4
 












DENSITY ........... 68.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... 1 FE MN, ZN












RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. PULCH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4*
 
1I/3O/7O RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 328 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT SPECIMENS (810 E)
 
GROUP KEY .... 3.4.4
 
** EQUIPMENTIEXPERIMENT NO. 6 ...... STRESS IN LAND PLANT EVOLUTION 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER .. o 5.10
 




**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... STRESS IN LAND PLANT EVOLUTION 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 3.A.4.6.1*
 














COMPOSITION ....... SI-02s MGO AL2 039 FEZ 03 K20 CAD, K20
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .0 SIFT, CLEAN
 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... CONTAINERS, TRAYS 
STATE ............. SOLID
 






COMPOSITION ....... COPOLYVINYL CHLORIDE, ACETATE
 
GENERATION DATA .. o QUANTITY (L8S)
 
EXPT. TOTAL 10.00 
- DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 10.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. hASH 
****** WASTE ITEM NO 3 .... POLYETHYLENE 
STATE ....... .. SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 329 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ... PLANT SPECIMENS (BIO E)
 
3ROUP KEY .... 3.4.4
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 6 ....... STRESS IN LAND PLANT EVOLUTION
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 ... STRESS IN LAND PLANT EVOLUTION
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION ..o ULCH
 










COMPOSITION ....... (CH30)(OH) C6 H3 CH - CH CH2 OH
 








RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R 




















RECLAMATION ACTICN .o N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11133/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 330 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT SPECIMENS (BIO E)
 
GROUP KEY .... 3,444
 
* E UIPMENT/FXPERIMENT NO. 6 ....... STRESS IN LAND PLANT EVOLUTION 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... STRESS IN LAND PLANT EVOLUTION 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... TISSUE FIXATIVE 
STATE ............. LIQUID 





COMPOSITION ...... CHROMIC ANHYDRIDE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. COLLECT
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/31/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ' 	 PACE 331
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT SPECIMENS (RIO E)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.4
 
** EOUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ...... CIRCADIAN RYTHMS IN PLANTS 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ..o 5.10
 




*t WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... CIRCADIAN RYTHMS IN PLANTS 
DOCUMENT NO..... 3o47
 
























RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
**t*4* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... FILM
 
STATE .... 4 ........ SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 83.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... SILVER EMULSION ACLAR
 










****** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... FILM WRAPPINGS 
STATE .o......... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 70.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ....... o PAPER 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *" 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 * 	 PAGE 332 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM PLANT SPECIMENS (BIO E)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4.4
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ...... CIRCADIAN RYTHMS IN PLANTS 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... CIRCADIAN RYTHMS IN PLANTS 
****4* WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... TISSUE FIXATIVE 
STATE .......... LIQUID
 






COMPOSITION ....... CHROMIC ANHYDRIDE, CH3COOHI FORMALIN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION o. COLLECT
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .- N/R
 
**m*-* WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... VERMICULITE 
STATE ............ SOLID 






COMPOSITION ....... S102, MGO AL2 03r FE2 03t K20 CAOD [120
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. SIFT, CLEAN
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/33/70 RUN 	NO. * 2 ** PAGE 333
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .... PLANT SPECIMENS (BID E)
 
SROUP KEY ..... 3.4.4
 
** F)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ....... CIRCADIAN RYTHMS IN PLANTS 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... CIRCADIAN RYTHMS IN PLANTS 










COMPOSITION ....... COPOLYVINYL CHLORIDE? ACETATE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11130/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 334
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT SPECIMENS (BIO E)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.4
 
*t EfUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ...... ALGAE, DUCKWEED IN OG
 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ... 5.10
 




**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... ALGAE, DUCKWEED IN OG
 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 4.4.8.1
 
REFERENCE NO. I o 	EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS, REVISION NO. 1, SEPTEMBE
 
R i, 1969, NASA OMSFo
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 oo KRAUSS9 R.W. AND THOMASv W0 H. - THE GROW 
TH AND INORGANIC NUTRITION OF SCENEDES 
US OBLIQUUS IN MASS CULTURE. PLANT PHYSI 
-- OL 29v 205-2114, 1954. 
REFERENCE NO. 3 	 LSAF TECHNICAL OBJECTIVE 00328 (TOO 70-3
 
























RECLAMATION ACTION .. FILTER - DISTILL
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. PULCH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11130/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 335 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PLANT SPECIMENS (BIO E)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.4
 
** E,)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ...... ALGAE, DUCKWEED IN OG 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... ALGAE, DUCKWEED IN OG 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... MICROSCOPE SLIDES 
STATE ........ .... SOLID 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. kASH
 
* 	 WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... NUTRIENT AND AUXINS 
STATE ............. LIQUID 









































*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 336
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PRIMATES
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4,5
 
BASIC FUNCTION .... PERFORM MISSION TASKS
 









S/C AREAS ......... ANIMAL HOUSING
 
*44* WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... PHYSIOLOGY OF CHIMPANZEES IN ORBIT 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 	 3o4.5o1.1
 
REFERENCE NO. I .. 	EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 




****4* WASTE ITEM NO. I .... FOCD WRAP 
STATE ............. SOLID 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
****€* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... LITTER 
STATE ........... SOLID 
















RECLAMATION ACTION 	 o N/R
 
4* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4 
RUN 	NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 337
11/33/70 

S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PRIMATES
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.5
 




**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... PHYSIOLOGY OF CHIMPANZEES IN ORBIT
 










































RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .* N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33170 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 338
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PRIMATES 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4.5 
f 
* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 1 ....... PHYSIOLOGY OF CHIMPANZEES IM ORB
 
IT 
**&* WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... PHYSIOLOGY OF CHIMPANZEES IN ORBIT 






















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILL
 
t*L* * WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... URINE 
STATE ........... LIQUID 
DENSITY ........... 62.40 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES 
ELEMENTS PRESENT H20 
COMPOSITION ....... WATER 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILL
 
• MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
11/33/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 339 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PRIMATES
 
SROUP KEY ..... 3.4.5
 
* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 1 ..... PHYSIOLOGY OF CHIMPANZEES IN ORB 
IT 
*'** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... PHYSIOLOGY OF CHIMPANZEES IN ORBIT 
* WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... CHIMPANZEE 
STATE ............. CARCASS
 






COMPOSITION ....... PROTIEN AND MINERALS
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
4*4*4 WASTE ITEM NO. 10 .... CLEANING SOLUTION 
STATE ............. LIQUID 






COMPOSITION ....... QUATERNARY AMMONIA
 










4*4*4 WASTE ITEM NO. 11 .... DATA PAPER 
STATE ............. SOLID 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/33/70 RUN 	N9. ** 2 ** PAGE 340
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PRIMATES
 
GRQUP KEY ..... 3.4.5
 




*4* WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 PHYSIOLCGY OF CHIMPANZEES IN ORBIT
 




DENSITY .......... 0.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 




DENSITY ....... 58000 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... PROTIEN PLUS
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION ,o N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENEPATION DATA *4
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 341
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PRIMATES
 
GROUP KEY .... 3.05
 




** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... PHYSIOLGGY OF CHIMPANZEES IN ORBIT
 




DENSITY ........... 95.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ AEROSOL AND BITS
 




GENERATIUN DATA .. 	 QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTO TOTAL 	 1.00
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.00
 
BATCH SIZE 	 0.00
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .o N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 342
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PPIMATES
 
3ROUP KEY . 3.4.5
 






S/C AREAS .... ANIMAL HOUSING
 




DOCUMENT NO0 .0.... 3.4o5.2 1
 
REFERENCE NO. I .. 	EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 








DENSITY ....... 63000 LBS/CU0 FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC FILM
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .0 N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 





















RECLAMATION ACTION . R/R
 
t* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PACE 343 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PRIMATES
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.5
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... HEMODYNAMICS AND METABOLIC EFFEC 
TS ON MONKEYS 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... HEODYNAMICS AND METABOLIC EFFECTS ON MO 
NKEYS 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... HAIR 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ............. 50.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ KERATIN 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... PROTIEN 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
**** * WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... WIPES 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... GLOVES 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT wASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/3)170 RUN NO0 ** 2 	* PAGE 344 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... PRIMATES
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3 4o5
 
** EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... 	 HEMODYNAMICS AND METABOLIC EFFEC 
TS ON MONKEYS 
** NASTE SOURCE NO. I .... 	HEMODYNAMICS AND METABOLIC EFFECTS ON Hi 
NKEYS 
*** * ASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... FOOD PARTICLES 
STACE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY . 95.00 LBSICUO FT. 
ATTRIBUTES . AEROSOL, BITS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT CHCN 
COMPOSITION 



















COMPOSITION ....... QUATERNARY AMMONIA
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N!R
 
***¢*4 WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... DATA PAPER 
STATE .......... SOLID 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/39/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 345 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM . PRIMATES 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.4.5 
** EQUIPMENTIEXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... HEMODYNAMICS AND METABOLIC EFFEC 
TS ON MONKEYS 
*'*i WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... HEVODYNAMICS AND METABOLIC EFFECTS ON MO 
NKEYS 
* *** WASTE ITEM NO. 10 .... SYRINGE 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 160.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... SIC2 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 10.00 
DAILY RATE O.O0 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION . STERILIZE 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 11 ... NEEDLE 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 488.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ STEEL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... FEC 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.50 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. STERILIZE 
4*444 WASTE ITEM NO0 12 .... WASTE WATER 
STATE ............. LIQUID 
DENSITY ........... 62.40 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. H20 
COMPOSITION ....... WATER 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 2.00 
DAILY RATE 0.01 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILL 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11130/70 RUN 	NO0 -A 2 4* PAGE 346
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ... , PRIMATES
 
3ROUP KEY .... 304o5
 
*4 EOUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ..... HEMODYNAMICS AND METABOLIC EFFEC 
TS ON MONKEYS 
**t WASTE SOURCE NO. I HEMODYNAMICS AND METABOLIC EFFFCTS ON MO 
NKEYS 










COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE9 CHEMICALS
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 










COMPOSITION . PROTEIN9 MINERALS
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 




DENSITY ........... 170.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES .... GLASS9 METAL TUBES
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. NfR
 
t4t MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NC. ** 2 * FACE 347 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... PRIMATES 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.4.5 
** EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... HEMODYNAMICS AND METAB LIC EFFEC 
TS ON MONKEYS 
m**' WASTF SOURCE NO. 1 .... HENODYNAMICS AND METABOLIC EFFUCIS ON MO 
NKEYS 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILL
 
**** 4 WASTE ITEM NO. 17 .... FECES 
STATE ............. SEMI-SOLID BLOB
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION - N/R
 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT UASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
PAGE 348
 




11/30/70 RUN NO. *'6 2 $* 	 PAGL 349 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (A)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
BASIC FUNCTION . ...... PERFORM MISSION TASKS
 
FUNCTIONAL EOUIREMENT .... BIOTECHNOLOGY AI'C HUMAN PESLARCH
 
*4 EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO0 I NEUROPHYSICLOGY
 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER o o 5.13
 
SIC 	AREAS ......... MEDICAL LABORATORY
 
hNASTE SOURCE N3. I 	.... EFFECTS OF HEAD MOVEMENT DURING ROTATION 
DOCUPENT NO. .... 	 3.5.1.1 1
 
REFERENCE NO. I ME£ICAL ASPECTS OF AN ORBITING RESEARCH
 
LABORATGRYV NASA SPACE MEDICINE AfVISORY
 
GROUP9 NASA REPORT NC. SP-869 196o.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .o 	 NASA EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTIONS FOP EXTFNDE 
D APOLLO EARTH-ORBIT FLIGHTS, NASA HFADC 
UARTERS1 WASHINGTON, D.C., MARCH lt,65. 
REFERENCE NO. 3 *o 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR FXTENDED EARTH [JR 
RITAL MISSIONS, REVISION NO. 1, SEPTEMnE 
R 11 19699 NASA OSFO 
REFERENCE NO. 4 	 FEASIBILITY STUDY CF A CENTRIFUGE EXPERT
 
MENT FOR THE AAP9 NASA RFPL 7631.
 
REFERENCE NO. 5 	 IMELMS
 
****ic WASTE ITEM NO. 1 .... EEG TRACE PAPER 
STALE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 44.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ....... STRIP 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE 
GENERATIEN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTO TOTAL 2°00 
DAILY RATE 0.01 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
*M MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 350 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (A)}
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... NEUROPHYSIOLOGY 
**'* WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... EFFECTS OF HEAD MOVEMENT DURING ROTATION 
***' 	 ' VASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... FILM 
STATE ............. SOLID
 






COMPOSITION ....... ACLAR, SILVER EMULSION
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. UNKNOWN
 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... FILM WRAPPINGS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 70.00 LBS/CU0 FTo 













RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 
**** * WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... VOMITUS 
STATE ............. LIQUID 
DENSITY ........... 60.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSIJION ....... CHON 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 351
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM o .... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH CA)
 
GROUP KEY o.ao. 3.5.1
 
$ EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 1 o.. o.NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
 
*e* WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... SENSITIVITY OF OTOLITH AND SEMI-CIRCULAR 
CANAL MECHANISMS 
COCUAENT NOD .... 'C 5 oI 1 2 
























RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... CONTACT PASTE
 
STATE ....., ....... SEMI-SOLID
 
















RECLAMATICN ACTIJN .. COLLECT, REHYDRATE
 
****** WASTE ITEM NO, I ,... FILM 
STATE ............. SOLD 
DENSITY .... ... 83.00 LBS/CU. FT. 




COMPOSITION .... ACLAR, SILVER EMULSION
 
GENERATION DATA *., QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTC TOTAL 15.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZF 0.13 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. LNKNOWN 
** MANNEO SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
1/ 1 )/70 RUN NC. -** 2 ** 	 PACE 3r0 
S/C 	SLRSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (A) 
;ROUP.KEY 3....5.1 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... NFUROPHYSTOLCGY 
m*'* WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... SENSITIVITY OF OTOLITH AND SEWI-CIPCULAR 
CANAL MECHANISMS
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... FILM WRAPPING 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 7C.00 LRS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ SHEETS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSF 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBSI 
EXPT, TOTAL 5.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.04 
RECL4AMATION ACTICN .. N/R 
***C* WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... EATA SHEFTS 
STATE ........ .. o. SOLID 
DENSITY . ........... 49.00 LBS/lCU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
CCMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE 
GENFRATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LPS) 
EXPT TOTAL 0.50 
DAILY RATE 0,00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA t* 
11/3)/70 RUN NP, ** 2 4* 	 PACE 393 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (A) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
** EAUIPMENT/EXPERIvENT NO. I ....... NEUROPHYSIOLCGY
 
**=8 WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... EFFFCT OF DAY-NIGHT CYCLESEFPFCT ON LIT
 
TER SIZE AND ON EEG CF CATS
 
COCUMENT NO . ...... 3.5.1.1.3
 
REFFRENCE NO I .	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDE) EAPTH OP
 
BITAL MISSICNSt REVISICN NO. I, SEPTEP3E
 
R 1, 196Sv NASA OMSF.
 










COMPOSITION .... CHCN, WATER
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILL TO WATER
 





















RECLAMATICN ACTICN .. N/R
 
** *4* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... FILM 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 83.00 LRS/CU. FT.
 




COMPJSITION ....... ACLAR, SILVER EMULSION
 
GENERATICN DATA .. , QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTo TOTAL 1.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTICN .. LNKNOWN
 
** VANNED SPACECPAFT WASTF GENERAIION DATA
 
11/30/170 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 354
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (A) 
GROUP KEY .... 3.5.1 
** EDUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 1 ...... NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... EFFECT CF DAY-NIGHT CYCLESiEFFECT ON LIT
 
TER 	SIZE AND ON EEG OF CATS
 




DENSITY .......... 95.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




































RECLAMATION ACTION . DISTILL
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. COLLECTv REHYDRATE
 
*v MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/30/70 RUN 	NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 355 
S/C 	SURSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (A)
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5o1
 
** E)UIPMFNT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... NEUROPHYSIOLOGY 
**' WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... EFFECT OF DAY-NIGHT CYCLESEFFECT ON LIT 
TER SIZE AND ON EEG OF CATS 




















PECLAMATIGN ACTION o. N/R
 
****4 WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... 6 RATS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... C.OO LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ CARCASS 
ELEWENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPDSITIC\ ....... PROTEIN, MINERALS
 








RECLMATION ACTICN .. N/R
 
***4A * WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... 2 CATS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 0.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ CARCASS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
CCMPaSITIGN ....... PROTEIN AND MINERALS
 








RECLALAATICN ACTIUN .. N/R
 
,&* MAKIKrrn CDACCrO ACT L.ACTC rCKICf'A-rrnh nAT/I -kf 
11/30/70 RUN NO-** 2 ** 	 PAGE 356
 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM ... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (A)
 
3ROUP KEY .... . 3.5.1
 
*- EDUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO.'I ....... NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... EFFECT OF DAY-NIGHT CYCLESVEFFECT ON LIT
 
TER SIZE AND ON EEG OF CATS
 






















** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. *4 2 ** 	 PAGE 357
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (A)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 1 ....... NEUROPHYSIOLCGY
 
S*** 	 WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... HUMAN VESTIBULAR FUNCTIN 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 3.5.1.1.4
 
























RECLAMATION ACTIEN .. N/R
 




DENSITY ........... 83.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... ACLAR, SILVER EMULSION
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. UNKNOWN
 
S***** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... DATA SHEETS
 
STATE o..* ......... SOLID
 


















** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA * 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 358
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (Al 
3ROUP KEY .... 3o5.1 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
 
**4 WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 HUYAN VESTIBULAR FUNCTION
 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... VOMITUS 
STATE ............. LIQUID 
















** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
- 11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PACE 359 
S/C LtBSYSTFM ..... 9IUME)ICAL RESEARCH (R) 
,ROUP KEY . 3.5.1 
'-F*.bpIPVENT/EXDEPflVENV NU. 2 ...... CAPOILiVASCULAR 
ASSOCIATED) FPE NU'BER ... 5.13
 
S/C ADEAS ....... VECICAL IABORATOPY
 





REFERENCE NO. 1 	 VFDICAL ASPECTS OF AN ORMJTING RESEARCH 
LAeURATORY, NASA SPACE PEOICINF 4)VISORY 
GROUP, NASA REPORT NO. SP-86, 1G66.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .. 	EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS, REVISICN NO. 1, SEPTEMBE
 
R I, 1969, NASA OMSF.
 




DENSITY ........... 10.00 LBS/CUo FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTICN .. N/R
 
*k* WASTE ITEM ND. 2 .... EKC PAPER/TAPE 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
















RECtAMATION ACTILN .. N/R
 
*' MANNED SPACFCRAFT WASTE GENERATION OATA * 
RUN NO. %c* 2 ** PAGE 360 
SIC SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B) 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
11/30/70 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 .O...CARDIOVASCULAR 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO0 I .. CHANGES IN CIRCULATORY RESPONSE TO EXERC 
ISE 
*****v WASTE ITEM NO4 3 CONTACT PASTE 
STATE ..... SEMI-LIQUID
 






COMPOSITION ....... POTASSIUM CHLORIDE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. COLLECT REHYDRATE
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... HAIR 
STATE ......... SEMI SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION o. COLLECT AND WASH
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... SKIN 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 59.00 LBS/CU. FT. 













RECLAMATION ACTION .. N /R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN MO. 4* 2 *r PAPE 361 
S/C sUBSYSTEM ..... RIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
* E)UIPMFNT/EXPERIENT NO. 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR
 
***I 	WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... CHANGES IN CIRCULATCRY RESPCNSE TO EXEC 
ISE 




DENSITY ........... 185.00 LPS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIRUTES ......... KIRES ETC.
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. CUvAL, EIC.
 
COMPOSITION ....... SIC21 FEC
 








RECLAMATION ACTILN .. UNKNOWN
 
MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA
4 	 4 
rui ,wu. , 2 ** 	 PACE 36211/30/70 

SIC SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR
 
W 	 2 EFFECT OF BLOOD DISTRIBUTION ON ARTERIAL






REFERENCE NO. 1 .I 	EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS1 REVISION NO. I, SEPTEMAE
 
R 1 19699 NASA OMSF.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL TORY, NASA SPACE MFDICINE ADVISORY
 
GROUP, NASA REPORT NO. SP-869 1966MISSI
 
ONS, REVISION NOD. 1 SEPTEMBER 11 1969,
 
***4m WASTE ITEM NO. I .... INSTRUMENTATION 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ...... 185Q00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS AND METAL TUBE 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... SIO2-FEC 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
S*** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... FILM
 
STATE ... ......... SOLID
 






COMPOSITION ....... ACLARSILVER EMULSION
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. UNKNOWN
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/33170 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 363 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5. 
** E)UIPMENTIEXPERIMENT NO. 
t*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... 

















RECLAMATION ACTION .. 
































EFFECT OF BLOOD DISTRIBUTTON CN ARTERIAL
 























































EXPT. TOTAL 5.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.09 
RECLAMATTON ACTION .. N/R
 
*, MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/30/70 RUN NO. *4 2 * PAGE 364
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO0 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... EFFECT OF BLOOD DISTRIBUTION ON ARTERIAL 
PRESSURE CONTROL SYSTEMS
 










COMPOSITION ....... PROTEIN-SALTS CHON
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILL
 
** * WASTE ITEM NO. 8 v... GAUZE
 
STATE ...... o...... SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
,&* MAIICrn CnArCrnAcr IJA r l.,n,-rnnr 
11/3D/70 RUN NC. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 365 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .... BIOAEDICAL RESEARCH (B)
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
*4 E)UIPIENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR 
**$ WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... EFFECT OF BROOD DISTRIRUTION CN ARTERIAL 
PRESSURE CONTROL SYSTEMS 
44444c WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... CONTACT PASTE 
STATE ............. SEWI SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 53.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PASTE 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... KCL 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY {LBS) 
EXPT, TOTAL 0.50 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTION ,. COLLECT-REHYDRATE 
**'r'* WASTE ITEM NO. 10 .... SYRINGE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 160.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS 
ELEMENTS PRESFNT o 
COMPOSITION ....... S102 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY {LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 10.80 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.18 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. CLEANISTERILIZE 
m**** WASTE ITEM NO. 11 .... NEEDLE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 488.00 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ......... STEEL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FE,C 
CCMPOSITION ....... 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.20 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
PECLAMATICN ACTION .. CLEANSTERILIZE 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 366 
S/C SUBSYSTEM .. BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B)-
GROUP KEY ..... 3o5.1 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NOo 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... ALTERATIONS IN VENOUS COMPLIANCE DUE TO 
THE ABSENCE OF HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE 
DOCUMENT NO . ...... 3.5.1.2.3 




****'* WASTE ITEM NO. I .... DATA SHEETS 
STATE ............. SOLID 








GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT0 TOTAL, 0.10 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. 4* 2 ** 	 PAGE 367 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
** E UIPMENT/EXPERIWENT NO. 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR
 
*44* WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... CARDIAC DYNAMICS 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 3.5.1.2.4
 




**** * WASTE ITEM NO. I .... AUDIO TAPE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 330.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES . PLASTIC STRIP 
ELEMENTS 0 RESENT .. 
CCMPOSITION ....... ACLARFEO2
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. /R
 
**%* t WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... EKG PAPER/TAPE 
STATE ............. SOLID 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N!R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
11/30/70 RUN NO.'** 2 ** PAGE 368
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B) 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIVENT NO. 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR 
****'WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... CARDIAC DYNAMICS 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... CONTACT PASTE 
STATE ............ SEMI SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 53.00 LBSICU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES PASTE 
ELEMENTS PRESENT o 
COMPOSITION ....... KCL 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. COLLECT-REHYDRATE
 
****** WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... DATA SHEETS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *R
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 369 
S/C 	3UBSYSIEM . BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
** E)UIPENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... CAROIOVASCULAR
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 5 .... INTRAOCULAR ARTERIAL BLOCD PRESSURE 
DOCUMENT NO. ...... 3.5.1.2.5
 




****I* WASTE ITEM NO. I .... DATA SHEETS 
STATE .............. SOLID 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
4*** WASTE ITEMNO. 2 .... INSTRUMENTATION 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 180.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... METALPLASTIC 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/30/70 RUN NO.-** 2 ** PAGE 370
 





** E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 .. C....CARDIOVASCULAR 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 6 .... CARDIAC OUTPUT DIRECT VERSUS INDIRECT
 
DOCUMENT NO0 ...... 3.5.1.2.6
 
REFERENCE NO. I . EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 













GENERATION DATA ... 

BITAL MISSIONSt REVISION NO. 1, SEPTEMBE
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION o N/R 


































































EXPT. TOTAL 0.25 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASHISTERILIZE 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/31/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 







;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERItENT NO. 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 6 .... 


































































































EXPT. TOTAL 7.00 
DAILY RATE 0.02 
BATCH SIZE 0.02 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILL 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA *
 
11/30/70 	 RUN NO, ** 2 ** 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM .... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
*t EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR
 
*' WASTE SOURCE NO. 6 .... CARDIAC OUTPUT DIRECT VERSUS 

*4**** WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... SYRINGE 
STATE ....... SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASHSSTERILIZE
 




DENSITY .... 488.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ...... STEEL TUBE
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .o WASH STERILIZE
 
* ** WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... GAUZE 
STATE ............ SOLID 




















w* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 *4 PAGE 373 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B) 
ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIWENI NO. 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR 
*t* WASTE SOURCE NO. 6 .. ,. CARDIAC OUTPUT DIRECT VERSUS INDIRECT 
*'*** WASTE ITEM NO. 10 .... INSTRUMENTS
 
STATE o......... o. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... C.O0 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ....... GLASS METAL
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
m****f WASTE ITEM NO. 11 .... URINE 
STATE ............. LICUID
 
















RECLAMATICN ACTION .. DISTILL
 
t * WASTE ITEM NO. 12 .... FECES 
STATE ............. SEMI SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 66.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES .......
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. &/R
 
*M MANNED SPACECRAFT kASTE GENERATION DATA U,
 
11/33/70 RUN NO.-** 2 A* 	 PAGE 374
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B)
 
GROUP KEY .... 30501
 
** EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... CARDIOVASCULAR
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 6 CARDIAC OUTPUT DIRECT VERSUS INDIRECT
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTF f.NFRATTnN nATA *
 
11133/70 RUN 	NC. ** 2 ** PAGE 375 
S/C 	SUBSVSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B) 
;POUJP KEY * 3.5.1 
* E)UIPNENT/EXPERIpEIT NO. 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR
 
* WASTF SOURCE NO. 7 .... USE CF A LINP DEVICE TO PREVFNI C.V. DEC 
CNCITICNING 
fOCUMENT NO . ...... 3.5.1.2.7 
REFERENCE NO I .o MEDICAL ASPECTS OF AN ORBITING RESEARCH
 
LABCRATORYi NASA SPACE MEDICINE ADVISORY
 
GROUPi NASA REPORT NC. P-86, 1966.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .o 	 NASA EXPERIMFNT DESCRIPTIONS FOR EXTFNDE
 
D APOLLO EARTH-ORBIT FLIGHTS, NASA HEACO
 
UAPTERS, WASHINGTON, D.C., MARCH 1965.
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 .. 	 EX0 ERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS, REVISICN NO. 1, SEPTEMBE
 
R 1 1969v NASA OMSFo
 
*4 WASTE ITEM NO. 1 .... CONTACT PASTE 
STATE ............. SEMI SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 53.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. KCL 
COMPOSITION ....... 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. CCLLECT-REHYDRATE
 




DENSITY ........... 72.00 LBS/CU, FT.
 














RECLAMATICN ACTION .. N/R
 
*4 VANNED SPACECRAFT hASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PACE 376 
S/C SUBSYSTEM .0o. BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B)
 
GROUP KEY .. 3.5.1
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. 7 .... USE OF A LBNP DEVICE TO PREVENT C.V. DEC 
ONDITIONING 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 SPIROMETER 
STATE ot .......... SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 68.60 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC TUBE 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... COPOLYVINYL,CHLDRIDEACETATE
 
GENERATION DATA 0o QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTo TOTAL 45.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.09 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. CAN BE STERILIZED 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. -4 .... INSTRUMENTATION 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 166.00 LBSiCU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ ?AETALVGLASS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION .... SI 02 FEC 








RECLAMATION ACTION o REPAIR­
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 *t 	 PAGE 377 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIIMEDICAL RESEARCH (B)
 
3RCUP KEY .. c* 3.5.1
 
* E)UIPMENT/EXPERTMENT NO. 2 ....... CARbiOVASCULAR
 



















COMPOSITICN ....... ACLAR SILVER EMULSION
 








RECLAMATICN ACTICN .. N/R
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... CONTACT PASTE 
STATE ............. SEMI SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 53.0G LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ........KCL 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. COLLECT-REHYDRATE
 
**** WASTE ITEM NC. 3 .... SPIROMETER MOUTHPIECE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 68.60 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES........ PLASTIC TUBES 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
CCMPOSITICN ....... COPOLYVINYLCHLORIDEACETATE 







RECLAMATICN ACTION .. CAN BE WASH/STERILIZED
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
11/30/70 RUN NO ** 2 ** PAGE 378
 




*E flUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR
 
























RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** ' 	 PAGE 379
 
S/C 	3UBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B) 
jAOUP KEY . 3.5.1 
** E)UIPrENT/EXDERIENT NO. 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR
 




DOCUMENT NO. ..... 3.5.1.2.9
 




**"% ASTE ITEM NO. 1 .... WOVIE FILM 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .S......... 8.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
CCMPOSITICN ....... ACLARSILVEREMULSICN 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
tc** 4ASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... CONTACT PASTE
 
STATE ............. SEPI SOLID
 






COMPOSITION ....... K CL
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. COLLECT-REHYDRATE
 
*A* * WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... SPIRCMETER MOUTHPIECE
 
STATE ....... v ..... SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 68.60 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COPPOSITION ....... COPCLYVINYL CHLORIDE ACETATE
 
GENE&ATICN DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 45.00 
DAILY RATE 0.12 
BATCH SIZE 0.12 
RECLAMATION ACTICN .. CAN BE WASH/STERILIZE?
 
*c MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATb ** 
11/30/70 RUN 	NO.- ** 2 *t PAGE 380 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B)
 
3ROUP KEY ... 3.5.1
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 	 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO0 9 .. 	 USE OF OCCLUSIVE CUFFS TO PREVENT C.V. D 
ECONDI TIONING 
**'*4 WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... INSTRUMENTATION 
STATE ......... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 27C.O0 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASSVMETAL
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA * 
1 
11/33/70 RUN NO. *4 2 ** PAGE 381 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... 310MEDICAL RESEARCH (B) 
V&OUP KEY . 3.5.1 
* E)UIPVENT/CXPERIVENT NO. 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR
 
**v WASTF SOURCE NO. 10 ... C.V. RESPONSE TO SHCCK THERAPY 
DOCUMENT NO....... 3.5.1.2.10
 
REFERENCE NO. I .. EXFERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTFNDED EARTH OR 
BITAL YISSIONS, REVISICN NO.]1 SEPTCORER 
10969v NASA, OMSF. 
t % WASTE ITFM NO. I .... 2 WINIATURE SWINE 
STALE C 4C.......... SOLIO 
DENSIIY ........... C.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. Ch,ON 
CCMPSITICN ....... 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
**4*4* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... CONTACT PASTE
 
STATE ............. SEMI SOLID
 
















RECIAMATICN ACTICN .. COLLECT REIYDRATE
 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASIE GENERATION CATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NO.-** 2 ** PAGE 382
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
*4 EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR
 
****'WASTE SOURCE NO. 10 C.V. RESPONSE TO SHOCK THERAPY
 
** *** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... SYRINGE 
STATE ..... SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 160.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... SI 02
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH STERILIZE
 
7 
***4* tWASTE ITEM NO. 5 ... NEEDLE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 488o00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ....... 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FEvC 
COMPOSITION 
GENERATIGN DATA 000 QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTO TOTAL 0.10 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.05 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH STERILIZE 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
*Y MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA *A
 
L1/3)170 RUN NO. *1 2 ** 	 PACE 383
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B) 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
EDUIPMENT/EXPERINENT NO. 2 ......CARDIOVASCULAR 
** * WASTE SOURCE NO. 10 .... C.V. RESPONSE TO SHOCK THERAPY 
* *** WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... CAPILLARY TUBES 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........ 160.00 LBS/ClU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEVENTS PRESENI .. SI 02 
COMPOSITION .... 
GENERATION DATA ,. QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.50 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.25 
RECLAMATICN ACTION .. WASH
 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.50 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.25 
RECLAMATIGN ACTION .. LASH
 
***4'* WASTE lIEM NO. 9 .... LITTER 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 43.00 LOS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEi"ENTS PRESENT . 
CCAPOSITION ....... 
GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 10.00 
DAILY RATE 0.70 
BATCH SIZE 0.70 
RECLAMATICN ACTION .. r/R 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA ** 
11/3)/70 RUN NO.-** 2 ** 	 PAGE 384
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B)
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
** E2UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO.O C.V. RESPONSE TO SHOCK THERAPY10 

** *c WASTE ITEM NO. 10 .0.0 REACTANT CHEMICALS
 
STATE ............ SOLID OR LIQUID
 






COMPOSITION ....... NA2S204-NAOH OH KOH-K3FE (CN)6
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 










COMPOSITION ....... COPOLYVINYL CHLORIDE ACETATE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH STERILIZE
 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 12 .... URINE 
STATE ............. LIQUID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILL
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4
 
1113)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 385 
S/C 	3UBSYSIEM ..... BIOMEDICAL-RESEARCH (B)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
*F FAUIPMENT/EXPERIWENT NO. 2 O...... CARDIOVASCULAR
 
W* 10 C.V. RESPONSE TO SHECK THERAPY
ASTE SOURCE NO. .... 

*¢m'* WASTE ITEM NO. [3 .... FECES
 
STATE ............. SE1 SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTICN .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILL
 
M
ANNED SPACFCRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA X*
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO.-** 2 *' 	 PAGE 3&6
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH fB)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
* F)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... CAROIOVASCULAR
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 11 .... SENSITIVITY OF THE CAROTID SINUS-ARTERIA
 
L PRESSURE CONTROL LOOP
 
DOCUMENT NO. 35!. 211
 
REFERENCE NO. I MEDICAL ASPECTS OF AN ORBITING RESFARCH
 
LABORATORY? NASA SPACE MEDICINE ADVISORY
 
GROUP9 NASA REPORT NO. SP-86,1966e
 
REFERENCE NO 2 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EAPTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS ? REVISION NO. 1, SEPTEMBE
 
R 1, 19699 NASA OMSFo
 




DENSITY .2J00 LBS/CUO FT0
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




DENSITY .... 68.60 LBS/CU0 FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... COPOLYVINYL CHLORIDE ACETATE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. UASH
 
** MANNED SPACEnRAFT k.tTP WPNFRATTnN nATA ** 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 *4 	 PAGE 387 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .e. BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B) 
3ROUP KEY 3.95.1 
"* E)UIPMENT/FXPERIVENT NU. 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR 
* *~ WASTE SOURCE NO. 11 .... SENSITIVITY OF THE CAROTID SINUS-ARTFRIA 
L FRESSURE CONTROL LOOP 
** 4r WASTE ITEM NO, 3 .... CONTACT PASTE 
STATE ............. SEWI-SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. COLLECT REHYDRATE
 
*4-** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... INSTRUMFNTS 
STATE .............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 8C.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL MATERIAL
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA 4 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 388
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B)
 
3ROUP, KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... CAROIOVASCULAR
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 12 ., PERIPHERAL ARTERIAL REACTIVITY
 
DOCUMENT NO ..... 3.5.1.2.12
 
**** c* WASTE ITEM NO. , I .... DATA SHEETS 
STATE ....... SOLID 
DENSITY 72°00 LBS/CU0 FT. 













RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 




DENSITY ........... 83.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... ACLAR-SILVER IODIDE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 










COMPOSITION ....... SI 02 FEC (CH2 H2)
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** MAMN'Ffl CPArFrCAlT UACTI IlKtlZATTfit nATA , 
11/3D/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PACE 389
 
S/C UBSYSTEM ..... RIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B) 
3ROU0 KEY . 3.5.1 
,(* E)UIPMENI/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... CAROIOVASCULAR
 
**A* WASTE SOURCE NO. 13 .... CHANGES IN BLOOD VOLUME AND DISTRIBUTION
 
DOCUMENT NO..... 3.5.12.13 
REFERENCE NO. I .. EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR 
BITAL MISSIONS, RFVISION NO. 1, SEPTEMBE
 
R 1,1969i NASA OMSF.
 
'? ' WASTE ITEM NO. 1 .... EQUIPMENT 
SLATE .............. SOLID 
DENSIlY ........... 260.00 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ VARIED 
ELEMFNTS DRESENT . 
COPOSITION ....... VARIED 
GENERATION DATA . QUANTITY ILBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 10.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.15 
RECLAAATICN ACTION .. REPAIR 










COPPOSITICN ....... DFP32 CR31
 








RECLAMATION ACTION *. N/R
 
***41 WASTE ITE1 NO. 3 .... SYRINGE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENNITY ........... 160.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS 
ELEYENIS PRESENT .. S1,02 
COMPOSITION ....... 
GENERATION DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 4.00 
DAILY RATF 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.06 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. LASH 
4* PANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/3)/70 RUN NO.-4 2 ' PAGE 390 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDIGAL RESEARCH (B) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
* EDUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR 
***4 WASTE SOURCE NO. 13 .... CHANGES IN BLOOD VOLUME AND DISTRIBUTION 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED sPACECRACT WASTF rFNFRATITN nATA * 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 391
 
S/C 	3UBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B)
 
;ROUP KEY . 3.5.1
 
* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIENT NO. 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR
 
A**& WASTE SOURCF NO. 13 .... CHANGES IN 5LOCD VOLUME AND DISTRIBUTION
 





















RECLAMATICN ACTION .. DISTILL
 
* 44r4 WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... CHEW.FCR MICRO KJELDAHL-FOLIN CREATININE
 
STATE ... .z ...... LIQUID
 








































RECLAMATION ACTICN .. N/R
 
'  ITEM 9 .... CAPILLARY TUBES
 
*1 MANNED SPACECRAFT NASTE GENFRATION DATA * 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 392 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B)
 
3ROUP KEY .. 6.. 3.5.1
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 .. ,. CARDIOVASCULAR 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 14 .o. CAROTID BARORECEPTOR ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY 
IN PRIMATES 
DOCUMENT NO....... 




***4* WASTE ITEM NO. I .... FOOD PARTICLES 
STATE .............. SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 
***- WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... R/A ISOTOPES 
STATE ............ . LIQUID 
DENSITY ........... 64.00 LBS/CU. FT. 













RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
* * WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... WASTE WATER 
STATE ............. LIQUID 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *,
 
11/3)/70 RUN NC. ** 2 *4 	 PAGE 393
 
S/C 	SLBSYSTFM . 13MEDICAL RESEAPCH (B) 
3ROUP KEY . 345. 
E)UJPMENT/EXPERIVENT NO. 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR 
-c* WASTE SOURCE NO. 14 .... CARCTJD BARCRECEPTOR ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY 
IN PRIMATES 
t* f/ WASTE ITEM NO. t .... DATA %HEETS 
STATE .............. SCLID 
DENSITY ........... 72-00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PAFER 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
CCMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE 
GENERATION DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS) 
FXDT. TOTAL 0.50 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. 




DENSITY ............ 498.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ STEEL TUBE
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. kASH
 
t* WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... SYRINGE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 16C.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS TUBE 
FLEIENTS PRESENT .. SIO2 
COPPOSITION ....... 
GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 3.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.03 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. NASH 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT HASTE GFNERATION CATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. * 2 ** 	 PAGE 394 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ...oo BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B)
 
sROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 .O*..,.CARDIOVASCULAR 
**** 	 WASTE SOURCE NO. 14 ... * CAROTID BARORECEPTOR ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY 
IN PRIMATES 
** * WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... CAPILLARY TUBES 
STATE ....... oo4o0 SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 160.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES oo..... GLASS TUBE
 




GENERATION DATA ... 	 QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTo TOTAL 	 0.50
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.00
 
BATCH SIZE 	 0.00
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
****1* WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .. o FILM 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY .. ...... 83.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 




COMPOSITION ...... o ACLAR-SILVER
 
GENERATION DATA ... 	 QUANTITY ILBSI
 
EXPT, TOTAL 	 1.00
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.00
 
BATCH SIZE 	 0.01
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 395
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (B)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3o5.1 
' )*L3UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
"*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 14 .... 












DENSITY .......... 16r.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS TUBE
 
















































RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 12 .... LITTER 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 43.00 LBS/CU. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION .......
 




























** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTF GENEPATIN DATA *
 
11/30/70 RUN NO.'* 2 Wk 	 PAGE 396 





** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... CARDIOVASCULAR 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 14 .... CAROTID BARORECEPTOR ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY 
IN PRIMATES 
**tt * WASTE ITEM NO. 13 .... 2 MONKEYS 
STATE ............. SOLID 

















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
* *** WASTE ITEM NO. 14 .... URINE 
STATE ............ LICUID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION . DISTILL
 
* *** WASTE ITEM NO. 15 .... FECES 
STATE ............. SEMI-SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 87.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
1113)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 397 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH CC) 
3ROUP KEY ... oo 3.5.1 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ...... RESPIRATION 
ASSOCIATFD FPE NUMBER ... 5.13
 
S/C AREAS ......... PEDICAL LABOPATOPY
 
--t' WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... PULMONARY vECHANICS
 
DOCUMENT NO . ...... 	3.5.1.3.1
 
REFERENCE NO. I . REPORT ON THE OPTIMIZATION OF THE MANNED
 
ORBITAL RESEARCH LABORATORY (NCRI) SYST
 
EM CONCEPTIPHASE IIA 9 VOLUMESXXIIXXIII.C
 
OUGLAS RFPORT NOS. SP46083 AND S46084,S
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .o 	EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTh OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS, REVISICN NO. 1i SEPTIMBE
 
R 1i 1969, NASA OMSFO
 
PEFERENCE NO. 3 .. 	 IMBLMS
 
* *** WASTE ITEM NO. I .... CHEMICALS FOR PC02 AND P02 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 80.00 LBS/CU. FT. 




COMPOSITION ...... NAHC03, P04 - KCL t REFERENCE GASES
 








RECLAMATICN ACTICN .. N/R
 




DENSITY ........... 72.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT 1hASTE GENERATION DATA *4 
11/3)/70 RUN NO.- ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 398 
S/C 	SUBSYSTFM ..... BIOMFDICAL RESEARCH (C)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ..O..... RESPIRATION 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... PULMONARY MECHANICS 




DENSITY ........... 68.60 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... COPOLYVINYL CHLORIDE, ACETATE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. 1ASH, STERILIZE
 
,,-*MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
Ii/3 /70 RUN NCo. * 2 ** 	 PAGE 399
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (C)
 
3ROUP KEY .... 305.1
 
** FUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ....... RESPIRATION
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... RESPIRATORY CONTROL 
DOCUMENT NO. ...... 3.5.1.3.2
 
























RECLAMATICN ACTION .. NIR
 
** *4* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... TEST TUBE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 16C.O00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITICN ....... SI 02
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
1* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO.-** 2 ** PAGE 400
 
SIC SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (C)
 
GROUP KEY .... 3.5.1
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ....... RESPIRATION
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... BLCOD AND VENTILITORY GAS EXCHANGE 
DOCUMENT NO . ...... 3.5.1.3.3
 




**4* WASTE ITEM NO. I .... SPIROMETER MOUTHPIECE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 68.60 LBS/CU. FT. 




COMPOSITION ....... COPOLYVINYL CHLORIDEv ACETATE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
*#*i* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... CHEMICALS FOR BLOOD GASESsEXPIRED GASES 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... C00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ LIQUID, GASES 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... REFERENCE GASES NAHCO3-PO4-KCL NA2S204 N 
AOH-K3FE(CNI3 ETC. 













DENSITY ........... 72.00 LBSICU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




RUN 	NO. ** 2 4* PAGE 001 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (C) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
EDUIPMENT/EXPERIVENT NO. 3 ....... RESPIRATION 
*4* WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... BLOOD AND VENTILITORY GAS EXCHANGE 
4***It WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... NEEDLE 
STATE ............. SCLID 


















*** * WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... SYRINGE 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 160.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ..... 7 SI02
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
*tt* * WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... GAUZE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 90.48 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES .o....... CLOTHE 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE 
GFNERAIICN DATA .. QUANTITY 4LBS) 
EXPT° TOTAL 0.30 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
11/3)/70 RUN NOr ** 2 ** PAGE 402 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (C)
 
,ROUP KEY .o.. 3.5.1
 
* E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ....... RESPIRATION 
4*4 WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 BLOOD AND VENTILITORY GAS EXCHANGE 












GENEPAIIGN DATA oo. QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




DENSITY .. 16.... FT.



















**** WASTE ITEMI NO. 9 .... INSTRUMENT 
STATE ............ SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
*' MANNED SPACECRAFT tWASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/3)/10 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 403 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (C) 
;ROUP KEY .... 3.5.1
 
* fUIPAENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ....... REStIRATION
 
* ** WASTE SOURCE NO. A .... LUNG CLEANING IN RATS 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 	 3.5.1.3.4
 




CCNCEPT9 PHASE IIA,VOLUNES XXII,XXIII.D
 
OUGLAS REPORT NOS.SM46083 AND SM46084 SE
 
REFFRENCE NO. 2 .. 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS, REVISION NO. I, SEPTEMBE
 
R 19 1969v NASA OMSF.
 
• -* WASTE ITEM NO. I .... 6 RATS,ALBINO 
STATE ............. SOLID 






COMPOSITION ....... PROTEINS, MINERA
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
*,*' 1* WASTE ITEM NOa 2 oo.o TISSUE FIXATIVES 
STATE ............. LICUID 


















** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
1IJ13/70 RUN NO.-** 2 ** PAGE 404 
S/L SUBSYSTEM . BRIAEDICAL RESEARCH (C) 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
t E)UIPMENF/EXPERIMENT NO0 3 ....... RESPIRATION 
4*44 WASTE SOURCE NO 4 .... LUNG CLEANING IN RATS 










COMPOSITION ....... C16H14069 3H20? C20HBBR405
 








RECLAMATICN ACTIN .. COLLECT
 
c4z WASIE iTEs NO. 4 .... FOOD PARTICLES 
STATE .......... SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 
* 	 UASTE ITEA NO. 5 .... iASTE WATER 
STATE ....... LIQUID 
DENSITY ......... 62.40 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES 
ELEMENTS PRESENT 
COMPOSITION ....... WATER 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTIlY TLBS) 
EXPTO TOTAL 0.50 





4* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 405 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (C)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
4* E UIPMENT/FXPERIMENT NO. 3 ....... RESPIRATION 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 LUNG CLEANING IN RATS 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILL
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




DENSITY ........... 83.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... ACLAR, AGL
 








PECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4*
 
11/30/70 RUN NO.-** 2 ** PAGE 406
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARgCH (C)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
** E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ....... RESPIRATION
 
****'WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... LUNG CLEANING IN RATS
 












GENERATION DATA . QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTo TOTAL 0010 
DAILY RATE 0001 
BATCH SIZE 0001 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 





















RECLAMATION ACTION .0 N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
RUN 	NO. ** 2 &* PAGE 407
11/3)170 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (C)
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
*t E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ....... RESPIRATION
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 5 .... INDUCED PULMONARY INFECTION IN MICE 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 3.5.1.3.5 




*4t* WASIE ITEM NO. I .... 6 YICEj ALBINO 
STATE ............. SOLID
 






COMPOSITION ....... PROTEINS4 MINERAL
 








RECLAMATION ACTIN .. N/R
 
































COMPOSITION ....... C16H1406, 3H20, C20H8BR405
 
GENERATIEN DATA ... QUANTITY {LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.05 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. COLLECT 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
RUN 	NO.-* 2 ** PAGE 408
11/30/70 

SIC 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (C)
 
GROUP KEY .... 3.5.1
 
4 E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ...... RESPIRATION
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO0 5 .... INDUCED PULMONARY INFECTION IN MICE
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 












































W*4 NO1. 6 URINE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *%
 
1113)/70 RUN NO *-*2 ** ' 	 PAGE 409 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (C) 
3ROUP KEY . 345o1 
4'. EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 .. o.O.RESPIRATION 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. 5 .... INDUCED PULMONARY INFECTION IN MICE 
****k* WASTE ITEM NO 7 ... FECES 
STATE ........ SEMI-SOLID 
DENSITY .8700 LBS/CU0 FTo 
ATTRIBUTES 
ELEMENTS PRESENT CvhkO 9 N 
COMPOSITION . 





BATCH SIZE 0 00
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/P
 
,k***' WASTE- ITEM NO. 8 .... COLOR FILM 
STATE . SOLID 
DENSITY 8300 LBS/CU0 FT0 
ATIPIBUTES .... PLASTIC 9 STRIP 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... ACLAR, AGI 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBSI 
EXPT0 TOTAL 0010 
DAILY RATE 0.01 
BATCH SIZE 0001 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
•*4*1- WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... DATA 'SHEETS 
STATE ......... SOLID 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
4* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/33/70 RUN 	NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 410 
S/C 	 SUBSYSTEM . BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (C) 
,ROU KEY ... 3.5.1 
VjUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT)* NO., 3 ....... RESPIRATION
 
*t* WASTE SOURCE NO. 5 .... INDUCED PULMONARY INFECTION IN MICE
 












GENERATION DATA -	 QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTo TOTAL 	 0.20
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.01
 
BATCH SIZE 	 0.01
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. EASH
 












GENERATION DATA ... 	 QUANTITY {LBS)
 
EXPTO TOTAL 	 3.50
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.23
 
BATCH SIZE 	 0.23
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 












GENERATION DATA ... 	 QUANTITY (LBSI
 
EXPTO TOTAL 	 300 
DAILY RATE 	 0.21
 
BATCH SIZE 	 0.21 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA 4* 
11/33/70 RUN NO, ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 411
 
S/C 	;UBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (C) 
;ROUP KEY o°o 3.5.1 
* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ,..... RESPIRATION 
4 " WASTE SOURCE NO. 5 .... INDUCED PULMONARY INFECTION IN MICE 
* *X* WASTE ITEM NO. 13 ... PETRI PLATES 
STAFE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .... ...... 68.60 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ....... PLASTIC 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ...... COPOLYVINYL, ACETATE CL. 
GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY ILBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.50 
DAILY RATE 0.03 
BATCH SIZE 0.03 
RECLAMATICN ACTION .. N/R 
**4*#* WASTE ITEM NO 14 .... LOOPS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 16C.o00 LBS/CUo FT. 
AriRIBUTES ...... ROD 
ELEMENTS PRESENT 
COMPOSITION ...... S102 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 1.00 
DAILY RATE 0.07 
BATCH SIZE 0.07 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH STERILIZE 
M*HANhED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/33/70 RUN NOr ** 2 * PACU 412 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (C) 




*o** WASTE SOURCE NO. 6 .... 

DOCUMENT NO . ...... 

REMARKS ( 1) ...... 


















FOR OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION SEE COCUMENT
 










COMPOSITION ....... PROTEINS, MINERAL
 


















*** mWASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... 
STATE ............. 
DENSITY ...... ,. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COVPOSITION ....... 

































































** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 *4 	 PAGE 413
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (C)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPFRIMENT NO. 3 ....... RESPIRATION
 
























RECLAMATION ACTICN .. N/R
 










































RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILL
 
4* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA *
 
113/70 RUN 	NO-* 2 ** PAGE 41k
 
S/C 	 SUBSYSTEM . BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (C) 
?ROUP KEY .... 3.5.1 
EUIPMFNT/EXPERtMENT NO. 3 ....... RESPIRATION
 




** * WASTE ITEM NO. 7 FECES 
STATE ............. SEMI-SOLIO 
DENSITY ........... 87t00 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATiRIBUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. CH 1 ON 
COMPOSITION 
GENERATICN DATA . QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTC TOTAL 0.03 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0o00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
4" .e *ASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... COLOR FILM 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 83.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ... PLASTIC, STRIP 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COFPOSITION ....... ACLARv AGI 
GENERATION DATA .o QUANTITY LLBS) 
EXPI. TOTAL 0.10 
DAILY RATE 0.01 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 




















RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 44
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. 4* 2 *2 	 PAGE 415
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (C)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
EAUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ....... RESPIRATION
 
























RECLAMATICN ACTION .. WASH
 
*4*t * WASTE ITEM NO.-11 .... LITTER 
STAIE .............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 43.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEVENTS PRESENI . 
COMPOSITION ....... 
GENERATIEN DATA .. % QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 3.50 
DAILY RATE 0.23 
BATCH SIZE 0.23 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT hASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
IL/33/70 RUN NO ** 2 ** 	 PACE 416
 
SIC SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (0) 
GROUP KEY ..... 30501 
*' EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ...... GASTROINTESTINAL 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ... 5.13
 
S/C AREAS ......... MEDICAL LABORATORY
 
*m*~ WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... Golo MOTILITY AND PH 
DOCUMENT NO . ...... 	3o5.1.4.1
 
REFERENCE NO. I ,o 	NASA EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTIONS FOR EXTENDE
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 ., 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 














































RECLAMATION ACTION 	 . NIR
 
** W ITEMI N\. 2 .... STOMACH TUBES 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT 1ASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. '* 2 ** 	 PAGE 'il7 
S/C 	SUBSYSTFM ..... BIfMEDICAL RESEARCH (D)
 
2ROUP KEY .,..o 3.5.1
 
t* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ....... GASTROINTESTINAL
 
4*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... INTESTINAL ABSORPTION 
DOCUMIENT NO ..... 	 3.5.1.4.2
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 .. 	EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED FARTH OR
 




** *4* WASTE ITEV NO. I .... RADIOACTIVE FOOD PARTICLES 
STATE ............. SOLID 






GENERATIfON DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPT. TOTAL 26.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.26 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
*** * WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... R/A URINE 
STATE ............. LIQUID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. K/R
 
**€** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... R/A FECES 
STATE ............. SEMI-SOLID 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATTIN OATA *x 
11/3)/70 RUN NO- ** 2 ** 	 PACE 418 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM . BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (D) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
4 fEUIPMENT/EYPERIMENT NO. 4 ....... GASTROINTESTINAL 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 ... INTESTINAL ABSORPTION 




















RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 
** 4 WASIF ITEM NO. 5 .... URINE 
STAIE ............ LIQUID 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILL IF DESIRED
 




















RECtAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
Y* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *T" 
11/31/70 
 RUN 	NC. ** 2 ** PAGE 419 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (D) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
** E)U(PMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ....... GASTROINTFSTINAL
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... INDICES OF RENAL FUNCTION 
DOCUtMENT NO. ...... 	3.o.i4o3
 
REFERENCE NO. I °. 	NASA EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTIONS FOR EXTENDE 
D EARTH-ORBIT FLIGHTSNASA HEADQUARTERS, 
WASHINGTOND.C.oMARCH 1965 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .. 	REPToON THE OPTIMIZATION OF MANNED ORBIT 
AL RESEARCH LAB.4MORL)SYSTEM CONCEPTyDhA 
SE lIAiVOL.XXII & XXIIIEXPERIMENT PROG. 
DOUGLAS REPToNOS.SM46083 & SM46084,SEPT. 
REFERENCE NO. 3 .. 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR 
BITAL MISSIONSREVISION NO.1,SEPTE4ER 1 
,1964
 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPT. TOTAL 1.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.02 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** * * WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .*.. CHEMICALLY IMPREGNATED PAPER 
STATE ............ SOLID
 








GENFRATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTO TOTAL 0.25 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
RUN NO. 2 	 PACF 420
.1/33/70 





:t E2UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ....... GASTROINTESTINAL
 
=* WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... INDICES OF RENAL FUNCTICN
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 












GENERATION DATA 000 QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTO TOTAL 7.00 
DAILY RATE 0000 
BATCH SIZE 1.40 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. K/R
 
** WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... SYRINGE
 
STATE .... ,........ SOLID
 
DENSITY .. v....... o 160.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS TUBE
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASHvSTERILIZE
 
MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA hz*
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 **4t 	 PAGE 421 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (D) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
4* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ....... GASTROINTESTINAL 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... INDICES OF RENAL FUNCTION 
I 
****m* WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... NEEDLES 
STATE ........... SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 488.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ STEEL TUBE
 




GENERATICN DATA .e 	 QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPT. TOTAL 	 1.00
 




RECLAMATION ACTION .. 6ASHtSTERILIZE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION GATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO.-** 2 ** 	 PAGE 422
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (D)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
00 EIUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ....... GASTROINTESTINAL
 




REFERENCE NO. i ., EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS 9 REVISION NOOISEPTEMBER I
 
9IS69 9 NASA OMSFo
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 










































RECLAMATION ACTION .. COLLECT
 
ASL MAM~n ADArprDAPT UACTC fZThIDATflF ThATA M3~
 
11133/70 RUN 	NO. ** 2 "* PAGE 423
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIQMEDICAL RESEARCH 10
 
;ROUP KEY .... 3.5.1
 
E 	 4 ... ... GASTROINTESTINAL
lUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
* ** WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... RENAL CALCULUS FORMATION IN RATS 
***x WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... FOOD PARTICLES
 
STATE ........ .... SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPT, TOTAL 0.50 
DAILY RATE 0.02 
- BATCH SIZE 0.02 
RECLAMATION ACTION
 
*4* WASTE ITEM NO. 6 ... URINE 
STATE ............. LIQUID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILL
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/30/70 RUN NO.-** 2 4* 	 PAGE 424
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (D) 
GROUP KEY .... 3,5.1 
** E'UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ....q..GASTROINTESTINAL
 
'** WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... RENAL CALCULUS FORMATION IN RATS
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .o N/R
 
***W* NASTE ITEM NO. -8 .... DATA SHEETS
 
STATE . ...... SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION ., %/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
** MANNFD PACFrRAFT WA5TF rMrPPATTnN fATA *
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 425 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (D)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3o5 1
 
** E)UIPMFNT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ....... GASTROINTESTINAL 
**t* WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... RENAL CALCULUS FORMATION IN RATS 
**"* WASTE ITEM NO. 10 .... LITTER 
STATE ............ SOLID 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
**4* WASTE ITEM NO. 11 .... INSTRUMENT 
STATE ............. SOLID
 








GENERATTCN DATA ... - QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 5.00 
DAILY RATE 0.18 
BATCH SIZE 0.18
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
** * WASTE ITEM NO. 12 .... CHEMICALS 
STATE ............. SOLIDLIQUID
 


















** MANNED SPACECRAFT hASTE GFNERATION DATA *t 
11/33/70 RUN NO0 -*v- 2 A* PAGE 426
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (D)
 
GROUP KEY . 3.5.1
 
*4 EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ....... GASTROINTESTINAL
 









**ie WASTE ITEM NO. I -... 4 RATSALBINO
 
STATE ... ....... SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 
****t WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... TISSUE FIXATIVES 
STATE ............. LIQUID 

















** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
RUN 	NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 42711/33/70 

S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (E)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
**. ElUIPJENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ...... METABOLISM AND NUTRITION 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ... 5.13
 
S/C AREAS ......... MEDICAL LABORATORY
 
* WASTE SCURCE NO. I .... ENERGY METABOLISM 
DOCUMENT NO . ...... 	 3.5.1.5.1
 
REFERENCE NO. I PEDICAL ASPECTS OF AN ORBITING RESEARCH
 
LABORATORY, NASA SPACE MEDICINE ADVISORY
 
GROUP, NASA REPORT NO. SP-86, 1S66
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .. 	EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDE EAPTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS, REVISIGN NO. 1, SEPTEMBE
 
R i, 1969, NASA OMSF.
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 
**'* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... CHEMICAL FOR GAS ANALYSIS 
STATE ............. SOLID 





COMPOSITION ....... KOH, K PYROGALLATE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4 
11/3)/70 RUN NO.-** 2 ** 	 PAGE 428
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM v.o.o BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (E)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ...... METABOLISM AND NUTRITION 
S*** 	 WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... CARBOHYDRATE AND FAT METABOLISM 
DOCUMENT NO0 ...... 	3.5.1.52
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 MEDICAL ASPECTS OF AN ORBITING RESEARCH
 
LABORATORY, NASA SPACE MEDICINE ADVISORY
 
GROUP, NASA REPORT NO. SP-861 1966
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 	 NASA EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTIONS FOR EXTENDE
 
D APOLLO EARTH-ORBIT FLIGHTS, NASA HEAOQ
 
UARTERS, WASHINGTON, D.C. MARCH 1965.
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONSv REVISION NO. 1, SEPTEMBE
 
R 19 1969, NASA OMSF.
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




DENSITY ..... ..... 70.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4 
11/3)/70 RUN NOD ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 429
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (E) 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
** .EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ....... METABOLISM AND NUTRITION
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... CARBOHYDRATE AND FAT METABOLISM
 




DENSITY ......... 56.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FE, KI 
COMPOSITION ..... CU SALT 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
*m*4* WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... BLCOD 
STALE ............. LIQUID 
DENSITY .......... 65.52 LBSICU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. C hON 
COMPOSITION ....... 









**44* WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... URINE 
STATE ........ ... LIQUID 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
A% MAMPO pACFCrPAPT WACTr aPMrDATTnM rATA * 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PACE 430 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (E) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
** E3UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ... ,... METABOLISM AND NUTRITION 
*4*4 WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... CARBOHYDRATE AND FAT METABOLISM 
***t* WASTE ITEM NO. 6 ., GAUZE 
STATE ............. SOLID 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
***' WASTE ITEM NO -..- NEEDLE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 488.00 LBS/CU. FT. 













RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
*t * WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... SYRINGE 
STATE .. . ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 160.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS, TUBE 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... S102 
GENERATION DATA o.. QUANTITY (LES) 
EXPT. TOTAL 4.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.07 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH 
** MAMhlKn CDACrDACT IACTC lCNICDATTf M n ATA *k* 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 431 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (E)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 .O... METABOLISM AND NUTRITION 
* * NASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... CARBOHYDRATE AND FAT METABOLISM 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... EQUIPMENT 
STATE o............ SOLID
 








GENERATION DATA oo° 	 QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTO TOTAL 	 5.00
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.70
 
BATCH SIZE 	 0.70
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
v* MANNEO SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *A
 
11/3 )170 RUN NE..** 2 ** 	 PAGE 432
 
V/C 	SUSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (E)
 
3ROUD KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
* E)LIPMENT/EXPFRIMENT NO. 5 ....... METABOLISM AND NUTRITION
 




























RECLAMATION ACTICN .. N/R
 




DENSITY ........... 7C.0O LPS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
1i13D/7O RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 433
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL-RESEARCH (E)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.I
 
** E4UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 .... METABOLISM AND NUTRITION 
***t INASTE SOURCE NC. 3 .... PROTEIN METABOLISM 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... BLCOD 
STATE -....... LICUIO
 








GENERATION DATA ... 	 QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTO TOTAL 	 3.00
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.00
 
BATCH SIZE 	 0.04
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 












GENERATION DATA oo. 	 QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTo TOTAL 	 4.00
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.00
 
BATCH SIZE 	 0.06
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
• 	'U4* iASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... GAUZE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 90.48 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ POROUS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ...... CELLULOSE
 
GENERATION DATA oo 	 QUANTITY {LBS)
 
EXPTO TOTAL 	 3.00
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.00
 
BATCH SIZE 	 0.04
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. h/R
 
4* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NO.-** 2 ** 	 PAGE 434
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (E) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
* E2UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ...O...METABOLISM AND NUTRITION 
,n**- QASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... PROTEIN METABOLISM 




DENSITY ........... 488.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 






GENERATICN DATA .oo QUANTITY fLBS)
 
EXPTC IOTAL 1.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH 
**t* WASTE ITEM NO. 8 SYRINGE 
STATE . SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 16C00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTPIBUTES ....... GLASS, TUBE 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... S1C2 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
MANNED SPACECRAFT NASTE GENERATION CATA *k 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ;* 	 PACE 435 
S/C 	;UBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (El 
,ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
*c F)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO0 5 ....... MEIABOLISM AND NUTRITION
 
*44* WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... FLUID AND ELECTROLYTE BALANCE
 
COCUMENT NO. 	 35.1.5o4
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 MEDICAL ASPECTS OF AN ORBITING RESEARCH
 
LABORATORYv NASA SPACE MEDICINE ADVISORY
 
GROUPS NASA REPORT NO. SP-86v 1966
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 	 NASA EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTIONS FOR EXTENDE
 
D APOLLO EARTH-ORBIT FLIGHTS9 NASA HEADQ
 
UARTERS9 WASHINGTON9 DoC 0 9 MARCH i965.
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENOED EARTH OR
 
B1TAL MISSIONSV REVISION NO. 19 SEPTEMBE
 
R I 19699 NASA OMSF
 






















***** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... CONBISTIX (URINE) 
STATE SOLID
 
DENSITY . o.......... 64.20 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA m*
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO; ** 2 ** 	 PACE 436
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (E)
 
3ROUP KEY .... 3o5.1
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO0 5 ....... METABOLISM AND NUTRITION 
w*l 51STE SOURCE NJ. 4 .... FLUID AND ELECTROLYTE BALANCE 
WASTE ITEM NO. 3 CHEMICALS IBLOOD SUGAR) GAS ANALYSIS 
STATE ............ VARIED 
DENSITY ...... 56.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ... 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FE, KI 
COMPOSITION ..... CU SALT, KOH, K PYROGALLATE 
GENERATION DATA ooo QUANTITY {LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.25 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH S17E 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... BLOOD 
STATE ...... LIQUID 
















**'-* WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... URINE 
STATE ............. LIQUID 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFi WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
1I133:70 RUN NO0 T* 2 a* 	 PAGE 437 
S/C 	 SURSYS1EM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (E) 
3ROUD KEY 3.5.1 
4 E4UIPMENT/EXPER1MENT NO 0 5 ......METABOLISM AND NUTRITION 
i*1* WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 FLUID AND ELECTROLYTE BALANCE 
%4** WASTE ITEM NO* 6 GAbZE 
STAlE ..... SOLID 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




DENSITY .. .... 88O LBS/CUO FT0
 






GENEIATIZN DATA oo QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXQTo TOTAL 1.00 
DAILY RATE OOO 








DENSITY 160.00 LBS/CU0 FT0
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. LASH
 
'* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 
4 
11/3)/70 RUN NO.-** 2 4" 	 PAGE 438 
S/C 	SUaSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (E) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
EAUIPMENT/FXPERIMENT NO0 5 ....... IETABOLISM AND NUTRLIUON 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 FLUID AND ELECTROLYTE BALANCE 
r***k WASTE ITEM NO. 9 . ISOTOPES 
STATE ........ LICUID 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION . REPAIR
 
%*** VJSTE ITEM NO0 1 .... ELECTROPHORESIS PAPER
 
STATE ..... ...... SOLID
 



















*- MANNED SPACECRAFT NASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
i/3)/70 RUN NC0 *4 2 , 	 PAGE 439 
S/C 	;UBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (E) 
3ROUP KEY 5....A35 
 
*4 E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NOo 5 ....... METABOLISM AND NUTRITION 
4*4 WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 ... FLUID AND ELECTROLYTE BALANCE 





















RECLAMATION ACTION oo NiR
 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 13 DATA SHEETS 
STATE ......... SOLID 







GENERATICN DATA ... - QUANTITY ILBS)
 
EXPTO TOTAL 0.10 
DAILY RATE 000 
BATCH SIZE 0o00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. NiR
 











COMPOSITION ..... AMIDO-SCIARZ 1O
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. COLLECT EXCESS
 
** MANhED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/31/70 RUN NO. ** 2 * PAGE 440 
SIC SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (E) 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
*t EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ...... METABOLISM AND NUTRITION 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 FLUID AND ELECTROLYTE BALANCE 
*4*4** WASTE ITEM NO. 15 .... COMBISTIX (URINE) 
STATE ...... SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 70.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 
**'* WASTE ITEM NO. 16 ... o ISOTOPES 
STATE ............. LIQUID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION °o COLLECT
 
**** WASIE ITEM NO. 17 .... CHEMICALS (BLOOD SUGARS URINE N 
STATE ........... VARIED 
DENSITY .......... 56.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FEt KI-

COMPOSITION ....... CU SALT, H2SO4-NH4OH
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
zi,3)/7O RUN NO0 ** 2 t 	 PAGE 441 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (E)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
E.UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ...... METABOLISM AND NUTRITIC'N
 
*** WASTE SOU4CE NO0 4 FLLID AND ELECTROLYTE BALANCE
 
**** ~WASTE ITEM NO. 18 BLOOD
 
STATE . ......... LICUID
 








GENFRATICN DATA 000 	 QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPT. TOTAL 	 4.00
 
DAILY RATE 	 0000
 
BATCH SIZE 	 0008
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIP
 
t WASTE ITEM NO. 19 .... URINE 
STATE .... LIQUID
 




FLEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION WATER
 
GENERATICN DATA ... 	 QUANTITY ILBS)
 
EXPTo TOTAL 	 4.00
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.00
 
BATCH SIZE 	 0008
 
PECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 












GENERATICN DATA ... 	 QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTo TOTAL 	 0.50
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.00
 
BATCH SIZE 	 0.01
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. NiR
 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11133/70 RUN NO. * 2 * PAGE 442 
SIC SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (E) 
3ROUP IEY ..... 3.5.1 
* EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ... C...METABOLISM AND NUTRITION 
***4 WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... FLUID AND ELECTROLYTE BALANCE 
* t* WASTE ITEM NO. 21 .... NEEDLE 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 488.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. RASH
 
**# WASTE ITEM NO. 22 .... SYRINGE
 
STATE ... .. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 160.00 LBS/CU. FTo
 














RECLAMATION ACTION ..o ASH
 
4 WASTE ITEM NO. 23 .... INSTRUMENT 
SlATE ............. SOLID 
DENSItY ........... 166.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ CHEMICAL GLASS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. HG, H 
COMPOSITION ....... S102 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR
 
1/3)/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 * 	 PACE 443 
S/C 	ThBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (El 
;ROUP KEY 3.5.1 
4 EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ....... METABOLISM AND NUTRITION
 
* WASTE SOURCE NO. . MINERAL METABOLISM




REMARKS ( 1) . FOR OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION SEE DOCUMENT 
NO. A- 3.5o1.5o4 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 . COMBISTIX 
STATE ......... SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 70.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PAPERIMPREGNATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT o 
COMPOSITION . CELLULOSE 







RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 
• * * WASTE ITEM NO. 3 CHEMICAL, SERUM, AND URINARY TESTS 
STATE ....... SOLID , LIQUID 
CENSIlY . 5&.00 LBS/CUo FT0 
A11FI'UTES ... 
FLEMENTS PRESENT 
COMPOSITION ...... NH4)2C204,H20,METHYLREDSNCLYMOLYBDATE 
KMN04
 
GENERATICN DATA . QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTO TOTAL 0.25 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 444
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (E)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3,5.1
 
* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ....... METABOLISM AND NUTRITION 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 5 .... MINERAL METABOLISM 
***'* WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... BLOOD 
STATE ............. LIQUID
 








GENERATION DATA ... 	 QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTO TOTAL 	 4.00
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.00
 
BATCH SIZE 	 0.08
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 
*** *I WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... URINE 
STATE ............ LIQUID 
DENSITY ........... 63.60 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... WATER 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 4.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.08 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
**t* * WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... GAUZE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 90.48 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ POROUS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.30 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTION -. N/R 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
RUN NO. ** 2 ** PACE 44511/f/70 

S/C SUBSYSTEM BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (E)
 
ROUP KEY ..... 3.1
 
*t- EJUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ....... METABOLISM AND NUTRITION 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 5 .... MINERAL METABOLISM 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... NEEDLE 
STATE ......... SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 488.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. 'AASH
 
*t >** WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... SYRINGE 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 16C.00 LBSiCU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ STEEL9 TUBE 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPnSITICN ...... SI02 
GENERATION DATA ... - QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 400 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.08 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH 




DENSIlY ........... 90.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ...... GLASS, CHEMICAL
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. H, HG
 
COMPOSITION ....... SI02, CALOMEL
 








RECLAMATION ACTION . REPAIR IF POSSIBLE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA 41
 
ItI/O)70 RUN NO-$* 2 A 	 PAGE 446
 
sic 	 Vt3SYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (El 
,R2UP I<Y ..... 3.5.1 
on Ft IP'4ENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ....... METABOLISM AND NUTRIIlON
 
**wv wASTE SOURCE NO. 6 .... BIOASSAY OF BODY FLUIDS
 
DOCUMENT NO. 3o5.1.5o6 




**'Q*4 WASTE ITEM NO. 1 .... DATA SHEETS 
STATE ......... SOLID 
DENSITY .. ... 44.O0 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PAPER 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE 



















CCMPOSITION ....... AMIDO-SCHWARZ 10
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. COLLECT EXCESS
 




DENSITY ........... 70.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. 1/R 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERAION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 4* PAGE 447 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (El 
3ROIJP KEY 35.1..., 

4 E3UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ....... METABOLISM AND NUTRITION 
i WASTE SOURCE NO. 6 .... BIOASSAY OF BODY FLUIDS 
***4 * WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... ISOTOPES 
STATE ............. LICUID 





CUM0 OSITIO ....... DFP32CR31
 








RECIAMATION ACTION .. COLLECT
 
4 *rk4~WASTE-ITEM NO. 5 .. . CHEMICALS IBLOODSUGAR) URINE N. 
STATE .. .......... VARIED 
DENSITY .......... 56.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES 
ELEMENIS PRESENT .. FE, KI 
COMPOSITION ....... CU SALT, H2SO4v NH40H 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. NZR
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11133/( RUN NO. _* 2 ** PAGE 4A9 
SIC SUBSYSIEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (E) 
,ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
44 EiUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ....... METABOLISM AND NUTRITION 
**V4 WASTE SOURCE NO. 6 .... BIOASSAY OF BOD FLUIDS 





















RECLAMATION ACTION o. V/R
 




















RPCLAMATION ACTION .. N!R
 
* 	 WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... NEEDLE
 
STATE ...... ..... SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 488.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 






GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTC TOTAL 1.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.02 
RECLAMATION ACTION -. WASH 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 449
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH CE)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5o1
 
** F UIPOENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ....... METABOLISM AND NU1RITION
 
#t WASTE SOURCE NO. 6 .... BIGASSAY OF BODY FLUIDS
 
*t WASTE ITEM NO. 10 .... SYRINGE 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ...... 16C.00 LBS/CUo FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .o HASH
 




DENSITY .. ... 16.00 LBS/CUo FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ....... CHFMICAL, GLASS
 














** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASIE GENERATION DATA 4* 
11/33/70 RUN NO.** 2 *4 	 PAGE 450
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM . BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (F) 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
4* ElUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 6 ...... MUSCULOSKELETAL 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER .. 5.13
 
S/C AREAS ......... MEDICAL LABORATORY
 
****WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... BONE DENSITY
 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 	 3.51.6.I
 
REFERENCE NO. I 	 MEDICAL ASPECTS OF AN ORBITING RESEARCH
 
LABORATORYiNASA SPACE MEDICINE ADVISORY
 
GROUPqNASA REPORT NOQSP-86 1I96wo.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 o 	 NASA EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTIONS FOR EXTENDE 
D APOLLO EARTH-ORBIT FLIGHTSVNASA HEADOU 
ARTERSVASHINGTON7D.C.vMARCH 1965. 
REFERENCE NO. 3 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR 
BITAL MISSIONSvREVISION NO.ISPTEMBER 1 
V4S69NASA OMSFo 
*4,*jc WASTE ITEM'NOO I .... BLOOD 
STA1E ............. LIQUID 
DENSITY .......... 6S.60 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... WATER 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS) 
EXPT TOTAL 4.00 
DAILY RATE 000 
BATCH SIZE 0°07 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILLN/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFt WASTE GENERATION DATA ' 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 	 PAGE 451
 
S/C SlBSvSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (F)
 
ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
*4 EQUFPMiENT/EXDERIMENT NO. 6 ...... MUSCULOSKELETAL
 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. I ... BONE DENSITY
 
*t%* * WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... SYRINGE 
STATE ......... SOLID 
DENSITY 160.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES . GLASS TUBE 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .o S102 
COMPOSITION 
GENERATICN DATA .. o QUANTITY {LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 5.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.10 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH 
* 	 WASTE ITEM NJ.0 4... NEEDLE
 
SlATE . ...... SOLID
 
DENSITY ...... 488.00 LBSICU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
***g1* WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... CHEMOSERUMtURINEIFECAL CA&P SoFHOSPHATAS 
STATE ............. LIQUIDSOLID 
DENSITY ........... 56.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ....... 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... TCAIALK.PHOSPHATASE SUBSTRATE PHOSPHATAB 
S 








RECLAMATION ACTION .0 N/R
 
*,cI ANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN NV-** 2 * 	 PAGE 452
 




*E EQUIPMFNTIEXPERIMENT NO. 6 .......MUSCULOSKELETAL
 
**v*'WAS1E SOURCE NO. 1 .... BONE DENSITt
 
** 	 * WASTE ITEM NO. 6 . GAUZE 
STATE ............. SOLID
 






































RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 
4* ITEM NO. .... DATA SHEETS
 






















** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTF GENERATION DATA ' 
11/3)/70 	 RUN NO. 2 **** 	 PAGF 453 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (F)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
*1 E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 6 .... ,.MUSCULOSKEL'VL 
*t-** 1ASTE SOURCE NO, 2 .... FRACTURE HEALING IN At,IMALS 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 	 3o51.6o2
 
REFERENCE NO. I ., 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM ->2R EXTENDED EARTH OR 




REFERENCE NO. 2 .. 	 EFFECT OF RESTRAINT 1 $TRESS 
AND FASTING 0
 








CCREFERENCE NO. 4 	 CRITERIA FOR PHYSICLCGIC STRESS AND ADAP
 
TATION. PHYSIOLOGIST 	LO 13741967,
 























RECLAMATION ACTICN .. NIR
 
* WA.TE ITEM NO. 2 










COMPOSITION ....... TCA ALKoPHOSPHATESE SUBSIRATEvPHCSPHATAB
 
S ALKALINE TABLET TCA
 
GENERATIGN DATA 









RECLAMATION ACTION . NIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
//31/70 RUN 	NO. 4* 2 ** PAGE 454 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (F)
 
3ROUP KEY 0..0. 3.5.1
 
EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 6 ......MUSCULOSKELETAL
 
'*** WASIE SOURCE NO. 2 .... FRACTURE HEALING IN ANIMALS
 






















RECLAMATION ACTION .. COLLECT EXCESS
 
** W 	 4 .... LITTER


















BATCH SIZE 0 12
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
JUASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... WATER WASTE
 
STATE ............ o LIQUID
 

















RECLAMATION ACTION 00 DISTILL.OR NIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. * 2 ** PAGE 455 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (F)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
** E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 6 ....... MUSCULOSKELETAL 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... FRACTURE HEALING IN ANIMALS 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... FOOD WASTE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 95.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ...... PARTICLES 
ELEMENTS PRESENT 
COMPOSITION ...... COHN 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT, TOTAL 2.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.05 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
i'*** WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... GLASS SLIDES 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 16000 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. S162 
COMPOSITION ....... 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTC TOTAL 0.50 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH 
%*#*** WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... SIX GUINEA PIGS 
STATE ............. SOLID 




GENERATIfN DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 8.50 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.20 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. BONES REMOVED 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
I1/3)/70 RUN NO.-** 2 ** PACE 456 
S/C SUBSYSTEM BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (F) 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 6 ....... MUSCULOSKELETAL
 
4* WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... CALCIUM MOBILIZATION 
DOCUMENT NO. ...... 3.5.1.6.3
 




***** WASTE ITEM NO. I .... ISOTOPES 
STATE .... o.... LIQUID 
DENSITY .o ....... o 0.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUIES . ...... CHEMICAL 
ELEVENTS PRESENT .. CA 
COMPfOSITION ....... 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
*4* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .o.. CHEMICALS FOR SERUM PHOSPHATE CA & P 
STATE ............ SOLIDLIQUID
 






COMPOSITION 0.o.0o TCA ALKOPHOSPHATASE SUBSTRATE OR PHOSPHA
 
I TABS ALKALINE TABLET TCA
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .4 N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACUION .. N/R
 
t* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 457 
S/C %UBSYSTEM ..... BIOIEDICAL RESEARCH (F) 
,ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
1* E3UIPMENF/EXPERIMENT NO. 6 ....... MUSCULOSKELETAL 
*4tA WASTE SOLRCE NO. 3 .... CALCIUM MOBILIZATION 
,c*4 i* WASTE ITEM NO. 4 . .ATER WASTE 
STATE ............. LIQUID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILL OR N/R
 
*x** * WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... FOGD WASTE 
STATE ........... SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .o RASH
 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATTON DATA *' 
11/31/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 458 




** ElUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 6 ....... MUSCULOSKELETAL 
* * WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... CALCIUM MOBILIZATION 




















RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 
•* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 
4 
11/33170 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 459
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (F)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3,5.1
 
** E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 6 ....... MUSCULOSKELETAL
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... MUSCLE MASS AND STRENGTH 
DOCUMENT NO . ...... 	 3.5.1.6.4
 
REFERENCE NO. I 	 NASA EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTIONS FOR EXTENDE
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 .. 	REPT°ON THE OPTIMIZATION OF MANNED ORBIT
 
AL RESEARCH LAB.(MORL)SYSTEM CONCEPTPHA
 
SE IIAYVOL.XXII & XXIIEXPERIMENT PROGR
 
AM DOUGLAS REPT.NOS.SM46083 & SM46084,SE
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 o. EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EAPTH OR
 




**** WASTE ITEM NO. I .... BLOOD 
STATE ............. LIQUID 
DENSITY .......... 63°60 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... WATER 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
*,c* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... URINE 
STATE ............. LIQUID 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILL OR N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
1113)/70 RUN NO. 4* 2 4* PAGE 460
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH IF)
 
,ROUP KEY . 3.5.1
 
4' E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 6 ....... MUSCULOSKELETAL
 
j*' WASTE SOURCE NO. 5 .... INDUCTION OF PRESSURE ATROPHY 
DOCUMENT NO . ..... 3o5U!o6o5
 




**** WASTE ITEM NO. I .... ISOTOPES 
STATE ............. LIQUID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
**t* c WASIE ITEM NO. 2 .... CHEMICALS FOR SERUM PHOSPHATE 
STATE * ....... SOLIDLIQUID
 


















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... CA & P 
STATE .......... SOLIDvLIQUID 
DENSITY .......... 56.00 LBS/CUO FT0 
ATTRIBUTES ..... 
ELEMENTS PRESENT 
COMPOSITION ....... TCA 9 ALK.PHOSPHATASE SUBSTRATEv PHOSPHO 
TABS ALKALINE TABLET
 











** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 461 
S/C 	3UBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (F)
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
A EQUIPMENT/FXPERITMENT NO. 6 .C..... MUSCULOSKELETAL
 
* * WASTE SOURCE NO. 5 .... INDUCTICN OF PRESSURE ATROPHY
 
****& WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... TISSUE FIXATTVES(ZENKERS) 
STATE ............. LIQUID 
DENSITY ........... 112.00 LBSICU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ....... 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. K2CR207vHGCL2,CH3COOH 
COMPOSITION ....... 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. COLLECT EXCESS
 
'*t*** 4ASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... LITTER 
STATE ...... SOLID 
















PECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
*441 WASIE ITEM NO. b .... WATER WASTE 
STATE ............ LIQUID 
DENSITY ............ 62.40 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELFPENTS PRESENT . 
CCMPOSITION ....... WATER 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. CISTILL OR N/R
 
'* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/3D/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 -* 	 PAGE 462 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM . BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (F)
 
;ROUD KEY . 3.5.1
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 6 .. MUSCUtOSKELETAL.0 0 

**** WASTE SOURCE NO0 5 INDUCTION OF PRESSURE ATROPHY 
** * WASTE ITEM NO0 7 .... FOOD WASTE 
STATE o............ SOLID 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .\ N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
*446* WASTE ITEM NO0 9 . INSTRUMENTS 
STATE SOLID 
DENSITY . 166.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL 9 GLASS 














** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA
 
1i/3)170 RUN NG. ** 2 * 	 CAGE 463 
S/C 	SUBSYSTFM ... BIOEDICAL RESEARCH (F) 
3R'UP KEY 3.5.1 
** EZUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NC. 6 ..... MUSCULOSKELETAL 
<vk" WASTE SOtRCE NO0 5 .... INLUCTION CF PRESSURE ATROPHY 
****It WASTE ITEM NO. 10 .... 3 CUINEA PIGS 
STATE ............. SOLID 








GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 4.50 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZF 0.75 
RECLAMATION ACTICN .. N/R 
*" VANNED SPACFCRAF wASTE GENERATION CATA *" 
11/3)/70 RUN NGo-** 2 ** PAGE A64 
S/C SUBSYSTEM BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (F) 
3ROUP kEY . .,5. 
** EIU1PMENTIEXPERIMENT NO. 6 ....... MUSCULOSKELETAL 
**4* WASTE SOURCE NO0 6 .... ELECTROMYOGRAPHY AS AN INDEX OF PECON4DIT 
ICNING 
DOCUMENT NO, 35 1o6 6 
REMARKS L 1) FCR OP RATIONAL DESCRIPTION SEE DOCUMENT
 
NOA-3o50 10 60 4
 
* MANNED SPACECRACT hASTF fF&P-RATTflN lAlA *" 
11/33/70 RUN NC. ** 2 * PAGE 465 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (F) 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
EZUIPMFNT/EXPERIWENT NO. 6 ....... MUSCULOSKELETAL 
* W** 7 .... SOECIMEM MASS MEASUREMENTASTE SOURCE NO. 

DOCUMENT NO. ... 3.5..6 0 7 
REMARKS ( 1) ...... /EXACT CONFIGoOF EQUIP.NOT FIXED NOR SPE
 




ONSUMABLFS/EXPENPABLES CR WASTES LISIED
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4 
11/3)/70 RUN NOJ** 2 A* 	 PAGE 466
 
S/C 	;UBSYSTEM .... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (G)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3o5.O
 
** ElUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ...... ENDOCRINOLOGY 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER o.. 5.13
 
S/C AREAS . MEDICAL LABORATORY
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 ... ENDOCTRINE FUNCTION AND SiRESS PHYSTOLOG 
Y
 
DOCUMENT NO..	 3C5o1o7o1 
REFERENCE NO. 1 	 NASA EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTIONS FOR EXTENDE
 
O APOLLO EARTH-ORBIT FLIGHTS, NASA HEACQ
 
UARTERS9 WASHINGTON9 DVCoPMARCH 1965.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 	 RFPORT ON THE OPTIMIZATION OF IHE MANNED
 




OUGLAS REP. NOSo SM46063 & SM46084,SEP.I
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR 
BITAL MISSIONS 9 REVISTON NO. lv SEPTEMBER 
IV 19699 NASA OMSFo 
**** * WASTE ITEM NO, 1 .... BLOOD 
STATE ...... LIQUID 




COMPOSITION ....... WATER 
GENERATION DAIA . QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 2.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.03 
RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R 
*# ' WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... URINE 
STATE ..... LIQUID 















RECLAMATION ACTICN .. DISTILL OR N/R
 
A* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GFNFRATTfN fATA A*
 
11/30/70 RUN 	NOD *' 2 ** PAGE 467 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (G)
 
;ROUP KEY .. 3o5.1
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ...... ENOOCRINOLOGY 
*** ASTE SOURCE NO. I .... ENDOCTRINE FUNCTION AND STRESS PhYSIOLOG 
Y 
*4'* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... SYRINGE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 160.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS TUBE
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
** - * WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... NEEDLE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 488.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ STEEL TUBE
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
* A MAKINIPn CDArICOAr- 1,ACTC rrhitwArTni rNATA * 
11/3)/70 RUN NO.- * 2 ** 	 PAGE 46d
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM . BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (G)
 
,ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
** EMUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ....... E4OCRINOLOGY
 




* 	 WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... GAUZE
 
STATE ........... . SOLID
 

















RECLAMATION ACTION .. KiR
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
W*cASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... CHEMICALS GAS ANALYSIS
 
STATE ......... SOLID LIQUID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *)
 
11/33/7O RUN NO. ** 2 * 	 PAGE 469
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH iG)
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.
 
** E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ....... ENDOCRINOLOGY 
*** tWASTE SOURCE NO. I .... ENOOCTRINE FUNCTION AND STRESS PHYSIOLOG 
Y 
***4* WASTE ITFM NO. 9 .... SPECIFIC ION ELECTRODES 
STATE ............. SOLID
 




ELEMENTS PRESENT .. HG
 
COMPOSITION .. .... CALOMEL ETC.
 
GENERATICN DATA ... 	 QUANTITY 4LBS)
 
EXPT. TOTAL 	 0.30
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.00
 
BATCH SIZE 	 0.00
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR OR DISCARD
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT VASTE GENERATION DATA *4 
11/3)/70 RUN NC * 2 * 	 PAGE 470 
S/C SUBSYSTEM BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (G)
 
ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
** E2UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ...... ENDOCRINOLOGY
 






REFERENCE NO. I 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS, REVISION NO. Is SEPTEMBE
 
R 191969v NASA OMSF0
 
REFERENCE NO0 2 EVEA PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS STUDY, FINAL R
 




REFERENCE NO. 3 	 SoP0 VINOGRAO1 MEDICAL ASPECTS OF AN ORB
 
ITING RESEARCH LABORATORYiSPACE VEDICAL
 


























RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




DENSITY ...... 160.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS TUBE
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
-* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN N0 ** 2 * PAGE 471 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (G)
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
*t E)UTPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ....... ENDOCRINOLOGY 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... TEMPERATURE REGULATICN VECHANI$MS 
**'* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 ., NEEDLE 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 488.00 LBS/CU. FTo 
ATTRIBUTES ... STEEL TUBE
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. NASH
 
* 	 WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... CHEMICALS GAS ANALYSIS 
STAIE ............. LIQUID SOLID 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 
** * 	 WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... HORMONE ANALYSES 
STATE ............. TBD
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION oo N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
Ui/3D/70 RUN NO._* 2 ** 	 PACE 472
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (GI
 




*4*.WASIE SOURCE NO0 2 - TEMPERATURE REGULATICN MECHANIShS
 
T* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. o.0 0 0 0 ENDOCRINOLOGY
 
*'** WASTE ITEM NO. 6 ... PBI REACTANTS
 
SIAIE . SOLID LIQUID
 






COMPOSITION ...... 2NSO4,KfHv1H2SO49 AS203H2PO39 CA(VH)-









RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
"'*** WASTE fTEM NO. 7 ... GAUZE 
STATE ..... SOLID 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION o N/R
 
M4IANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATItN DATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 473 
S/C 	 SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (G) 
3PCUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
C*r;UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ....... ENDOCRINOLOGY
 
?*,I* WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... TEMPERAIURE REGSLATICN MECHANISMS
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4 
11/3)/70 RUN NO.'* 2 4* 	 PAGE 474 
S/C 	3UBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (G)
 
,ROUP KEY .... 3.5.1
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPER[MENT NO. 7 ....... ENDOCRINOLOGY
 
t WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... ADRENAL AND PARATHYROID FUNCTION IN RATS 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 	 3.5.1o7.3
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 .I 	REPORT ON THE OPTIMIZATION OF THE MANNFD
 




OUGLASS REP. NOSo SM46083 & SML6084?SEP.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENOED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS, REVISION NO. 1, SEPTEMBE
 
R 19 19699 NASA OMSF.
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 	 REPORT ON THE DEVELo OF THE MANNED ORBIT 
AL RESEARCH LABO(MORL) SYSTUTILIZAIIGN 
POTENTIAL. TASK AREA I ANAL.CF SPACE REL 
ATED OBJECT.9 BK 2 DOUGLAS REP. SM488080S 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .o N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 
** MANNFO SPArFCRAFT WATTF flNFRATrnI fATA * 
£1/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** ' 	 PAGE 475 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (6)
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 345.1
 
t* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ....... ENDOCRINOLCGY
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... ADRENAL AND PARATHYROID FUNCTION IN RATS
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. COLLECT
 




















RECLAMATICN ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILL OR N/R
 
*v MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PACE 476
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... 5IOMEDICAL RESEARCH (G) 
,ROUP KEY .... 305.1 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ....... ENDOCRINOLOGY 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... ADRENAL AND PARATHYROID FUNCTION IN RATS 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. COLLECT EXCESS
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. '* 2 4,* 	 PACE 447 
S/C 	SUBSYSTFM .... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (G) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3o5.1 
4* EUIPMENT/EXPERIENT NO. 7 ...... ENDOCRINOLOGY 
*r WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... ADRENAL AND PARATHYROID FUNCTION IN RATS 
****i'* WASTE ITEM N1. 9 .... SIX ALBINO RATS 
STATE ......... ... SOLID
 


















"* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
t1/31/70 RUN NO.-*' 2 	 PACE 078
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (G)
 
4ROUP KEY . 30.1
 
*4 EiUIPMENTIEXPERIMENT NO. 7 ....... ENOOCRINOLOGY
 
4$* 	 WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... GONAD HISTOPATHOLOGY 
DOCUMENT NO..	 3.5.1.704 
REFERENCE NO. I REPORT ON THE OPTIMIZATION nF THE Mi tblZ
 




OUGLASS REP. NOSO SM46083 & SM46OqA' SE
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 	 EXPERIMFNT PROGRAM FOR EXIENDED EARl H CR 
BITAL MISSIONS, REVISICN NO. 1 SEPIVM 0E 
R Iv 1969, NASA OMSF. 










































RECLAMATION ACTION ., N/R
 
*4*4 W ITEM NO. .... LITTER 
** MANNED SPACECRAFf WASTE GFNFRATIeN fCATA *rs 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PACE 479 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (G)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
%* ElUIPMENT/FXPERIMENT NO. 7 ....... ENDOCRINOLOGY 
* * WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... GONAD HISTOPATHOLOGY 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 10.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.20
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILL OR N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. V/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION o. WASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3)/70 RUN No-4 2 * 	 PAGE 480
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM . BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (G) 
GROUE KEY ..... 3.5.1 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 7 ...... ENDOCRINOLOGY
 
****' WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... GONAD HISTOPATHOLOGY
 





















RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *­
11/3)/70 RUN N-o. ** 2 * 	 PACE 481 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H)
 
3ROUP KEY ...o. 3.5.1
 
ON EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ...... HEMATOLOGY
 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ... 5.13
 
S/C AREAS ......... MECICAL LABORATORY
 
** 	 WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... LEUKOCYTE REPLICATION 
DOCUMENT NO. ...... 	 3.S.1o8°1
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 .. 	EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS9 REVISICN NO. 1, SEPTFMPE
 
R 1, 1969v NASA OMSF.
 
* * WASTE ITEM NO. 1 .... COLOR FILM 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 83.00 LBS/CU. FT. 













RECLAHATICN ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/3D/70 RUN NOr ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 482
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM . BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
** EDUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY
 
* 	 WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... LEUKOCYTE PEPLICATION
 
*fA * VASTE ITEM NO. 4 ... CHEMICALS- STAIN 
STATE ..... SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 70.00 LBSiCU0 FT. 




COMPOSITION ...... METHYLENE BLUE9 EOSIN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION oo WASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4­
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 * 	 PAGE 483 
S/C 	SLBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H)
 
;pOUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
*t-EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY
 
**I* WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... BLOOD CELL DYNAMICS - ERYTHROCYTE 
DOCUMENT NO . ...... 	3.5.1.8.2
 
REFERENCE NOD. .	 NATIONAL PULTIPURPOSE SPACE STAIION, NAS
 
A ISC DECEMBER 1964.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 MEDICAL ASPECTS OF AN ORBITING RESEAPCH
 
LABORAIORYt NASA SPACE VEDICINZ ADVISORY
 
GROUP, NASA REPORT NO.SP-869 1966.
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 *, 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OP
 
BITAL MISSIONS, REVISION NO. It NASA OMS
 
F, SEPTEMBER 1 1969.
 
"-4*1* WASTE ITFM NO. I .... MICROSCOPIC SLIDES 
STATE ....... SOLID
 
DENSITY ......... 175.00 LBS/CU0 Fl.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. hASH
 
**44x WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... MICROSCOPIC SLIDES 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 175.00 LBS/CUo FT0 
ATTRIBUTES ........ R/A, GLASS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
CCMCOSITICN .......	 SC2
 








PECLAMATICN ACTION .. NONE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 4* 	 PAGE 484 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H)
 
3ROUP KEY o.... 3.5.1
 
* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... BLOOD CELL DYNAMICS - ERYTHROCYTF 
**4*k* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .*.. CYTOLOGY STAIN 
STATE .... ....... SOLID
 
DENSITY .. ..... 62.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... METHYLENE BLUEvEOSIN
 








RECLAMATICN ACTION .. NONE
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
**4* WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... CONTAINER 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 175.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES .... ... GLASS, R/A 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... Sf02 








RECLAMATION ACTION . R/A DECAYi WASH 
** MAMKFf RPArCPrAFT ITZTF FNFATTfN f)ATA 
0 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 485 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H) 
tROUP KEY .... 3.5.1 
T* ETUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY 
**#* WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... BLCOD CELL DYNAMICS - ERYTHROCYTE 
tt WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES 
STATE ............. LIQUID
 






COMPOSITION ....... NAII31 - NA2CR5I04
 








RECLAMATICN ACTICN .. NONE
 
**.* WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... SYRINGE 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 160.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 




DENSITY ........... 488.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. hASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3D/70 RUN NO.-** 2 ** 	 PAGE 486 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY 
tt*' WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... BLOOD CELL DYNAMICS - ERYTHROCYTE 
** *P WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... CAPILLARY TUBES 
STATE ........ SOLID 
DENSITY ........ 160.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ...... GLASS, TUBE 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... SIC2 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.20 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
'* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA *
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 ** 	 PACE 487
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H) 
3ROUP KEY .. 3.5.1 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY
 




REMARKS 1 1) ...... FOR OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION SEE DOCUMENT 
NO. A- 3.5.1.8.2 




DENSITY ........... 83.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... ACLAR; AGI
 








RECLAMATION ACTIGN .. N/R
 
,*g WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... GLASS SLIDES 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 160.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... SIC2 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANIlTY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.30 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.0 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NO.-** 2 ** 	 PAGE 48B
 
S/C 	 SUBSYSTEM *.... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
** ElUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY
 
4*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 LEUKOCYTE DYNAMICS
 




DENSITY ........... 70.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




CCMPOSITION ....... METHYLENE BLUES EOSIN
 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY LLBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
***c WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... CAPILLARY TUBES 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 160.00 LBS/CU0 FT 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS9 TUBES 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... S102 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 




DENSITY ........... 16C.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *c 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 489 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H)
 
gROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
*t EIbIPMFNT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ...... HEMATOLOGY 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... PLATELET DYNAMICS 
DOCUMENT NO.....0 3.5.1.8.4
 
FOR 	OPERAIONAL DESCRIPTION SEE DOCUMENT




*** WASTE ITEM NO. I .... COLOR FILM 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 83.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ...... ACLAR AGI
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
t*4t4* VASIE ITEM NO. 2 .... GLASS SLIDES 
STATE .......... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 160.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT 
COMPOSITION ....... SI2 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. 'ASH
 
**t** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... BLOOD 
STATE ............. LIQUID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION o. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *,A 
11133/70 RUN NO. '** 2 ** 	 PAGE: 4% 




4* E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY 
*'iASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... PLATELET DYNAMICS 
*,t*~c WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... CHEMICALS - STAIN 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 70.00 LBSICU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... METHYLENE BLUE, EOSIN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




DENSITY ........... 160.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 




DENSITY ........... 160.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
** MANKrn CZPACFrrAFT UACZTr rtrhlrDArTl nATA ~ 
11/3)/70 RUN N. ** 2 ** PAGE 491 
S/C SUBSYSTEM BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
** E.UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY 
'*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 5 .... LEUKOCYTE MOBILIZATIGN iN MICE AFTFP CHE 
MICAL CHALLENGE 
DOCUMENT NO . ...... 3 5.1.8.5 
00REFERENCE NO. 1 	 THE OPTIMIZATION OF THE MANNED ORBITAL L
 
ABA(MORL)SYSTEM CONCEPTvPHASE IIA, VOL.X
 
XII & XXIIIEXPERIMENT PROGRAM. COUGLAS
 
REPORT NOS.SM46083 AND SM46084 SEPT. 196
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 o. 	EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS, REVISION NO. 1, SEPTEMBE
 
R 1I 1969,NASA OMSFo
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MORL SYSTEM UTILI
 
ZATIONPOTENTIALo TASK AREA 1 ANALYSIS OF
 
SPACE RELATED OBJECTIVES9 BOOK 2 DOUGLA
 
S REPORT NO. SM48808v SEPTEMBER 1965.
 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 1 .... BLOOD 
STATE ............. LIQUID
 








GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY {LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.20 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.02 
RECLAMATION ACTION 	 . N/R
 




DENSITY ........... 160.00 LBS/CUo FT0
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA
 
11/33/70 RUN 	NO.-** 2 ** PAGE 492
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... IOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H)
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY 
****' WASTE SOURCE NO. 5 .... LEUKOCYTE MOBILIZATION IN MICE AFTEP CHE 
MICAL CHALLENGE
 




DENSITY ........... 488.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
•**** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... CHEMICALS - STAIN 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 56.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ IN SOLUTION, STAINS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... METHYLENE BLUE, EOSIN 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.05 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 
4
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 
1130/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 ** PAGE '93 
S/C ;UBSYSIEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H) 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
EMUiPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 .......HEMATOLOGY 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. 5 .... LEUKOCYTE MOBILIZATION IN MICE AFTER CHE 
MICAL CHALLENGE 
* **'* WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... FILM 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 83.00 LBSICU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... ACLAR AGI-









RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
*'-* WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... DATA SHEETS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 72.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ SHEET 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... 
GENERATICN DATA .o QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.10 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
*41 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. -* 2 ** 	 PAGE 494
 
S/c 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H) 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
* 	 EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY 
S*4* WASTE SOURCE NO. 5 .... LELKOCYTE MOBILIZATION IN MICE AFTER CHE 
MICAL CHALLENGE
 
**4,t* WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... FOOD WASTE 
STATE ....... .. SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 96.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PARTICLES 
ELEPENTS PRESENT .. CHOiN 
COMPOSITION ....... 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
* 	 c*4' WASTE ITEM NO. 10 .. WATER WASTE 
STATE ........... o. LIQUID 
DENSITY ........... 62.40 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ....... 
ELEMENTS PRESENT 
COMPOSITION ....... WATER 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY {LBS) 
EXPTC TOTAL 0.15 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILL 
**** * WASTE ITEM NO. 11 .... GLASS SLIDES 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 160.00 LBS/CU. FT. 












BATCH SIZE 0.08 
REClAMATION ACTION .. WASH 
** MANKf qPACFKPArT LArTF aPFRATTPn nATA * 











*-OASTE SOURCE NO. 
NO. 
5 .... 
8 ....... HEMArOIoGY 
LEUKOCYTE MOBILIZATICN 
Mi CAL CHALLENGE 
IN MICE AFTEP ChF 
*'*-*.* WASTE ITEM NO. 12 4 ALBINO MICE 
STATE SOLID 





CCMPOSITION ....... LIVING ANIMSALS
 










t* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION PAtAI'*
 
L/33)/70 RUN NOo.-** 2 ** 	 PAGE A96 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
* E.UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ........ HEMATOLOGY
 
4 ** WASTE SOURCE NO. 6 .... MAXIMUM RATE OF ERYTHROCYTE PRODUCTION I 
N RATS 
DOCUMENT NO ..... 3.5.1.8.6 
REFERENCE NO. 1 .. THE OPTIMIZATION OF THE MANNED ORBITAL R
 
ESEARCH LAB(MORL)SYSTEM CONCEPT, PHASE I
 
IAgVOL.XXIIvXXIII 9 EXPERIMENT PROGRAV.DOU
 
GLAS REPORT NOS.SM46083 9 SM46084 SEPT.
 
** * WASTE ITEM NO. I .... BLOOD
 
STATE ...... ...... LIQUID
 
















RECLAIATION ACTION .. /R
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... SYRINGE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 16C.0O0 LBS/CU. FT. 














RECLAMATION ACTION . WASH
 




DENSITY ........... 488.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/31/70 RUN No. * 2 ** 	 PAGE 497 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH 1H) 
3ROuP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
* EDU1P'ENT/FXPERIMENT NO. 8 	....... HEMATOLOGY
 
**k* WASTE SOURCE NO 6 .	 MAXIMUM RATE OF ERfTHROCYTE PRODUCTICN I 
N RATS 
0 




DENSITY .......... 0.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




CCMPOSI1ION ..... PETHYLENE BLUE? EOSIN
 








RECLAMATION ACIION .. N/R 
WVASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... R/A ISOTOPES 
STAE ........ LIQUID 
DENSIlY ........ 70.00 LBS/CUk FT0 
ATTRIBUTES ...... R/A 
ELEMENTS PRESENT CR51 
COMPOSITION ...... 
GENERATICN DATA .. QUANTITY (LBSI 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.50 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.10 
RECLAMATION ACTION . COLLECT
 




DENSITY .......... 83.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC, STRIP 
ELEMENTS PRESENT 
COMPOSITION ....... ACLAR, SILVER EMULSICN 






BATCH SIZE 0.06 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
JA MAwN'n PACFrRtAT UA'T aPMPRAT¥nN nATA *y 
11/3)J70 RUN NO. ** 2 *4 	 PAGE 498 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM -oo... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
** EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY
 
, c,* WASTE SOURCE NO. 6 .... 	MAXIMUM RATE CF ERYTHROCYTE PRODUCTION I 
N RATS 
*****c WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... GAUZE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 90.48 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ POROUS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBSI 
EXPTo TOTAL 1.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.20 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 




DENSITY .... ...... 72.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MAMVlCfl CDArc~CDACT UACTVt CCNICDATTflm nATA * 
11/3)170 RUN NO. ** 2 ** ' PAGE 499 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIO4EDICAL RESEARCH (14) 
,ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
: 	 NO. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY
E:UIPMENr/EXPERIMENT 




WASTE ITEM NO. 10 W.ATER WASTE 
STATE ... ... LICUID
 
















RECLAPATION ACTION . DISTILL
 





DENSITY .......... 160.00 LBS/CU. FlI
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
c*4 '* WASTE ITEM NO. 12 	.... CENTRIFUGE TUBES 
STATE ............. SCLID
 
DENSITY 160.00 LBS/CU. FT.
0........ 

ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS? TUBES 
ELEMENTS PRESENI . 
COMPOSITION ....... ST02 







RCCLAMATION ACTION .. bASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA c 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 500
 
S/C 	SLBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 6 .... MAXIMUM RATE OF ERYTHROCYTE PRODUCTION I 
N RAIS 
**** * WASTE ITEM NO. 13 .... 3 ALBINO MICE 
STATE ........... SOLID 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




DENSITY ........... 0.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... PROTEIN, MINERAL
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/33(70 RUN NO. ** 2 4* 	 PACE 501
 
S/C 	SLBSVSTFM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H)
 
GROUP KEY .... 3.5.1
 
EOUIPMENT/FXPERIMENT NO. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY
 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. 7 .... WOLNO HEALING
 
DOCUMENT NO . ...... 	 3.5.1.8.7
 
REFERENCE NO. I .. EXPERIPENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDEC EARTH OR
 
,BITAL MISSIONS, REVISION NO. 1, SEPTEMBER
 
R Iv 1969, NASA OMSFo
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .. 	 MEDICAL REQUIREMENTS IN SUPPORT C: LONG
 
DURATION MANNED SPACE FLIGHT, BELLCOMM I
 
rC. REPORT NO. TR 67-710-1, 1967
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
****4* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... SYRINGE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 160.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS? TUBE 
ELEMENTS PRESENT 
COMPOSITION ....... S102 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 1.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.02 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. hASH 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT k STE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/3)/7O RUN NC0 ** 2 * 	 PAGE 502
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .... BIOMEOICAL-RESEARCH (H)
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
** EIUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 O...... HEMATOLOGY 
**'4 ASTE SOURCE NO. 7 .... WCLND HEALING 




DENSITY ........... 48800 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. UASH
 
**md WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... CHEMICALS FOR WBC COUNT 
STATE ............. LIQUID, SOLID 
DENSITY ........ 62.00 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS 0RESENT o 
COMPOSITION ....... CH3COOH 
GENERATIN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 010 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .o N/R 
*'*4 WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... LITTER 
STATE .......... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 43.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ...... 
GENFRATILN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 8.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.20 
RECLAMATION ACTION oN N/R 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT AASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/3/70 RUN NO. *4 2 * 	 rACF 503
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .. o.. BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH 1H) 
3ROUP KEY 3.5.1 ­
4* FOUIPMENT/EXPERTMENT NO. 8 .,....HEMATOLOGY
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 7 .... AOUND HEALING
 










COMPOSITION ...... ACLAR AGI
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 












GENERATION DATA .oo QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.10 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
*  	 7 .... GAUZE
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 
* ANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PACE 504
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H)
 
;ROUP KEY . 35oI
 
** F)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO0 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY 
h*** NO. .... VCND HEALING'ASTE SOURCE 7 

***44 WASTE ITEM NO0 9 .... FOCD WASTE 
STATE SOLID 
















RECLAMATION ACTION oo NIR
 
#**** WASTE ITEM NO. 10 WATER WASTE 
STATE ............ LICUID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. DISTILL
 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 1I .... GLASS SLIDES 
STATE .oo......... SOLID 
DENSITY ........ 160.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 






GENERATICN DATA ooo QUANTITY ILBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION 00 
*t MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
11/43/70 RUN NO. t* 2 * 	 PACE 505 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
** FJUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ...... HEMATOLIGY 
*t** WASTE SOURCE NO. 7 .... WCLND HEALING 




DENSITY ........... 62.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




CCMPOSITION ...... MEIHYLENE BLUE, EOSIN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. COLLECT EXCESS
 






















** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN 	NO. *4 2 * PAGE 506 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H)
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.l
 
* EDUIPIENT/EXPERIMENT NOD. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY
 
****'WASTE SOURCE NO. 8 .... BLCOD COAGULATION AND HEMOSTATIC FUNCTIO
 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 	 305,8.8 
REFERENCE NO. I 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR 
BITAL MISSIONS, REVISION NO. 1g SEPTEMBE 
R It 19699 NASA OMSFo 
REFERENCE NO. 2 	 S.P. VINOGRAD MEDICAL ASPECTS CF AN ORB
7 

ITING RESEARCH LABORATORYv SPACE MEDICAL
 




***W* WASTE ITEM NO. I .... COLOR FILM 
SLATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 83.00 L8S!CU. FT. 





GENERATION DATA .. QUANTITY 4LBS)
 
- EXPTo TOTAL 0.50 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATICN ACTION .. N/R
 
****'* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... GLASS SLIDES 
STATE ....... SCLID 
DENSITY .........- 16C.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS 
ELEVENTS PRESFNT 0.
 
COMPOSITIGN ....... 	 SIC2
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. LASH
 
** MANNED SPACbCRAFT tASTE GENERATION DATA *4 
1113070 RUN NO. ** 2 * 	 PAGE 507 




'** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ....... HEMAtOLOGY 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 8 BLOOD COAGULATION AND HEMOSTATIC FUNCTIO 
N 
W****ASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... BLOOD 
STATE ........... LIQUID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




DENSITY 	 70.00 LBSiCU0 FT0
 




COMPOSITION ....... METHYLENE BLUE, EOSIN
 












***** WASTE ITEM NO. 5 0000 TEST TUBES 
STATE ............ SOLID
 
DENSITY ...... 160000 LBS/CUO FT.
 







GENERATION DATA .. QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTo TOTAL 	 3.00
 






** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4*
 
11/3)J70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 508 




t* E)UIPMENTIEXPERIMENT NO. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY 
*~*~WASTE SOURCE NO. 8 BLCOD COAGULATION AND HEMOSTATIC FUNCTIO 
N 
* *** WASTE ITEM NO. 6 SYRINGE0000 
STATE 	 SOLID
 








GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTC TOTAL 2.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 




6* WASTE ITEM NO 
. 
7 .... NEEDLES 
STATE .... SOLID 







GENERATION DATA .o 	 QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTO TOTAL 	 0010 




RECLAMATION ACTION o. HASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NOD ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 509 




* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ...... HEMATOLOGY 
**4* WASTE SOURCE NO. 9 .... CYTOGENIC STUDIES
 
DOCUMENT NO. ..... 3.5.1o8.9
 
REFERENCE NO. I .. IMBLMS
 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. I. COLOR FILM 
STATE . 0.0...... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 83.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC, STRIP 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ....... ACLAR AGl 
GENERATION DATA ,. QUANTITY 4LBS) 
EXPT TOTAL 0.50 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTION 













































RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 510 
o....





4 F)UTPMENT/PXDERI SENT NO. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. 9 CYTGGENIC STUDIES 
.... * WASTE ITEM NO. 4 CHEMICALS - STAIN 
STATE ....... SooLID
 
DENSITY .... 70 00 LBS/CU0 FTo
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ IN SOLUTION
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... METHYLENE BLUE 9 EOSIN 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 0020 
DAILY RATE 0o00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R 
* 	 NASTE ITEM NO0 5 ... TEST TUBES
 
STATE . ...... SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION o WASH
 























PANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 511 




** E2UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ..... HEMAtOLOGY 
***4 WASTE SOURCE NO. 9 ... CYTOGENIC STUDIES 
****4* WASTE ITEM NO. 7 ... NEEDLES 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 512
 
00000S/C SUBSYSTEM BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H)
 
3ROUP KEY .... 3.5.1
 
* EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 .......HEMATOLOGY
 
44 WASTE SOURCE NO. 10 .... BLOOD VOLUME AND RED CELL LIFE SPAN 
DOCUMENT NO ..... 3.5.1.8.10
 
REFERENCE NO. Io IMBLMS
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** * WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... SYRINGE 
STATE SOLID 
DENSITY ;.......... 16C.00 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES GLASS? TUBE 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ..... SIC2 
GENERATICN DATA .oo QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 2.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.30 
RECLAMATION ACTION o. hASH 




DENSITY ........... 488.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ STEELy TUBE
 
ELEMENTS 0 RESENT 
COMPOSITION ....... FEC
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. WASH
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 
4
 
11/3J/70 RUN NO. *4, 2 *4 	 PAGE 513 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H)
 
I'ROUP KEY .. ,.3.5.1
 
** E)UIPMENT/FXPERIAENT NO. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 10 ... BLCOD VOLUME AND RED CELL LIFE SPAN 
***t* WASTE ITEM NO. 4 CHEMICALS? R/A ISOTOPES 
STATE ............. LIQUIDv SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
*4*#i'* WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... PLANCHET 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 168.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........
 












RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 
****"* WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... LANCET 
-STAIE ............ SOLID 
















RECLAMAlICN ACTION o. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11f33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 * 	 PAGE 514
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (H)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3o5o
 
c* EJUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 8 ....... HEMATOLOGY0

**' WASTE SOURCE NO0 10 ... BLCOD VOLUME AND RED CELL LIFE SPAN
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 




DENSITY .... -..... 160.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11133/70 	 RUN NO. 2
* 	 PAGE 515
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (I)
 
3ROUP KEY ... ,. 3o5.1
 
*t EAUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. S .... . MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ... 5.13
 




** 	 WASTE SOURCE NO0 I .... MICROBIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF SURFACES 
DOCUMENT NO. ...... 3.51.9.1
 
****, WASTE ITEM N. I ... MEDIA IN PLATES A)REGULAR 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 34.50 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GEL CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... PCLYSTYRENEvORGANIC 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 234.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 4.50 
RECLAMATION ACTION . NIR 
**t* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... MEDIA IN PLATES B)RODAC 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 43.37 LBSICU° FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GEL CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
CCMPOSITION ....... POLYSTYRENEORGANIC 
GENFRATICN DATA o.. QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 208.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 4.00 
RECLAMATION ACTICN .. N/R 
**+*t WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... MEDIA IN TUBES 
STATE .............. SCLID 
DENSITY ........... 86.40 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GEL CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS DRESFNT .. 
COMPOSITION ,...... POLYSTYRENEtORGANIC 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTV TOTAL 32.84 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.67 
RECLAMATICN ACTION .. N/R 
*P IANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 -* PAGE 516 
S/C SUBSYSTEM .... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (1) 
ZROUP KEY .... 3.5.1
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIWENT NO0 
* - WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... 















9 ....... MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY
 







































COMPOSITION . ... %OCD AND CA ALGINATE
 
GENERATION DATA oo. QUANTITY (LBS)
 





RECLAMATION ACTION o 
































EXPTo TOTAL 0o14 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 102.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. STERILTZE 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *t
 
1113/70 RUN NO. * 2 * 	 PAGE 517 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .... BIOMEDICAL-RESEARCH (I)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
t* EDUIPMENT/EXPERIWENT NO. 9 ..O...ICRDBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... MICROBIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF SURFACES 
**t*** WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... STAINING PAPER 
STATE ............ SOLID
 
DENSITY .. o....... C.30 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. /R
 
*e**t4 WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .. SLIDES 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .. ........ 190.80 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTICN .. STERILIZE
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... IMtERSION OIL AND LENS PAPER 
STATE . SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 0.10 LBS/CU0 FT. 




COMPOSITICN ....... OIL AND CELLULOSE
 








RECLAMATION ACTICN .. X/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 518 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (I) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3o5o1 
** E)UIPMFNT/EXPERIMENT NO. 9 ......MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLCGY 
*W* WASTE SOURCE NO. I ... MICROBIOLOGICAL EVALUATICN OF SURFACES 
**4*'C* WASTE ITEM NO. 10 .... BACTERICIDE 
STATE SOLID
 
DENSITY ...... 5.40 LBS/CU0 FT.
 




COMPOSITION ..... 17% ZEPHIRAN AND AGAR
 








RECLAMATION ACTION oo N/R
 
*#**f* WASTE ITEM NO. 11 .... AUTOCLAVE WASTE WATER 
STATE ...... VAPOR 
DENSITY . .. 60.00 LBS/CUo FT. 




COMPOSITION ....... LATER AND IMPURITIES
 








RECLAMATION ACTION oo CONDENSEVSTRAIN
 
***t' WASTE ITEM NO 12 .... PACKAGING MATERIAL 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 0.08 LBS/CU. FT. 














RECLAMATICN ACTION .. REUSE AS IS
 
A? MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA T
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 519
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAE RESEARCH (I)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3,5.1
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 9 ....... MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... MICROBIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF SUR=ACES 
**t* WASTE ITEM N3. 13 ... DEFECTIVE MICROSCOPE LAMP 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 86.40 LBS/CU0 FT0 -
ATTRIBUTES ........ GLASS DEFECTIVE 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSITION ........BORO SILICATES 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** *** WASTE ITEM NO. 14 .... OIL BOTTLE AND DROPPER 
STATE ....... SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 0.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION ...... 8ORO SILICATES
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT TASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
1113)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 *" PACE 520 
S/C SuBSYSTEM .... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (1) 
3ROUP KEY .o... 3.5.1 
*4 E)LIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 
****-WASIF SOURCE NO. 2 .... 

DOCUMENT NO. ... 

REFERENCE NO. I 

REFERENCE NO0 2 

4* *tr WASIE ITEM NO0 I .... 
STATE .......... 
DENSITY . 
9 ....... MICROBIOLOGY AND IWMUNrLCGY
 




EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR 
BITAL MISSIONS9 REVISION NO. i, NASA OMS 
Fv SEPTEMBER 1, 1969o 
BBL MANUAL OF PRODUCTS AND LABORATORY PR
 








34 50 LBS/CU0 FT0
 




COMPOSITION ....... ORGANIC AND POLYSTYRENE
 









































EXPTC TOTAL 46.80 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.90 
RECLAIATICN ACIlON .. NONE 
LA MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
11/33/70 RUN NO. *4 2 ** 	 PAGE 521 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (I)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1
 
** E)UIPMENT/FXPERIMENT NO. 9 ....... MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... MICROBIAL PROFILES OF CREW MEMBERS 




DENSITY ........ 86.40 LBS/CU0 FT.
 




COMPOSITION ...... ORGANIC AND POLYSTYRENE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 




DENSITY .... ...... 86.40 LBS/CU0 FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... ORGANIC AND POLYSTYRENE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 




DENSITY ........... 0.30 LBS/CU. FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
's* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/33/70 RUN NO ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 522
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (I)
 
;ROUP KEY . 3.5.
 
** E)UIPMENC/EXPERIPENT NO. 9 ....... MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNCLOGY
 
* 	 WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... MICROBIAL PPOFILES OF CREW MFMBERS
 





DFNSIT .......... C.30 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATRIBUTES ... 0.... WOOD CONTAMINATED 
ELEVENTS PRESENT 00
 
COMPOSITION ....... WOCDCA ALGINATE
 















DENSITY 35.60 LBS/CUo FTo
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .o NONE
 




DENSITY ...... 1070 LBS/CU0 FTV
 















RECLAMATICN ACTION .. NONE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NOt 4* 2 ** 	 PAGE 523 
S/C 	YUBSYSTEM ... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH I) 
3ROUP KEY 3.5.1 -
t* F)UIPMENT/EXPERIMEJT NO. . MCROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY
9 O...... 

***m WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 MICROBIAL PROFILES OF CREW MEMBERS
 




DENSITY 1-70 LBS/CU0 FT.
0..0..... 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 




DENSITY 1.70 LBS/CUo FT.
 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 




DENSITY ...... 53.64 LBS/CUo FT0
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
Y* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 ** PAGE 524 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (I) 
7ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.1 
* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 9 ...... MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY
 
• WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... MICROBIAL PROFILES OF CREW MEMBERS
 












GENFRATICN DATA QUANTITY {LBS)
0-

EXPTo TOTAL 2.08 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SiZE O04 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 




DENSITY ..... C.30 LBS/CUO FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
** 1t NO. .... FORCEPS




DENSITY 490o00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 






GENERATICN DATA QUANIITY (LBS)
000 








** MANNED SPACECRAFT wASTE GENERATION DATA**
 
11/3)/70 RUN, NOo ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 525
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (Il
 
3ROUP KEY .... 3 5oI
 
* E UIPMENT/EXPERIWENT NO. 9 .......MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY 
**4* WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 . MICROBIAL PPOFILES CF CREW MEMPERS 




DENSITY ........... C.08 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC/PAPER CONTAMINATED
 
ELEYENTS O RESENT ..
 
COMPOSITION . POLYVINYL,POLYFTHYLENEv AND CELLULOSE
 








RECLAMATION ACTIGN .. NONE
 
*4 ArJNEO SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 #* 	 PAGE 526
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (1)
 
3ROUP KEY ... 3o5.1
 
4* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 9 ...... MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNCLOGY
 
0...




REFERENCE NO. I - EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSION REVISION4 DATED SEPTEMBER 1
 
968 NASA OFFICE OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
 




DENSITY ...... 34.30 LBSICU. FT0
 

















***Uc WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... INNCCULATING LOOPS 
STATE .......... SOLID 
DENSITY . .1.70 LBS/CU0 FT0 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLAST"C CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
CCMPOSITICN ...... POLYSTYRENE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
* 4** WASTE ITEM NJ. 3 .... STAINING PAPER 
STATE ............ SOLID
 
DENSITY 0030 LBS/CUo FT
0C...... 





COMPOSIIION ...... CELLULCSE g STAIN
 











** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 527
 




*E ElUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 9 ..... MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNCLOGY 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 . AIR SAMPLING FOR MICROORGANISMS 
***A * WASTE ITEM NO. 4 MICROSCOPE SLIDE 
STATE ....... SOLID 
DENSITY ........ 19Co80 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ...... GLASS CONTAMINATED -
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... BOROSILICATES
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .o NONE
 
0
*4''* WASTE ITEM NO0 5 ... PACKAGING MATERIAL 
STATE .. SOLID
 
DENSITY . C.08 LBSiCU0 FT.
 


















*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. *4 2 ** 	 PAGE 528
 




** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NOD. 9 ...... MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY 
*4 WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 IMPUNOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CREW MEMBERS 
DOCJMENT NO..00000 	 3o5ol9t4
 
REFERENCE NO. I 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 




**& * WASTE ITEM NO. 1I .. SYRINGES 
STATE .......... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 35.60 LBS/CU0 FT0
 




COMPOSITION ....... POLYETHYLENE 9 ORGANIC MATERIAL
 










****' - WASTE ITEM NOD 2 .... GAUZE PADS4 ALCOHOL 
STATE ... ... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 0.17 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ GAUZE CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT oo 
COMPOSITION ....... COTTONALCOHOL 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... BAND-AIDS 
STATE ............ SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. NONE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. 4 2 ** 	 PAGE 529 
S/C 	3UBSYSTEM .... BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (I)
 
3ROUP KEY ... 3.5.1
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 9 ....... MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY 
**t* WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... IMMUNOLOGICAU SURVEY OF CREW MEMBERS 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... PACKAGING MATERIAL 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ..... ,.... C.08 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PAPER 9 PLASTIC 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
CCMPOSITION ...... CELLULOSESPOLYETHYLENE 
GENERATICN DATA - QUANTITY (LBS1 
EXPT. TOTAL 0.31 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTION .o NONE
 
*V WANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *'
 
11/3l/b0 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 530 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.2 
BASIC FUNCTION .......... PERFORM MISSION TASKS
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT .... BIOTECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN RESEARCH
 
* EWUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I.. ... SPACE SYSTEMS HUMAN FACTORS
 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ...
 










**C WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... RESTRAINT AND FINE-FORCE GENERATION
 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 	 3.5.21.1
 
REFERENCE NO. I 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 	 REPT.UN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MANNED OR
 
BITAL RESEARCH LAB(MORL)SYSTEM UTILiZATt
 
ON POTENTIALOTASK AREA I ANALYSIS OF SPA
 
CE REL°OBJ.BOOK 2 DOUGLAS REPT.SM48808,S
 




DENSITY ......... 105.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC TAPE
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT FE9 02
 
COMPOSITION ... MYLAR1 POLYETHYLENETEREPHTHALATE RESIN
 








RECLAMATICN ACTION .. ERASE
 
#* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4
 
11/33/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 ** PAGE 531
 
S/C 3UBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A)
 
GROUP KEY *.... 3.5.2
 
** E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... SPACE SYSTEMS HUMAN FACTORS
 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... RESTRAINT AND FINE-FORCE GENERATION
 




DENSITY ........... 83.00 LBS/CUo FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ...... PLASTIC STRIP
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 










COMPOSITION .. ..... CELLULOSE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 532 
S/C SUBSYSTEM MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A) 
3ROUP KEY 3°5°2 
4c* E.UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ..... SPACE SYSTEWS HUMAN FACTORS 
4*** 1ASTE SOURCE NO. I RESTRAINT AND FINE-FORCE GENERATION 
*** t WASTE ITEM NO. 5 I...NSTRUMENTS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ... oo...... 166.00 LBSICU. FT. 
ATTRIRUTES 
ELEPENTS PRESENT 
COMPOSIlION ....... VARIED 
GENERATIGN DATA ooo QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTO TOTAL 5.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0010 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENEPATION CATA **
 
11/3/70 RUN N&. ** 2 ** PAGE 533 






** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. OSPACE SYSTEMS HUMAN FACTCRS1 ...... 

*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... RESTRAINT AND GROSS FORCE GENEFATION 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 3.5.2.1°2
 








DENSITY ..... 105.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC TAPE
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FE1O2
 
COMPOSITION ....... MYLARPOLYETHYLENETEREPHTHALATE RESIN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. ERASE
 




DENSITY ........... 83.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC STRIP
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
**** 4ASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... CATA SHEETS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 72.00 LBS/CU. FT. 













RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN NO0 *'1 2 ** 	 PAGE 534
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .. MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A)
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.2
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ...... SPACE SYSTEMS HUMAN FACTORS 
*** bASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... RESTRAINT AND GROSS FORCE GENERATION 
~~*** WASTE ITEM NO0 4 ... QUESTIONAIRES 
STATE ............ SOLID 















RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .o REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
1113)170 RUN NO .4 2 ' PAGE 535 
SIC SUBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTEMSJINTEGRATION (A) 
3BOUP KEY ..... 3.5.2 
4 E3UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO 1I ....... SPACE SYSTEVS HUMAN FACTORS
 
4 hASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... PSYCHOMOTOR FUNCTIONS 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 3o5.2.1.3
 




**** * WASTE ITEM NO. I .... RECORDING TAPE 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 105O0 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ... ..... PLASTIC TAPE 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FE,02
 
COMPOSITION ....... MYLARVPOLYETHYLENETEREPHTHALATE RESIN
 








RECLAMATION ACTICN .. ERASE
 
*1* XASTE ITEM NO. 2 ... FILI STILL7CINE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 83.00 LBS/CU. VT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC STRIP 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . AGI 
COMPOSITION ....... ACLAR
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... DATA SHEETS 
STATE ........ SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
- WANhEO SPACECRAFT %ASTE GENERATION CATA ** 
11/33/70 
 RUN NO. *4 2 ** PAGE 536 
S/C SUBSYSTEM M... (A)
AN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION 

3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.2
 
* EJUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... SPACE SYSTEYS HUMAN FACTORS 
*t* WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... PSYCHOMOTOR FUNCTIONS 
t '*4* WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... QUESTIONAIRES 
STATE N/R 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .o REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 537 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A) 
3ROUP KEY ... 3.5.2 
** F3UIPMENT/FXPERIMENT NO. I ....... SPACE SYSTEMS HUMAN FACTORS
 






REFERENCE NO. I 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS, REVISION NO.1,SEPTEMBER
 
Iv1969 9 NASA OMSFC
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .o 	MISSION AND EXPERIMENT PROGRAM REOUIREMF
 
NTS FOR A ONE-YEAR SPACE STATIONGEORGE
 




REFERENCE NO. 3 	 MANNED SPACE FLIGHT EXPERIMENT SUMMARY9 G
 








DENSITY ........... 105.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC TAPE
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FE,02
 
CONPOSITICN ....... MYLARPOLYETHYLENE.TEREPHTHALAIE RESIN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. ERASE
 




DENSITY ........... 83.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC STRIP
 
ELEWENTS PRESENT .. AGI
 
COMPOSITION n...... 	 ACLAR
 








RECLAMATIEN ACTION .. N/R
 
tt MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *t
 
1113)/70 
 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 538 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION, (A)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 5.2 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 1 ....... SPACE SYSTEMS HUMAN FACTCRS 
m*~* WASTE SOURCE NO, 4 VOLUME AND LAYCUT OF CREW WORK AND RFST 
AREAS AND MODIFICATIONS 
*t*&' m WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... DATA SHEETS 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTICN oo N/R
 
A**%4 WASTE ITEM NO. 4 QUESTIONAIRES 
STATE .... SCLID 
DENSITY ....... 2.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ...... PAPER 
ELEPENTS PRESENT . 
COMPOSI'ION ....... CELLULOSE
 









RECLAMATICN ACTION . N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
I1/3)/70 RUN NO. * 2 4* 	 PAGE 539 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A) 
3ROUP KEY .... 3.5.2 -
E*lUIPMENT/EXPERIMNNT NO. i ....... SPACE SYSTEPS HUMAN FACTORS
 
*4* 	 WASTE SOURCE NO. 5 .... INfERIOR DESIGN 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 3.5.2.I-5
 








DENSITY ......... 105.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 




COMPOSITION .... MYLARPOLYETHYLENETEREPHTHALATE RESIN
 
GENERATICN DATA .,O QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 1.50 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.12
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. ERASE
 
41**'* WASTE ITEM NOD. 2 .... DATA SHEETS 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 72.00 LBSiCU0 FT. 













RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION , N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 540 
S/C SUBSYSTEM 00000 MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A) 
3ROUP KEY .... 3.5.2 
4* E)UIPMENTfEXPERIMENT NO. 1 .... SPACE SYSTEMS HUMAN FACTORS
 
4 *4 WASTE SObRCE NO. I..
5 NTERIOR DESIGN
 




DENSITY ......... 72.00 LBS/CU. FT0
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2-** 	 PAGE 541
 
S/C 	;UBSYSTFM ..... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A)
 
SROUP KEY ..... 3.5o2
 
*4 E'UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 1 ....... SPACE SYSTEWS HUMAN FACTORS
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 6 .... CLOTHING
 
DOCUMENT NO.. .	 3,5.2.1o6
 
REFERENCE NO. I .. NATIONAL MULTIPURPOSE SPACE STATIONNASA
 
MSC 9 DECEMBER 1964.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .. 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EARTH ORBITAL MIS
 




* 	 * WASTE ITEM NO. 1 .... RECORDING TAPE
 
STATE . ............ SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 10500 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC TAPE
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FEO2
 
COMPOSITION ........ WY-ARvPOLYETHYLENETEREPHTHALATE RESIN
 















DENSITY ........... 83.00 LBS/CU0 FTo
 
ATTRIBUTES ... 0..... PLASTIC STRIP
 












RECLAMATION ACTICN .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATICN ACTION .. I/R
 
4* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 4* 	 PAGE 542 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (4)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.2
 
4* EOUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 1 ....... SPACE SYSTEMS HUMAN FACTORS 
*-* WASTE SOURCE NO. 6 CLOTHING 
***- WASTE ITEM NO 4 QUESTIONAIRES 
STATE SOLID 
DENSITY ... 72 00 LBS/CU0 FT0 





GENERATICN DATA -. 	 QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTQ TOTAL 	 0.15
 






t** WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .. . INSTRUMENT 
STATE ... SOLID
 

















RECLAMATION ACTICN .. REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECPAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 
11/3)/70 RUN, NO0 ** 2 *4 	 PAGE 543
 




* EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO0 I ....... SPACE SYSTEVS HUMAN FACTORS
 
444 'NASTE SOURCE NO. 7 .... INTERPERSONAL FACTORS 
DOCUMENT NO ... ,... 	 3.5.2.1.7
 
REFERENCE NO. I 	 MEDICAL ASPECTS OF AN ORBIIING RESEARCH
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 .° EXPERIMFNT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 




REFERENCE NO. 3 .. 	 MISSION AND EXPERIMENT PROGRAV REQUIREHE
 
NTS FOR A ONE-YEAR SPACE STATIONGEORGE
 








DENSITY ... ... 105.00 LBS/CU0 FTV
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC TAPE
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FE,02
 
COMPOSITION ....... MYLAPPOLYETHYLENEgTEREPTHALATE RESIN 
GENERATICN DATA o.. QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 1.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE Q.08 
RECLAMATICN ACTION - ERASE 
****A* WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... QUESTIONAIRES 
STATE ............. SOLID 















RECLAMATICN ACTION .. N/R
 
4' MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 94 
11/3D/70 RUN NO. ** 2 t 	 PAGE 544
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .... MAN SYSTFMS INTEGRATION(CAl
 
3ROUP KEY . 3.5.2
 
4%* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ....... SPACE SYSTEPS HUMAN FACTORS
 
***m WASTE SOURCE NO. 7 .... INTERPERSONAL FACTORS
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4
 
11/31/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 545 
SIC SUBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A) 
2ROUP KEY .... 3.5.2 
* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMEN NO. I ....... SPACE SYSTEVS HUMAN FACTORS
 
**4 WASTE SOURCE NO. 8 .... RECREATION
 
DOCUMENT NO . ..... 3.5.2.18
 




*** WASTE ITEM NO. 1 ., RECORDING TAPE 
STATE ......... ... SOLID -
DENSITY ........... 105.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES . PLASTIC TAPE 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FE02 
COMPOSITION ... MYLARPOLYETHYLENETEREPHTHALAIE RESIN 





BATCH SIZE 0 80
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. ERASE
 




DENSITY .. ,..... 83.00 LBS/CUO FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ....... PLASTIC STRIP
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION . N/R
 
A* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4*
 
11/3S/7O RUN NO. ** 2 *A PAGE 546 
S/C SUBSYSIEM MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A) 
3ROUP KEY 3.5.2 
* E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I ...... SPACE SYSTEMS HUMAN FA(TORS 
*t** WASTE SOURCE NO. 0... RECREATION 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... QUESTIONNAIRES 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 72.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PAPER 
ELEMENTS PRESENI oo 
CCMPOSITICN ....... CELLULOSE 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 0.40 
DAILY RATE 0 00 
BATCH SIZE 0.03 
RECLAMATION ACTION 00 N/R 
*, MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/33170 RUN NC. ** 2 ** PAGE 547 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTEVS INTEGRATION (A) 
3ROUP KEY .. , 3.5.2 
** E2UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 . .... EVA/IVA TECHNOLCGY
 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER .
 










**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... ORIENTATION1 STABILITY AND RESTRAINT
 
DOCUMENT NO . ..... 	 3.5.2.2.1
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OP
 
BITAL MISSIONS9 REVISION NO. 1 SEPTEMBE
 
R iv 19699 NASA UMSFO
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 oo 	MISSION AND EXPERIMENT PROGRAM REOUIREME
 
NTS FOR A ONE-YEAR SPACE STATION, GEORGE
 




REFERENCE NO. 3 EVEA PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS STUDY, FINAL R
 


























RECLAMATION ACTION oo ERASE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA '
 
11(33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 548
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A)
 
3ROUP KEY .... 3552
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... EVA/IVA TECHNOLCGY
 
NASTE SOURCE NO0 .... 	 g 
* W** 	 I ORIENTATION STABILITY AND RESTRAINT
 




DENSITY ....... 72°00 LBS/CU0 FT0
 




COMPOSITION ....... ACLAR AGI
 
























GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 0.05 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION N/R
00 






















** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PACE 549
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM .... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A)
 
3ROUP KEY . 3.5.2
 
*4 EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... EVA/IVA TECHNOLOGY
 
4*4* WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... PERSONNEL TRANSLATION
 
COCUMENT NO ...... 3.5o2.2.2
 
REFERENCE NO0 1 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARIH OR 
BITAL MISSIONS9 REVISION NO. Iv SEPTEMBE 
R 1, 19699 NASA OMSFo 
REFERENCE NO. 2 oo MISSION AND EXPERIMENT PROGRAP REQUIREME 
NTS FOR A ONE-YEAR SPACE STATION, GEORGE 
C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, FEBRU 
ARY9 1967. 
REFERENCE NO. 3 MANNED SPACE FLIGHT EXPERIMENT SUMMARY9 
GECRGE COMARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER FE 
BRUARY 1967. 




DENSITY ........... 105.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. ERASE
 




DENSITY ......... 83.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 





COMPOSITION ....... ACLAR AGI
 








RECLAMATION ACTICN .. NIR
 
** NANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *t
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 *- PACE 550 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION IA)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.2
 
*t EUIPMENTIEXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... EVA/IVA TECHNOLCGY
 
*44% WASTE SOURCE NO0 2 .... PERSONNEL TRANSLATION
 
**4 WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... DATA SHEETS 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY . 72.00 LBS/CUo FT0 
ATTRIBUTES ..... PAPER 
ELEMENTS PRESENT o 
COMPOSITION .... CELLULOSE 
GENERATICN DATA 000 QUANi TY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 0.20 
DAILY RATE 0O00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION 00 N/R 
** # 4 QUESTIONNAIRES












































RECLAMATION ACTION oo REPAIR
 
*
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 

11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PACE 551
 
SIC SUBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A)3.5.2
;ROUP KEY 

** F)UIPMENT/EXPERIMNT NO. 2 .......EVA/IVA TECHNOLOGY
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... MASS TRANSLATION 
DOCUMENT NO . . 3.5.2.2-3
 
REMARKS 1 1) ... FOR OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION SEE DOCUMENT
 
NC. A- 3 5o2.2.2
 
**t- %ASTE ITEM NO. I .... RECORDING TAPE 
STATE ..... SOLID 
DENSITY ........ 105.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES 0 ..... PLASTIC TAPE 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... MYLAR-FE029 POLYETHYLENE, TEREPHTHALATEV 
RESIN
 








RECLAMIATION ACTION .. ERASE
 
**4** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... FILM? STILL9 CINE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ....... 83.00 LBS/CUO FT0 




COMPOSITION ....... ACLAR AGI
 








RECLAMATICN ACTION .. A/R
 





















RECLAMATION ACTICN . N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 552 
S/C SUBSYSTEM . . MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A) 
3ROUP KEY 3.5.2 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... EVA/IVA TECHNOLCGY
 
*4*4 WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... MASS TRANSLATIgN
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT NASTE GENERATION DATA 4*
 
11/3)170 RUN, NO ** 2 *'* PAGE 553 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTFMS INTEGRATI6N (A) 
TROUP KEY ..... 3.5.2 
t* EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... EVA/IVA TECHNOLOGY 
**** hASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND ADVANCED SPACE S 
UIT ASSEMBLY DEVELOPMENT 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 3o5.2o2o4 
REFERENCE NO. 1 oI 	BACH9 R.0.? W W. BOARDMAN? JR., AND J.W.
 
ROBINSON, JR. APPLICATION OF LITHIUM CH
 
EMICALS FOR AIR REGENERATION OF MANNED S
 
PACECRAFTo AMRL-TR-65-1069 JUNE 1965.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 	 BORYTAv D.Ao AND E.W. DEZMELYKo CONFIGUR
 
ATION INVESTIGATION FOR LITHIUM OXIDE CA
 




REFERENCE NO- 3 .	 CHANDLER, H.W., E. MCDONALD, F.Z. POLLAR 
Av ANDG. WALDEN. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
 




REFERENCE NO. 4 	 DESCRIPTIVE TITLES OF EXPERIMENTS SELECT
 




REFERENCE NO 	 DEVELOPMENT OF THE MORL, ANALYSIS OF SPA
 
CE RELATED OBJECTIVES DOUGLAS REPORT NO
i 

o SM4BBO8 SEPTEMBER 	1965.
 
REFERENCE NO. 6 oo EVALUATION OF DESORBATES FROM A REGENERA
 
TIVE C02 REMOVAL SYSTEM USED IN A 60 DAY
 
MANNED TEST0 MCDC ADVANCED BIOTECHNOLOG
 
Y AND POWER DEPARTMENT 1969.
 
REFERENCE NO. 7 o. EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 




REFERENCE NO. 8 *. 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR ONE-YEAR SPACE ST
 




REFERENCE NO. 9 	 FIXLER, S.Z. SATELLITE THERMAL CONTROL
 
USING PHASE-CHANGE MATERIALS. J. SPACECR
 
AFT. 39 19669 PP. 1362-1368
 
PEFERENCE NO. 10 PEDGE? JoCo. SURVEY OF THERMAL CCNTROL T
 
ECHNIQUES FOR EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE SUITS
 
APRL TR-68-87, DECEMBER 1968.
 
REFERENCE NO. ii 16f EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR MANNED EARTH 
OR'AITAL MISSIONS0 VOL. 1. IBM PEPOPT NO. 
65-928-63-CONTRACT NO. NASI-4667i AUGUS 
T 1965. 
11/3)/70 RUN NO0 tS 2 ** 	 PACE 554
 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM . MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A)
 
3ROUP KEY 3o5 2
 
EAUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO0 2 ....... EVA/IVA TECHNOLOGY
 




REFERENCE NO0 12 KEATING9 D.A 9 K WETSWURM9 C0 MoMEYER9 GoWoFI
00 
LSCN AND JoHoLANTZoMANNED TESTING OF SEM
 
I-PASSIVE POTASSIUM SUPEROXIDE ATMOSPHER
 
E CONTROL SYSTEM I AMRL-TR-65-

REFERENCE NO0 13 NASA EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTIONS F(R EXTENDE
00 








DENSITY ........... 83.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 




COMPOSITION ....... ACLARv AGI
 































RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTICN oo N/R
 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4
 
1I/3D/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 555 





** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... EVA/IVA TECHNOLOGY
 




S* WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... DOSIMETERS - THERPOLUMINESCANT
 
STATE .. o.... .... SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. PURGEREACTIVATE
 




















RECLAMATICN ACTION .. ORYs PURGE
 
?ANhEO SPACECPAFT vAASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3)170 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 556 




** EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... FVA/IVA TECHNOLCGY 
***% ASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND ADVANCED SPACE S 
UIT ASSEMBLY DEVELOPMENI 










COMPOSITION ACLAR , FEO
 
GENERATILN DATA o. QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTC TOTAL 0.30 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0o01 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. ERASE 





















RECLAMATION ACTION .. SALVAGE
 
s***h~ WASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... LICH ABSORBER 
STATE SOLID 



















*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 557
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.2
 
** EDUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 o ...ooEVA/IVA TECHNOLCGY
 





**** WASTE ITEM NO. 10 DATA SHEETS 
STATE ....... SOLID
 
















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 












GENERATICN DATA oo QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPT. TOTAL - 0050 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.02 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION . SABATIER
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA tt
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO0 *c 2 ** 	 PACE 558 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.2
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO0 2 ....... EVA/IVA TECHKOLCGY 
** WASTE'SOURCE NO. 4 PRCTECTIVE CLOTHING AND ADVANCED SPACE S 
UIT ASSEMBLY DEVELCPMENT 




















RECLAMATION ACTION o NI/R
 








ELEMENTS PRESENT oo 
CCMPOSITION . . AIER 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. DESORB
 
** ' WASTE ITEM NO. i .... QUESTIONNAIRE 
STATE SOLID 
DENSITY ..... 72.00 LBS/CU0 FT0 













RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
PWANNED SPACECRAFT hASTE GENERATION CATA *
 
1i1/3/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 559 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTEPS INTEGRATION (A)
 
3ROUP KEY . 3.5.2
 
44 E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... EVA/IVA TECHNOLCGY 
**W* ASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND ADVANCED SPACE S 
UIT ASSEMBLY DEVELOPMENT 
** *'* WASTE ITEM NO. 16 .... GASES FOR .C. CARRIER 
STATE ....... GAS
 








GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTC TOTAL 12.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.60 
RECLAMATION ACTION
 
**. WASTE ITEM NO. 17 .... SUPPORT FOR GC. 
STATE ............. SOLID
 




ELEMENTS PRESENT .. SI
 
COMPOSITION ....... FE203v AL203
 
GENERATION DATA . QUANTITY fLBS)
 
EXPTO TOTAL 3.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0o.5 
RECLAMATION ACTION O DESORB ADSORBATES 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REACTIVATE
 
** PANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ' 
11/3)/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 560 




** E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 O..... EVA/IVA TECHNOLOGY
 




REFERENCE NO. 10 	DAVIES9 J0 C0 ET AL. PRELIMINARY STUDIES
 
GN A NEW PARTIAL PRESSURE SUIT CONCEPTO
 
SAM-TR-67-15 USAFSAM, FEBRUARY 1967
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 	 MCGUIRE T0 Fo ET AL9 CARDIOVASCULAR EFFEC
 
TS CF BREATHING AGAINST UNBALANCED ATMOS
 




















































** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN 	NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 561
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.2
 
** EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NOf 2 O.....EVA/IVA TECHNOLOGY 
4*4* WASTE SOURCE NO. 5 .... IoVA. SUIT ,(PARTIAL PRESSURE) 
** * * WASTE ITEM NO0 3 .... DOSIMETER - THERMOLUMINESCENT
 
STATE ...... .... SOLID
 



















***m* WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... DOSIMETER - RADIOLUMINESCENT 
STATE ........... SOLID 
















RECLAMATION ACTION 0o N/R
 










COMPOSITICN o..... ACLAR AGI
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. ERASE
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 * 	 PAGE 562 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM . MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A)
 
,ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.2
 
t ELUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO0 2 ....... EVA/IVA TECHNOLOGY 
**v* 1ASTE SOURCE NO0 5 .000 IoVoAo SUIT (PARTIAL PRESSURE) 
****41 WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... DATA SHEETS 
STATE ....... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 72.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 





GENERATION DATA o QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPT0 TOTAL 0040 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION K/R
00 


















BATCH SIZE 0 08
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. SALVAGE
 
-* WASTE ITEM NO. 8 ... 02 IN PoP 0 L0 So
 
STATE 0000. 000.00 GAS
 


















** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 563 
000S/C 	SUBSYSTEM MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (A) 
;ROUP KEY 3.5.2 
** E UIPMENf/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... EVA/IVA TECHNOLOGY 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 5 .... IoVoAO SUIT (PARTIAL PRESSURE) 
****4* ASTE ITEM NO. 9 .... LIOH ABSORBER (C02) 
STATE ......... SOLID 
DENSITY ........ 2800 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES .. . POWDER 
ELEMENTS PRESENT o 
COMPOSITION ....... LIOH 
GENERATICN DATA QUANTITY (LBS)000 
EXPT. TOTAL 4.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 1.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 




DENSITY 107.00 LBS/CU. FT0
 






GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBSI 
EXPTC TOTAL 6.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.06 
RECLAMATION ACTION . REPLENISH CHEMICALS
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
L1/30170 RUN NO. *4 2 *4 PAGE 564 
S/C SUBSYSTEM MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (BI 
SROUP KEY 3.5-2 
* E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO0 3 MAINTENANCE AND MAINTAINABILITY 
ASSCCIATED FPE NUMBER .0.
 




"* WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... ACCESSIBILITY 
DOCUMENT NO. 	 3o5o2 3 1
 
REFERENCE NO0 I 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR 
BLIAL MISSIONS9 REVISICN NO0 19 SEPTEMBER 1Y19699 NASA OMSFV
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 MISSION AND EXPERIMENT DROGRAM REQUIREME
 
NTS FOR A ONE-YEAR SPACC STATION i GEORGE
 




REFERENCE NO. 3 	 MANNED SPACE FLIGHT EXPERIMENT SUMMARY9
 








DENSITY ........... 105000 LBS/CUo FT.
 
ATTRIBUIES ....... PLASTIC TAPE
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FE 9 02
 
COMPOSITION ....... MYLAR 9 POLYETHYLENE1 TEREPHTHALATE RESIN
 








RECLAMATIGN ACTION .. ERASE
 




DENSITY 83.00 LBSICU0 FT0
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ 	PLASTIC STRIP
 




GENERATION DATA oo. QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTO TOTAL 0.25 
DAILY RATE 000 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION ., N/R 
* ' MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
1113)/70 RUN NO. ** * 	 PAGE 565 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (B
 
;ROUP KEY .,. 3.5.2
 
** E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ...... MAINTENANCE AND MAINTAINABILITY 
m*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 . 





















































































**-* WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... 


















0o17 LBS/CU0 FT. 
VARIED 
QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPT. TOTAL 5.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 010 
RECLAMATION ACTION 00 REPAIR 
Y* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
i/30/70 RUN NOo ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 566 




** E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ....... MAINTENANCE AND MAINTAINABIlITY
 
***, WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .00 MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR IN ZERO G 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 	 3°5°2°3°2
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR 
BITAL MISSIONS? REVISION NO0 lv SEPTEMBE 
R I 19699 NASA OMSFo
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 	 REPORT ON THE DEVOOF THE MANNED ORBITAL
 
RESEARCH LABo(MORL) SYSTEM UTILIZATION P
 
CTENTIALoTASK AREA I ANALYOOF SPACERELAT
 
ED OBJECT.vBOOK 2 DOUGLAS REPTo SM488080
 
** WASTE ITEM NO. I ... FILM 9STILL9 CINE 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY 8300 LBS/CU0 FT. 






GENERATION DATA QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTo TOTAL 2.50 
DAILY RATE - 000 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
***#* WASTE iTEM NO0 2 .... CATA SHEETS 
STATE .......... SOLID 















RECLAMATION ACtlON o N/R
 
r MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/30/70 RUN 	NO. ** 2 * PAGE 567 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (B)
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.2
 
** EfUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ......MAINTENANCE AND MAINTAINABILITY 
*** lASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR IN ZERO G 
**#* * WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... EQUIPMENT 
STATE . SOLID 
DENSITY 
ATTRIBUTES ..... 
166&00 LBS/CU4 FT. 
ELEMENTS PRESENT 
COMPOSITION .... VARIED 
GENERATION DATA QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 5 00 
DAILY RATE 000 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR 
LJ W€NASTE ITEM NO0 4 .... TEST SPECIMENS 
STATE ...... VARIED
 








GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTC TOTAL 20.00 
. DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.05 
RECLAMATION ACTION . REPAIR, IF POSSIBLE
 
** MANNED SPACECPAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4 
11/3)/70 RUN NOD ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 568
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION tB) 
3ROUP KEY 3.5.2 
EIUIPMENT/EXPERTMENT NO. 4 BEHAVIOR
. 0.... 

ASSCCIATED FPE NUMBER .o
 




**4* WASTE SOURCE RO0 I .... INTRAPERSONAL FACTORS -
DOCUMENT NO0.	 3o5.2,41
 
RECERENCE NO. 1 	 NATIONAL MULTIPURPOSE SPACE STATION9 NAS
 
A VSC DECEMBER 1964.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 .. MEDICAL ASPECTS OF AN ORBITING RESEARCH
 
LABORATORYV NASA SPACE rEDICINE ADVISORY
 
GROUP2 NASA REPORT NO0 SP-869 1966.
 




DENSITY .... 105.00 LBS/CUo FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ... 	PLASTIC TAPE
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT FE 9 02
 
COMPOSITION ....... YLAR9 POLYETHYLENETEREPHTHALATE RESIN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. ERASE
 












GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 
FXPTo TOTAL 0.30 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
3ATCH SIZE 0.00 
PECLAvIATIOC ACTICN .. N/R 
t'g MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA tt
 
11/3)/70 RUN,NOO ** 2 ** PAGE 569 
S/C SUBSYSTEM .... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (B) 
00000GROUP KEY 3.5°2
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ...... BEHAVIOR 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... INTRAPERSONAL FACTORS 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 RECORDING DATA SHEETS 
STATE ......... SOLID 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
**4 WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... PAPER (PAPER AND PEN TESTS) 
STATE ............ SOLID
 



















AASTE ITEM NO. 5 .- CONTACT PASTE
 
STATE ............ SEMI SOLID
 








GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMAIlON ACTION .. CCLLECT REHYDRATE
 
** PAHNEO SPACECPAFT WASTE GENERATION EATA 4 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 570
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (B)
 
3ROUP KEY ° 3O5O2
 
** EDUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 o...... BEHAVIOR
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NOo I .... INTRAPERSONAL.FACTORS
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION o RFPAIR
 
*'- MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *t 
11/33/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 4* 	 PAGE 571
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATLON (B) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 352 ­
*4 EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 o.....BEHAVIDR
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 ... VISUAL FUNCTION
 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 3o5o2 4o2
 




DENSITY ......... 105o00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 
AITRIBUTES ...... PLASTIC TAPE
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT o FE 902
 
COMPOSITION ... MYLARPOLYETHYLENETEREDHTHALATE RESIN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION 00 ERASE
 





























DENSITY 72.00 LBS/CU. FT0 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PAPER -
ELEMENTS PRESENT . 
CCMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE 










vs MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 
4
 
11/33170 RUN NO. A* 2 ** PAGE 572
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (B)
 
;ROUP KEY o.... 3.5.2
 
** EQUIPMENT/EXPER1MENT NO. 4 ....... BEHAVIOR 
4*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 2 .... VISUAL FUNCTION 












GENERATICN DATA ooo QUANTITY !LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 0.03 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
















GENERATION DATA QUANTITY (LBS)
000 

EXPTo TOTAL 0°05 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATICN ACTION .o N/R 
**1* WASTE ITEM NO0 6 INSTRUMENTATION 
STATE .......... SOLID 
DENSITY ........ 166O00 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ... GLASSvMETAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT o SI 9 O29 FEvCAL 
CCPPOSITION ....... 











** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATICN DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO0 *4 2 ** 	 PACE 573 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (B)
 
;ROUP KEY .... 35.2
 
*4 E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 O..... BEHAVIOR 
** 	 ViASTE SOURCE NO. 3 .... COMMUNICATIONS AND RECORDING 
DOCUMENT NO ...... 	 3o5.2o4o3
 
REFERENCE NO. I 	 NASA EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTIONS FOR EXTENCE
 
D APOLLO EARTH-ORBIT FLIGHTS. NASA HEADQ
 
UARTERSv WASHINGTON9 DoCoVMARCH 1965.
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS9 REVISION NO.1 SEPTEMBER
 
I, 1969, NASA OMSFC
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 	 MISSION AND EXPERIMENT PROGRAM REQUIREME
 
NTS FOR A ONE-YEAR SPACE STATION, GEORGE
 




***** WASTE ITEM NO0 I ., RECORDING TAPE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ........ 10500 LBS/CU. FT0 




COMPOSITION MYLAR iPOLYETHYLENETEREPHTHALATE RESIN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. ERASE
 
***** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... FILMvSTILLvCINE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ooc ... 83.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ..... PLASTIC STRIP 
ELEMENTS PRESENT AG4f 
COMPOSITION ..... ACLAR 







RECLAMATION ACTION oo NfR
 
4* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/3)/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 	 PAGE 574 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (B) 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.2 
** E-UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ....... BEHAVIOR 
***i WASTE SOURCE NO. 3 ... COVMUNICATIONS AND RECORDING 
***x WASTE ITEM NO. 3 ... DATA SHEETS 
STATE ........ SOLID 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
****m WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... QUESTIONNAIRES 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ...... 72.00 LBS/CUo FT. 













RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... RECORDING DATA SHEETS 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 72.00 LBS/CU0 FT0 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PAPER 
ELEMENTS PRFSENT oo 
COMPOSITION ... CELLULOSE 
GENERATION DATA .0. QUANTITY ILBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 0005 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION N/R00 

** MANNED SPACECRAFT kASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/33/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 575 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION IB]
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.2
 
** E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ....... BEHAVIOR 
*,'** WASTE SOURCE NO0 3 COWMUNICATIONS AND RECORDING 
*4**$* WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... PAPER (PAPER AND PEN TESTS) 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY 72.00 LBS/CU0 FT0 

















***** WASTE ITEM NO0 7 .... INSTRUMENTATION 
STATE . ........ SOLID 
DENSITY ..... 166&00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES 
ELEMENTS PRESENT o 
COMPOSITION ....... VARIED 










N<* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4 
11/3)/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 * 	 PAGE 576
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (B)
 
3ROUP KEY .... 3.5.2
 
#4 E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ...... BEHAVIOR
 
*44* WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... KINESTHETIC FUNCTION
 
DOCUMENT NO..0000. 	 3.5.2.4.4
 
REFERENCE NO. Io 	 NASA EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTIONS FOR EXTENDE
 
D APOLLC EARTH-ORBIT FLIGHTS. NASA HEADO
 
UARTERS9 WASHINCTON9 D.Co9 MARCH 1965.
 
00REFERENCE NO. 2 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENPED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS9 REVISION NO.! SEPTEMBER
 
19 1969v NASA OMSFo
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 EXPERIMENT SELECTION AND DEFINITION FOR
 








DENSITY .......... 105.00 LBSICUO FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ....... PLASTIC TAPE
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FE 9 02
 
COMPOSITION ....... PYLARPOLYETHELENEVTEREPHTHALATE RESIN
 










...... -WASTE ITEM NO 2 ..0. FILMSTILLvCINE 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 83.00 LBS/CU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC STRIP 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .o AG9i 
COMPOSITION 00000.0 ACLAR 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. NIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3D/70 RUN NO. *4 2 #* PAGE 577 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATBON (BI 
7ROUP KEY ... 3.5.2 -
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO, 4 O....BEHAVIOR
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 KINESTHETIC FUNCTION
 





















RECLAMATION ACTION .0 N/R
 












GENERATION DATA o.. QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTO TOTAL 0.03 
- DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATICN ACTION .. N/R
 
*4 MANNED SPACECRAFT 1,ASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. *4 2 ** 	 PACE 578 




E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NOo 4 ....... BEHAVIOR
 
S** WASTE SOURCE NO. 4 .... KINESTHETIC FUNCTION
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. COLLECT-REHYDRATE
 












GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY ILBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 3.00 
DAILY RATE - 000 
BATCH SIZE 0.24 
RECLAMATION ACTION REPAIR
00 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA ** 
11/33/70 RUN NOt ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 579
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (B)
 
3ROUP KEY .. 3.5.2
 
•c* EXUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ....... BEHAVIOR
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 5 .... ORIENTATION SENSES
 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 3o5.2o4 5
 
REMARKS (1) ...... FOR OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION SEE 
NO0 A-3.5.2.4.4 
DOCUMENT 








ELEMENTS PRESENT 00 FE02 
COMPOSITION ....... MYLARPDLYETHYLENEVTEREPATHALATE RESIN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. ERASE
 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... FILMqSTILLCINE 
STATE SOLID 
DENSITY ... 83o00 LBS/CU0 FT0 
ATTRIBUTES .... PLASTIC STRIP
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




DENSITY ........ 72.00 LBS/CUC FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION 0o N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3D/70 RUN NO. ** 2 **. 	 PAGE 580
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (B)
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.5.2
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO0 4 ....... BEHAVIOR
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO0 5 ORIENTATION SENSES
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 




DENSITY 72.00 LBS/CUo FT0
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** *4* WASTE ITEM NO. 6 .... INSTRUMENTS 
STATE ........... SOLID 






COMPOSITION 000000. VARIED 








RECLAMATION ACTION oo REPAIR
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/30/70 RUN NO. ** 2 * PAGE 581
 





*4 E UIPMENI/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ....... BEHAVIOR
 
**4 WASTE SOURCE NO. 6 .... CHEMICAL SENSE FUNCTION
 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 3.5.2.4.6
 
REFERENCE NO. I . EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR 
BITAL MISSIONS9 REVISION NO0 1v SEPTEMBE 
R i1v9699 NASA OMSF0 
**t WASTE ITEM NO0 I .... RECORDING TAPE 
STATE ............ SOLID
 
DENSITY . ...... 05.00 |BS/CU. FT0
 
ATTRIBUTES ....... PLASTIC TAPE
 
ELEMENTS PRESENT . FEv02
 
COIPOSITION ...... MYLARVPOLYEIHYLENEvTEREPHTHALATE RESIN
 






BATCH SIZE 0o08 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. ERASE 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R (TRAP)
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 582
 





* EIUIPMENT/FXPERIMENT NO. 4 ....... BEHAVIOR 
**4 lASTr SOURCE NO. 6 . CHEMICAL SENSE FUNCTION 




















RECLAMATION ACTION - N/R
 











COMPOSITION ....... COPOLYVINYL ACETATE
 




































** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN NO* ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 583 




** EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ......0 BEHAVIOR 
*w'l WASTE SOURCE NO. 7 .... SOIESTHETIC FUNCTION 
DOCUMENT NO. 	 305.2o4.7
000000 
PEFERENCE NO. I 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXIENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS9 REVISION NO1 SEPTEMBER
 
19 1969, NASA OMSFo
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 SYNPOSIUM ON PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS
 
OF SPACE FLIGHT9 B. FLAHERTY EDITOR, CO
 
LUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS 9 NEW YORK, 196I.
 




DENSITY ...... 10o00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 
AT-TRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC TAPE
 
FLEMENTS PRESENT .. FE,02
 
CCMPOSITION-1 ...... MYLAR9 POLYETHYLENE9 TEREPHTHALATE RESIN
 








RECLAMATIGN ACTION .. ERASE
 
4t**** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 DATA SHEETS 
STATE ............ SOLID 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
R*
WANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11130/70 RUN NO. * 2 ** 	 PAGE 584
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM . MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (B)
 
GROUP KEY . 3°5°2
 
** E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 .......BEHAVIOR 
* ** WASTE SOURCE NO. 7 SOMESTHETIC FUNCTION 
** *** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 . COTTCN TUFFS 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 87.00 LBS/CUO FT0 
ATTRIBUTES 0 ....0 SOFT 
ELEPENTS PRESENT o 
COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
44*4* WASTE ITEM NO 4 .... NEEDLES 
STATE ......... SOLID
 








GENERATICN DATA QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTO TOTAL 1.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 







** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION CATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 585
 
SiC 	SUBSYSTEM .,. MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (B)
 
SROUP KEY ..... 3.5.2
 
* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ...... BEHAVIOR 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 8 INTELLECTUAL FUNCTION 
DOCUMENT NO..... 35 2.4o8
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS, REVISION NO.1 SEPTEMBER
 
1, 1969, NASA OMSFo
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 REPORT ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MANNED
 
ORBITAL RESoLABo IMORL) SYSToUTILIZATION
 
PGTENTIALoTASK AREA I ANALoOF SPACE REL
 
.OBJECTIVESvBK 29DOUGLAS REPO SM48808 9 SE
 




DENSITY ......... 10-o00 LBSICU0 FT0
 




COMPOSITION ....... MYLAR9POLYETHYLENE TFREPHTHALATE
 









RECLAMATION ACTION . ERASE
 
* * WASTE ITEM NO 2 ... QUESTIONNAIRES 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY .... 72.00 LBS/CU0 FT0 
ATTRIBUTES .... PAPER 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ...... CELLULOSE 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo IOTAL 0.01 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT hASTE GENERATION DATA *4 
L1/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 *4 	 PAGE 586 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM .... MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (B)
 
GROUP KEY ..... 3.5.2
 
* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ....... BEHAVIOR 
#*'* WASTE SOURCE NO. 8 .... INTELLECTUAL FUNCTION 
****-* WASTE ITEM NO0 3 .... PAPER (PAPER & PEN TESTS) 
STATE SOLID 
DENSITY ........ 72.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ....... PAPER 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ....... CELLULOSE 
GENERATION DATA QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 0.10 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0001 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 * 	 PAGE 587
 
S/C SUBSYSTEM MAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (B]
 
ROUP KEY ..... 3.5,2
 
*4 ElUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ....... BEHAVIOR
 
*4* WASTE SOURCE NO. 9 ... HIGHER MENTAL FUNCTION 
DOCUMENT NO. 	 3.5o2.4o9
 
REFERENCE NO0 I 	 NASA EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTIONS FOR EXTENDE
 
D APOLLO EARTH-ORBIT FLIGHTS. NASA HEADO
 
UARTERS9 WASHINGTONV D.C.9 MARCH 19650
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 
BITAL MISSIONS? REVISICN NO.1 SEPTEMBER
 
IT 19699 NASA OMSF.
 
REFERENCE NO0 3 .o S.P. VINOGRAD, MEDICAL ASPECTS OF AN ORB
 
ITING RESEARCH LABORATORY9 SPACE MEDICAL
 








DENSITY ........ 105.00 LBS/CU. FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PLASTIC TAPE
 
ELE"ENTS PRESENT FE 902
 
CCMPOSITION .. 0...0 MYLARvPOLYETHYLENETEREPHTHALATE RESIN
 








RECLAMATION ACTION oo ERASE
 
#**** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... DATA SHEETS 
STATE ........... , SOLID 















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNFD SPACECRAFT wASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
1/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 588 




4 E)UIPENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ...... BEHAVIpR 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 9 .... HIGHER MENTAL FUNCTICN 
** *4* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 TEST SHEETS [PAPER & PEN) 
STATE ............. SOLTD
 




ELEMENTS PRESENT oo 
COMPOSITION CELLULOSE 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY {LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 0.50 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0,04 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 
0000









COMPOSITION ... VARIED 










* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4 
11/33/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 589
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... M#N SYSTEMS INTEGRATION 4B)
 
SROUP KEY ..... 3.5.2
 
** E2UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ..... BEHAVIOR
 
• '-WASTE SOURCE NO 0 10 .... AUDITORY FUNCTION
 
DOCUMENT NO ..... 	3.5.2.4.10
 
REFERENCE NO. I 	 NASA EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTIONS FOR EXTENDf
 





REFERENCE NO0 2 	 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM POR EXTEND EARTH ORBI
 
TAL MISSIONS9 REVISION N00 l SEPTEMBER
 
19 1969, NASA OMSFo
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 	 MISSION AND EXPERIMENT PROGRAM REQUIREME
 
NTS FOR A ONE-YEAR SPACE STATION9 GEORGE
 








DENSITY 105 00 LBS/CUC FT0
 





COMPOSITION ....... 	MYLAR9 POLYETHYLENETEREPHTHALATE RESIN
 
GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. ERASE
 




















RECLAMATICN ACTION oo N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *4
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO *t 2 * 	 PAGE 590 




FpfUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ....... BEHAVIOR 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 10 .... AUDITORY FUNCTJON 
* *** WASTE ITEA NO0 3 .... INSTRUMENTS 
STATE ............. SCLID
 
















RECLAMATICN ACTION -. REPAIR 
'' MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA 4* 





11/3)/70 RUN' NO0 4* 2 ** 	 PAGE 591
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MATERIALS MELTING
 
,ROUP KEY ..... 3o6oi
 
BASIC FUNCTION ...... PERFORM MISSION TASKS
 




** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO0 I 000000 MINIMUM BATCH SIZE
 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ooo 5o16
 
S/C AREAS ........ MELTING LABORATORY
 




**4* WASTE ITEM NO0 I ... AIR
 
STATE 0000000 0.. GAS
 
DENSITY .009 LBS/CUo FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES CW\TAINATED9 LOW PRESSURE
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. RECOMPRESS9 FILTER
 




DENSITY ..... 0.08 LBS/CUC FT0
 






















DENSITY ... 83.00 LBS/CUo FT0
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/A
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *t
 
11/33/70 RUN NO0 l* 2 ** 	 PAGE 592
 




** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 1 ....... MINIMUM BATCH SIZE
 
** WASTE SOURCE NO. I MINIMUM BATCH SIZE
 




DENSITY ........ f1500 LBS/CUo FT0
 















RECLAMATION ACTION REUSABLE AS IS
00 
* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11.131/70 RUN NO0 $* 2 ** 	 PACE 593
 




BASIC FUNCTION .......... PERFORM MISSION TASKS
 




** E)UIPMENTIEXPERIMENT NO. I ...... MEDIUM BATCH SIZE
 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ... 5o16
 
S/C AREAS MELTING LABORATORY
0........ 

S** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .. ECIUM BATCH SIZE
 
DOCUMENT NO ....... 	 30 6o2 0 10 1i
 
REFERENCE NO0 I 	 PEPORT ME-69-1 9 SPACE PROCESSING AND MAN
 
UFACTURING9 DTDO OCTOBER 219 1969 P. 54
 
0 




REFERENCE NO. 2 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH OR
 





REFERENCE NO. 3 	 SIAKIY CORPo 9 ELECTRON BEAM MAINTENANCE
 MANUAL 
:#*** WASTE ITEM NO. 1 ... AIR 
STATE ...... GAS 
DENSITY ......... 0009 LBSICU. FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ...... CONTAMINATED9 LOW PRESS.
 













RECLAMATION ACTION RECOMPRESS9 FILTER
00 






DENSITY .......... O08 LBS/CUo FT.
 















RECLAMATION ACTION o RECOMPRESS9 FILTER
 
• MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/33f70 RUN NC. 4* 2 ** 	 PAGE 594
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MATERIALS PRCCESSING
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3°6°2
 
** E UIPMENT/FXPERIMENT NO. I ....... MEDIUM BATCH SIZE 
**c4 WASIE SOURCE NO. I .... MEDIUM BATCH SIZE 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 .... FILM9 16MM
 
STATE ......... o... SOLID
 
DENSITY n........ 83.00 LBS/CUo FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/A
 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 4 .... EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY 
STATE ......... SOLID
 
DENSITY .......... 10000 LBS/CU0 FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ METAL PRESS. VESSEL
 












RECLAMATION ACTION o REUSABLE AS IS
 
*** WASTE ITEM NO. 5 ... ACCESSORY TOOLING 
STATE .SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 45.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ EETAL 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. Nlv COY CU 9 FE 
COMPOSITICN PLASTIC 









** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. *) 2 ** PAGE 595 
S/C SUBSYSTEM MATERIALS-PROCESSING 
3ROUP KEY 3.6.2 
** EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO I ...... MEDIUM BATCH SIZE 
* WASTE SOURCE NO. I .. ECIUM BATCH SIZE
 
t** * WASTE ITEA NO. 6 0 'VATER 
STATE LICUID 
DENSITY .... 62°50 LBS/CUC FTo -
ATTRIBUTES ..... CONTAMINATED 
ELEMENTS PRESENT 00 
COMPOSITION ....... WATER 
GENERATION DATA 000 QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTO TOTAL 125.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0o00 
RECLAMATION ACTION 00 FILTER 




















RECLAMATION ACTION o COOL
 
****t WASTE ITEM NO. 8 FILAMENT 
SLATE . ....... SOLID
 
DENSITY 000 LBS/CU0 FT0
 














RECLAMATION ACTION . N/A
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/33/70 RUN NO0 g* 2 ** 	 PAGE 596 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... MATERIALS PRCESSING
 
3ROUP KEY ..... 3.6.2
 
* EQUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO t ..... MEDIUMBATCh SIZE 
*44 WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 MEDIUM BATCH SIZE 
*4 WASTE ITEM N 9 ... SEALS 
STATE ........ SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... Co00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 
ATTRIBUTES ....... PLASTICv DAMAGED
 













RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/A
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/33/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 597
 




BASIC FUNCTION PERFORM MISSION TASKS
 




** E2UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO, 1 PRE-PRODUCTIQN LOTS 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ... 5.24
 
S/C AREAS ..... LABORATORY
 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I PRE-PRODUCTION LOTS 
COCUMENT NO. 	 3o6o3o1 1*
 
REFERENCE NO. I 	 HOUSEKEEPING CONCEPTS FOR MANNED SPACE S
 
YSTEMS 9 DOCUMENT NO. MS124YO0019 FAIRCHI
 
LO HILLER9 R0 A0 Do 26 JUNE 1970
0 

REFERENCE NO. 2 SPACE PROCESSING AND MANUFACTURING9 GECR
 
GE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER9 NASA
 
SN70-20517-548s DATED 5 FEB0 9 1969
 
*** * WASTE ITEM NO0 I AIR 
STATE GAS 
DENSITY 009 LBS/CU FT0 
ATTRIBUTES ..... COfTAMINATED9 LOW PRESS. 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. RECOMPRESS9 FILTER
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3J/70 RUN NO. ** 2 * 	 PAGE 598
 




BASIC FUNCTION 	 PERFORA MISSION TASKS
 








ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER o.o 5.24
 
S/C AREAS ......... LABORATORY
 
4*4 WASTE SOURCE NO0 I .... MANUFACTURING AND PROCESSING FACILITY
 
COCUMENT NO . ...... 3o6o4o1.1*
 
***kt WASTE ITEM NO. 1 .... AIR 
STATE .......... GAS
 
DENSITY ........ O09 LBS/CU0 FT0
 
ATTRIBUTES 	 LO PRESSURE, HEATED
 














** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 






11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 599 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... EARTH RESOURCES AND METEOROLOGY
 
3ROUP KEY ... 3.7.1
 
BASIC FUNCTION PERFORM MISSION TASKS
 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT ... EARTH SURVEYS
 
*t E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO0 I AGRICULTURE/ FORESTRY AND GEOGRA 
PHY EXPERIMENTS 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER oo 5o11 
S/C AREAS .......EARTH OBSERVATION LABORATOPY 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... AGRICULTURE/FORESTRY AND GEOGRAPHY EXPER 
IMENTS 
DOCUMENT NO...... 3.7.1.1.1* 
REFERENCE NO. 1o 	 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR EXTFNOED EARTH
 
ORBITAL MISSIONS9REV.1 SEPT 1,1969 TO TH
 




REFERENCE NO. 2 .. 	 CANDIDATE EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR MANNED 
SPACE STATIONS9 NASA REVISED BY CONVAIR 
CIV. OF GENERAL DYNAMICS, AUGo 1969
 
REFERENCE NO. 3 SENSORS POSE EARTH SATELLITE CHALLENGE,
 
AVIATION WEEK AND SPACE TECHNOLOGYy JUNE
 
22, 	19709 PP 124-130
 
***' WASTE-ITEM NO0 I .... MAGNETIC TAPE (ANALOG) 
STATE ........... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 30.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 














RECLAMATION ACTION .o SPLICE
 
4* MANNED SPACECRAFT %ASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 4" 	 PAGE 600 












)* 	 I ...O...AGRICULTUPEI FORESTRY /ND GECGRA
 




DENSITY ....... 3C00 LBS/CU0 FT0
 




COMPOSITION . . YLAR
 
GENERATION DATA ... QUANTITY (LBS)
 
EXPTo TOTAL 0.30 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0o00 
RECLAMATION ACTION SPLICE
00 




DENSITY ..... 30.00 LBS/CUo FT,
 















RECLAMATION ACTION . SPLICE
 




















RECLAMATICN ACTION .0 REPAIR ON BOARD
 
'* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3J/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** PAGE 601 
S/C SUBSYSTEM ..... EARTH RESOURCES AND METEOROLOGY 
3ROUP KEY 0 0 .0 7 












DENSITY ......... 3000 LBS/CU0 FT0
 
ATTRIBUTES .... MECHAICAL COMPONENT
 













RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR ON BOARD
 
0...




DENSITY ........ 2000 LBS/CU0 FT0
 





COMPOSITION PAPER9 ALKALI9 JELLY
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 




DENSITY ........... 6000 LBS/CU0 FT0
 




COMPOSITION ....... PAPERS CELLULOSE
 











N* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 602 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM EARTH RESOURCES AND METEOROLOGY
 
3ROUP KEY . 307.1
 
n* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. I .,....AGRICULTURE/ FORESTRY AND GEOGPA 
PHY EXPERIMENTS 
**** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 AGRICULTURE/FORESTRY AND GEOGRAPFY EXPER 
IMENTS 
***~ * WASTE ITEM NO. 8 PRINT FIXER 
STATF . ......... SOLID
 
DENSITY .......... 2C.o00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 




COMPOSITION .... MASTIC 9 ACETATE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. REFILL
 
*M ?ANNEO SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 
11/3)170 RUN NO. z 2 v* 	 PAGE 603 




EfEUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 GEOLOGYf MINEROLCGY EXPERIMENTS
 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ooo 5011
 
S/C AREAS ...... EARTH OBSERVATION LABORATORY
 
** WASTE SOURCE NO0 1 ... GEOLOGY/MINEROLOGY EXPERIMENTS 
DOCUMENT NO. ...... 3,7o1o2,1*
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR EXTENDEC EARTH
 
ORBITAL MISSIGNSgREV1 9 SEPT0 19 1969 TO TH
 
E EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR MANNED ORBITAL
 
WORKSHOPS 9AUGoIA 9 19689 PAYLOADS DIRECTORA
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 00 CANDIDATE EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR MANNED
 
SPACE STATIONS 9 NASA. REVISED BY CONVAIR
 




REFERENCE NO, 3 SENSORS POSE EARTH SATELLITE CHALLENGE9
 








DENSITY 0f....... 30.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. SPLICE
 
• * * WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... MAGNETIC TAPE (DIGITAL) 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY 3C O0 LBS/CU0 FT0
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. SPLICE
 
*-t MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA t 
11/3D/70 RUN NO. *t 2 	 PAGE 604 




* 	 E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ....... GEOLOGY/ MINEROLCGY EXPERIMENTS 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 GECLOGY/MINEROLOGY EXPERIMENTS 
**** WASTE ITEM NO. 3 M.ACNETIC TAPE (VOICE) 
STATE ...... SOLID
 
DENSITY ....... 3C.00 LBS/CU0 FTo
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. SPLICE
 
*44 * WASTE ITEM NO. 4 . COMPRESSOR (CRYOGENIC) 
V STATE SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 40.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ MECHANICAL COMPONENT 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. FE1 ALi C 
COMPOSITION ...... 
GENERATION DATA ..0 OUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTO TOTAL 12.00 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 12.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR ONBOARD 
***4 * WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... FAILED MAGAZINE 
STATE SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 30.00 LBS/CU FT.
. 

ATTRIBUTES ........ MECHANICAL COMPONENT
 













RECLAMATION ACTION .0 REPAIR ONBOARD
 
** FANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/3)/70 RUN NO0 '* 2 ** PAGE 605 
S/C SUBSYSTEM EARTH RESCURCES AND METECROLOGY
 
ROUP KEY o 3o7oI
 
* EUIDMFNT/EXPERIMENT NO0 2 ..o..,GEOLOGY/ MINEROLOGY EXPERIMENTS 
**** 1ASTE SOURCE NO. I GECLOGY/MINEROLOGY EXPERIMENIS 






















RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
*** WASTE ITEM NO0 7 .... POLAROID PRINT 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY 60.00 LBS/CUo FT.
 




COMPOSITION ...... PAPER, CELLULOSE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
***' c* WASTE ITEM NO. 8 .... PRINT FIXER 
STATE . .... SOLID 
DENSITY ....... 20.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 




COMPOSITION ... PLASTIC, ACETATE
 
CENERATION DATA QUANTITY ILBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 8.30 
DAILY RATE 0.03 
3ATCH SIZE 0.03 
RECLAMATIGN ACTION 00 REFILL 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ' 
11/31170 RUN NO. * 2 4 PAGE 606 
S/C SUBSYSTEM EARTH RESOURCES AND METEOROLOGY 
3ROUP KEY 3.7.1 
* 	 E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 . .. HYDROLOGY/WATER RESOURCES EXPERI 
MENTS 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ... 5.11
 
S/C AREAS ......... EARTH OBSERVATION LABORATORY
 




REFERENCE NO. 1 	 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH
 
ORBITAL MISSIONSREV.1!SEPToI,1969 TO IH
 





REFERENCE NO. 2 	 CANDIDATE EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR MANNED
 
SPACE STATIONS9 NASA q REVISED BY CONVAIR
 




REFERENCE NO. 3 SENSORS POSE EARTH SATELLITE CHALLENC'%
 
AVIATION WEEK AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY, JUNE
 
22v 1970o PP 124-130o.
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. SPLICE
 
* 	 WASTE ITEM NO 2 .... MAGNETIC TAPE (DIGITAL)
 
STATE .......... .. SOLID
 
DENSITY . ... 3C.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 






GENERATICN DATA ... QUANTITY 4LBS) 
EXPTO TOTAL 0.30 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
RATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. SPLICE 
....D SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
1133170 RUN NO0 ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 607 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM EARTH RESOURCES AND METEOROLOGY 
3ROUP KEY 3o7o1 




**** WASTE SOURCE NO. I 00.. HYDROLOGY/WATER RESOURCES EXPERIPENTS
 




DENSITY .... 30.00 LBS/CUo FT.
 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. SPLICE
 
1 * WASTE ITEM NO0 4 .... POLAROID PRINT 
STATE .... SOLID 
DENSITY ... 6C.o00 LBS/CUo FT0 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PHOTO STOCK 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION .... PAPERv CELLULOSE 
GENERATION DATA .o QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 19.00 
DAILY RATE 0.06 
BATCH SIZE 0.01 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R 




DENSITY ......... 2Co00 LBS/CUo FT0
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ MULTILAYER PAPER
 
ELFPENTS PRESENT o AL
 
COMPOSITION ....... PAPER, ALKALI9 GEL
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
t1/33/70 RUN NO.* 2 ** 	 PAGE 608 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM EARTH RESOURCES AND METEOROLOGY 
SROUP KEY 3.7.1 
4 E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 3 ......HYDROLOGY/WATER RESOURCES EXPERI 
MENTS 
*A> WASTE SOURCE NO. l HYDROLOGY/WATER RESOURCES EXPERIWENTS 




DENSITY .......... 30.00 LBS/CU0 FT0
 
ATTRIBUTES ...... MECHANICAL COMPONENT
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR ONBOARD
 
**'- WASTE ITEM NO. 7 .... POLAROID PRINT FIXER 
STATE ......... SOLID 
DENSITY ........... 20.00 LBS/CU. FT. 




COMPOSITION ..... PLASTIC? ACETATE,
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .. REFILL
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/33/70 RUN NO0 *' 2 '* 	 PACE 609
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM ..... EARTH RESOURCES AND METEOROLOGY
 
;ROUP KEY ..... 3.7.1
 
. E 	hfIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 ...... METEOROLOGY EXPERIMENTS 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER .. o5.l
 
S/C AREAS ........ EARTH OBSERVATION LABORATORY
 
*t* WASTE SOURCE NO. I ... METEOROLOGY EXPERIMENTS 
DOCUMENT NO. 	 3.7.1.4.1
 
REFERENCE NO. I 	 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH
 
ORBITAL MISSIONSvREV0 I9 SEPT0 IvI969 TO TH
 
E EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR MANNEO ORBITAL
 
WORKSHOPS9 AUGo14vl9689 PAYLOADS DIRECTORA
 
REFERENCE NOt 2 	 CANDIDATE EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR MANNED
 
SPACE STATION9 NASA v REVISED BY CONVAIR
 




REFERENCE NO. 3 o- SENSORS POSE EARTH SATELLITE CHALLENGEV
 
AVIATION WEEK AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY9 JUNE
 
229 19709 PP 124-130.
 
*** WASTE ITEM NO0 1- POLAROID PRINT 
STATE ............ SOLID 
DENSITY 6C.0 0 LBSICUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PHOTO STOCK 
ELEMENTS PRESENT ..
 
COMPOSITION ....... PAPE? CELLULOSE
 








RECLAMATION ACTION oo N/R
 
****4 WASTE ITEM NO. 2 .... POLAROID FILM PKGo 
STATE ............ SOLID
 
DENSITY ......... 20.00 LBS/CUo FT0
 
ATTRIBUTES ........ MULTILAYER PAPER
 















'* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/33/70 RUN NO. *4 2 ** 	 PAGE 610 
SIC 	SUBSYSTEM .... EARTH RESOURCES AND METEOROLOGY
 
;ROUP KEY .... 3.7.1
 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 0oo.O.METEOPOLOGY EXPERIMENTS 
*-** WASTE SOURCE NO. I PETECROLOGY EXPERIMENTS 
**4c* WASTE ITEM NO. 3 MAGNETIC TAPE (ANALOG) 
STATE ....... SOLID 
DENSITY . 30°00 LBS/CUo FTo
 




COMPOSITION . ALKALI GEL, MYLAR
 








RECLAMATION ACTION .0 SPLICE
 
*4 WASTE ITEM NO0 4 .... MAGNETIC TAPE (DIGITAL 
STATE SOLID 
DENSITY . 30.00 LBS/CU0 FT0 
ATTRIBUTES . FILM END9 STRIPS 
ELEMENTS PRESENT ° 
CONPOSITICN ,. ALKALI GEL MYLAR 
GENERATICN DATA 0 QUANTITY (LBS) 
EXPTo TOTAL 0.30 
DAILY RATE 0.00 
BATCH SIZE 0.00 
RECLAMATION ACTION .. SPLICE
 
* WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... FAILED MAGAZINE 
STATE ............. SOLID
 
DENSITY . 3C.00 LBS/CU0 FT0
 
ATTRIBUTES ....... MECH. COMPONENTS
 












RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR ONBOARD
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA *
 
11/3J170 RUN NO. *4 2 4* 	 PAGE 611 




4* E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 4 oooooOMETEOROLOGY EXPERIMENTS 
*4* WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 METEOROLOGY EXPERIMENTS0000 

*m*4 * WASTE ITEM NJo 6 .... FAILED CRYOGENIC COMPRESSOR 
STATE ..... SOLID 
DENSITY 40000.......LBS/CUo FTo -
ATTRIBUTES ....... METAL
 













RECLAMATION ACTION o REPAIR
 




DENSITY ........... 30.00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 














RECLAMATICN ACTION oo SPLICE
 
Y* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/33/70 RUN NO. 191 2 X* PAGE 612 
S/C SUBSYSTEM EARTH RESOURCES AND METEOROLOGY 
SROUP KEY ..... 3.7.1 
** E)UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 5 ...... OCEANOIGRAPHY EXPERIMENTS 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER ... 5.11
 
S/C AREAS ........ EARTH OBSERVATION LABORATORY
 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... OCEANOGRAPHY EXPERIMENTS 
DOCUMENT NO0 .	 3.7.1.
 
REFERENCE NO. 1 	 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED EARTH
 
ORBITAL MISSIONSyREV.lySEPT.11969 TO Th
 
E EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR MANNED ORBITAL
 
WORK SHOPS 9 AUG.149t968PAYLOACS DIRECTOR
 
REFERENCE NO. 2 CANDIDATE EXPERIMENT PRCGRAF FOR MANNED
 
SPACE STATIONS9 NASA q REVISED &Y CONVAIR
 




REFERENCF NO. 3 SENSORS POSE EARTH SATELLITE CHALLENGE9
 
AVIATION WEEK AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY, JUNE
 
229 1970 PP 124-130.
 
** * WASTE ITEM NO. I .... POLAROID PRINT 
STATE SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 6C.00 LBS/CUo FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ PHOTO STOCK 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 
COMPOSITION ,.... PAPER 9 CELLULOSE 







RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
* *** WASTE ITEM NO. 2 ., POLAROID FILM PACK 
STATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY ......... 20.00 LBS/CU0 FT. 
ATTRIBUTES ........ MULTILAYER PAPER 
ELEMENTS PRESENT .. 	 AL
 
COMPOSITION ...... 	 PAPER, ALKALI GEL
 
GENERATICN DATA -	 QUANTITY (LBS)
 






RECLAMATION ACTION .. N/R
 
** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA **
 
11/32/70 RUN NO. ** 2 t* 	 PAGE 613
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM EARTH RESOURCES AND METEOROLOGY 
GROUP KEY ..... 307.1 
** E UIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO0 5 ....... OCEANOGRAPHY EXPERIMENTS
 
**R* WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... OCEANOGRAPHY EXPERIMENTS
 




















RECLAMATION ACTION .. REPAIR ONBOARD
 
* 	 '* WASTE ITEM NO0 4 .... MAGNETIC TAPE (DIGITAL) 
SJATE ............. SOLID 
DENSITY .......... 30 00 LBS/CUo FT0 














RECLAMATION ACTION .. SPLICE
 
**-* WASTE ITEM NO. 5 .... MAGNETIC lAPE (ANALOG) 
STATE SOLID
 
DENSITY ........ 30°00 LBS/CU0 FT.
 







GENERATION DATA QUANTITY (LBS)
000 










** MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA * 
11/3)/70 RUN NO. -* 2 ** 	 PAGE 614
 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM EARTH RESOURCES AND METEOROLOGY
 
3ROUP KEY 3 701
 
44 EUIPMENT/FXPERIMENT NO. 5 ....... OCEANOGRAPHY EXPERIMENTS 
*** WASTE SOURCE NO. I OCEANOGRAPHY EgPERIMENTS 
* *** WASTE ITEM NO0 6 MAGNETIC TAPE (VOICE) 
STATE 	 .... SOLID
 
DENSITY ........... 3C.00 LRS/CU. FT.
 






GENERATICN DATA .. 	 QUANTITY ILBS)
 
EXPTo TOTAL 	 0.30
 
DAILY RATE 	 0.00
 
BATCH SIZE 	 000
 
RECLAMATION ACTION .o SPLICE
 
4* MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA ** 




LUNAR AND INTERPLANETARY M53SION SUPPORT
 
11/33/70 RUN NO0 ** 2 ** 	 PAGE 615 
S/C 	SUBSYSTEM LUNAR MISSIONS
 
3ROUP KEY .... 39
 
BASIC FUNCTION ....... PERFORM MISSION TASKS
 




*E ElUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NOo I ...... ASTRONOMICAL INVESTIGATIONS
 






* * VASTE SOURCE NO. 1 .... ASTRONOMICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
DOCUMENT NO. 3o9S11,1*
 
REFERENCE NO. I LOGISTICS IMPLICATIONS OF AN ASTRONOMICA
00 

L OBSERVATORY ON THE MOON? RAND CORPo, M
 
ENO #RM 4916-PR FEBo 1966.
 
4 MANNED SPACECRAFT WASTE GENERATION DATA l*
 
11/30/70 RUN NOo 4* 2 ** 	 PAGE 616 




** EUIPMENT/EXPERIMENT NO. 2 ...... GEOLOGICAL EXPLORATIONS 
ASSOCIATED FPE NUMBER 000 




4 WASTE SOURCE NO. I .... GEOLOGICAL EXPLORATIONS 
DOCUMENT NO. ...... l2*
 
REFERENCE NO. I .. 	PROCEEDINGS OF THE WORKING GROUP ON EXTR
 
ATERRESTRIAL RESOURCESV 4TH ANNUAL MEETI
 
NG U.S.A0 F.Ao COLO. 1965.
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